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LAY ABSTRACT

In this thesis I study the Thanksgiving Psalms from Qumran (1QHodayot), a collection of Jewish psalms from the Dead Sea Scrolls. The collection is typically divided into two categories: the “Teacher Hymns” written by a leader of a sect, and the “Community Hymns” that are associated with his followers. Scholars agree that these categories are inadequate, but no alternatives have been offered. I propose to use a more flexible approach that can classify all of the psalms by genre. The psalms are classified on a spectrum between two modes of praise by their objectives and strategies of persuasion. I argue that the psalms participate in two interlocking genres (the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and the psalms of hymnic confession) and that all the psalms enable the speaker (the Maskil/Instructor) to achieve the two objectives of praising God and instructing his audience how to do the same.
ABSTRACT

The psalms of the Hodayot tradition (the Thanksgiving Psalms from Qumran) have been customarily divided into two categories: the “Teacher Hymns” written by a leader of the sect at Qumran, and the “Community Hymns” associated with the ordinary members of the sect. These categories are considered problematic because of well-recognized problems pertaining to authorship and to the poor fit of many of the psalms in the categories. I propose a new set of categories for the Hodayot that classify the psalms on the basis of genre. It is my contention that genre offers a better frame of reference because it defines the psalms against the backdrop of the genres of early Jewish psalms and not solely in terms of the sectarian community.

To propose new generic categories, I employ John Swales’s rhetorical moves analysis to classify the psalms on the basis of how their formal structures (what he calls “rhetorical moves”) work together to achieve common rhetorical objectives. Swales defines a composition’s genre primarily by its rhetorical objectives rather than a definitional checklist of features. I use rhetorical moves analysis to describe where the Hodayot psalms fall along the spectrum of descriptive and declarative praise in Claus Westermann’s schema for the genres of the biblical psalms. I conclude that there are two interlocking generic categories in the Hodayot: eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and psalms of hymnic confession. These generic categories have overlapping rhetorical strategies consisting of rhetorical moves that work closely
together to achieve the primary communicative purpose of praising God descriptively and declaratively. In this respect, they serve the Maskil’s secondary rhetorical objective of instructing the audience in the sectarian discourses of praise and supplication, making the Hodayot tradition a part of the Maskil’s programme of instructing sectarians and evaluating their insight into the divine plan.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AoDi</td>
<td>Account of distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>Account of provisional assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED</td>
<td>Account of eschatological deliverance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Intro</td>
<td>“Blessed are You” introductory formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Sub</td>
<td>“Blessed are You” subsection formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoK</td>
<td>Confession of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Eschatological meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPT</td>
<td>Eschatological psalm of thanksgiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>Exhortation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hypophora section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>Hymnic section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITY Intro</td>
<td>“I thank you, O Lord” introductory formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet</td>
<td>Petition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>Hymnic confession psalm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec</td>
<td>Recollection of the speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res</td>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sup</td>
<td>Superscription</td>
</tr>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIL</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOTC</td>
<td>Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATDan</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETL</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZAW</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>Cambridge Bible Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Continental Commentaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CurBR</td>
<td><em>Currents in Biblical Research</em></td>
</tr>
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<tr>
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<th>Title</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OTG</td>
<td>Old Testament Guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTL</td>
<td>Old Testament Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSOSSP</td>
<td>Princeton Theological Seminary Dead Sea Scrolls Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RefR</td>
<td>Reformed Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RevQ</td>
<td>Revue de Qumran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBLDS</td>
<td>Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBLRBS</td>
<td>Society of Biblical Literature Sources for Biblical Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem</td>
<td>Semitica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemeiaSt</td>
<td>Semeia Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ</td>
<td>Studia Judaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Studia Semitica Neerlandica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Studia Theologica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STDJ</td>
<td>Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNT</td>
<td>Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>The Biblical Archaeologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLZ</td>
<td>Theologische Literaturzeitung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TynBul</td>
<td>Tyndale Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Vetus Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSup</td>
<td>Supplements to Vetus Testamentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>Word Biblical Commentary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMANT</td>
<td>Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUNT</td>
<td>Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAW</td>
<td>Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This study proposes a new set of generic categories\(^1\) for the Hodayot that classify the psalms on the basis of genre rather than the authorship or persona of the speaker.\(^2\) The Hodayot tradition consists of psalms that praise and thank God that were unknown before the discovery of 1QHodayot\(^a\) in Cave 1 near Qumran in 1947. By 1956, the remains of seven additional and extremely fragmentary manuscripts were discovered, one in Cave 1 (1QH\(^b\)) and six in Cave 4 (4QH\(^a\)–\(^f\)). All of the Hodayot psalms, with one exception (4QH\(^e\) 8 i 13–8 ii 21), are preserved in 1QH\(^e\), the most intact manuscript (though still fragmentary) that contains at least nineteen psalms. An indeterminate number of psalms are lost to damage and decay. The Hodayot psalms are counted among the key sectarian compositions that give us insight into the late Second Temple period Jewish group or groups behind the large collection of scrolls found in the eleven

---

1. Genre is one kind of categorization, and language pertaining to genre and categorization are compatible. I use the term “generic category” as an umbrella term for categories at different levels of the hierarchies of genre schemas. For example, I would refer to a “genre” and a “subgenre” as “generic categories.”

2. I use the terms “the Hodayot,” and “the Hodayot tradition” as proper names for the corpus of psalms found in 1QHodayot\(^a\)–\(^b\) and 4QHodayot\(^a\)–\(^f\). Individual psalms are referred to as “psalms” or “Hodayot psalms” to distinguish them from compositions found in other corpora. The primary point of reference for the Hodayot corpus in this study is 1QH\(^e\) as it has been reconstructed in Hartmut Stegemann and Eileen M. Schuller, DJD 40. Although the psalms appear in smaller collections that in some cases have a different order (4QH\(^e\)\(^a\)), this study will work primarily with reference to the 1QH\(^e\) arrangement since the reconstruction of 4QH\(^e\) in particular is not well-established and only a single psalm is preserved in 4QH\(^e\). The other manuscripts follow the 1QH\(^e\) order (4QH\(^b\)–\(^d\)\(^h\)). For the purposes of this study, I will not be treating the psalms in the “Hodayot-like” manuscripts (4Q249m, 4Q433, 4Q433a, 4Q440, 4Q440a). The evaluation of these texts is reserved for a future study. Unless stated otherwise, transcriptions, translations, textual reconstructions, and material reconstructions are from Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40 and Eileen M. Schuller, DJD 29. Translations of biblical texts are taken from the NRSV and translations and transcriptions of Dead Sea Scrolls are taken from the DJD series unless noted. This study also converts all references in older studies to the column and line numbers in DJD 40, whether they use Sukenik’s system or the interim system (for more discussion of interim editions See p. 44 n. 136).
caves, adjacent to the site of Qumran. The settlement is considered to be a site that the sect occupied from approximately 100 BCE to 68 CE.3

Although the psalms of the Hodayot were initially categorized in terms of biblical4 psalms genres, they later came to be classified by authorship or by the persona of the speaker.

Although the psalms of the Hodayot tradition have formal and thematic affinities with the biblical psalms, they do not fit neatly into the generic categories that Hermann Gunkel used for biblical psalms and that have become the standard generic schema for psalms.5 Moreover, as the Essene hypothesis was taking form, there was great interest in reading the Hodayot against the

---

3. The terms “sect” and “sectarian” are much debated in Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship. I will not rehearse the entire debate here, but it suffices to say that the terms are problematic when used uncritically. Jutta Jokiranta has outlined several ways the group or groups could be described as sect and warns against mixing theories of sectarianism. Jutta Jokiranta, “Sociological Approaches to Qumran Sectarianism,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Timothy H. Lim (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 225. David Chalcraft has outlined the benefits of employing Max Weber’s concept of sect as “a religious community founded on voluntary membership achieved through qualification.” David Chalcraft, “Social Scientific Approaches: Sectarianism,” T&T Clark Companion to the Dead Sea Scrolls, 238. This is the basic sense of “sect” and “sectarian” adopted for this study. See also David Chalcraft, “Towards a Weberian Sociology of the Qumran Sects,” in Sectarianism in Early Judaism, ed. David Chalcraft, BibleWorld (London: Equinox, 2007), 74–105.

4. The concept of “biblical” psalms is anachronistic in the discussion of the Hodayot tradition. It is well established that in the Second Temple period there was nothing like a conventional collection of psalms along the lines of any of the canonical psalters that we have today. Although there are Dead Sea Scrolls manuscripts that contain arrangements of psalms that would later be found in the canonical psalters, they contain shorter arrangements of psalms that in many cases present the psalms in a different order and mixed with other psalms that were in circulation in the Second Temple period that were not incorporated into any of the canons. For more discussion, see Eva Mroczek, The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 19–50. While I fully acknowledge Eva Mroczek’s argument for removing our “biblical spectacles,” I will be referring to “biblical” psalms at times in the course of my engagement with the form-critical schemas that were developed specifically for the biblical psalms and presuppose a canonical collection. Every instance the term “biblical” in this study should be understood as if it is in scare quotes and not as an implicit claim for the existence of a canonical book of psalms in the Second Temple period.

5. The discussion of how Hermann Gunkel’s foundational generic schema has been adjusted and qualified in subsequent psalms research is to be discussed briefly below (see p. 73). While the generic categories have remained intact in psalms research, the form criticism that underpins them has been critiqued and extensively revised.
backdrop of reconstructed history of the sect, especially with respect to the figure of the Teacher of Righteousness. As a consequence, during the first generation of scrolls scholarship a provisional categorization schema was devised that was not strictly generic and divided the psalms into two basic categories that have come to be known as the “Teacher Hymns” and the “Community Hymns.” I use the term “Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema” as an umbrella term for all of the forms and variations of this categorization schema, though as the following discussion will demonstrate, the variations are far too divergent to be reconciled into a single schema.

A revised categorization schema is necessary for several reasons. First, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema was formed before all the Hodayot manuscripts were reconstructed and published, leaving eight columns (21–28) of material at the end of 1QH. The Teacher Hymns and Community Hymns have been designated with a variety of names: Danklieder and hymnischen Bekennnislieder [Günter Morawe]; psalms of thanksgiving and hymns [Svend Holm-Nielsen]; Psalmen des Lehrers der Gerechtigkeit and Gemeindepsalmen [Jürgen Becker]; Gemeindelieder und Lehreliedern [Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn], Hymns of the Teacher and Hymns of the Community [Sarah Tanzer]; Thank offering Songs and Hymns [Bonnie Kittel]; Hodayot of the leader and Hodayot of the community [Carol Newsom]; Teacher Hymns and Community Hymns (sometimes “non-Teacher Hymns”) [Angela Kim Harkins]. Svend Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot: Psalms from Qumran ATDan 2 (Aarhus: Universitetsforlaget, 1960); Günter Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung der Loblieder von Qumrân: Studien zur gattungsgeschichtlichen Einordnung der Hodajôth GTA 16 (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1961); Jürgen Becker, Das Heil Gottes: Heils- und Sündenbegriffe in den Qumrantexten und im Neuen Testament SUNT 3 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964); Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil: Untersuchungen zu den Gemeindeliedern von Qumran SUNT 4 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1966); Sarah J. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran: Wisdom in the Hodayot” PhD diss., Harvard University, 1986); Bonnie Pedrotti Kittel, The Hymns of Qumran: Translation and Commentary SBLDS 50 (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1981); Carol A. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space: Constructing Identity and Community at Qumran STDJ 52 (Leiden: Brill, 2004); Angela Kim Harkins, “The Community Hymns Classification: A Proposal for Further Differentiation,” DSD 15.1 (2008), 121–54; “A New Proposal for Thinking about 1QH Sixty Years after Its Discovery,” in Qumran Cave 1 Revisited: Texts from Cave 1 Sixty Years after Their Discovery. Proceedings of the Sixth Meeting of the IOQS in Ljubljana, eds. Daniel K. Falk et al., STDJ 91 (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 101–34.
several additional placements of fragments in other columns out of consideration.⁷ To this point, Hartmut Stegemann and Eileen Schuller argue that “[m]uch more work remains to be done... [t]he groundbreaking work of Gert Jeremias and Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn that established the categories of ‘Hymns of the Teacher’ and ‘Hymns of the Community’ now needs to be re-evaluated, and almost certainly refined, in light of the totality of the reconstructed scroll and the new materials preserved in the cave 4 copies.”⁸ Second, a consensus has emerged that the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema is not sound because the hypothesis that the Teacher of Righteousness is the author of the Teacher Hymns no longer has wide acceptance.

Third, there is little agreement about which psalms belong to each of the categories or whether a binary categorization schema can account for a corpus of psalms that display considerable formal hybridity.⁹ The lack of agreement about the classifications of psalms is partly the result of how categories that were originally generic were expanded to address non-

---

⁷ Columns 1–3 as Stegemann reconstructed them were not available either, but the fragments of these columns are small, few in number, and very uncertainly placed. No fragments were placed in col. 1, two tiny fragments in col. 2 (frgs. 23 and 16), and two larger fragments in col. 3 (frgs. 21 and 11). Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:55–61; pl. I.

⁸ Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:10–11.

generic research questions. Despite the widespread recognition of the inadequacies of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema, its nomenclature continues to be used for lack of a better alternative, though such usages are almost always accompanied by a disclaimer about the problematic nature of the schema. These disclaimers are indications that a revised categorization schema is a desideratum in Scrolls research. By reassessing the genres of the Hodayot tradition in this study, I will offer an alternative to the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema that classifies the psalms by genre rather than on the basis of criteria related to other unrelated research questions.

In the following sections of this chapter, I will 1) outline the history of the discovery, reconstruction, and publication of the Hodayot manuscripts, and 2) provide an overview of the emergence of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema and how it was shaped by the limitations of the evidence that was available to the early categorizers.

1.2 The Publication and Reconstruction of the Hodayot Manuscripts

The account of the reconstruction and publication of the Hodayot manuscripts has been thoroughly described elsewhere and does not need to be rehearsed here in full; however, it is important to establish a basic timeline so that the reader will have a sense of what Hodayot material was available to each of the scholars involved in categorizing the Hodayot tradition.

10. See previous note.
### Fig. 1: Timeline for the Reconstruction and Publication of the Hodayot Manuscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1QH&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; was discovered.</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleazar Sukenik published his first report on 1QH&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QH&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; was found during the controlled excavation of Cave 1.</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukenik published his second report on 1QH&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4QHodayot&lt;sup&gt;a–f&lt;/sup&gt; were discovered.</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukenik died.</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahman Avigad and Jacob Licht posthumously published 1QH&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (unreconstructed) with the discussion compiled mostly from Sukenik’s 1948 and 1950 reports.</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. T Milik published 1QH&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; in DJD 1.</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Strugnell issued a report that more Hodayot manuscripts were found in Cave 4.</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartmut Stegemann finished the first draft of his reconstruction.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stegemann completed an unpublished revision of his reconstruction while collaborating with Strugnell.</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stegemann delayed publication until Strugnell had a chance to publish 4QH&lt;sup&gt;a–f&lt;/sup&gt; first.</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Émile Puech independently reconstructed 1QH&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; with a few more fragment placements than Stegemann had placed.</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strugnell assigned 4QHodayot manuscripts to Eileen Schuller for publication.</td>
<td>1993–98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuller published preliminary studies on 4QHodayot&lt;sup&gt;a–f&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuller published 4QHodayot&lt;sup&gt;a–f&lt;/sup&gt; in DJD 29. Stegemann’s reconstructions of the more extensively preserved manuscripts are included.</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Elisha Qimron published his edition of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} with a system of coloured fonts to indicate overlaps with 1QH\textsuperscript{b} and 4QH\textsuperscript{a–f}\textsuperscript{,23}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The main observation to be drawn from this chart is that the editions and reconstructions of the Hodayot manuscripts were not completely available in published form until 2009. As a consequence, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema emerged and evolved without the benefit of a substantial amount of relevant evidence. In particular, the psalms in cols. 21–27 had little bearing on the development of the schema.\textsuperscript{24} Even though that evidence has been published, the schema continues to be used. In the remaining sections of this chapter, I will describe how the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema emerged and evolved into its current state.

### 1.3 Background of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn Schema (1948–1966)

#### 1.3.1 Eleazar Sukenik (1948-53)

Eleazar Sukenik laid the foundation for the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema in his second report.\textsuperscript{25} Material from the well preserved columns of

---

22. Material reconstructions have been proposed for all of the Hodayot manuscripts except 1QH\textsuperscript{b} and 4QH\textsuperscript{a}. The former exhibits peculiar formatting, and the latter is too minimally preserved (one fragment) to reconstruct. Schuller, DJD 29:70; “A Reconsideration of 1QH\textsuperscript{b} (1Q35),” in Reading the Bible in Ancient Traditions and Modern Editions: Studies in Memory of Peter Flint, eds. Andrew B. Perrin, Kyung S. Baek, and Daniel K. Falk, EJL 47 (Atlanta: SBL, 2017), 483–500.

23. One of the major differences with Stegemann’s edition is that Qimron considered Stegemann’s argument for the placement of frg. 10, 34, and 42 to be too tenuous. Consequently, these fragments are not found in Qimron’s 1QH\textsuperscript{a} col. 7 but are designated for the beginning of the scroll. Elisha Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew Writings [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Yad Ben-Zvi Press, 2010), 1:59, 66, 105.

24. Although many of the placed fragments were too small to be of significance for questions of genre, the small to medium sized fragments (frgs. 10, 12, 13, 18, 22, 34, 42, 44) in the upper halves of cols. 5–8 contain highly relevant material. Frgs. 10, 12, 13, 34, and 42 are also among the most tenuous and tentatively placed by Stegemann, and need careful reconsideration in light of new digital approaches to manuscript reconstruction that have emerged since DJD was published. It is not possible to discuss this aspect of Stegemann’s reconstruction within the scope of the present study, but I will be addressing it in a future project. The text of these passages will have a bearing on the survey of rhetorical moves (defined in the next chapter) in Chapter 3, but the contents of the fragments will not be considered in the part of the analysis that requires delimited psalms in Chapter 5.

25. Sukenik, Meghillot Genuzot II, 32.
IQH was disseminated in this publication, including a passage (IQH 12:6–41) that became the basis for the hypothesis that the ** Método הצדק** “Teacher of Righteousness” was the author of the Hodayot. This passage appears in the psalm found in IQH 12:6–13:6. In IQH 12:6–10, the speaker describes being isolated from his family and friends:

```
I thank you, Lord, that you have illumined my face for your covenant and m[ ] I seek you, and as sure as dawn, you appear to me as early [li]ght. But they, your people, [ ] in [their] stra[ying, and] they used slippery words on them. Deceitful interpreters led them astray and they came to ruin without understanding, for [ ] with delusion their deeds, for (I) have been rejected by them. They have no regard for me when you show your strength through me, for they drive me away from my land like a bird from its nest. All my friends and my relatives are driven away from me, and they regard me as a broken pot (IQH 12:6–10b).
```

Sukenik read this section of the psalm in light of a passage from another Cave 1 manuscript, IQpHab 11:6, which describes the Teacher of Righteousness in exile and in conflict with the Wicked Priest: “Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest who pursued the Teacher of Righteousness to consume him with the heat of his anger in the place of his banishment. In festival time, during the rest of the Day of Atonement, he appeared to them, to consume them and make them fall on the day of fasting, the sabbath of their rest.”26 Sukenik hypothesized that the references to the banishment/exile possibly reflect the same historical reality. Sukenik’s tentative proposal about this passage was made very early on in Scrolls scholarship when only a few scrolls were available, and it was implicitly understood that further study would be necessary to develop more secure hypotheses once all of the material had been fully published.

---

Thus the Teacher hypothesis was born out of Sukenik’s first impression from a very limited range of evidence from 1QH\(^a\) and 1QpHab.

Sukenik died in February of 1953 and never had an opportunity to publish a complete edition of 1QH\(^a\) or to see the Cave 4 Hodayot manuscripts and consider their implications for his work on 1QH\(^a\). After he passed away, a committee was formed at the Hebrew University to bring together Sukenik’s work on the Hebrew University scrolls and to provide full photographic plates and transcriptions of each scroll.\(^{27}\) This volume, *The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University (DSSHU)*, was less ambitious than the edition Sukenik envisioned. He intended to annotate the texts and provide additional discussions about the “study and elucidation” of the scrolls, all of which was well beyond the scope of what could be published in a single volume.\(^{28}\) In *DSSHU* the account of the discovery of the scrolls and their descriptions were taken in large part from *Meghilot Genuzot I–II* and “compiled” into the text of *DSSHU*, as was much of the discussion of 1QH\(^a\), resulting in a basic and expeditiously published *editio princeps*.\(^{29}\)

This edition included transcriptions and plates of the poorly preserved columns that contained substantially different psalms that did not resemble psalms of individual thanksgiving and did not express the distinctive persona of the persecuted leader that Sukenik associated with the Teacher of Righteousness. Because *DSSHU* combines Sukenik’s introductions to the previous

---

27. The task fell to Nahman Avigad, who was assisted by Licht. Sukenik, *DSSHU*, 8.
reports that only discussed cols. 9–11 with the photos and transcriptions of the previously unpublished portions of the scroll, *DSSHU* gives the impression that Sukenik held to his original articulation of the Teacher hypothesis even after having access to the rest of the scroll. Since Sukenik did not publish any further studies before he died in 1953, it is impossible to know how Sukenik’s views on the authorship and form of the psalms in the Hodayot might have evolved as more of the scroll was unrolled and transcribed after *Meghillot Genuzot II* was published.

**1.3.2 Svend Holm-Nielsen (1960)** Several years after *The Dead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew University* was published, Svend Holm-Nielsen rejected Sukenik’s Teacher hypothesis for two reasons. First, he argued that it was impossible to make a persuasive case for authorship or even to identify the historical circumstances that generated the psalms with the available evidence.³⁰ The psalms do not offer specifics about the author or the historical context of the Hodayot, and even if they did explicitly identify the psalms as those of the Teacher of Righteousness, it is not clear whether the Teacher was a single figure or title granted to multiple leaders of the sect.³¹ Second, Holm-Nielsen considered the quest to identify the author of the Hodayot as a distraction from the more important question of the *Sitz im Leben* and purpose of the psalms. He argued that even if we could establish that the Teacher of Righteousness wrote some or all of the psalms, speculation about authorship cannot advance our understanding of the use of the psalms. Instead

---

he advocated a shift in Hodayot research to what he considered to the more fruitful objectives of the Sitz im Leben and purpose of the psalms.

Holm-Nielsen offered a tentative Sitz im Leben for the Hodayot tradition in the liturgy of the Qumran community. He looked to the entrance ceremony described in 1QS 1–2; 5:8–11 as a possible occasion for the performance of at least some of the psalms. He argued that they were not for private instruction or personal meditation, but should be viewed as “the Qumran community’s liturgical prayers and songs of praise.” However, he did not offer any additional details because there is so little known about this ceremony or how the Hodayot might have fit into it.


32. Holm-Nielsen proposed that both Temple and synagogue activities could be regarded as liturgy or “divine service,” and that “it is highly questionable whether it is possible to draw a hard-and-fast line between the religious instruction and the divine service.” This more flexible concept of liturgy apart from the temple enabled him to speak of “liturgy” at Qumran. Holm-Nielsen, “Importance of Late Jewish Psalmody,” 8–9.

The first multi-category categorization schema was developed by Holm-Nielsen. He divided the psalms into the categories of the “psalms of thanksgiving” and the “hymns.” He made this modification to Sukenik’s single category of הודותיות or “the thanksgivings” because Holm-Nielsen found that “the more one busies oneself with the Hodayot, the more their apparent uniformity disappears.” Although he accepted that at least some of the psalms are closely related to the form of the psalm of individual thanksgiving, he proposed that others were closer to the form of a hymn. Compared to Günter Morawe (discussed below), his categorization of each psalm relied more on his interpretation of the intent of each psalm—to praise or thank. He did not pursue a systematic survey of formal structures in each psalm, though some analysis of formal structures is sporadically offered throughout the commentary.

Holm-Nielsen also differentiated the categories with respect to their inward or outward orientation. He argued that “on the basis of their content, [the psalms] can be divided into two large groups, of which the one is concerned in a more technical way with the conditions of the community, while the other expresses on the basis of this same community, the view of the surrounding world based upon its relationship to God.”

---

35. Holm-Nielsen also considered these psalms to be influenced by the biblical psalms of complaint. Psalms of complaint and psalms of thanksgiving are considered to be closely related because typically they both contain accounts of distress.
36. This identification is not entirely apt because hymns address God in the third person, whereas the Hodayot tradition typically addresses God in the second person.
37. There is some discussion regarding the *Sitz im Leben* of these forms, but not of the formal elements themselves. Formal structures are small, self-contained components of the psalms that can be generically determinative for the *Gattung* or genre. Holm-Nielsen, *Hodayot*, 341–42
internal concerns, correlates with the Hymns of the Community, and the latter group, which addresses concerns external to the community, correlates with the psalms of individual thanksgiving.

Holm-Nielsen supplemented this schema with a few additional observations about the character of each category. He noted that the psalms of thanksgiving in the Hodayot are “far more fitly described as a ‘mosaic of Scriptures’ than the hymns are.” 39 He also observed that the “‘hymns of the community’ are less marked in their word usage, their vocabulary being more limited and more terminological,” and that “the two groups separate themselves from each other by means of certain special words within each group.” 40 In sum, the division of the psalms into two categories is driven primarily by his interpretation of the orientation of the psalms to external or internal concerns, and secondarily by the distribution of vocabulary and use of scripture, followed by basic correlations of the intent of the psalms of the Hodayot to that of biblical psalms of thanksgiving and hymns.

In Holm-Nielsen’s analyses of individual psalms, however, his classifications are not always clear cut, especially among the hymns. When Holm-Nielsen indicated the category for each psalm, in many cases he described them as mixed forms. For example, he considered a number of psalms to be a mixture of psalms of thanksgiving, complaint, and trust. 41 He also

40. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, 322.
classified two psalms with the perplexing designation of a “hymn of thanksgiving,” that possibly implies some sort of hybrid of his two categories.⁴² In one case he described a psalm as a “prayer and supplication” (1QH⁴ 8:26–38) without explaining whether it constitutes a new category.⁴³ In this respect the classification of the psalms in the analysis of each psalm belies the simple bifurcation of the Hodayot psalms into two categories in his conclusions.

In Holm-Nielsen’s discussion of the “Use of the Old Testament in the Hodayot,” he introduced even more complexity into his schema. He broke the psalms into three groups on the basis of their use of scripture as their contents: 1) psalms of thanksgiving,⁴⁴ 2) hymns that “extol the greatness of God on the basis of His creation, and in relation to earthly man and the angels,”⁴⁵ and 3) hymns “whose basis is not the power of God in the universe in general, but as it is expressed in a concrete form in the salvation which He has created for His elect within the community, and for which he is being praised.”⁴⁶ He makes no mention of this subdivision of the hymns category in his closing analysis in the commentary, so he may have regarded it as less central to his main categories of hymns and thanksgivings.⁴⁷

---

⁴³. According to Holm-Nielsen, it is possible that this is not an independent psalm, but he does not explain to which category of psalm it would belong. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, 241.
In sum, Holm-Nielsen divided the psalms by genre, and consolidated them into two (or three) categories, psalms of thanksgiving and hymns, by their orientation to exterior or interior concerns of the community and their use of scripture. His schema relies heavily on the use of scripture. Holm-Nielsen, *Hodayot*, 331. Three years later Holm-Nielsen reiterated his threefold categorization of the psalms, so it is difficult to determine whether he is working with two or three categories, or even two categories, with subcategories for the hymn category. Holm-Nielsen, “‘Ich’ in den Hodajoth und die Qumran Gemeinde,” 220–21.

48. Parts of the manuscript that are not included in the chart are not discussed by Holm-Nielsen in the commentary.

49. The hymns that “extol the greatness of God on the basis of His creation, and in relation to earthly man and the angels.” Holm-Nielsen, *Hodayot*, 313.

50. The hymns “whose basis is not the power of God in the universe in general, but as it is expressed in a concrete form in the salvation which He has created for His elect within the community, and for which he is being praised.” Holm-Nielsen, *Hodayot*, 313.
scripture and vocabulary and the inward or outward orientation of the hymns because he was more concerned with the purpose of the psalms and their *Sitz im Leben* than classifying the psalms by their formal structures. As a consequence, Holm-Nielsen paved over some of the formal complexity unearthed in his analyses of each psalm by offering two simplified categories in his final analysis. His schema was mainly shaped by the psalmist’s motivation (to thank or to praise) and the overall thrust of the psalm (praising the God of creation or the God of the elect).

1.3.3 Günter Morawe (1961) Günter Morawe published his generic categorization schema within a year of Holm-Nielsen’s commentary. Even though Morawe and Holm-Nielsen worked independently of each other and took different approaches to categorization, their classifications of each of the psalms are remarkably close. The similarity of their results has been taken as evidence of the soundness of the dividing the Hodayot tradition into two generic categories.\(^1\)

Both studies constitute the starting point for discerning two genres in the Hodayot tradition, which in turn paved the way for the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.

Morawe had two objectives in his form-critical work on the Hodayot tradition. First, the primary objective of Morawe’s study was the form-critical classification of the psalms with a detailed discussion of formal structures (*Gattungen*) that appeared in each psalm. Unlike Holm-Nielsen, Morawe systematically catalogued the formal structures in the Hodayot tradition and

---

dedicated a section to discussing each element in detail. Morawe’s approach sets his work apart from Holm-Nielsen’s commentary, which did not sustain such a narrow focus on formal structures.

Morawe’s second objective was to demonstrate how the Hodayot psalms occupy a position somewhere between “biblical” and “late Jewish” psalms in the development of psalms. He discusses this question to a limited extent in *Aufbau und Abgrenzung*, but a fuller treatment appears in his article *Vergleich des Aufbaus*, where he offers broader comparisons of the Hodayot and Jewish literature beyond Qumran.

Morawe did not explore the questions of authorship or *Sitz im Leben* in any depth in his analysis. He stopped short of identifying the “I” of any of the psalms with the Teacher of Righteousness, though he acknowledged similarities and the possibility that the Teacher could be the speaker in his footnotes. To this end, Morawe did not incorporate the Teacher hypothesis into his discussion of any of his formal structures. Neither did he tie any of his criteria for his generic categories to a *Sitz im Leben*. Morawe reserved his reflections on *Sitz im Leben* until after his categories were established. He left the question open, only suggesting the possibility of a cultic setting: “Ich glaube annehmen zu können, daß ihr eigentlicher ‘Sitz im Leben’ der Kult

---


53. For example, Morawe observed that in contrast with hymnic elements in other so-called late Jewish psalms, the Hodayot do not recount salvation history. He concluded that the Hodayot tradition to be situated in late Jewish poetry. Morawe, *Aufbau und Abgrenzung*, 12, 78, 162, 171; Morawe, “Vergleich des Aufbaus,” 355.

ist, und lasse dabei offen, worin ihre spezielle Bedeutung im kultischen Leben der Gemeinde bestand. As a consequence, Morawe’s study side-stepped the two pitfalls of authorship and Sitz im Leben in his work on the Hodayot tradition.

Morawe’s approach in Aufbau und Abgrenzung was to survey as many formal structures as he could throughout cols. 4–20 and several other large fragments, to delimit the psalms, and to identify patterns of formal structures in each psalm. Morawe’s inventory of formal structures included introductory formulae, accounts of distress, accounts of deliverance, vows, petitions, reflections, hymnic elements, and exhortations. He found that many of these formal structures settle into two major categories: the “Danklieder” or thanksgiving psalms and the “hymnischen Bekennnisslieder” or hymnic confession psalms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morawe’s Delimitations</th>
<th>Morawe’s Classifications</th>
<th>Morawe’s Psalm Delimitations</th>
<th>Morawe’s Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:12–27</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:38–40</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>13:22–41</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:12–18</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>14:4–39</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:19–33</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15:4–8</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:34–39</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26–38</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>16:5–17:36</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:5–41</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>17:38–18:14</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5–21</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>18:16–19:5</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22–32</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>19:6–17a</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

56. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 16.
57. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 21–106.
Morawe’s first category of the Danklieder is the best defined of the two. According to Morawe, the Danklieder bear a strong resemblance to the psalms of individual thanksgiving in the book of psalms. Each Danklied in the Hodayot is introduced with the formula אודכה אדוני, I thank Thee, O Lord, wherever an introduction is preserved, with the exception of one instance in 1QH α 13:22 where part of the original introduction has been erased and replaced with ברוך אתה.59 The introduction is customarily followed by the main body of the psalm consisting of two related parts: an account of distress and an account of deliverance.60 The account of distress describes either the particular troubles or anxieties experienced by the speaker or in some cases even eschatological scenarios of distress (1QH α 11:8b–13a; 11:27–35a). The account of deliverance serves as a counterpart to the account of distress, detailing how God has delivered the speaker from his trouble. In three of the Danklieder Morawe found a doubled report of distress and deliverance (13:7–21; 10:12b–17; 12:9b–39). Morawe discovered other formal structures scattered among the Danklieder but none were found consistently enough to be considered constitutive of either of his Gattungen. For example, four psalms included a complaint in

---

59. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 32–33.
60. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 37.
Morawe deemed these formal structures too uncommon to include as constitutive formal structures of the *Danklieder.*

Morawe’s second category is the *hymnische Bekenntnislied.* This category is less clearly defined than the *Danklieder* because it lacks a core set of formal structures that are common to each of the psalms in the category. *Hymnischen Bekenntnislieder* open with an introductory formula that is either ברכה אדוני or ברוך אתה אדוני. The main body of each psalm consists of what Morawe called hymnic elements and reflections in various combinations. Vows are also found in the majority of these psalms; however, Morawe did not consider this feature to be an obligatory formal structure for the genre of psalm. In sum, the *hymnische Bekenntnislieder* are distinguished by their reflections and hymnic elements and the absence of accounts of distress and deliverance.

Morawe’s hymnic elements are sections of the psalm that praise God for his justice toward his creatures, for his knowledge of creation, and for his orchestration of the cosmos. They also describe the opposition between God and Belial. Hymnic elements lack references to specific scenarios of distress and rescue as a motivation for praise; rather, they are theologically motivated, with a focus on God’s attributes and good will toward the elect. In four cases

64. Morawe, *Aufbau und Abgrenzung,* 79.
this praise of God is juxtaposed with what Morawe called a “misery motif” that expresses the low status of the speaker as a creature in a wicked domain (11:24–25), often invoking images of dust, dirt, or a clay vessel to express the speaker’s inadequacy. Morawe also included in this element statements beginning with הלא that emphasize how nothing is possible for the speaker without the aid of God.  

The other common formal structure of the hymnische Bekenntnislider is the reflection. Morawe suggested that they express the knowledge and teachings of the sect. Reflections describe the path of salvation for the sinner, sometimes with references to the speaker’s friends or enemies. These formal structures are often introduced with the clause ידיבתי כי or וידעתי כי, and they express insights that God has given to the speaker about divine activity or the path of the righteous. According to Morawe’s schema, reflections are regular formal structures that can appear in almost any position in these psalms, with the exception of the hymnische Bekenntnislider in 1QHa 15:29–36 and 17:38–18:14, which lack these reflections.

Morawe explained that the reflections and hymnic formal structures are often intertwined and are indistinguishable in some cases. In fact, Morawe rarely demarcated between hymnic elements and reflections in his table of Gattungselementen for each psalm. The ambiguity renders Morawe’s generic schema somewhat less helpful, as it is very difficult to distinguish or

---

65. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 77.
67. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 80.
68. Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 78–79.
clearly characterize the two constitutive formal structures of his hymnic confession psalms. Still, Morawe’s detailed analysis contributed to the identification of two genres in the Hodayot and complemented Holm-Nielsen’s less structurally focused study, laying the foundation for the Teacher Hymn-Community schema.

1.4 The Emergence of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn Schema (1962–1966)

This section outlines the work of the founders of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. It is widely agreed that three monographs by Gert Jeremias, Jürgen Becker, and Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn in the Studien zur Umwelt des Neuen Testaments series (SUNT) mark the beginning of the fully-fledged categories of the Teacher Hymns and Community Hymns. Occasionally the work of these scholars on the Hodayot tradition is collectively designated as either the “Göttingen School” or the “Heidelberg School.” The grouping is a convenient way to refer collectively to the three studies, but at the same time it is somewhat problematic because it paves over the points of distinction between these authors while creating an artificial distinction between their work and the Hodayot scholarship on categorization that preceded and followed. More to the point, although Jeremias, Becker, and Kuhn build on each other’s work, 


72. In DJD 29, Eileen Schuller referred to Douglas’s “Göttingen School” as the “Heidelberg School.” Heidelberg is more apt because the three SUNT volumes of Jeremias, Becker, and Kuhn were originally dissertations at Heidelberg. The “Heidelberg School” has become the more common designation for this body of work. Schuller, DJD 29:74.
their projects had distinct criteria and objectives, and they were not intending to develop a monolithic schema. Rather each scholar had his own objectives and research questions that shaped how they contributed to the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema, as will be discussed below. While there was an exchange of ideas among these three scholars, it is more prudent to treat them individually than as a school because they are not especially compatible or independent from the earlier categorization work of Morawe and Holm-Nielsen or the work of later categorizers like Michael Douglas, Carol Newsom, Angela Kim Harkins.73 Jeremias, Becker, and Kuhn can, however, be regarded as the originators of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema, insofar as they each contribute fundamental pieces of a classification system that construed Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s form-critical categories in terms of the Teacher hypothesis. As we will see below, however, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema should be attributed primarily to Becker, whose work actually initiated the use of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn terminology and served as the point of departure for all subsequent work on the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.

1.4.1 Gert Jeremias (1963) In Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit (1963) Gert Jeremias proposed a refinement of Sukenik’s Teacher hypothesis in light of Holm-Nielsen’s and Morawe’s proposals that the psalms of the Hodayot can be differentiated into two categories. Jeremias adopted

73. Although Harkins has critiqued the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema, her work continues to use and perpetuate the categories, especially in her recent work which deals with blocks of psalms in 1QH labelled CH I (Community Hymns block I), TH (Teacher Hymns), and CH II. Harkins, “A New Proposal,” 131; Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 3–17.
Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s basic division of the psalms; however, he introduced a third category to isolate psalms that could be ascribed to the Teacher of Righteousness. It must be emphasized, however, that the main objective of his dissertation was to establish who the Teacher of Righteousness is, what kind of spiritual figure he was, and how the Qumran community viewed him in their literature. Consequently, Jeremias’s dissertation worked with all of the literature that could shed light on the Teacher of Righteousness (1QpHab, 1QpMic, CD, 4QpNah, and 4QpPs), including the Hodayot tradition because of Sukenik’s Teacher hypothesis. In this respect, Jeremias’s study was not driven by research questions about issues of genre and categorization in 1QH. Jeremias’s formation and discussion of the Danklieder category, therefore, is only one piece in his larger project of synthesizing a picture of the Teacher of Righteousness from the literature that mentions him or is attributed to him. The final objective of Jeremias’s study was to contrast the Teacher of Righteousness with the historical Jesus to contribute to the discussion around the relationship between the Scrolls and the New Testament.


---

Teacher of Righteousness himself. Jeremias called these psalms “Danklieder”, not to be confused with Morawe’s Danklieder. The criterion for distinguishing Jeremias’s Danklieder from the rest of Morawe’s Danklieder or Holm-Nielsen’s psalms of thanksgiving is that the “I” of Jeremias’s psalms expresses a well-formed personality that is distinguishable as an individual historical person rather than a generic “I” or a communal “I.”

Jeremias claimed to identify the Teacher of Righteousness in the Hodayot by what the “I” says and the vocabulary used to say it. These psalms express a very distinctive experience of distress and divine deliverance that could not apply to anyone other than a specific leader of the sect. The individuality of the “I” is expressed particularly in his suffering and persecutions that he endured on account of his teaching. As the argument goes, a mystery or revelation from God could only belong to one intermediary, so the “I” must be a single figure, whom Jeremias asserted is the author of the psalms. Jeremias also argued that these psalms are distinguished by their unique language. They include more elaborate and extended metaphors and have a set of vocabulary that is shared only by this group of psalms, leading Jeremias to conclude that the Teacher Hymns are the work of a single literary genius. This literary genius describes a struggle over his message that Jeremias considered to overlap with that of the Teacher of Righteousness

---

77. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, 171.
78. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, 170.
in CD and the pesharim, and thus, Jeremias argued that the author of the *Danklieder* is the Teacher of Righteousness.\(^{80}\)

Jeremias’s second category of *Psalmen* are the remainder of Morawe’s *Danklieder* and Holm-Nielsen’s psalms of thanksgiving after Jeremias’s *Danklieder* have been factored out as a separate category. The categories are further complicated because Jeremias admitted that some *Psalmen* may actually belong to the *Danklieder* but cannot be included because they are either fragmentary or do not bear enough markers of the Teacher of Righteousness’s individuality to be included.\(^{81}\) From a few brief comments, Jeremias indicated that the *Psalmen* are primarily of a doctrinal character and would serve well as a sectarian catechism.\(^{82}\) He described them as “Schülerpsalmen” that were possibly written in imitation of the *Danklieder* of the Teacher of Righteousness.\(^{83}\) These psalms use less colourful and descriptive language than those associated with the Teacher.

The final category more or less reflects Morawe’s *hymnischen Bekenntnislieder* and Holm-Nielsen’s Hymn (types 1–2) and his category of the prayer and supplication (only 8:26–38). Jeremias’s *Hymnen* consist of 1QH\(^a\) 9:5–41; 17:38–18:14; 19:6–17a; 20:4–39; cols. 4, 6–8 frg. 1 and the fragments of Sukenik’s col. 18. These compositions praise God’s role as creator

---

80. Jeremias, *Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit*, 176–177. This argument is a somewhat fuller version of Sukenik’s argument because Jeremias had read more texts that discuss the Teacher of Righteousness. Sukenik did not have access to 1QpMic, 4QpNah, and 4QpPs\(^a\).*
and emphasize the omnipotence of God without detailed references to any specific situation of the psalmist, making it likely that they reflect a generic or communal “I.” Jeremias also described them as instructive in character, though he does not elaborate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeremias's Delimitation</th>
<th>Jeremias's Classification</th>
<th>Jeremias's Delimitation</th>
<th>Jeremias's Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:29–37</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26–38</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>16:5–17:36</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:5–41</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>17:38–18:14</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:3–21</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>18:16–19:5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22–32</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>19:6–17a</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33–41</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>19:17b(?–41)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:2–19</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>20:4–39</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20–37</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>22:3–17 (frg 1)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D = Danklieder
H = Hymnen
P = Psalmen

Fig. 4

As part of an investigation that was intended to address the debate over the identity of the Teacher of Righteousness and his comparability with Jesus, Jeremias developed a new classification schema that combined the insights of Morawe and Holm-Nielsen about the diversity of psalms in the Hodayot tradition with Sukenik’s Teacher hypothesis to propose three categories, one of which—the Danklieder—was authored by the Teacher of Righteousness who is similarly described in CD and several of the pesharim. His categories of the Psalmen and the

84. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, 170.
Hymnen were not systematically discussed; rather, he was mainly interested in distilling a subset of Teacher Hymns that can be tied to the Teacher of Righteousness. With Jeremias’s three category schema, we are one step closer to the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn categorization schema.

1.4.2 Jürgen Becker (1964) In Das Heil Gottes, Jürgen Becker was the first categorizer to propose a binary Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Becker’s primary objective, however, was to compare the concept of salvation in Qumran texts and the New Testament. The study also extends somewhat beyond the scope of the Qumran texts that were available to Becker at the time, including other early Jewish literature, such as Jubilees, Enoch, and the Psalms of Solomon. One of the concerns that motivated Becker’s study was that parallels between Qumran and the New Testament were too superficially made in earlier studies, so in Das Heil Gottes he undertakes a more thorough examination and comparison of the concept of salvation in the two corpora. 86

Becker’s study illustrates how the concept of salvation is variegated throughout the literature of the Second Temple period and underscores the need for carefully tracing the subtle differences in concepts in that body of material. The categorization of the psalms of the Hodayot tradition is only a single piece of this larger study, and it serves the purpose of contextualizing concepts of salvation in the Hodayot tradition. Becker differentiated two categories of psalms

that he argued mark a deep running division in the Hodayot tradition that cuts deeper than issues
of genre and authorship. He proposed that the two categories were written by different authors
from different phases of the Qumran community. In view of this divide, Becker treated the
concept of salvation in the two categories as two phases in the development of the theology of
salvation at Qumran.

To create his schema, Becker combined the binary classification schemas of Morawe and
Holm-Nielsen with Jeremias’s argument that at least a subset of the psalms are authored by the
Teacher of Righteousness. Becker distributed the psalms of Jeremias’s less individualized
Psalmen category between his two main categories, “die Psalmen des Lehrers der Gerechtigkeit”
and the “Gemeindepsalmen,” thus narrowing the schema from Jeremias’s three categories to
two. While the Psalmen des Lehrers der Gerechtigkeit were psalms by the Teacher of
Righteousness, the Gemeindepsalmen were considered to be the daily prayers of the Essenes that
had significance as a “sacrifice of the lips” as a substitute for animal sacrifices at the Temple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Becker’s Delimitation</th>
<th>Becker’s Classification</th>
<th>Becker’s Delimitation</th>
<th>Becker’s Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:12–27</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>13:22–41</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:29–37</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>14:4–15:8</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:38–40</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18–25</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>16:5–41</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26–38</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Becker’s schema made several adjustments and qualifications to Jeremias’s schema. First, as mentioned above he assigned a few of Jeremias’s Psalmen to the Gemeindepsalmen (11:20–37; 15:29–36; 15:37–16:4; 18:16–19:5; 19:17b(?)–41; and col. 21). Second, he considered 12:30b–13:6, part of one of the Psalmen des Lehrers (12:6–13:6), to be a later addition. Third, he regarded the “I” of 1QH* 17:1–36 to be too general to be associated with the Teacher, so he moved it to the Gemeindepsalmen. 92 By associating one of his categories with the community, Becker was able to isolate a source for the community’s theology on salvation: “Diese Gruppe der Psalmen steht also sicherlich für sich, in ihnen spiegelt sich deutlich die Theologie der Gemeinde wieder.” 93 The isolation of community theology in this group of psalms is the genesis of the Community Hymns. Becker also argued that differences in genre, language, authorship, and chronology in the Hodayot all fall along the same division of the psalms into two groups.

This assertion intertwined the form-critical criteria for Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s categories with other non-generic considerations in Becker’s study.²⁴

Although Becker’s categories are indebted to those of Morawe, Holm-Nielsen, and Jeremias, Becker shaped the categories and their criteria into the first schema that is recognizable as the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Becker was also the first to name the categories themselves after the persona of the speaker and the sectarian community. In these respects, Becker can be described as the father of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.

### 1.4.3 Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn (1966)

In *Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil* (1966), Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn refined Becker’s Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema by clarifying the criteria for its categories. His study discussed Hodayot tradition as part of his investigation of future and present eschatological salvation at Qumran *vis-à-vis* the Community Hymns.

Although Kuhn focused mainly on the Community Hymns, he also provided an overview of the Teacher Hymns and their criteria as a background for discussing the Community Hymns. As a result, his study addressed the entire Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema to some extent. In addition to clarifying the criteria for the categories, Kuhn was also the first to bring the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema into conversation with an early version of Stegemann’s reconstruction.²⁵

---
²⁵. His interaction with Stegemann’s reconstruction is reflected in how he orders his lists of citations and divisions between psalms for the most part. He acknowledges that there are newly reconstructed columns, but considers them too fragmentary to categorize. Kuhn, *Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil*, 16–17, especially n. 2.
Kuhn’s version of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema presented three categories of psalms: Lehrerlieder (teacher songs), berichtendes Loblied des einzelnen (reporting praise of the individual) and the Gemeindelieder (community songs). The Lehrerlieder and Gemeindelieder designations appear to be an alternative form of Becker’s terms for the categories (Psalmen des Lehrers der Gerechtigkeit and Gemeindepsalmen).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kuhn’s Delimitations</th>
<th>Kuhn’s Classifications</th>
<th>Kuhn’s Delimitations</th>
<th>Kuhn’s Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:12–19</td>
<td></td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:29–37</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:4–8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:38–40</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:19–33</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:14–39</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:18–39</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>16:5–41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:5–41</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:1–17:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:3–21</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>17:38–18:14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20–37</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>20:4–39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>21:20–38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L = Lehrerlieder  
L? = Possible Lehrerlieder  
G = Gemeindelieder  
BLE = berichtendes Loblied des einzelnen

Fig. 6


---

Kuhn considered it possible that 10:33-41 and 11:2-19 are Lehrerlieder as well, but that these units that Jeremias treated as separate psalms may actually belong to a single composition.\textsuperscript{100} As the name Lehrerlieder suggests, the author and speaker of these psalms is thought to be the Teacher of Righteousness.\textsuperscript{101} Kuhn’s Lehrerlieder, however, diverge substantially from Becker’s Psalmen des Lehrers der Gerechtigkeit because Becker incorporates both Jeremias’s Danklieder and his Psalmen—the latter lacking the markers of the individuality of the speaker according to Jeremias. Kuhn either left these psalms uncategorized or distributed them to his other categories.

According to Kuhn, the criteria for the Lehrerlieder are that they include an account of distress (Notbericht) and a motif of the revelatory intermediary (Motiv des Offenbarungsmittler).\textsuperscript{102} The account of distress is the main formal structure that differentiated the Lehrerlieder from the Gemeindelieder, whereas the motif of the revelatory intermediary identifies the “I” of the psalm with the person of the Teacher of Righteousness.\textsuperscript{103} These passages include passages that situate the speaker as an intermediary figure between ordinary sectarians and God. For example, the speaker describes how: “you (God) have made me a banner for the elect of righteousness and an expert interpreter of wonderful mysteries in order to test [persons of] truth and to prove those who love moral discipline. And I have become an adversary to erring

\textsuperscript{100} Kuhn proposed that the psalm beginning in 1QH* 10:33-41 might have continued until 11:19. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 23–24 n. 5. See p. 34 n. 105.

\textsuperscript{101} Kuhn does not address the question of authorship; rather, he simply directs the reader to Jeremias’s discussion of the Danklieder. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 23 n. 2.

\textsuperscript{102} Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 22.

\textsuperscript{103} Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 22, 119 n.7.
interpreters, and a conten[der] for all who see what is right” (1QH a 10:15–17). This revelatory motif is what distinguishes Kuhn’s Lehrerlieder from Becker’s larger group of the Psalmen des Lehrers, and it also necessitates the creation of Kuhn’s second category of the berichtendes Loblied des einzelnen (reporting praise of the individual). This category consists of only a single psalm in Kuhn’s schema: 1QH a 10:22–32. Although the psalm has an account of distress, it lacks the motif of the revelatory intermediary, and Kuhn could not include it with his Lehrerlieder. Because the psalm fit in neither of the two main categories, it was assigned its own category. In Jeremias’s schema, this psalm fits in his Psalmen category consisting of non-Teacher psalms of individual thanksgiving.


105. Kuhn explained that the Lehrerlieder is just a nickname for berichtende Loblieder des Offenbarungsmittlers—his more technical term for the category. Both technical terms resemble some of the language used by Westermann. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 22–4; Claus Westermann, Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1977), 76.
108. Kuhn eliminates Gelübde, Bitten, and Aufforderungen because they are too infrequent to be representative of the Gattung and Einleitungsformeln because they are so universal in the Hodayot that they cannot be used as a distinguishing feature. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 26.
Lehrerlieder and berichtendes Loblied des einzelnen: soteriological confessions

(soteriologischen Bekenntnisse) and the closely related lowliness doxologies and misery meditations (Niedrigkeitsdoxologien and Elendsbetrachtungen).\textsuperscript{109} Soteriological confessions are always initiated by either ואדעיה כי (And I know that) or ואני ידעתי כי (And as for me, I know that) and confess how God has saved the speaker.\textsuperscript{110} In Morawe’s schema, soteriological confessions are partly covered by the category “Reflexionen.”\textsuperscript{111} Lowliness doxologies express the speaker’s guilt and low creaturely status in the face of God’s righteousness, whereas misery meditations lack the former’s contrast with God’s righteousness, focusing solely on the speaker’s status.

Kuhn argued that lowliness doxologies are derivative of biblical Gerichtsdoxologien (justice doxologies) that praise God for God’s justice (cf. Exod 9:27–28; Lam 1:18–22; Ezra 9; Neh 9; Dan 9).\textsuperscript{112} Lowliness doxologies modify justice doxologies by incorporating a confession of the sinfulness and lowliness of human beings, such that the human lowliness is strongly contrasted with the exalted justice of God. They can be introduced as questions using איכה (how) and מי (who) or by ואני (and as for me). Aspects of these elements can appear in soteriological confessions as motifs.\textsuperscript{113}

\textsuperscript{109} Kuhn calls Niedrigkeitsdoxologien and Elendsbetrachtungen two variant expressions (Ausprägungen) of a single Gattung element. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 27.

\textsuperscript{110} Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 26–27.

\textsuperscript{111} Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 27.

\textsuperscript{112} Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 27–28.

\textsuperscript{113} Kuhn follows Morawe in distinguishing motifs and Gattung elements. Motifs are reoccurring thoughts and ideas expressed in similar language, but are not expressed in a formalized way, as Gattung elements are. Thus, soteriological confessions may contain a small part of a lowliness doxology or misery meditation, but they do not rise to the level of a formal element of the psalm and remain subordinated to the soteriological confession. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 22; Morawe, Aufbau und Abgrenzung, 21.
After establishing his three *Gattung* elements for the Community Hymns, Kuhn offered a hypothesis about their *Sitz im Leben*. The connection of the biblical *Gerichtsdoxologien* to the renewal of the covenant led Kuhn to suggest that the *Niedrigkeitsdoxologien* and *Elendsbetrachtungen* might be connected to an Essene covenant renewal ceremony. To Kuhn, the emphasis of the soteriological confessions on the salvation of the community pointed to the setting of the entry into the community as described in 1QS 2–3.\(^{114}\) He argued that the covenantal festival is the most plausible setting for the Community Hymns.\(^{115}\)

### 1.5 Reception of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn Schema (1967–2015)

#### 1.5.1 Sarah Tanzer (1986)\(^ {116}\) In Sarah Tanzer’s dissertation “The Sages at Qumran: Wisdom in the Hodayot,” she examined the presence of wisdom in the Hodayot. It is one of the first major studies on the Hodayot after Becker and Kuhn introduced the fully-fledged form of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. She employed a modified form of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema and also made use of a pre-publication version of Stegemann’s reconstruction of 1QH.\(^ {117}\) Although her dissertation was never published, it has been read widely enough to shape subsequent Hodayot research. She posed what remains one of the strongest critiques of the schema—that a simple binary classification schema is too simplistic to account

---

\(^{114}\) Kuhn, *Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil*, 32–33.

\(^{115}\) Kuhn, *Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil*, 33.


\(^{117}\) Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 2–3 n. 7.
for the diversity and hybridity of material in the Hodayot, while presenting the most complicated schema to date.

In “The Sages at Qumran,” Tanzer catalogued wisdom elements including formal structures, motifs, and terminology throughout the psalms in 1QH. She ranked each psalm on a three-tiered scale, ranging from psalms with no wisdom elements, psalms with limited wisdom elements, and psalms with strong wisdom elements. Tanzer found that wisdom is dominant in the Community Hymns and in Community Hymn-like inclusions into certain Teacher Hymns, and she hypothesized that the Community Hymns material is a later addition to the Hodayot tradition.\footnote{118. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 84 n. 12, 126, 129, 138, 140.}

Tanzer expanded the category of the Teacher Hymns, which she called the “Hymns of the Teacher,” to include more psalms than were found in analogous Teacher Hymn categories in the schemata of Jeremias, Kuhn, or Becker. To Jeremias’s eight Teacher Hymns, she added three more psalms: 1QH\(a\) 10:22–32, 11:38–12:5, and 15:37–16:4. She also reassigned one of Kuhn’s \textit{Gemeindelieder} (1QH\(a\) 11:20–37) to the Hymns of the Teacher because it is similar to 1QH\(a\) 11:6–19, which she classified with the Teacher Hymns. In sum, she counted twelve Teacher Hymns, four more than Jeremias’s original eight, and one more than Becker.\footnote{119. She delimited a single psalm in 1QH\(a\) 13:22–15:8 where Becker counted two psalms (13:22–41; 14:4–15:8). 1QH\(a\) 15:37–16:4 is the only psalm that Tanzer added that Becker did not originally include.}
Tanzer subdivided these psalms into three categories based upon their scenarios: 1) “those compositions which offer thanksgiving to God for deliverance and/or protection and emphasize an expression of confidence in God,” 2) “those compositions which express salvation for the righteous, while warning the righteous not to be seduced away from the leadership of the psalmist,” and 3) “two Hymns of the Teacher whose central focus is an apocalyptically imagined destruction of the wicked: 1QH\(^a\) 11:6–19 and 11:20–37.”

Tanzer expanded Kuhn’s *Gemeindelieder* from fifteen psalms to twenty-five. As mentioned above, she transferred 11:20–37 to the Teacher category, reducing Kuhn’s list to fourteen psalms, and she added eleven more (4:13–20; 4:38–5:11; 6:12–18; 6:34–31; 7:12–20; 21:2–38; col. 22; col. 23; col. 24; col. 25; col. 26).\(^{121}\) Six of these new Hymns of the Community are from psalms that Stegemann reconstructed as cols. 21–27 and the rest came from cols. 4–7. All six psalms come from some of the most fragmentary parts of the scroll.\(^{122}\)

The Hymns of the Community fall into six subcategories: 1) “[c]ompositions about creation which include an undercurrent of predestination,” 2) “compositions which declare that ‘salvation is possible only through God’s covenant and statutes,’ and which also foresee the extermination of the wicked,” 3) “two compositions which stress the need to ‘separate from the ungodly,’” 4) “compositions which focus on the ‘Deuteronomic’ theme of choosing what God

---

120. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 139.
122. The theoretical cols. 1 and 28 and the minimally preserved cols 2–3 and 27 are the worst preserved.
loves and abhorring what God hates,” 5) “[p]rayers to the God of Compassion,” and 6) “[h]ymns about the salvation of the Elect.” The first set of subcategories describe topical subdivisions of their respective categories rather than form-critical variations within the two genres.

Tanzer employed still another set of subcategories (subcategory 2 in the chart) that have a greater impact on her conclusions than the first set: Deuteronomic Hodayot and Niedrigkeitsdoxologie Hodayot. The topical subcategories for the Hymns of the Community discussed above (subcategory 1) fit within the two major subcategories (subcategory 2) with the exception of the fifth and sixth topical categories that include both Deuteronomic and Niedrigkeitsdoxologie Community Hymns. The Deuteronomic Hodayot include subcategories 3–6, while Niedrigkeitsdoxologie Hodayot include 1, 2, 5, and 6. Her contention is that the category of the Hymns of the Community, as Kuhn has defined it, is too broad, and that there is a demonstrable split into at least two categories that can be observed on the basis of Deuteronomic language and themes on the one hand, and Niedrigkeitsdoxologie on the other. The split between the Deuteronomic and Niedrigkeitsdoxologie Hymns of the Community falls more or less between the Hymns of the Community at the beginning of the reconstructed scroll (mostly Deuteronomic) and at its end (mostly Niedrigkeitsdoxologie Hodayot).

123. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 141–42.
126. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 144.
Another observation that Tanzer made and is taken up in subsequent studies is the notion of “hybrid” psalms. In her classification schema, hybrids are not a discrete category that is separate from the Hymns of the Teacher and the Hymns of the Community; rather, it is a label for psalms already assigned to one of the existing categories but contain ambiguities or anomalies that make them outliers. In most cases, hybrids are Hymns of the Teacher in which Tanzer detected elements from Hymns of the Community—specifically those from the *Niedrigkeitsdoxologie* Hodoyot (1QHª 10:5–21; 11:6–19; 12:6–13:6; 13:22–15:8; 15:37–16:4; 16:5–17:36). She suggested that these elements have been integrated into these psalms from other sources, though none of these sources are extant. In two cases Tanzer also used the term “hybrid” to describe a psalm that employs different topics or scenarios. 1QHª 11:20–37 is called a hybrid because she argued that an eschatological “cosmic struggle scenario” is “taken from elsewhere,” probably an apocalyptic source. The other exception is 1QHª 15:29–36. Tanzer classified this psalm as a Hymn of the Community that has had a Hymn of the Teacher incipit redacted onto it.

127. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 62 n. 20; 71 n. 94; 74 n. 59; 84; 84–85 n. 12; 107 n. 73; 128; 128 n. 115; 149.
128. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 139.
129. Tanzer argued that the יִתְנָה תְּנָא “I thank You, O Lord” incipit is a marker of Teacher Hymn compositions because, apart from 1QHª 15:29–36, Teacher Hymns only use this opening formula. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 149.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tanzer's Delimitation</th>
<th>Conversion to Stegemann</th>
<th>Tanzer's Classification</th>
<th>Concentration of Wisdom Elements</th>
<th>Subcategory 1</th>
<th>Subcategory 2</th>
<th>Hybrids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1(?)–2:2</td>
<td>9:3–10:4</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>CH 1</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:3–19</td>
<td>10:5–21</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>TH 2</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20–30</td>
<td>10:22–32</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>TH 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:5–18</td>
<td>11:6–19</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>TH 3</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:19–36</td>
<td>11:20–37</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>TH 3</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:37–4:4</td>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>TH 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:5–19</td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>TH 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:20–7:5</td>
<td>13:22–15:8</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>TH 2</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:6–25</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>TH 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:26–33</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>CH 6</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:34–8:3</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:4–9:36</td>
<td>16:5–17:36</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:37–10:12</td>
<td>17:38–18:14</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:14–11:2</td>
<td>18:16–19:5</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 5</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:3–14</td>
<td>19:6–17</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 6</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15–28</td>
<td>19:18–31</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 6</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:1–21? + frg. 17 and 15.1b</td>
<td>5:18–38 ?</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>CH 1</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:2–7</td>
<td>6:12–18</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 3</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:8–22</td>
<td>6:19–33</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 3</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:23–28(?)</td>
<td>6:34–31</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 4</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:1(?)–7(?)+ frg. 10</td>
<td>10:12–20 + frg. 10</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:8–26(?/?)</td>
<td>7:21–39</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>CH 2</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:1–7 + frg. 12 and 13</td>
<td>8:18–25?</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:8–20?</td>
<td>8:26–37</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 5</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:7–8</td>
<td>4:13–20</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:9–15</td>
<td>4:21–28</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>CH 6</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:17–25</td>
<td>4:29–37</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 4</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:26–13?</td>
<td>4:38–5:11</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>NWH</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>Deuteronomic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:16–33 + frg. 3</td>
<td>21:2–38</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>CH 2</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frg 1i, 4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>LWH</td>
<td>CH 5</td>
<td>Niedrigkeits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another consequential contribution of Tanzer’s study is her redaction-critical proposal about the process that produced the arrangement of psalms found in 1QH . With respect to the Hymns of the Teacher, she proposed “that this central block of Hodayot may have formed the earliest nucleus of the collection.” 130 The “central block” includes all of the psalms in 1QH 10:5–17:36 with the exception of 15:29–36 mentioned just above. Then she proposed that “a later editor has adapted material from the Hymns of the Community into the Hymns of the Teacher,” producing the eight hybridized psalms (see chart). 131 In the final stage (perhaps concurrent with the hybridization phase) the Hymns of the Teacher were “surrounded and

---

dominated by the Hymns of the Community.” She concluded that “while the Hymns of the Teacher may have originated as the response of a righteous leader to persecution, they have since been adapted to the wider context of the Hymns of the Community in which they are found.”

Tanzer’s proposal was the first redaction-critical proposal to be applied to Stegemann’s reconstruction of 1QH and raised the question of the diachronic development of the 1QH arrangement of psalms in Hodayot scholarship. The conflation of questions of categorization with questions of redaction set Hodayot research on a new trajectory that has dominated the discussion ever since.

1.5.2 Émile Puech (1988) In the late 1980s, Émile Puech reconstructed 1QH during the process of writing his dissertation on the Essene doctrine of resurrection because he wanted to incorporate more of 1QH into his work. This reconstruction was published in 1988. Puech’s reconstruction was done independently of Stegemann’s, yet he came to a majority of the same conclusions, with the exception that Puech was able to place more fragments of 1QH than Stegemann. These fragment placements were subsequently incorporated in Stegemann’s final edition (frgs. 30, 31, 43, 44, 54 + unnumbered frg. in SHR 4276). Puech’s reconstruction is the basis for many of the so-called “interim editions” of the Dead Sea Scrolls that adopted the new column numbers.

Puech contributed to the discussion of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema in two ways. First, he called attention to the Maskil superscriptions that were published for the first time in his 1988 article.\(^\text{137}\) He suggested that the regular appearance of these paratextual features in 1QH\(^a\) may indicate that the psalms were organized into sections under each of the rubrics.\(^\text{138}\) He proposed that there may have been as many as five such sections, paralleling to some extent the five-fold division of the MT psalter. Although the comparison is anachronistic since there is no evidence of psalms manuscripts with five books at Qumran, Puech’s comparison is meant to highlight the principle of sectionally organized psalms collections, regardless of the exact number of sections or any relationship to the MT psalter.

Second, Puech critiqued the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema by asserting that the division of the psalms into two categories on the basis of the persona of the “I” is fallacious because:

the Teacher of Righteousness was no doubt capable of expressing himself according to various literary approaches and could vary his vocabulary wherever necessary. His strong personality was certainly not limited to a single type of hymn composition, and could vary between expressing himself in his own name and using his own spiritual experience as a pattern, or composing in a more impersonal manner for his group and for community praise of God. This would

\(^{136}\) Schuller coined the term “interim editions” for transcriptions and translations of 1QH\(^a\) that use Stegemann’s column numbers but retain Sukenik’s line numbers. Stegemann’s work resulted in an adjustment of the line numbers from those of the interim editions because edge fragments were placed that established the vertical position of some of the columns that were previously missing top and bottom margins. For the discussion of the interim numbering system and some of the editions and studies that used it, see Schuller, “Recent Scholarship,” 126; Eileen M. Schuller and Carol A. Newsom, *The Hodayot (Thanksgiving Psalms): A Study Edition of 1QH* EJL 36 (Atlanta: SBL, 2012), 7.

\(^{137}\) For further discussion of these superscriptions, see pp. 111–118.

better explain an unmistakable unity of style and vocabulary that is rather striking in these Hymns....

Puech’s incisive critique undercut the Teacher hypothesis because it raises the possibility that sectarian leaders—who would possess an intuitive grasp of sectarian discourse—could modulate their discourse and were capable of code-switching if it served their purposes.

Puech’s critique also highlights the extent to which the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema has departed from Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s objective of generic classification to an overriding interest in authorship, and by extension, historical reconstruction. Ultimately Puech, like Morawe, remained agnostic about authorship by the Teacher of Righteousness, only going so far as to leave open the possibility without dismissing an alternative scenario in which the Teacher’s disciples composed the psalms.

One aspect of Puech’s critique that has not generally been upheld is that the Cave 4 evidence undermines the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Puech argued that “the preliminary publications of passages from 4QHodayot are not without contradictions in the scholarly distinctions between ‘Hymns of the Teacher’ and ‘Hymns of the Community.’”

Contrary to Puech, it has been argued that the 4QHodayot manuscripts permit and even support the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema because 4QpapH (perhaps 4QH too) seems to have contained the psalm in col. 9 + Teacher Hymns. 4QH contains only Community Hymns,

---

though in a different sequence than in 1QH/4QH. 4QH appears to be a manuscript that began with the so-called Self-Glorification Hymn (25:34–27:3). In every case besides the 1QH/4QH arrangement of the Hodayot, the Teacher Hymns and the Community Hymns appear to be compiled separately, with the exception of the col. 9 Community Hymn thought to be written as an introduction to the Teacher Hymns.\textsuperscript{141} Puech argued that “it is far from being proven that 4QHodayot contained only the “Hymns of the Teacher” on twelve line columns; the same also holds true for 4QHodayot.”\textsuperscript{142} His critique underscores that the Cave 4 evidence does not amount to a demonstration that the Teacher Hymns and Community Hymns are ordering principles of the collections.

\textit{1.5.3 Michael Douglas (1998)}\textsuperscript{143} In “Power and Praise in the Hodayot: A Literary Critical Study of 1QH 9:1–18:14” (1998), Michael Douglas situated himself in the “Göttingen School” with Jeremias, Becker, and Kuhn in advancing a renewed argument in favour of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.\textsuperscript{144} He expanded upon a number of earlier proposals, including Jeremias’s argument for grouping the Teacher Hymns together on the basis of idiosyncratic

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See the discussion of the Teacher’s Book in the next section (p. 48). Schuller tentatively suggested that the psalm in 1QH 9 might have been composed as an introduction to the Hymns of the Teacher because it is found at the beginning of 4QpapH, which otherwise only contains psalms designated for the Teacher or non-Teacher Danklieder: “I am tempted to suggest that it may have served some specific function, perhaps as an introduction to the Hymns of the Teacher collection.” Eileen M. Schuller, “The Cave 4 Hodayot Manuscripts: A Preliminary Description,” \textit{JQR} 85.1-2 (1994), 145. Later Schuller formalized this into a proposal in Schuller, DJD 29:209–11, see especially 212. See also Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:10, 120.
\item Puech, “Hodayot,” \textit{EDSS}, 366. See also Schuller, “Recent Scholarship,” 131.
\item Douglas, “Power and Praise,” 5.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
language and the identification of the distinctive speaker in these psalms as the Teacher of Righteousness. He also depended heavily on Tanzer’s redaction-critical proposal for the existence of an original collection of Teacher Hymns that later had Community Hymn material incorporated into them and were bracketed with two blocks of Community Hymns.¹⁴⁵ Douglas addressed the Community Hymns to a limited extent but only insofar as he distinguished them from the Teacher Hymns and discussed them as part of the redactional process.

Douglas was a major proponent of the Teacher hypothesis, but he considered the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema to be inadequate without some refinements. He found Jeremias’s method for identifying the distinctive language of the Teacher to be problematic because much of the vocabulary is too common or insignificant to permit a firm identification with the Teacher of Righteousness.¹⁴⁶ According to Douglas, Jeremias succeeded in differentiating the Teacher Hymns from the Community Hymns but failed to demonstrate that the Teacher of Righteousness wrote them.¹⁴⁷

Douglas attempted to improve on Jeremias’s linguistic criteria by arguing that the Teacher Hymns could be linked to the Teacher of Righteousness with a high degree of probability by their use of the “signature phrase” הגרבה י “when you [God] exercise your power through me.”¹⁴⁸ Because this phrase is unique to the Hodayot and only occurs five times in four

compositions in 1QH* 10–13, Douglas used it as his “criterion of dissimilarity” for the Teacher Hymns. That is to say, Douglas used הגרבה י to identify a core group of authentic psalms of the Teacher of Righteousness.

Douglas expanded his list of Teacher hymns by looking for other distinctive language in his core psalms to identify a larger network of distinctive phrases that also occur in authentic psalms. When these secondary phrases appeared in other psalms that lacked the main signature phrase of הגרבה י, Douglas included them in the Teacher Hymns. On this basis, he argued that the Teacher of Righteousness wrote much of the material found in a source that he calls the “Teacher’s Book” (1QH* 9:1–20:6, or possibly 9:1–17:36 or 9:1–18:14 at an earlier stage), with the Community Hymn beginning in col. 9 serving as a specially composed introduction.

Like Tanzer, Douglas proposed that the other Community Hymns were added before and after the Teacher’s Book at a later stage to create the Hodayot arrangement found in 1QH*. He divided 1QH* into three sources: Source 1: cols. 1–8, Source 2 (the Teacher’s Book): 9:1–20:6, and Source 3: 20:7–28:42. Douglas argued that the Hodayot tradition developed in stages that correspond to these sources. The first stage was constituted by the authoritative claims of the

---

149. 1QH* 10:26; 12:9, 24; 13:17, 27.
151. Repetition of significant phrases are listed in Appendix 2, and claims of authority, status, and significance are found in Appendix 3. These components form the basis for inclusion into the Teacher Hymns category. Douglas, “Power and Praise,” 394–403; 404–11.
Teacher of Righteousness in the authentic Teacher Hymns that he wrote during his life. After his death, the Teacher Hymns were edited into a self-standing collection that he calls the Teacher Book. In the next stage, Source 3 (20:7–28:42) was appended to the Teacher’s Book, and then Source 1 (cols. 1–8) was inserted before the Teacher’s Book to form the 1QH⁰ arrangement.

His primary support for the addition of the Community Hymns to the Teacher’s Book is the fuller orthography in Source 3. In Douglas’s view, spelling practices indicated that the Community Hymns were added at different stages in the development of 1QH⁰ and that the orthographic differences were never completely levelled out by the copyists.

Douglas proposed a temporal sequence for the three sources using references to the Teacher’s conflict in 1QpHab and framing them in terms of Victor Turner’s model of social conflict. According to Douglas, 1QpHab (2:1–2; 9–11) describes two phases of the career of the Teacher: “1) controversy in Jerusalem leading to exile and 2) the Teacher in exile.”

156. Douglas’s argument for the Teacher’s Book was possibly corroborated by the discovery of 4QpapH⁴. As mentioned above, 4QpapH⁴ it began at 9:1, coinciding with what Douglas hypothesizes to be the Teacher’s Book.
Douglas argued that these phases can be mapped onto a pattern of social conflict that Turner observed while studying the Ndembu tribe of northwestern Zambia. Turner theorized that this tribal pattern of conflict can be generalized to a universal pattern of social conflict in four stages: 1) breach, 2) escalation of the crisis, 3) redressive action, and 4) reintegration or irreparable schism. Douglas proposed that 1QH a 10:5–21; 10:22–32; 10:33–11:5 reflect the breach and escalation of the crisis because they “were written and express the conflict in Jerusalem before the author’s exile.”\(^\text{162}\) The redressive action and irreparable schism are found in 1QH a 12:6–30a; 13:7–21; 13:22–14:6 + 15:4–8; 15:9–28; 16:5–17:36, which “were written in the wilderness in exile.”\(^\text{163}\) Douglas argued that because these psalms follow Turner’s pattern of social conflict, they can be taken as evidence that the Teacher Hymns reflect a historical reality—in this case the conflict expressed in 1QpHab.\(^\text{164}\)

Douglas’s most enduring contribution to the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema is his elaboration of Tanzer’s approach of dividing 1QH a into one block of Teacher Hymns and two blocks of Community Hymns. The block approach overlooked the messiness and inconsistency of the distribution of the Teacher Hymns and Community Hymns by Jeremias, Becker, and

\(^{162}\) Douglas, “Power and Praise,” 344.
\(^{163}\) Douglas, “Power and Praise,” 345.
\(^{164}\) The core of Douglas’s argument is that the Teacher Hymns reflect the same historical conflict described in 1QpHab. The application of Turner’s model is counterproductive because it does not increase the likelihood that the Habakkuk pesher and the Teacher Hymns correspond to the same historical person; rather, it achieves the very opposite. The sociological model would make it less likely that the stages of social conflict that Douglas has identified would be unique to a particular historical figure like the Teacher of Righteousness. Sociological models like Turner’s describe commonplace patterns, not unique historical situations.
Kuhn, and treated the psalms as simplistic groupings of material. This more wieldy division of material into blocks facilitated Douglas’s redaction-critical research question of why the Teacher Hymns are found in the middle of 1QH\[a\]. His approach to categorization is made possible by the emphasis on shared vocabulary by degrees of association with the signature phrase, הנברכה וב, which enabled Douglas to isolate an uninterrupted block of Teacher Hymns by degrees of association. According to Douglas, all psalms that are not Teacher Hymns are put automatically into the Community Hymn category, even those from cols. 2 and 27–28 that only have a few small surviving fragments and the hypothetical col. 1.\(^{165}\) Thus, Douglas moved a step beyond Becker in constructing zero-sum categories—if a psalm is not in the Teacher Hymn block, then it must be a Community Hymn, even if no material evidence has survived from the column.

1.5.4 Carol Newsom (2004)\(^{166}\) Carol Newsom’s study The Self as Symbolic Space (2004) opened a new perspective on the Hodayot tradition by leaving aside the old unanswerable question about the authorship of the psalms to explore how the Hodayot and Serekh traditions construct a

---

165. 1QH\[a\] 1 has no assigned fragments. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:55.
sectarian “self” or subjectivity. Newsom categorized the psalms by how the “I” situates itself with respect to the symbolic world constructed by the text. As a consequence, her primary objective was not to present a fully-formed categorizational schema or to comprehensively revise the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema and all of its criteria. Despite having another objective, her study marks a major transformation of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema and a turning point in how the schema is employed in Hodayot scholarship.

Newsom’s schema built on the contours of Jeremias’s version of the schema by dividing the psalms into three categories 1) Hodayot of the leader, 2) Hodayot of the community, and 3) Hodayot associated with the Maskil. In some respects, these categories are reminiscent of Jeremias’s *Danklieder, Hymnen*, and *Psalmen* in that there are three main categories; however, Newsom uncoupled Jeremias’s *Danklieder* from the Teacher of Righteousness and reframed them as the “Hodayot of the leader.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newsom’s Delimitations</th>
<th>Newsom’s Classifications</th>
<th>Newsom’s Delimitations</th>
<th>Newsom’s Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:21–28</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:29–37</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:38–5:11</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12–38?</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>16:5–17:36</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:12–18</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>17:38–18:14</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:19–33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>18:16–19:5</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:34–31</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>19:6–17</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:12–20 + frg. 10</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>19:18–31</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26–37</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>21:2–38</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:3–10:4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5–21</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newsom found Jeremias’s argument for the Danklieder as a discrete category compelling, but she followed Holm-Nielsen in underscoring the “futility of trying to marshal evidence to show that a particular individual did or did not compose a text.” In other words, she set aside the Teacher hypothesis while accepting the contention of Jeremias and several of the categorizers who followed that at least some subset of psalms can be shown to reflect a persona who is distinguishable from the rest of the community as a leader. Thus, instead of calling this subset of psalms “the Teacher Hymns,” she called them “Hodayot of the leader,” leaving the identity “I” of the psalms unspecified. She considered the “only reliable criterion for distinguishing a separate group of Hodayot is whether or not the speaker represents himself as distinct from the community in the capacity of leader.” She suggested that the office of the “Mebaqqer” (CD 9:18–19; 13:7–16; 14:11–12; 1QS 6:14–15, 20) strongly reflects the

---

168. In this respect, Newsom’s position is close to that of Licht, Holm-Nielsen, and Morawe, who did not think there was sufficient evidence for authorship by the Teacher of Righteousness (see discussions above).
persona of the leader psalms.\textsuperscript{170} In this regard, she distinguished her position from that of Licht, who argued that either Maskil or the Mebaqer could be the speaker.\textsuperscript{171} In the leader’s role of maintaining group boundaries and dealing with dissent, she saw “a virtual inventory of the major responsibilities attributed to the Mebaqer in the Serek ha-Yahad and in the Damascus Document.”\textsuperscript{172} Newsom regarded other criteria relating to specific motifs, formal elements, vocabulary, or syntax to be meaningless for identifying Hodayot of the leader apart from the primary criterion of speaker’s self-presentation as a leader who is distinct from the community.\textsuperscript{173} She proposed that these psalms “articulate the leadership myth of the existing community”—a myth that generates the sectarian, us-versus-them worldview.\textsuperscript{174}

\textsuperscript{170} Although in an earlier publication Newsom finds convincing Vermès’s proposal that the Maskil and the Mebaqer are essentially the same office, in The Self as Symbolic Space she takes up the view that they are actually different figures. As a consequence, she parses many of the psalms of the Hodayot between those that align with the office of the Mebaqer (the Hodayot of the leader) and those that align with the office of the Maskil (1QH¹ 5:12; 6:19–33; 7:21; 20:7; 25:34), with the remainder associated with ordinary sectarians. Carol A. Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: The Functions of the Máskîl,” in Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, eds. John G. Gammie and Leo G. Perdue (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 375; Géza Vermès, The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English (London: Penguin Books, 2004), 29; Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 288. In this respect, she takes up Jeremias’s view that the Maskil is “a shadowy figure without individual personality,” while the Mebaqer has clear organization and leadership duties. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 294; Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, 175. See also Sarianna Metso, The Textual Development of the Qumran Community Rule STDJ 21 (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 136–37 n. 92; “Qumran Community Structure and Terminology as Theological Statement,” RevQ 20.3 (2002), 438–40; “Problems in Reconstructing the Organizational Chart of the Essenes,” DSD 16.3 (2009), 391 n. 7; 405 n. 35.

\textsuperscript{171} Although Licht includes the possibility of the Mebaqer, his discussion focuses more on evidence related to the Maskil. Jacob Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll: A Scroll from the Wilderness of Judaea [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Bialik, 1957), 24–26; Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 294. For additional discussion of Licht’s proposal, see p. 275.

\textsuperscript{172} Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 297; see also 294–95.

\textsuperscript{173} Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 287.

\textsuperscript{174} Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 289.
Newsom considered her second category, the “Hodayot of the community,” to be a less coherent category than the Hodayot of the leader. The criterion is once again the speaker’s persona, but the Hodayot of the community express the perspective of “an ordinary member of the community.” Like Tanzer and Douglas, she did not regard the Hodayot of the community “as a homogenous collection;” rather she considered them as a “remainder” after the Hodayot of the leader are factored out.

Newsom further divided the Hodayot of the community into two categories: those expressing the perspective of the ordinary sectarian and those associated explicitly or implicitly with the Maskil (1QH$^a$ 5:12; 6:19–33; 7:21; 20:7; 25:34). Although Newsom recognized that the institutional office of the Maskil has duties that ordinary sectarians do not have, she argued that “his character is described in terms similar to those used [of ordinary sectarians] in the community hymns.” In other words, the persona of the Maskil, which she

177. Newsom did not provide a full list of the Hodayot of the community. After discussing the Hodayot of the leader, she explained that the “remainder of the Hodayot do not form a homogeneous collection” and asserted that “no reason for assuming that the “I” of the text represents a figure other than an ordinary member of the community.” I take this to mean that non-leader psalms are Hodayot of the community. The one possible exception that she noted is 1QH$^a$ 26:24–27:3; 4QH$^a$ frag. 7, part of the psalm found in 1QH$^a$ 25:34–27:3. This psalm has a Maskil heading, so despite the language of being “among the heavenly beings,” this psalm would seem to belong to Newsom’s Maskil category. This exception, however, undercuts Newsom’s claim that the Maskil’s character “is described in terms similar to those used in the community hymns.” Newsom, *The Self as Symbolic Space*, 198.
178. A category of psalms associated with the office of the Maskil was impossible before the publication of Puech’s reconstruction, which revealed several Maskil superscriptions (only 1QH$^a$ 25:34 preserved a clear ממשכיל) that were not previously recognized in earlier publications. Tanzer’s unpublished dissertation had evidence for at least one additional Maskil superscription (1QH$^a$ 20:7–14a) because she used Stegemann’s unpublished reconstruction. Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 52–53; Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 3 n. 7, 22, 50–53.
viewed as a depersonalized office, expresses a persona closer to ordinary sectarians than to the unique persona of the Hodayot of the leader. In this respect, Newsom’s schema departed from other variations of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema by incorporating a third category associated with the figure of the Maskil, an office that she read as standing in sharp contrast to the role of the leader—possibly the Mebaqer or a similar figure or office.

1.5.5 Angela Kim Harkins (2010 to 2018) Angela Kim Harkins’s substantial contribution to Hodayot research can be grouped into two phases. Phase 1 includes her dissertation and her articles from 2005 and 2008,\textsuperscript{180} and phase 2 includes her material published since 2010.\textsuperscript{181} I will focus on her most recent proposals in this section.

In phase 2, Harkins transitioned from viewing 1QH\textsuperscript{a} through the lens of Puech’s five-fold division of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} to a hypothesis that built on Tanzer and Douglas’s work with redactional blocks in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} and their proposals for the redactional development of the Hodayot. As discussed above, Douglas’s dissertation concluded with a claim that the Teacher’s Book (9:1–20:6) was originally an independent source to which was added what he called “Source 3” (20:7–28:42).\textsuperscript{182} On the basis of orthographic differences and comparisons with the contents of 4QH scrolls, he proposed that “Source 1, now comprising 1QH cols. 1–8, was the last collection to be added to the


\textsuperscript{182} Douglas, “Power and Praise,” 352.
complete 1QHª Hodayot scroll.”

Harkins followed Douglas’s three source hypothesis very closely, though with different designations for each block: Source 1 = CH I; Source 2/the Teacher’s Book = TH; and Source 3 = CH II. However, while she accepted the Teacher’s Book as a redactional unit, she firmly rejected the Teacher hypothesis. Instead she proposed instead that the vivid language of distress in the so-called “Teacher Hymns” is not intended to reflect historical realities but is designed “to arouse fear.” In this respect, the Teacher Hymns are part of a larger programme of constructing an “imaginal body” and assisting “the reader in entering into the world of the text,” ultimately generating “within an ancient reader a religious experience of transformation and ascent.”

Harkins also proposed that “the earliest form of the collection 1QHª consisted of the Teacher Hymns and the second group of Community Hymns (= CH II) and that the first group of Community Hymns (= CH I) was added at a later date.” She added to Douglas’s proposal by arguing that the manuscript 4QHª contains only psalms from TH + CH II and thus offers concrete evidence of this stage of development. She also developed Douglas’s proposal by

186. Harkins, Reading with an ‘I’ to the Heavens, 94.
187. Harkins, “Who is the Teacher of the Teacher Hymns?,” 467; Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 3.
189. She contested the placement of 4QHª frgs. 1–2, which would fall in CH I (4QHª frg. 1 // 1QHª 4 39–40; 4QHª frg. 2 // 1QHª 5 19–20). Both fragments are tentatively placed. Schuller, DJD 29:133–34.
focusing a common theme of communion with the angels¹⁹⁰ and by nuancing Douglas’s orthographic argument by noting affinities between TH and CH II against CH I.¹⁹¹ More recently she argued on a material basis that CH I may not belong to 1QHᵃ at all and entertained the possibility that it was erroneously grouped together with the TH + CH II in the reconstruction of 1QHᵃ.¹⁹² She based this proposal on the lack of evidence of stitching and Sukenik’s description of the state of 1QHᵃ when it came into his possession. If accurate, this proposal would bolster her earlier claim that 4QHᵇ might not have had CH I material situated before the Teacher’s Book, and that TH and CH II were meant to be read together as a separate work.

In *Reading with an “I” to the Heavens* (2012), Harkins proposed that this TH + CH II collection programmatically moves “from places of punishment, through Paradise, and brings the reader into the heavens.”¹⁹³ She suggested that the performance of the Hodayot would create the disposition for a kind of religious visionary experience through its emotional language of embodiment.¹⁹⁴ The process of performing and experiencing the psalms of TH + CH II would

---


come full-circle when the audience reflects on the experience generated by their reading of the
psalms and would respond by writing new psalms.\textsuperscript{195} She suggested that this exegetical process
has occurred in 1QH 11:7–8 and 13:22–15.8, where the former exegetically inspired the latter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harkins’s Delimitation</th>
<th>Teacher Hymns</th>
<th>Community Hymns I (Distinct Collection?)</th>
<th>Community Hymns II</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cols. 1–3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:2–4:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:1–11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12–6:33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:34–7:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:12–20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intro to TH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5–21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22–32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33–11:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:6–19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20–37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:6–13:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:22–15:8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:5–17:36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:38–19:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:7–22:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:1–25:33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:34–27:3?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27–28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9

\textsuperscript{194} Harkins, \textit{Reading with an “I” to the Heavens}, 267–68.

\textsuperscript{195} Harkins, “The Performative Reading,” 68–71; \textit{Reading with an “I” to the Heavens}, 190–204, 268.
In sum, Harkins perpetuated Tanzer and Douglas’s division of the Hodayot tradition into redactional blocks and elaborated upon the redactional development that they proposed in their unpublished dissertations. She employed Tanzer’s and Douglas’s proposals in order to make sense of the heterogeneity of the psalms of the Community Hymns and how the so-called Teacher Hymns stand in relationship to them. Her main contribution to the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema was that she fleshed out this redactional development with more orthographic and material evidence and elaborated on the possibility that CH I was added at a separate redactional phase than CH II, raising the possibility that CH I was a later loose-leaf addition. Harkins’s scholarship has had considerable impact as the CH I, TH, CH II nomenclature has been widely adopted to describe the Hodayot tradition in recent scholarship on the Hodayot and more broadly in the study of Second Temple Literature and adjacent fields.

1.5.6 Trine Hasselbalch (2015) Trine Hasselbalch’s published dissertation is the most recent monograph dedicated to the Hodayot, *Meaning and Context in the Thanksgiving Hymns* (2015). She acknowledged that there are certain formal distinctions in the psalms that stem from earlier stages, but insofar as the 1QH\(^\text{p}\) arrangement of psalms is concerned, they demonstrate a hybridized “I” that reflects an elite persona that was intended for all of the elect to adopt. Her study addressed what she argued is the problematic reading of categories of psalms in 1QH\(^\text{p}\) along sociological lines—Leader Hymns and Community Hymns.\(^\text{196}\) In this regard, she

\(^{196}\) Hasselbalch, *Meaning and Context*, 32
responded generally to the Heidelberg School but more specifically to Newsom’s rebranding and reworking of the categories, with the Teacher Hymns as psalms that express a leader ethos, but not necessarily that of the Teacher of Righteousness. Hasselbalch considered Newsom’s Community Hymn/Leader Hymn dichotomy as emblematic of a fundamental error of beginning with presumptions about the community—that there is a hierarchy of leaders and ordinary members—and reading that sociological dichotomy into the classifications of the psalms in the collection.

Hasselbalch argued that because of the psalms’ “entextualization” in 1QH*, they should be read on the basis of their commonalities. Her contention was that regardless of the prior social or literary context, each psalm or each redactional block is utterly recontextualized in 1QH*. The new collection repurposes the psalm for a new community, a process she referred to as “entextualization.” She argued that one cannot use the old social contexts and functions to understand what the new collection, 1QH*, is doing. Instead, the collection must be read in light of its commonalities in order to uncover the rationale for its compilation, which in turn sheds light on the community behind the collection. Consequently, any valences of meaning pertaining to leadership or the general membership from previous contexts need to be bracketed when considering the present form of the collection. She selected four “hybrids” (not Tanzer’s hybrids,

but her own more flexible notion of hybridity) as case studies for illustrating hybridity and for finding the common rationale for including each of the psalms in the 1QHa collection.200

Hasselbalch contended that the common thread that runs through the psalms is that of a elite and corporate “I” that plays an intermediary role between God and the rest of the world. She reached this conclusion using transitivity analysis from Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Transitivity analysis involves analyzing the relationship between subjects, verbs, and objects to measure the degree of agency or the degree to which something is the instrument or the object of the action of another agent.201 Hasselbalch argued that in the four psalms examined in her study, the speaker is simultaneously the “Goal” (object) of divine agency, and an “Actor” (agent). She interpreted these observations to mean that the speaker in these psalms is an elite mediator figure, and that this mediator role can be extrapolated to the rest of the psalms in 1QHa, even if it is not present, by virtue of being in the same collection.202 She argued that the goal of the redactor of 1QHa is to establish this intermediary speaker.

In Hasselbalch’s view, this composite “I” did not reflect the leader or the general sectarian membership. Rather, she identified the “I” as a corporate speaker with which the entire

200. “Hybridity is not defined by fixed criteria, and in what follows I abandon Tanzer’s narrow, redaction-critical definition according to which hybrids occurred when wisdom material had been fused into otherwise non-wisdom compositions. The texts manifest hybridity in varying ways, and only one of the compositions, 1QH’ XII 6–XIII 6, is a hybrid according to Tanzer’s definition. Apart from this, I use the designation ‘hybrid’ about compositions that otherwise appear to contradict the notion that the two main categories of compositions identified in 1QHodayot represent distinct social groups or types (leadership and membership, respectively) within the Dead Sea community.” Hasselbalch, Meaning and Context, 36–37.
201. Hasselbalch, Meaning and Context, 270.
“Dead Sea community” would identify. This corporate “I” has a special claim to hidden
to knowledge and plays an elite mediating role between the rest of the world and God.\textsuperscript{203} She
associated this mediation role with that of the maskilim from Daniel and 4QInstruction, and
argued that the Dead Sea community inherited and adapted this maskil ethos from a pre-
sectarian, Danielic wisdom group.\textsuperscript{204}

One of the primary objectives of Hasselbalch’s study was to set aside the sociological
structure embedded in the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn classification schema so that the “I”
can be understood as a single hybrid entity. The 1QH\textsuperscript{a} arrangement of psalms is designed to
present this hybrid “I” to the entire audience, regardless of their rank in the sect. Hasselbalch was
not interested in developing a new categorization schema; rather, she portrayed the speaker in the
Hodayot tradition as so hybridized that categorization on the basis of persona is neither possible
nor helpful. Although she conceded that categories might be meaningful for early, possibly pre-
sectarian redactional stages, they are no longer relevant now that the psalms have been redacted
and entextualized into a new collection.\textsuperscript{205} In other words, she put aside the Teacher Hymn-
Community Hymn schema, and implicitly grouped all the psalms together in a single hybrid
category of psalms intended for a corporate “I.”

1.6 Studies on Selections of Hodayot Psalms

\textsuperscript{203} Hasselbalch, \textit{Meaning and Context}, 245–46, 269.
\textsuperscript{204} Hasselbalch, \textit{Meaning and Context}, 208–16, 257.
\textsuperscript{205} Hasselbalch, \textit{Meaning and Context}, 269.
In this section I am including three additional monograph-length studies that have made important contributions to Hodayot scholarship through the discussion of a smaller set of case studies but that were less focused on issues of categorization than the studies discussed above. These studies include: Bonnie Kittel’s selective translation and commentary, *The Hymns of Qumran*, Julie Hughes’s *Scriptural Allusions and Exegesis in the Hodayot*, and Katri Antin’s recent dissertation, *Transmission of Divine Knowledge in the Sapiential Thanksgiving Psalms from Qumran*. Despite being focused on other research questions, these studies take explicit or implicit positions on the categorization of the psalms in the Hodayot tradition that have ramifications for my reassessment of the genres of the Hodayot.

1.6.1 Bonnie Kittel (1981) In *The Hymns of Qumran*, Bonnie Kittel offered a poetic analysis of the psalms of the Hodayot tradition that come from both of the binary form-critical categories proposed by Morawe and Holm-Nielsen. In addition to deepening our appreciation of the poetic dimensions of the Hodayot tradition, Kittel demonstrated how poetic analysis can enhance our understanding of the emphasis of the psalms and help with textual difficulties that become less fraught when poetic structure is taken into account.\(^{206}\) With respect to issues of categorization and genre, she attempted to bring observations about poetic structure to bear on the question of genre. She argued that attention to poetic structure could improve upon what she considered to be somewhat subjective approaches by Morawe and Holm-Nielsen.\(^{207}\) For example, she argued

\(^{206}\) Kittel, *The Hymns of Qumran*, 173.
that 1QH 15:29–36, 19:6–17, and 17:38–18:14 could be classified as hymns rather than thanksgiving psalms because the poetic patterns emphasize hymnic aspects of the psalm.\(^\text{208}\) In this respect, she offered one of the early critiques of Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s classifications. Even so, to some extent even observations about poetic structure are subjective, so her contributions did not provide much firmer ground for differentiating categories than Holm-Nielsen and Morawe do.

Kittel also rejected the Teacher hypothesis. She regarded it as “fallacious” and “circular” because the language of distress and deliverance has been interpreted in an overly determined way. She argued that “much of what appears to be specific description is actually the application of formalized, scriptural language which provided the stamp of authenticity to the community’s interpretation of their experiences as in the ‘last times.’”\(^\text{209}\) Curiously, despite writing in 1981, she made no reference to Jeremias, Becker, or Kuhn, and as a consequence she offered no discussion on the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Rather she seemed content to work primarily with Morawe and Holm-Nielsen.

1.6.2 Julie Hughes (2006) Julie Hughes framed her work as an expansion of Kittel’s project, only she focused more narrowly on scriptural allusion as a poetic device and how it can unearth the exegetical processes that underpin each of the compositions. She worked from the assumption that the Hodayot tradition is not a “uniform collection” because the Cave 4 evidence

---

demonstrates that there are collections of varying lengths and arrangement. This argument seems built upon the assumption that different arrangements of psalms rule out that they could form a cohesive tradition. As a consequence, she works from the starting-point that the Hodayot scrolls are anthologies of diverse psalms that should be read individually and not programmatically as part of a more coherent tradition. By reading psalms in isolation, she took the opposite of Douglas’s approach, which deals with the Hodayot tradition in large blocks of psalms. In this respect, Douglas and Hughes have starkly different starting-points that result in very different conclusions.

Hughes rejected Douglas’s renewed argument for the Teacher hypothesis and affirmed Newsom’s leader hypothesis that the speaker is not necessarily a historical figure but takes on the subject position of a sectarian leader. However, she regarded the speaker as not so special that the “lowliest member of the community” could not write a pseudepigraphic Teacher/leader psalm. In this respect, she inverted Puech’s argument that the Teacher of Righteousness would have been capable of writing in more than one mode—the case could be argued for ordinary sectarians as well.

210. The contention that the Hodayot is an anthology is assumed rather than argued. Discussions of the Hodayot as an anthology only appear in Hughes, *Scriptural Allusions*, 33–34, 62, 233. She points to the instances of variation in the arrangement and length of some of the Cave 4 Hodayot manuscripts and the case of the Self-Glorification Hymn, which may have been edited and used in other contexts. She does not, however, explain why the Cave 4 Hodayot manuscripts undercut programmatic readings of 1QH*. Hughes, *Scriptural Allusions*, 10, 34.


Part of Hughes’s argument for diversity of style and content includes an expansion of Tanzer’s observation of hybridity in the psalms. Tanzer found that some Teacher Hymns had Community Hymn inclusions; however, Hughes identified an example of a Community Hymn (1QH a 7:21–8:?!) with Teacher Hymn inclusions. Moreover, with respect to 1QH a 11:20–37, she cut through the debate over its classification by suggesting: “that a far simpler solution is to recognize that the categories of Teacher and Community Hymn are inadequate. This poem has a more obviously distinctive style and content than some.” In other words, Hughes saw the diversity in the Hodayot psalms to be so great that a binary classification schema like the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema paved over too much of the particularity of each psalm.

1.6.3 Katri Antin (2019) In Transmission of Divine Knowledge, Katri Antin investigated how divine knowledge is transmitted in the Hodayot in seven psalms that she described as sapiential psalms (1QH a 5:12–6:33; 7:21–8:41; 9:1–10:4; 15:29–36; 17:38–19:5; 20:7–22:42). She set out to examine the speaker’s role as a divine intermediary in her seven sapiential psalms through the lens of Martti Nissinen’s definition of divination. She demonstrated that there is not a consistent picture of the transmission of divine knowledge in the Hodayot; rather, in (1QH a 5:12–

214. Hughes, Scriptural Allusions, 228.
the speaker is a mediator of knowledge,\textsuperscript{216} whereas in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 15:29–36, 17:38–19:5, and 19:6–20:6 no mediator of divine knowledge is needed.

Although Antin’s dissertation does not directly address issues of categorization, her rationale for setting aside the labels of “Teacher Hymns” and “Community Hymns” in her study echoes some of the common critiques about the inadequacy of the Teacher Hymns-Community Hymn schema.\textsuperscript{217} Furthermore, Antin found that the epistemologies of the psalms do not correspond to the binary division of the psalms in the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema as Shane Berg has claimed.\textsuperscript{218} For example, she found that there was similar transmission of divine knowledge in the so-called Teacher Hymn of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 12:6–13:6 and the so-called Community Hymn of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:7–22:42. She took this as evidence that undermines Berg’s conclusions and the integrity of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.\textsuperscript{219}

Each of the studies described above critique and undermine different parts of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. What is telling about each of these studies is that the

\textsuperscript{216} Antin argues that the subject position of the intermediary could only be occupied by a teacher figure. Antin, “Transmission of Divine Knowledge,” 200.


\textsuperscript{218} Berg claimed that the epistemological distinctions that he saw in the psalms correspond to the blocks of material, serving as confirmation of Douglas’s proposal for a redactional-block version of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Berg found Douglas’s Teacher hypothesis convincing: “[t]he prophetic-type epistemology identified in the teacher hymns fits very well with such a charismatic figure.” He further argued that the Teacher of Righteousness exposed the sectarian community to a new form of divinely inspired exegesis that was adopted and manifest itself in later sectarian writings, such as the pesharim and possibly also in the Teacher Hymn-like “inclusions” in the Community Hymns. Shane A. Berg, “Religious Epistemology and the History of the Dead Sea Scrolls Community,” in \textit{The “Other” in Second Temple Judaism}, eds. Daniel Harlow et al. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2011), 335, 340, 346, 349.

\textsuperscript{219} It should be noted that 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 12:6–13:6 was considered a hybrid by Tanzer, supporting Antin’s conclusion that the Teacher Hymn classification is not altogether useful. Tanzer, “The Sages at Qumran,” 135.
inadequacy of Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema becomes the most apparent in close readings of individual psalms. The classifications made in a categorization schema should remain valid and useful in high- and low-altitude studies of the Hodayot tradition, but the studies described above indicate that the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema breaks down the more one attends to individual psalms.

1.7 Overview

What began as Sukenik’s provisional Teacher hypothesis has evolved into a categorization schema that reflects differences in genre, authorship, the persona of the speaker, redactional blocks, epistemologies, and even stages of material production. The categories and criteria differ so much from scholar to scholar that the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema has lost much of its usefulness and meaningfulness. As the history of scholarship illustrates, the schema has been appropriated for a broad array of research questions and has diverged from the original interest of Morawe and Holm-Nielsen in classifying the Hodayot psalms by genre. They set aside the question of authorship raised by Sukenik to trace the relationships of the Hodayot tradition with other psalms by trying to discern where the Hodayot fit into their operative generic schema—Gunkel’s generic schema for the biblical psalms. I would contend that their objective of classifying the tradition in terms of genre is still a worthy goal. On the one hand, there is much to be gained by looking at the psalms of the Hodayot as part of the evolution of psalms in the Second Temple period, but on the other hand, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema only
offers the dead-end of reading the Hodayot as the niche literature of an ill-defined persona from the edges of a sectarian collective memory.

The work of Tanzer and Hasselbalch in particular highlights an additional shortcoming of each of the versions of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema and their predecessors: their inability to account adequately for hybridity. A binary schema is an inflexible approach to categorization that permits a psalm’s membership in only a single category. As a consequence, ambiguous psalms with hybridized formal structures are 1) considered mixed or anomalous, 2) treated as a member of a single category while ignoring the anomalous elements, or 3) separated out and labelled as an additional category. These strategies for dealing with hybridity are the source of most of the discrepancies in variants of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema described above.

The Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema has undergone seventy years of development, qualification, and critique, and it remains the dominant nomenclature and interpretive framework for the Hodayot tradition. Despite the consistent critiques levelled over the past thirty years of scholarship, a viable alternative has not been developed, and as a consequence, the categories continue to be used out of convenience, even by those who dispute the soundness of the schema. Recent scholarship on the Hodayot has settled, somewhat uneasily, into a Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema that treats the psalms as redactional blocks (CH I, TH, and CH II) that allow broad swaths of the 1QH³ arrangement to be characterized by group
rather than individually. As a consequence, all of the psalms in Stegemann’s reconstruction, even those with only a few small fragments (cols. 2–3 and 21–28) or no fragments at all (col. 1), have been automatically classified as CH I or CH II by where they are found in 1QH⁹. This modular approach to categorization is in danger of paving over many of the finer distinctions that earlier categorizers made as they developed their respective variations of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. The redactional blocks also lend themselves to the conflation of generic differences with redactional and material concerns.

Now that all of the manuscript evidence and reconstructions are available, it is time to return to the original task of generic categorization that Morawe and Holm-Nielsen undertook in the early 1960s. In the present study the criteria of authorship, the personae of the speaker(s), redactional blocks, or epistemology will be set aside in order to reassess the categories of the Hodayot narrowly in terms of genre. However, rather than going back to the rigid categorization framework inherited by Morawe and Holm-Nielsen from Gunkel, an updated concept of genre and approach to genre analysis is needed that can account for formal hybridity. In Chapter 2, I will explore some of the resources that modern genre theory offers for this task, and I will introduce rhetorical moves analysis, the approach from modern genre theory taken up in this study.
Chapter 2: Theory and Method

2.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the schema, concept of genre, and approach to genre analysis that will be taken in this study. Chapter 1 highlighted two problems of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn classification schema: 1) how the nomenclature and some of the criteria for the categories presume authorship by the Teacher of Righteousness, and 2) how the psalms of the Hodayot tradition have resisted efforts to impose a binary classification schema on them because there is a high degree of formal hybridity in many of the psalms. The first problem is simply dealt with by setting aside any criteria for the categories that pertain to authorship or the personality of single leader. The question of authorship is unanswerable, and any hypotheses about the speaker are better reserved for a later stage in the analysis, lest they shape the reading of the evidence from the outset.

The second problem requires a more nuanced concept of genre and approach to genre analysis that can account for the formal hybridity in the Hodayot tradition. As discussed in the previous chapter, so far the three main strategies for resolving the crux of categorizing hybrid psalms has been to 1) create still further categories, 2) treat the appearance of Community Hymns elements in Teacher Hymns as secondary, or 3) categorize by redactional blocks of material that gloss over issues of hybridity. However, if we locate the crux not in the hybridity of the psalms but in the principles of the categorization schema itself, it is possible to find a way
forward by adopting a concept of genre and a generic schema that better accounts for the
hybridity of the Hodayot psalms and how they interrelate. Therefore, it is necessary to turn to
genre theory for new conceptual frameworks that can move beyond the inflexible definitional
approach to genre analysis that shaped Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s formulation of binary
categories.

In the following chapter I will accomplish five objectives. First, I will discuss how Claus
Westermann’s generic categorization schema offers a beneficial starting-point for reassessing the
genres of the Hodayot tradition. Second, I will discuss how modern genre theory can be used to
inform the generic schemas and the analyses of genre in ancient texts like the Hodayot. Third, I
will explore how concepts from genre theory can be integrated with Westermann’s schema. In
particular I will look at John Swales’s concept of genre, but I will also draw on compatible
concepts by two other prominent genre theorists, Amy Devitt and Charles Bazerman. Fourth, I
will describe Swales’s approach to genre analysis and explain how I am adapting it in order to
reassess the genres of the Hodayot. Fifth, I will close the chapter by outlining how I will employ
a modified form of Swales’s rhetorical moves analysis in the remaining chapters of this study.

2.2 Claus Westermann’s Schema

The inflexible approach to categorization that underlies each of the variations of the
Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema is due in large part to the state of psalms research in
the late 1940s and 50s. This period fell toward the end of the heyday of Gunkel’s
categorization of the biblical psalms when it was pervasive and largely uncontested in psalms studies.\textsuperscript{221} It is not surprising that when Morawe and Holm-Nielsen were carrying out their form-critical analyses, they were working squarely within the classificatory mindset of Gunkel’s well-established and widely accepted schema. As a consequence, the rigidity of Gunkel’s schema carried over into the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema from its inception, and the Hodayot psalms were laid on the procrustean bed of Gunkel’s biblical \textit{Gattungen}.\textsuperscript{222}


\textsuperscript{222} See Morawe, “Vergleich des Aufbaus,” 323–56.
A significant reconfiguration of Gunkel’s categories emerged just as the first generation of scholars was reading 1QH for the first time in the early fifties. In 1953, Claus Westermann’s monograph, *Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen*, reconfigured Gunkel’s schema in terms of “polar relationships” and “polarity” (polaren Entsprechung and Polarität) rather than definitional categories. While Gunkel structured his schema so that complaint and thanksgiving were the primary genres, Westermann developed his schema on two primary discourses (Grundweisen des Reden) of lament and praise that have a polar relationship to each other rather than subsisting in two discrete separate categories:

In my years of work on the Old Testament, particularly on the Psalms, it has become increasingly clear to me that the literary categories of Psalms of lament and Psalms of praise (die Gattungen des Klage- und des Lobpsalms) are not only two distinct categories among others, but that they are the literary forms which characterize the Psalter as a whole, related as they are as polar opposites (als solche in einer polaren Entsprechung zueinander stehen).

It would be inaccurate to read the reference to “polar opposition” as a strong bipolar relationship in which psalms only ever participate in one discourse or the other; rather, there is usually some degree of participation in both discourses simultaneously. For example, when Westermann surveyed all of the individual psalms of petition and lament (Bitte und Klage), he observed that “there are no Psalms which do not”—note the double negative—“progress beyond petition and

---

223. Westermann’s *Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen* was first published in 1953, followed by several editions and expansions to include additional out-of-print studies that were eventually translated in Claus Westermann, *Praise and Lament in the Psalms*, trans. Keith R. Crim and Richard N. Soulen (Atlanta: John Knox, 1981).

224. Klage is translated “lament” by Crim and Soulen. I am using this translation for the discussion of Westermann, but I will revert to using the translation “complaint” afterwards. See the discussion in Westermann, *Praise and Lament*, 170 n. 15; *Das Loben Gottes*, 129 n. 15.

lament (Bitte und Klage).” In light of this observation, he argued: “this fact that in the Psalms of the O.T. there is no, or almost no, such thing as ‘mere’ lament and petition (Klagen und Bitten), shows conclusively the polarity between praise and petition (Lob und Bitte) in the Psalms.” In other words, psalms tend to participate in both discourses of praise and petition to varying degrees rather than just one—a feature of his schema that is especially useful in accounting for formal hybridity.

Westermann also proposed that there were two modes of praise (zwei verschiedenen Weisen des Loben). Gunkel’s separate genres of hymns and thanksgiving psalms fell under the umbrella of Westermann’s discourse of praise, relabeled as the modes of “descriptive” and “declarative praise,” respectively. Descriptive praise speaks more generally about God’s “activity in its fullness and praises God for the totality of his dealings with men and of his being,” whereas declarative praise is “for a specific deed” where God has delivered the speaker in some respect. For example, the declarative psalm in Ps. 30 opens: “I will extol you, O Lord, for you have drawn me up, and did not let my foes rejoice over me” (Ps 30:1). The speaker is praising God because God has acted specifically on his behalf to support him and prevent his

---

226. Westermann, Praise and Lament, 74.
228. The discourse of “petition” or Bitte subsumes complaints, requests, and laments to God in Westermann.
229. Westermann, Das Loben Gottes, 28; idem Praise and Lament, 34.
enemies from rejoicing over him. Descriptive praise is more general. For example, in Ps 113 the speaker opens with imperative praise without a specific reason or rationale: “Praise the Lord! Praise, O servants of the Lord; praise the name of the Lord” (Ps 113:1). The speaker continues with general praise of God, only referring to what God has done for people in general terms, without any specific action on behalf of the speaker alone:

The Lord is high above all nations, and his glory above the heavens. Who is like the Lord our God, who is seated on high, who looks far down on the heavens and the earth? He raises the poor from the dust, and lifts the needy from the ash heap, to make them sit with princes, with the princes of his people. He gives the barren woman a home, making her the joyous mother of children. Praise the Lord! (Ps 113:4–9).

Although Westermann did not explicitly refer to these modes of praise in terms of polarity, I would argue that they function as if they are a second set of poles. Westermann devoted an entire section to fleshing out the deep “connections” (Verbindungen) between descriptive and declarative praise. At the beginning of this section, he described how “the declarative Psalm of praise, following the vow of praise, passes over into the descriptive Psalm of praise” and how “the conclusion of the declarative Psalm of praise is a descriptive Psalm of praise.”231 In other words, Westermann observed a similar kind of bleeding across generic categories between descriptive and declarative praise as he saw in petition and praise when he proposed a polar relationship between them. As a consequence, I would suggest that Westermann implicitly viewed the modes of praise as existing in a similar polar relationship.

231. Westermann also argued that “descriptive praise developed from declarative (or confessing) praise and never entirely lost its connection with it.” Westermann, Praise and Lament, 116–17, 153.
In this respect, the explicit and implicit polar relationships between discourses and modes of praise shape Westermann’s entire schema and determine where individual psalms genres (Psalmengattungen) belong in it.\textsuperscript{232} At the highest level in the schema (see fig. 10), Westermann referred to praise (Lob) and petition (Bitte) as his two basic forms of discourse (Grundweisen des Reden) as mentioned above.\textsuperscript{233} These two forms of discourse are further divided into genres (Psalmengattungen). The discourse of petition includes the psalm of “lament” of the people (Klagepsalmen des Volkes) and the psalm of “lament” of the individual (Klagepsalmen des Einzelnen). Descriptive and declarative praise are not genres but modes of praise, with genres subordinated to them. The genres of praise consist of the declarative psalm of praise of the people (berichtender Lobpsalm des Volkes), declarative psalm of praise of the individual (berichtender Lobpsalm des Einzelnen), and the eschatological psalm of praise (eschatologisches Loblied). Westermann’s schema can be represented in a hierarchy, though this presentation somewhat obscures its polarities:

\begin{itemize}
\item Discourse: Petition (Pole)
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Genre: Psalm of Complaint\textsuperscript{234} of the People\textsuperscript{235}
  \item Genre: Psalm of Complaint of the Individual
  \end{itemize}
\item Discourse: Praise (Pole)
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Mode of Praise: Declarative Praise (Pole)
    \begin{itemize}
    \item Genre: Declarative Psalm of Praise of the People
    \end{itemize}
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{232} Westermann, Praise and Lament, 9; idem Westermann, Das Loben Gottes, 1.
\item \textsuperscript{233} Westermann, Praise and Lament, 35; idem Westermann, Das Loben Gottes, 28.
\item \textsuperscript{234} At this point, I am diverging from Crim and Soulen’s translation of Klage as “lament” to translating it “complaint.”
\item \textsuperscript{235} At this point, I am diverging from Crim and Soulen’s translation of Klage as “lament” to translating it “complaint.” Westermann also included the “double wish” or Doppelwunsch in his list of Psalms genres. I have omitted this “genre” because it is a formal structure of psalms of lament, not a genre in its own right. Westermann, Praise and Lament, 52 n. 1.
\end{itemize}
Westermann subordinated all other genres as “smaller genres” (kleineren Gattungen) beneath his primary genres. Thus there are four levels in his schema: discourses of praise and petition, modes of descriptive and declarative praise, genres, and “smaller genres.”

I propose to elaborate Westermann’s schema to emphasize and formalize aspects that are especially well-suited for assessing the genres of formally hybrid psalms. Though understated, Westermann’s concept of polarity is a radical departure from definitional approaches to classification. I want to emphasize this dimension of Westermann’s schema by describing his polarities in terms of spectrums. There is a spectrum spanning the poles of the discourses of petition and praise and a spectrum spanning the poles of the modes of descriptive and declarative praise. This thesis will focus more narrowly on the spectrum of descriptive and declarative praise, though I will make some references to the spectrum of petition and praise when discussing petitions in the psalms of the Hodayot.

When the modes of descriptive and declarative praise are conceived on a spectrum (see fig. 11), psalms can be located between the two extremes of unhybridized descriptive praise (with no hint of declarative praise) and unhybridized declarative praise (with no hint of

236. Westermann, Das Loben Gottes, 28; idem Westermann, Praise and Lament, 35.
descriptive praise). The midpoint on the spectrum between the polar extremes expresses an equal or balanced participation in descriptive and declarative praise. Genres, then, are conceived as ranges along the spectrums. For example, the declarative psalms of praise could fall anywhere along the declarative side of the spectrum to the extent that they primarily participate in declarative praise.

![The Spectrum of Praise](image)

Westermann’s entire schema can be conceptualized as a triangular plot to demonstrate the relationship between the two spectrums, with the main spectrum of the discourses of petition and praise running vertically and the secondary spectrum of modes of praise running horizontally:
Insofar as a psalm contains descriptive or declarative praise, it will range to the left or right, and insofar as a psalm participates in the discourse of petition, it will range downward. Thus, a psalm that engages equally in declarative praise and petition (perhaps one of Westermann’s “heard petitions”) would fall approximately where the “x” is on the chart. The “o” represents a psalm that is skewed toward descriptive praise yet still incorporates some declarative elements, and does not participate at all in the discourse of petition. A psalm that participates equally in both modes of praise and in the discourse of petition would fall in the very centre of the triangular plot.

The elaboration of Westermann’s poles in terms of spectrums highlights the main benefit of Westermann’s schema: he has reorganized Gunkel’s definitional categories of hymns, thanksgivings, and psalms of complaint, conceptualizing them as poles rather than classificatory boxes. These poles and spectrums create a field without interior boundaries that can categorize hybrid psalms just as well as it can categorize unhybridized psalms of any stripe. Consequently, there is no longer a need to draw a hard-and-fast demarcation between what was formerly distinguished as psalms of thanksgiving, complaint, and hymns.

Although Westermann’s *Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen* appeared already in 1953 before 1QH was published by Sukenik, his schema did not immediately gain sufficient traction.

---

237. The placement on the chart is not meant to reflect mathematically derived coordinates; rather, it gives a relativistic illustration of which discourses and modes in which a psalm is participating.
in psalms research to be considered as an alternative way of categorizing the psalms in 1QH\textsuperscript{a}.\textsuperscript{238} Morawe, Holm-Nielsen, and Jeremias did not cite Westermann in their studies, and there is only superficial engagement with him in the footnotes of Becker and Kuhn.\textsuperscript{239} As a consequence, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema emerged in a Gunkelian context without the consideration of Westermann’s schema as a serious alternative. If Westermann’s schema had been adopted instead of Gunkel’s, there would have been a more fluid boundary between the hymns and the thanksgivings because they would have been considered as different aspects of the main category of praise. Reading hymns and thanksgivings on a spectrum between descriptive and declarative praise would have better accommodated the hybridity of the psalms that made them so difficult to sort into Gunkelian categories with firmer boundaries.

I propose that Westermann’s spectrum of descriptive and declarative praise provides a better starting point than Gunkel’s definitional categories because it permits us to see hybridity in terms of an innate interrelationship between two modes of praise rather than a violation of the boundaries between psalms of thanksgiving and hymns. The tactics of dismissing hybrid elements as secondary or insignificant or multiplying categories is unnecessary when genres are defined by poles on a spectrum rather than boundaries between categories. In this respect,

\textsuperscript{238} Roland Murphy called attention to the initially tepid reception of Westermann’s schema in his review article in 1959 when he said that in the literature he “could find no serious consideration of Westermann’s views.... One might also note the caustic remarks of A. R. J. in the 1954 Book List of the British Society for Old Testament Study.” Roland E. Murphy, “A New Classification of Literary Forms in the Psalms,” CBQ 21.1 (1959), 83 n. 4. See also Erhard S. Gerstenberger, review of Das Loben Gottes in den Psalmen, by Claus Westermann, JBL 81.2 (1962).

\textsuperscript{239} Kuhn classified a single psalm (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:22-32) as berichtendes Loblied des einzelnen (reporting praise of the individual), a label employed by Westermann. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 24–25.
Westermann intuitively anticipated major developments in genre theory in the second half of the twentieth century that have offered new concepts of genre and new approaches for pursuing genre analysis. In order to reassess the genres of the Hodayot, it is necessary to dig deeper into developments in modern genre theory to undergird my elaboration of Westermann’s schema with genre theory and to find an approach to genre analysis that will assist in mapping the Hodayot tradition onto a spectrum of descriptive and declarative praise. Furthermore, certain concepts from genre theory can help us to conceptualize how and why the generic categories of the Hodayot are juxtaposed and hybridized in 1QH.

2.3 Modern Genre Theory

Before discussing the concepts from genre theory that can further supplement and elaborate Westermann’s schema, I will provide some background for modern genre theory and discuss how it can be applied to ancient texts. In the second half of the 20th century, genre theory evolved out of its subordinate role in the study of literature to become a field in its own right. It is highly interdisciplinary, drawing heavily on the social sciences, especially cognitive science, information science, and communication studies. Genre theory has also moved beyond the study of high literature to address the full gamut of forms of recurrent human communication, including the mundane non-literary genres that were previously overlooked in the study of genre. One of the major developments in the study of genre has been the empirical dimension

---

240. From this point on, when I refer to Westermann’s schema I am referring to my elaboration of Westermann unless stated otherwise.
of genre theory that has reshaped concepts of genre in light of observations about how texts function in everyday circumstances. The empirical approach has provided a more grounded and practical understanding of genres and how they function in social settings than previous, highly idealized, and often artificial conceptions of genre found in the study of literature. The empirical dimension should not be overstated—genre studies is not a hard science—but observations about genres “in the wild” provides firmer footing for genre theory and pushes beyond earlier classical and literary concepts of genre that only considered canons of elite literature.  

The interdisciplinary and empirical aspects of modern genre theory have benefits as well as liabilities for the study of ancient texts, though I would argue that the former outweigh the latter. The benefit is that modern genres have situations and contexts that can be observed and studied, while those who study ancient genres are left searching for any hints of a context, whether real or idealized, and often little if anything can be said about performance or the


242. The idea of studying genres “in the wild” is a key aspect of modern genre studies. For example, Swales is known for developing “textography” (a portmanteau of “text analysis” and “ethnography”) that involves observing how texts are used in discourse communities and interviewing users of the texts to get an “emic” or insider description of their genres. John M. Swales, Other Floors, Other Voices: A Textography of a Small University Building Rhetoric, Knowledge, and Society Series (New York: Routledge, 1998).

84
intended setting with confidence. Insights into how genres function in modern contexts can serve as heuristic starting points for hypotheses about ancient genres.

The liabilities, however, are obvious. We have no way to guarantee that ancient genres function in their contexts like modern genres do, and there are certainly many aspects of modern print culture and communication that would be alien in ancient contexts because of differences in literacy levels and the proliferation of highly typified written genres of varying complexities in every aspect of modern life. The generically saturated milieu of today would be utterly foreign in an ancient context where the mastery of written genres would have been the preoccupation of scribal specialists and a limited audience of readers. In sum, there are major pitfalls in applying modern genre theory uncritically and anachronistically, especially when it involves the retrojection of modern reading and writing culture into the distant past.

These pitfalls notwithstanding, we are much better off with modern genre theory and its empirically based insights than we are with only our vague notions and presuppositions about how ancient genres might have functioned in their contexts. One of modern genre theory’s primary contributions to other fields has been the dismantling of the static and idealized notions of genre that were operative into the 20th century. Genre is not limited to the narrow set of Aristotle’s frozen categories, rather, they encompass the entire range of flexible and patterned responses to recurrent situations.

243. By “mastery” I mean the ability to compose a composition that participates in a genre with a full command of the conventions.
modern genre theory offers resources for thinking through alternatives to the definitional approach to categorization inherited by earlier categorizers of the Hodayot tradition.\(^{246}\)

The field of modern genre theory, like most fields, is a complex and interdisciplinary ecosystem of theories, concepts, and approaches. In 1996, Sunny Hyon mapped genre theory into three primary research areas:\(^{247}\) English for Specific Purposes (ESP),\(^{248}\) Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS)/North American New Rhetoric,\(^{249}\) and Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL).\(^{250}\) She was primarily concerned with genre theories with pedagogical applications, and as a consequence,


\(^{246}\) Newsom, “Pairing Research Questions and Theories of Genre,” 277–78.


she did not incorporate approaches to genre from literary theory.\textsuperscript{251} Hyon’s mapping of modern genre theory into three areas was taken up subsequently as the standard taxonomy of the field, though it is recognized that there is actually a greater multiplicity of theories\textsuperscript{252} that overlap and draw upon each other to a great extent, and that they are not mutually exclusive options.\textsuperscript{253} As genre theory has evolved over the last decades, there is a growing understanding that the theories have become integrally intertwined, or to use Swales’s words, “my perception is that these so-called ‘three traditions’ have, fifteen years later, largely coalesced, particularly in terms of practical and pedagogical applications.”\textsuperscript{254} John Flowerdew recognized this coalescing as well, and offers a more simplified mapping of genre theories that arranges them along a “linguistic” and “non-linguistic” axis that represent the different primary emphases of modern genre theories.\textsuperscript{255} Linguistic theories, such as ESP and SFL focus more on the textual aspects of genres, whereas RGS/New Rhetoric privileges social context.

The choice of a theoretical framework and its concept of genre, then, depends on the researcher’s objectives. Newsom insightfully asserted that “[n]o single model of genre is

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{251} Hyon, “Genre in Three Traditions,” 693.
\item \textsuperscript{252} Bawarshi and Reiff include corpus linguistics, the French and Swiss pedagogical traditions, and the Brazilian synthesis alongside ESP, SFL, and RGS in their overview and devote entire chapters to each. Bawarshi and Reiff, \textit{Genre}, 4–5.
\item \textsuperscript{253} Ian Bruce, “Results Sections in Sociology and Organic Chemistry Articles: A Genre Analysis,” \textit{English for Specific Purposes} 28.2 (2009), 106.
\end{itemize}
adequate to inform all types of research questions” and that “[i]n any particular instance of genre study, several of the approaches may be in play in a complementary fashion.” In this respect, she echoes the widespread view in modern genre theory that generic theories, concepts, and approaches are interoperable and can be combined in various configurations to address particular research questions.

2.4 Modern Genre Theory and Westermann’s Schema

Now let us turn to the task of undergirding Westermann’s schema with some compatible concepts from modern genre theory. Although I will be drawing from concepts from several genre theorists, I am mainly working with John Swales’s work because it applies well to a generic schema built on the principles of polarity and spectrums. Swales is a senior scholar at the University of Michigan who has written several benchmark studies on genre analysis in the English for Specific Purposes (ESP) area of genre theory. He is especially well-known for his contributions to the subfield of English for Academic Purposes (EAP). His work has expanded the understanding of how academic genres are structured and how knowledge of the structures and their functions assists in building up the genre competency of ESL students. His approach to “rhetorical moves analysis” has been widely adopted in the field of genre studies and will be

258. English for Academic Purposes (EAP) is one of the subdivisions of English for Specific Purposes (ESP). Hyon, “Genre in Three Traditions,” 698.
employed in the present study with some modification (see discussion below). Swales’s work
on genre is so influential that it has penetrated into the discussion of genre in scholarship on
Second Temple period literature over the last decade, especially in discussions of the genre of
apocalypse.

In the following section, I will discuss the theoretical foundations of Swales’s concept of
genre in two earlier theories of categorization, followed by a discussion of Swales’s concept of
genre. Then I will explore the concepts of genre sets and genre systems proposed by Charles
Bazerman and Amy Devitt, which will also bear on the conclusions of this thesis.

2.4.1 Theoretical Foundations of Swales’s Concept of Genre Family resemblance and prototype
theories of categorization are the theoretical foundation of Swales’s concept of genre and for
each of the schools of genre theory discussed above. I would suggest that these theories also
provide a basis for a schema constituted by spectrums rather than definitional categories. Family


resemblance and prototype theories are so foundational because they move beyond a basic
definitional model of genre by permitting permeable boundaries and variation (family
resemblance) while still providing a means for distinguishing between genres (prototype theory).
These two dimensions of modern genre theory provide grounds for analyzing the formal
hybridity in the Hodayot without abandoning any and all distinctions between genres. I would
suggest that Westermann’s model of two closely related genres set as opposite poles of a
spectrum implicitly anticipated the classificatory principles at work in family resemblance theory
and prototype theory. As a consequence, Westermann’s schema and Swales’s concept of genre
are compatible because they rely on common principles.

“Family resemblance theory” is an extension of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s insights into
categories and processes of categorization with respect to his concept of “Sprachspiele” or
“language-games.” In attempting to define “language-games,” Wittgenstein asserted that there
was no list of features that defined the more general category of “games;” rather, every activity
that belongs to the category of games seemed be related by networks of shared features:

261. To be clear, family resemblance theory and prototype theory are views on what determines membership in
a category, in the general sense of the term. A family resemblance “model” of genre is the application of family
resemblance theory to the more specific arena of defining membership in a genre, a more specific kind of category.
The same theory-model dynamic applies for prototype theory as well. Swales discussed the relevance of these
theories to his concept of genre in Swales, Genre Analysis, 49–52.

262. In Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, he was not mainly interested in genre or categorization, but
rather, he was anticipating his reader’s objection that there is no commonality among the examples he was using to
support his philosophical concept of “language-games.” Family resemblance “theory” has been stripped of
philosophical significance and adopted as a general model of categorization without reference to language games,
though its association with Wittgenstein endures. Ludwig Wittgenstein, P. M. S. Hacker and Joachim Schulte, eds.
Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe, P. M. S. Hacket, and J. Schulte (Chichester: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2009), 8–36.
“phenomena have no one thing in common in virtue of which we use the same word for all—but there are many different kinds of affinity between them.” An activity can be categorized as a game to the extent that it shares similarities with at least some other games, not whether it involves something specific like a ball, teams, or strategy. That is to say, categorization by family resemblance does not employ lists of hard criteria to define what is and is not a member of a category.

Wittgenstein’s approach to categorization has been applied to the specific domain of genre to explain why texts might be considered as a group in light of networks of shared features. For example, Newsom framed the genre of court stories in terms of Wittgenstein’s family resemblance:

“One can line up the exemplars so as to show how A resembles B, which resembles C, which resembles D, and so forth. One can see how the originary literature that featured a king and a wise courtier could spread culturally, geographically, and historically in order to give rise to a quite variegated literature that, nonetheless, can be assembled into a family portrait that allows one to trace the genetic resemblances across time and space.”

Family resemblance enabled Newsom to explain how disparate court stories could be conceptually assembled into a genre (in a certain sense) on the basis of a relational network rather than a strict set of criteria shared by all examples of the genre.

A family resemblance model of categorization enables us to see the formal hybridity of the Hodayot tradition in a new light. Genres can be constituted by affinity as “families” of texts that share networks of formal structures similar to what Westermann observed in the overlap of the discourses of petition and praise (discussed above). Furthermore, there can be texts from different genres that share even considerable overlapping content and formal structures. At the risk of overextending the genetic analogy of “family” resemblance theory, hybridized genres are like two families that have intermarried. Viewed through the lens of family resemblance theory, formal hybridity is not a violation of definitional boundaries any more than marriage violates family boundaries; rather, it is a innate feature and an indication that genres are not static and do not arise or evolve in isolation from each other. In sum, family resemblance theory provided modern genre theory an alternative means of constituting generic categories that does not rely on hard criteria with impenetrable definitional boundaries between genres. In such a framework, hybridity is not necessarily a sign that the generic categories are wrongly conceived or that hybrid texts are anomalous; rather, hybridity can be understood as a characteristic of closely related genres.

One of the limitations of family resemblance theory, however, is that when it is applied to generic classification, there is little to prevent genres from collapsing into each other. As Swales has objected, when taken to an extreme “family resemblance theory can make anything resemble anything.”266 For example, biblical psalms of individual complaint and thanksgiving are both first
person psalms that contain accounts of distress, and therefore, it could be argued that they belong to the same family/genre, at least to some extent. Although these common features are important points of similarity that tie the two genres together with respect to a common motivating crisis, grouping psalms of complaint and thanksgiving together as a genre would miss their starkly different objectives.

Thus, while family resemblance may be a useful framework for making sense of the formal hybridity of the psalms in the Hodayot, it is less useful for maintaining some level of distinction between genres. Unless we are willing to abandon all distinctions and let the psalms of the Hodayot coalesce into a single muddy category, something more than family resemblance is needed.

Prototype theory was developed in response to the shortcomings of family resemblance theory by offering a framework for defining categories without erecting hard definitional boundaries. Prototype theory is founded on Eleanor Rosch’s research into categorization (in the general sense) in the field of cognitive science. Although her work applies broadly to issues of categorization, like Wittgenstein, Rosch’s insights have been applied to the more specific domain of genre theory by Swales and other genre theorists.

266. Swales, *Genre Analysis*, 51.

267. Subsuming all the psalms under a single genre is undesirable because it runs in the face of the consensus since Morawe and Holm-Nielsen that there is some duality in the Hodayot, even if it cannot be satisfactorily described. The single exception to this consensus is Hasselbalch, who argues that all distinctions have collapsed, at least insofar as they appear in 1QH, though she permits that in earlier stages of the Hodayot tradition, before they were merged by compilers, there were “separate compositional categories.” Hasselbalch, *Meaning and Context*, 269.
In one of Rosch’s foundational studies on human cognition and the process of categorization, she collected a “goodness-of-example” rating from participants for how well certain items fit into categories. For example, for the category “bird,” a “robin” was ranked first of her fifty-four examples, while a “bat” ranked last. This experiment demonstrated that for the mental category of “bird,” the participants considered the robin to be the most prototypical or central of the fifty-four examples, while the bat, which has wings but is typically classified as a mammal, was rated the least prototypical. To avoid a common misconception about prototypes, it should be emphasized that this experiment did not demonstrate that the robin is the “prototype” of a bird. Rather, a robin is only the most central member of the mental category of bird in the list of examples provided.

Unlike family resemblance, prototype theory establishes that shared mental categories like genres have defining centres while permitting permeable boundaries and the participation of an object in multiple categories at once. For example, a platypus (an egg-laying, duck-billed, beaver-tailed animal with fur and mammary glands) simultaneously participates in bird and mammal categories, as far as non-specialists are concerned. In most cases, however, one can

distinguish an item’s primary category from its secondary membership in other categories by comparing degrees of (proto)typicality (goodness of fit). That is to say, an item’s typicality has less to do with discrete features, but how they come together as a Gestalt or a whole and fit better in one category than in any other.

2.4.2 Key Concepts in Genre Theory (Swales, Bazerman, and Devitt) Now let us look more closely at Swales’s concept of genre. For this study, Swales’s concept of genre is preferable to concepts from other branches of genre theory because it is built squarely on the theoretical frameworks described above, and it falls under the ESP tradition, which tends toward the textual end of Flowerdew’s text-situation axis. Since we lack thick descriptions of the performative context for the psalms of the Hodayot, Swales’s focus on texts over contexts is better calibrated.

269. Precisely what constitutes the actual mental prototype is a topic of debate in cognitive science, but prototypes are mental frameworks or representations of the genre that are distinct from concrete examples. Consequently, when applying prototype theory to the analysis of the genre of a text, we should avoid identifying an existing composition as the prototype of a genre. Particular examples are more or less prototypical but are not in themselves prototypes, at least according to prototype theory. On this topic, see also Lakoff’s discussion of idealized cognitive models. George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal about the Mind (University of Chicago Press, 1987), 68–76, especially the discussion of more complex “cluster models.” Newsom employs the language of “prototypical exemplar” (emphasis mine) in the application of prototype theory to classification. Newsom, “Spying Out the Land,” 25–26, “prototype models” in Newsom, “Pairing Research Questions and Theories of Genre,” 281; see also 274–275, 280. This terminology is potentially problematic because it uses the language of “exemplar” that is too concrete to reflect a mental prototype. It dangerously close to the language used in Nosofsky’s exemplar theory, a theory of categorization that sharply competes with Rosch’s prototype theory. Robert M. Nosofsky, “Exemplar-Based Accounts of Relations between Classification, Recognition, and Typicality,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition 14 (1988), 700–8; Robert M. Nosofsky, “Exemplars, Prototypes, and Similarity Rules,” in From Learning Theory to Connectionist Theory, eds. Alice F. Healy, Stephen M. Kosslyn, and Richard M. Shiffrin (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1992), 149–67; Robert M. Nosofsky, “The Generalized Context Model: An Exemplar Model of Classification,” in Formal Approaches in Categorization, eds. Emmanuel M. Pothos and Andy J. Wills (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 18–39. For a comparison of prototype theory and exemplar theory see J. David Smith and John Paul Minda, “Distinguishing Prototype-Based and Exemplar-Based Processes in Dot-Pattern Category Learning,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition 28.4 (2002), 800–11.
for this study. Moreover, the ESP approach to genre has advantages over that of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), the other textually-oriented branch of genre theory, because SFL tends to focus too narrowly (though not exclusively) on the syntactical-grammatical level of a text to account for the formal structures that are such integral parts of Westermann’s spectrum.\footnote{270. Hasselbalch drew on SFL to carry out her study of lexical strings and transitivity in the Hodayot. Although she recognized the concept of “schematic structures” (formal structures) in SFL, she does not employ them in her analysis. The analysis is quite granular as a result. Hasselbalch, 	extit{Meaning and Context}, 57–58; See also Suzanne Eggins, 	extit{An Introduction to Systemic Functional Linguistics} (London: Continuum, 2007), 59.}

Swales’s approach, however, attends mainly to the functional-semantic level—that is at the level of formal structures—and is better suited for working with Westermann’s schema.

According to Swales, a composition’s primary generic category is the one that most closely matches the composition’s “communicative purpose.” In this respect, Swales determines the goodness of fit of a text in terms of its rhetorical objectives first and foremost. Swales proposed that genre:

- comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes.... Communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and one that operates to keep the scope of a genre as here conceived narrowly focused on comparable rhetorical action. In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit various patterns of similarity in terms of structure, style, content and intended audience.\footnote{271. Swales, 	extit{Genre Analysis}, 58.}

According to Swales, similarities of formal structure and content still matter insofar as they contribute to a composition’s communicative purpose, but they only mark a text’s genre in a subsidiary way and can vary in a genre as long as they accomplish a common purpose.\footnote{272. Swales, 	extit{Genre Analysis}, 58.}
key aspect of his articulation of genre is that characteristics like formal structures do not fully define a genre; rather, a common communicative purpose is the “privileged criterion.”

Genres are then defined by a central purpose (or purposes) rather than a particular blueprint of formal structures. In this respect, compositions belonging to the same genre may exhibit variations in form but ultimately realize the same communicative purposes.

Swales’s identification of the communicative purpose as what constitutes a genre resembles Westermann’s spectrum where the poles represent general communicative purposes of the two modes of descriptive and declarative praise. Both Swales and Westermann regard similarities of formal structure as important insofar as they contribute to a composition’s communicative purpose, but they only mark a text’s genre in a subsidiary way. This principle is reflected in the ability of Westermann’s schema to classify psalms by their primary genre while still indicating that they contain formal structures that are typical of other genres. In sum, genres

---

273. According to Swales, another important aspect of genre are the labels a discourse community uses for its genres. There is, however, very incomplete data on nomenclature for psalms and other compositions among the Dead Sea Scrolls, and it is not clear that they used generic terms in the same way and with the level of consistency that would be required for Swales’s definition of genre. What have been argued to be superscriptions or rubrics in the Hodayot manuscripts do use some generic terms to describe as many as four of the psalms, but these are from very fragmentary parts of the scroll, are reconstructed in some cases, and are not fully understood (1QH 5:12, 7:21, 20:7, 25:34). Swales, Genre Analysis, 54–55. See also Eileen M. Schuller, “The Use of Biblical Terms as Designations for Non-Biblical Hymnic and Prayer Compositions,” in Biblical Perspectives, eds. Michael E. Stone and Esther G. Chazon, STDJ 28 (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 207–222; Hartmut Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot and Some of Their Sections,” in Liturgical Perspectives: Prayer and Poetry in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature, 19-23 January, 2000, eds. Esther G. Chazon, Ruth A. Clements, and Avital Pinnick, STDJ 48 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 195–98; Justin L. Pannkuk, “Are there Sections in the Hodayot? Evidence from Cave 4,” RevQ 28.1 (2016), 3–13.

274. Holm-Nielsen seems to have intuitively followed the principle of classifying by communicative purpose. See discussion on p. 16.

275. Swales, Genre Analysis, 58.
are defined by their communicative purposes rather than any list of defining features. The communicative purpose of the genre, in turn is constituted by the coordinated communicative purposes of its constituent parts.

A spectrum-based schema and Swalian concept of genre are also compatible with the concepts of “systems of genre” and “genre sets.” These terms hold potential for describing why the genres in the Hodayot are so closely interrelated. In 1994, Bazerman, a leading scholar in the RGS branch of modern genre theory, developed the concept of a “system of genre” to describe how genres work, interact, and function with respect to one another within a discourse domain. This concept builds upon the concept of “genre sets” proposed by Devitt, a genre scholar whose work falls in the ESP/EAP tradition. A genre set consists of the genres available to a single agent within a discourse domain. Devitt used the example of the professional field of tax accountants, who have a narrowly defined set of genres that they use as they carry out their

276. Before Bazerman formalized the concept of systems of genre, Swales had already described something similar when he mapped the “dynamic relationship” of research genres in an academic discourse domain. Swales’s map was a description of a system of genre in all but name, and as a result, we can regard Bazerman’s concept of systems of genre as fully compatible with Swales’s concept of genre. Swales, Genre Analysis, 177.

277. Bazerman’s concept of a system of genre should be distinguished from the “systems of genre” briefly discussed by Newsom in “Spying Out the Land,” 27–28, and “Pairing Research Questions and Theories of Genre,” 275. Bazerman’s system of genre developed separately and has had much more practical application in genre studies than the Russian Formalist concept referenced by Newsom. Bazerman’s concept refers to the more concrete and observable phenomenon of how genres function practically within their contexts—that is, within specific discourse domains and communities—while Yuri Tynyanov and Victor Shklovsky are working much more in terms of discerning where genres ranked in the canons of high literature and their evolution throughout literary history. Yuri Tynyanov, “The Literary Fact,” in Modern Genre Theory, ed. David Duff, Longman Critical Readers (Harlow, Essex: Pearson Education Limited, 2000), 29–49; see also Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 235–55.
work. According to Bazerman, a genre system is the sum of all genre sets for every agent or class of agents in a discourse domain.\textsuperscript{280}

A familiar example of a discourse domain with a clearly defined system of genre and genre sets is that of a university course.\textsuperscript{281} In the classroom discourse domain, the system of genre would include the genre sets used by instructors and students that have some bearing on the execution of the course. For example, the genre set of the instructor includes the course proposal, course description in the registrar’s catalogue, the syllabus, the attendance sheets, and instructor feedback, to name a few. The student’s genre set includes genres such as reflection papers, research papers, peer feedback, and (unfortunately) email requests. These genres serve as dedicated options for exerting agency for the two roles in the discourse domain.


\textsuperscript{279} Devitt, “Intertextuality,” 336, 339.
\textsuperscript{280} Bazerman, “Systems of Genres,” 83.
\textsuperscript{281} Bazerman briefly employs the example of a classroom as well, though the system of genre underlying US patent law serves as his primary example. Bazerman, “Systems of Genres,” 82.
Bazerman’s contention is that within a particular discourse domain, genres such as the course proposal or the research paper do not stand alone but form an interrelated complex of genres “that interact with each other in specific settings.”  Instructors and students in the discourse domain of the classroom express their agency by using genres from their respective genre set to enact typified processes within the course that in turn give rise to related genres and processes within the same system of genre. For example, when a student submits a research paper, it initiates an evaluation process resulting in the instructor’s feedback. The feedback may then prompt the student to request a better grade for the assignment. Thus each text has its own set of formal conventions, communicative purposes, and gives rise to other genres in the discourse domain. This model of genre emphasizes the social and rhetorical functions of genres because according to Bazerman “[i]n each case to achieve our ends we must successfully hold up our ends of the generic exchanges.”  In other words, to use genres competently in a domain, one has to know which genres are considered valid options in any given scenario, when they can be employed, and which genres may be used in response by other agents. Viewed in this light, generic texts in a system of genre are not independent and self-contained but work together toward some greater objective or set of objectives within a particular system.

Caution is necessary in applying systems of genre and genre sets to the Hodayot. First, Bazerman’s and Devitt’s concepts are rooted in the analysis of highly bureaucratized discourse.

domains like tax accounting and patent law, in which genres of documents are highly instrumental, transactional, and structured. It would be problematic to look for the same degree of systemic instrumentality in ancient contexts, except perhaps in highly bureaucratized and standardized settings. One would have to look to ancient documentary texts (receipts, marriage contracts, etc.) to find a comparable system contemporary to the Scrolls.

However, with due restraint, systems of genre and genre sets are still applicable to the Hodayot tradition. Bazerman was using patent law as a highly “determined” example that “gives insight into the way other less explicit socio-textual systems work.” In other words, he understood systems of genre to be at work in less structured discourse domains as well, though the dynamics of those systems may be less obvious at first glance. Thus systems of genre and genre sets can still be at work in compositions like the Hodayot, but the genres take on less mechanical functions and constitute subtler moves in their discourse domain. It should be kept in mind, however, that because of the limitations of cultural distance and fragmentary evidence, ancient systems of genre and their genre sets may only be partially recovered. An appropriate level of restraint would require us to couch any insights in the awareness that we only have limited evidence of genre sets and systems, not the entire system.

In sum, family resemblance theory, prototype theory, and the concepts of genre sets and systems all underpin Swales’s concept of genre and support Westermann’s schema and the

---

concept of generic spectrums. They also address key issues in the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn categorization schema: 1) distinguishing genres, especially when most psalms display a high level of formal hybridity, and 2) the questions of why the genres are juxtaposed and how they are interrelated. Westermann’s polarities, theories of categorization, and the concepts from modern genre theory described above enable us to see the psalms of the Hodayot tradition with new eyes. Formal hybridity is no longer the fly in the ointment that impedes our understanding of genre; rather, it is a clue that generic categories may be working in close coordination through the interlocking of their formal structures.

2.5 Rhetorical Moves Analysis

In order to find a place for the psalms of the Hodayot tradition along any of the spectrums in Westermann’s schema, there needs to be some process for determining the primary and secondary genres of individual psalms. The approach to genre analysis that will be taken in this study (with some modifications) is Swales’s rhetorical moves analysis. According to Swales, a composition can be analyzed by breaking it down into what he calls “rhetorical moves.” He defined a rhetorical move as “a discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a coherent communicative function in a written or spoken discourse.” Rhetorical moves can consist of units of text ranging from a single clause to multiple sentences, and it is above all a “functional, not a formal unit.” In this respect, rhetorical moves are similar to formal structures except that they are not viewed as mere building blocks in a generic structure; rather, they constitute discrete
“moves” that the author or intended speaker makes as a part of a strategy to achieve a rhetorical objective.

The process of identifying rhetorical moves is similar in most respects to that of identifying formal structures. Swales characterizes rhetorical moves analysis as “a bottom-up process” in which “[t]he identification of moves, and consequently the setting of move boundaries, is established by a mixed bag of criteria, which together typically—if not universally—produce defensible decision criteria.”

Swales outlined three aspects of rhetorical
moves that can be used in their identification. He indicates that grammatical features, lexical features, or distinctive vocabulary or signal phrases can indicate the type or nature of a move.\footnote{Swales, \textit{Research Genres}, 229.}

Swales’s examples of lexical signals come from the genre of research article introductions, including key terms like “methods” and “results” or phrases like “in conclusion” or “in summary.”\footnote{Swales, \textit{Research Genres}, 229.} Third, he explained that “the \textit{placement} of a discourse chunk can be used to interpret its status.”\footnote{Swales, \textit{Research Genres}, 229.} That is to say, sometimes rhetorical moves can be defined by their absolute location in the composition or by their relative location with respect to other elements. The identification of rhetorical moves translates well to Westermann’s spectrum because the formal structures that collectively determine a composition’s relative location on his spectrum are defined by the same grammatical, lexical, and structural characteristics as rhetorical moves.

In \textit{Genre Analysis} (1990), Swales further broke down his rhetorical moves into steps, a process that he characterized as a “Move–Step analysis.”\footnote{Swales, \textit{Genre Analysis}, 142; Biber, et al. discuss the steps in their formalization of Swales’s discourse analysis into a method. Biber, Douglas, Connor, and Upton, \textit{Discourse on the Move}, 31.} In some cases, once the rhetorical moves of a composition have been identified, they can be further divided into “steps” that constitute a staged execution of a single move. The difference between a step and a move is that the step, on its own, does not perform what Swales describes as a coherent communicative function, and it needs at least one more step to complete a coherent move.\footnote{For an example, see Swales, \textit{Genre Analysis}, 143.}
helpful for formal structures with multiple parts (for example, see the discussion of the hypophora move on p. 184). The communicative purpose of a composition is determined by the “rhetorical structure” or the sum of all the moves made in the composition. The communicative purpose is not achieved by the mere presence of formal structures, but through their collaborative functioning as rhetorical moves. In this respect, it is critical to identify not just the presence of rhetorical moves in psalms, but what kind of function the move has when it is made in any given composition.

I am making some adjustments to rhetorical moves analysis terminology to better reflect some of the realities of applying rhetorical moves analysis to ancient compositions. First, the concept of “communicative purpose” as the characteristic aspect of a genre is problematic with respect to ancient genres because we do not have access to authorial intentions or purposes. Unlike the modern genres that Swales studies, we cannot interview the authors of psalms to ask what their communicative purpose was. Instead, I use the term “rhetorical objectives.” Rhetorical objectives can be drawn from explicit statements in a psalm about its objectives or implicitly from objectives that can be discerned from the strategic use of rhetorical moves without having direct access to the author’s intentions and purposes. Identifying rhetorical objectives is an interpretive process of reading and making sense of the material, so some level of subjectivity cannot be entirely eliminated. However, the explicit statements in a psalm about its rhetorical objectives can be used as a check for interpretation.
Second, there is not a consistent term used in rhetorical moves analysis for the aggregate of rhetorical moves in a composition. Swales tends to use the term “structure” or “rhetorical structure,” while Biber, Connor, and Upton have introduced the term, “move structure.” I am using the term “rhetorical strategy” to describe the rhetorical moves that constitute a psalm because “structure” might imply a certain fixity and sequencing that is not found in the biblical psalms or in the Hodayot. A rhetorical strategy is a “strategy” in the sense that the psalmist strategically employs a series of moves in a psalm to achieve a rhetorical objective.

Third, in rhetorical moves analysis there is no term for the set of rhetorical moves that are customarily used in compositions of the same genre. If a psalmist composes a psalm with a particular rhetorical objective in mind, he or she would have an intuitive sense of the range of rhetorical moves that are typically used to achieve that objective. A prototypical psalm would be one that both achieves the rhetorical objectives of the psalm and draws on these conventional moves in a way that coheres with this intuitive sense of the genre. I propose to call this conventional set of rhetorical moves a “generic palette.” I use the term “palette” in the sense of a painter’s palette, where colours of paint intended for a painting are kept at the ready for mixing and blending before being applied to the canvas. The concepts of a rhetorical strategy and

---

293. As a point of clarification, rhetorical moves have their own rhetorical objectives as well. The rhetorical objective of a rhetorical move is the function it carries out in a rhetorical strategy and how it contributes to the overall rhetorical objective of a psalm.


295. Alternatively, from an exemplar theory perspective, the psalmist would have a particular psalm in mind rather than a Gestalt picture of conventional rhetorical moves.
generic palette should not be confused: a generic palette pertains to the psalmist’s genre competency while a rhetorical strategy is a matter of textual execution. I would suggest, however, that a sense of the generic palette can be cultivated by studying rhetorical strategies.296

Furthermore, the rhetorical moves of one palette may be blended with those typically found in the palettes of other genres to achieve related rhetorical objectives. In this respect, a psalmist has the creative freedom to combine rhetorical moves from different generic palettes if he or she wants to accent a composition in a particular way or to nuance its rhetorical objectives. In other words, a formally hybrid psalm is the product of a psalmist who used multiple generic palettes to create the rhetorical strategy of a psalm, resulting in a mixture of rhetorical moves from different genres.

2.6 Approach

The following chapters will pursue a generic analysis of the Hodayot tradition that will reassess its genres using Swales’s rhetorical moves analysis and Westermann’s schema with the modifications described in this chapter. Chapter 3 will survey all the rhetorical moves in the Hodayot tradition and delimit all the psalms that have identifiable boundaries. The rhetorical moves in this chapter will be discussed individually to identify their respective functions across

---

296. Rhetorical strategies and generic palettes correspond to the two factors that I argue channel the influence of genre in the process of composing texts in a balanced way: the prototype (generic palette) and exemplars (instances of rhetorical strategies). It seems likely to me that both mental prototypes and concrete exemplars would shape how psalmists compose psalm. In other words, I would argue that the competing schools of prototype theory and exemplar theory need not be mutually exclusive options. See the discussion of prototype theory and exemplar theory on p. 95 n. 269.
the entire Hodayot corpus. Chapter 4 will look at two compositions (Isa 12:1–6; 1 Chr 29:10–20) that are rare precedents for the rhetorical moves made in the Hodayot. I will use these two distinct sets of rhetorical moves as the basis for positing the existence of two generic palettes that were drawn upon in the composition of the psalms of the Hodayot. Chapter 4 will also introduce a new spectrum of eschatologically oriented praise to Westermann’s schema on the basis of the analysis of Isa 12:1–6. Chapter 5 will propose two generic categories for the Hodayot tradition and map the psalms of the Hodayot tradition onto this spectrum of eschatological praise. This chapter will also explore how the concepts of genre sets and systems can explain why the psalms of the Hodayot tradition exhibit formal hybridity.
Chapter 3: Survey of Rhetorical Moves in the Hodayot

This chapter is the first stage of the rhetorical moves analysis. It will survey every kind of rhetorical move in the Hodayot tradition by discussing their characteristics, delimitations in 1QHᵃ, and rhetorical objectives. The order of the presentation of rhetorical moves in this survey chapter is not intended to reflect the order of appearance of rhetorical moves in the Hodayot. With the exception of introductions, the location of rhetorical moves in psalms varies from psalm to psalm. This survey covers paratextual and introductory rhetorical moves in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, with the rhetorical moves in the bodies of psalms discussed in 3.3. The delimitation of the psalms in 1QHᵃ will be discussed in the excursus (p. 138) following section 3.2. ²⁹⁷ Due to the number of the passages that must be covered in this survey chapter, it is only feasible to discuss select examples of each rhetorical move. Unfortunately, it is not possible to offer a detailed analysis of each psalm and the rhetorical moves that constitute each psalm’s rhetorical strategy, nor is it possible to offer extended discussions of secondary literature pertaining to the instances of each rhetorical move. A complete listing of rhetorical moves in 1QHᵃ can be found in Appendix 1 on p. 313. The primary benefit of this survey is not in the granular analysis of individual rhetorical moves, but in the discussion of how rhetorical moves typically contribute to the rhetorical strategies of psalms across the entire corpus. This survey

²⁹⁷ Appendix 1 also reflects the delimitation of psalms.
lays the groundwork for the Chapter 5, where each psalm will be classified on the basis of its use of rhetorical moves.

Some rhetorical moves described in this survey have a basis in the formal structures identified in Morawe’s form-critical survey of *Gattungselementen*. There is not always a simple correlation between the form-critical structures and rhetorical moves, but the discussion of each rhetorical move will indicate where some semblance with previously identified formal structures remains.

The rhetorical moves will be referenced in the vast majority of cases by their place in 1QHᵃ. There are two additional rhetorical moves from 4QHᵃ that do not appear in 1QHᵃ.²⁹⁸ The delimitations of rhetorical moves offered in this study should not be regarded as absolute, and in many cases alternative delimitations are possible. Rhetorical moves are functionally defined and are closely intertwined so that there is not always a hard-and-fast division between them. The psalmist’s interweaving of rhetorical moves with gradual transitions makes their delimitation challenging. Furthermore, delimitation of any kind in the Hodayot is hampered by the poor state of the manuscript evidence. Oftentimes the transition between rhetorical moves falls mid-line. Mid-line divisions are indicated with an “a” “b” and sometimes “c” to give a basic indication of

---

²⁹⁸ The materially and textually reconstructed edition of 1QHᵃ in DJD 40 contains the fullest extent of all the Hodayot psalms with the exception of one text that Stegemann did not locate in 1QHᵃ: 4QHᵃ 8 i 13–21. The rhetorical moves that could be identified in what remains of this psalm are incorporated in this survey in addition to the rhetorical moves found in 1QHᵃ.
the part of the line that the rhetorical move occupies. Cross-referencing the master chart can assist in locating a rhetorical move on a line in relation to its neighbouring rhetorical moves.

3.1 Paratextual Elements

3.1.1 Superscriptions

I. Characteristics: Superscriptions (also called rubrics) are short titular paratexts situated at the beginnings of psalms. They set the performer’s299 expectations and provide information about the text and its interpretation.300 Although it is possible that superscriptions were read as part of the performance of psalms, they are more likely texts to help orient the performer rather than part of the composition proper. In the Hodayot tradition, superscriptions orient the performer by 1) associating the psalm with the office of the Maskil,301 2) applying genre terms to the psalm, and 3) describing how the speaker is to use or perform the psalm.302

---

299. The performer is the one who takes up the “I” of the text by reading out the psalms. I use the term “performer” in the sense that ancient compositions were not intended for silent reading and would almost always be vocalized as a performance. This kind of performative communal reading is portrayed in 1QS 6:6–8. Brooke suggests that the reference to “blessing together” in this passage might have been an occasion for offering a Hodayot psalm. I consider this a plausible suggestion for the use of individual psalms in light what will be discussed in Chapter 4 (see especially pp. 235–242). George J. Brooke, “Reading, Searching and Blessing: A Functional Approach to Scriptural Interpretation in the תֶּהָד,” in The Temple in Text and Tradition, ed. R. Timothy McLay, LSTS 83 (London: T&T Clark, 2015), 153; Judith H. Newman, Before the Bible: The Liturgical Body and the Formation of Scriptures in Early Judaism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 111–12; 135. For a discussion of performance and orality in the Hodayot, see Miller, “The Role of Performance and the Performance of Role,” 359–82; “‘Sectual’ Performance in Rule Texts,” DSD 25.1 (2018), 15–38.

300. Gerard Genette defines a paratext as textual elements “that surround [a work] and extend it, precisely in order to present it” Gérard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, Literature, Culture, Theory 20 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 2. Paratexts include titles, intertitles, prefaces, notes, indications of authorship, and epitexts.

301. “The Maskil” will be used as a shorthand way of referring to the office of the Maskil. In this study, the Maskil is regarded as an office or a role, not a singular historical figure like the Teacher of Righteousness or even a singular office. We cannot dismiss the possibility that there were several Maskilim operating simultaneously.
All four surviving superscriptions in the Hodayot tradition associate their respective composition with the Maskil using the prepositional phrase למשכיל (1QHª 5:12; 7:21; 20:7; 25:34).\(^{303}\) The interpretation of the ל faces some of the same ambiguities as the לדוד references in superscriptions in other psalms corpora. As a consequence, we cannot automatically assume that למשכיל indicates that the Maskil is the intended speaker. The Maskil could also be the dedicatee, beneficiary, or even the putative author of the psalm.\(^{304}\) One important clue that clarifies the ל in the Hodayot superscriptions is the reference to the Maskil in 1QHª 20:14, where the speaker begins a psalm by saying אני משכיל ידעתיך אלהי “And I, the Maskil, I know you, my God.”\(^{305}\) Since this psalm is prefaced by a למשכיל superscription in 1QHª 20:7, the speaker’s self-reference as the Maskil indicates that למשכיל is the intended speaker of 20:7–22:42. Moreover, I would argue that this interpretation of למשכיל applies to the other למשכיל superscriptions in the Hodayot because it is less plausible that למשכיל would have fluctuating meaning from

---

302. Falk suggests that there might be a petition that has not survived in the superscription in 1QHª 5:12–14 because language of penitential supplication might have followed the reference to prostrating ללהננאת in 5:12. His alternative explanation that “the reference could be to the didactic function of the psalm to lead, among other things, to penitential supplication” seems more likely. Daniel K. Falk, “Petition and Ideology in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls, eds. Jeremy Penner, Ken Penner, and Cecilia Wassen, STDJ 98 (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 141–42.

303. Two of the למשכיל phrases are reconstructed: 1QHª 5:12 למשכיל and 7:21 למשכיל are partially is reconstructed without a parallel text. The phrase in 1QHª 20:7 is reconstructed on the basis of 4QHª and 4QHª. See discussion in Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40, 255. Puech has proposed that Maskil superscriptions may correlate not to individual psalms but to entire divisions of the collection. They would perhaps play a role analogous to the doxological conclusions of sections in the book of the psalms (Ps 41:13; 72:20; 89:52; 106:48). This possibility is intriguing, but it would need further substantiation to be considered seriously. Conservatively, the superscriptions at least correlate to the material to which they are attached—that is, the psalm that follows, as in the case of 1QHª 20:7–14 that demonstrates a concrete link between a למשכיל superscription and the self-identification of the speaker in the composition itself. It should also be noted that there is another instance of a Maskil superscription in 4QHodayot-like Text B (4Q433 2 2).
superscription to superscription. Furthermore, there is no countervailing evidence that psalms beginning with למשכיל superscriptions were designated for other speakers.

Another characteristic of these superscriptions is the use of generic terminology. 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 7:21 has שֱיֶרֶרֶת מזמור “song, a psalm” written before the למשכיל phrase, and 20:7 has ה[דָּוִד וֹדְתָּו וַתפלה “thanksgiving and prayer.” 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 25:34 has a partially preserved מָזִמְוַר וּפִי ה that Newsom translates differently as: “melo[dy, a song.” In 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 5:12, מזמור “psalm” is reconstructed on the basis of other superscriptions (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 7:21; 25:34). The precise meaning of these terms is


305. Adapted from Newsom’s translation in DJD 40.


307. In 1QH 20:7 הדת can be reconstructed on the basis of 4QH\textsuperscript{a} 8 ii 10. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:409.


309. Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 52; La croyance des Esséniens, 2:405; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:78.
difficult to establish (possibly explaining the variability in the translation), especially since they appear in slightly different pairings at least three times, but it suffices to say that they are characteristics useful for identifying superscriptions, even if some of the intricacies of their use and meaning remain a mystery. Their appearance in pairs, however, might indicate some recognition of the generic hybridity of the psalms by the psalmist that is being communicated to the performer in the superscription, though this is only a speculation.

Superscriptions also employ infinitive constructs that describe what the speaker is to accomplish with the psalm. They have survived in two superscriptions in the Hodayot: 1QHa 5:12–14 uses three infinitive constructs (with one repetition) לַהֲנֹמְנַלָּא, לַהֲבִים, לַהֲבַּי and 1QHa 20:7–14 uses לַהֲנֹמַנֶּבָל and לַהֲבַּי. Not enough text has survived of 1QHa 7:21 and 1QHa 25:34 to determine if they used infinitive constructs too. This syntax is familiar also from the beginning of 1QS 1:1–15 and the book of Proverbs (1:1–7), in what might be regarded as extended superscriptions.

310. Generic terms are also used in 1QHa cols. 17 and 19. The term והודת is used in 19:7, 36. The term והודת appears in 17:11 and 19:37. Despite the seeming relevance of generic terminology to a study on genre, it is somewhat perilous to rely too heavily upon it since we have such a limited understanding of how it was used. Furthermore, there is evidence from titles in the Serekh tradition that generic terminology was to some degree interchangeable (1QS 5:1; 4QSb 9:1). In 1QS 5:1 and 4QSb 9:1 different generic terms are used in the same passage: מדרש למשכיל and זה, possibly for the purpose of creating a framework for 1QS-1QSa-1QSb with a series of subsections. In this regard, the generic identification of the material may have been subordinated to editorial concerns. Since this variation of generic terminology occurs in the context of attribution to the Maskil, we should be especially cautious about the use of generic terminology in the context of Maskil superscriptions in the Hodayot tradition. See discussion in Michael B. Johnson, “One Work or Three? A Proposal for Reading 1QS-1QSa-1QSb as a Composite Work,” DSD 25.2 (2018), 162–64.
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II. Number and Location of Superscriptions: As indicated above, there is evidence for four superscriptions in the Hodayot tradition.\textsuperscript{311} For the most part, these superscriptions only become apparent when the overlapping passages from 4QH\textsuperscript{a–b} were published, with the exception of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 25:34, which preserves an isolated למשכיל prepositional phrase on frg. 8.\textsuperscript{312} As a consequence, it was not recognized that the 1QH\textsuperscript{a} and 4QH\textsuperscript{a} arrangements of the Hodayot psalms had a system of superscriptions until Puech published his reconstruction of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} in 1988.\textsuperscript{313} As discussed above, Puech speculates that there would have been an additional superscription at the beginning of the first column of 1QH\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 13: Superscriptions</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1? (Puech’s hypothesis)</td>
<td>Col. 1\textsuperscript{134}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12–14</td>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:21\textsuperscript{315}</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:7–14a</td>
<td>20:7–22:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:34</td>
<td>25:34–27:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Superscriptions: Superscriptions are not technically rhetorical moves because they do not form a part of the psalm proper and may not have been read as part of the performance of the psalm. They are rhetorical, however, to the extent that they were written

\textsuperscript{311} Although the Hodayot-like manuscripts fall outside of the scope of this study, it should be mentioned that 4QHodayot-like text B (4Q433a) 2 2 contains a Maskil superscription as well.

\textsuperscript{312} There is no evidence for superscriptions in any of the Cave 4 manuscripts that are only known to contain material from the so-called TH block of psalms (4QpapH\textsuperscript{1} and possibly 4QH\textsuperscript{f}). Schuller, DJD 29:178–79, 212; see also discussion in Schuller, “The Cave 4 Hodayot Manuscripts,” 143–45; Schuller, “Recent Scholarship,” 139–40; Schuller and Newsom, The Hodayot, 4.

\textsuperscript{313} Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 38–55.

\textsuperscript{314} Nothing from 1QH\textsuperscript{a} col. 1 survives, and it is only a part of the reconstruction because Stegemann assumed that every sheet of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} would have four columns. Stegemann, “Material Reconstruction,” 276.

\textsuperscript{315} The traces of what may be a superscription are found on the bottom of frg. 10, which may not belong in col. 7.
for the Maskil to shape his understanding of the psalm and to guide his performance. In this respect, superscriptions are invaluable because they provide at least some sense of the psalm’s rhetorical objectives. It must be emphasized that superscriptions only offer a partial and very vague sense of communicative purpose that is further obscured by their poor preservation. Even so, even these vague hints are invaluable for orienting us to the psalm’s rhetorical objectives.

The infinitive constructs provide some of the most useful information about the psalm’s rhetorical objectives. They tell us what the psalmist directs the speaker to do and to achieve in the performance of the psalms: he is to “prostrate himself” (5:15; 20:7), and to make “the simple” and “humankind understand” (1QHª 5:13–14). From the poorly preserved remnants of superscriptions, it appears that the Maskil is modelling an internal disposition toward God through a posture that is probably intended to match the sense and mood of the psalm that he is delivering. 316 At least in the case of 1QHª 5:12–14, this prostration and performance is intended to give his human audience some degree of understanding or enlightenment.

1QHª 20:7–14a is an especially lengthy superscription that expounds on the times for prayer with an elaborate description of the cycles of the luminaries and the times for prayer. In fact, it is so long that it has been described by some as a composition in its own right. 317 The superscription probably is not specifying the intended times for the performance of this particular

psalm; rather, it describes how the psalm forms part of the Maskil’s obligation to praise and supplicate continually. It also indicates that the speaker’s prayer regimen is just as much a witness to the divine plan as the words of the psalm.\(^{318}\) The direction for the Maskil to “prostrate oneself and supplicating continually at all times: with the coming of light... at the midpoints of the day... when it turns to evening and light goes forth,” (1QH\(^{a}\) 20:7–8), does not necessarily mean that this particular psalm must be performed by the Maskil everyday at every time for prayer. Rather, it is more plausibly conveying the Maskil’s prayer regimen and prostrations—including but not limited to the performance of this “thanksgiving and prayer” (1QH\(^{a}\) 20:7). The Maskil’s regimen reflects his deep understanding of and synchronicity with God’s all-encompassing plan for the cosmos and the elect.

The superscription closes by underscoring how God’s orchestration of the luminaries is a witness to God’s plan. The luminaries and the speaker’s practices are described as: “a testimony of that which exists. This is what shall be, and there shall be no end.... Truly, the God of


knowledge has established it and there is none other with him” (1QH 20:12–14). The Maskil’s
celestially coordinated prayer regimen is being characterized as the “testimony” that discloses
knowledge of the divine plan just as the words of the psalm do. This practice is described by
Judith Newman in terms of Pierre Bourdieu’s “habitus.” In this respect, the superscription
specifies the Maskil as a very specific kind of speaker who is utterly in sync with the luminaries
and God’s plan. In other words, it is not a psalm for just any person to perform; rather, it is
reserved for someone with a reputation for living within the temporal rhythms of the cosmos—
namely, the Maskil.

3.2 Rhetorical Moves at the Beginning of Psalms

3.2.1 Introductory Formula

I. Characteristics: The formula serves as an introduction for a significant subset of
psalms in the Hodayot tradition, though the exact number of these introductions is a matter of
debate (see discussion below). The formula always begins with an address of אודכה, אדוני, and a subordinate כי

319. For Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus, see Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, trans. Richard
Nice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 52–65. See Newman’s comments on the habitus of the Maskil in
Newman, Before the Bible, 141–44. See also Newman, “Embodied Techniques,” 254–66; “Speech and Spirit,” 252;
“The Thanksgiving Hymns of 1QH” and the Construction of the Ideal Sage through Liturgical Performance,” in
Sibyls, Scriptures, and Scrolls, eds. Joel Baden, Hindy Najman, and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, JSJSup 175 (Leiden:
in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls, eds. Jeremy Penner, Ken Penner, and Cecilia

320. In this discussion, “introductory formula” denotes an introduction or incipit that consists of typified and
conventionalized language and syntax, whereas an “introduction” is a broader category that can refer to any incipit,
regardless of whether it has been conventionalized. Thus the repeatedly used ברוך אתה אדוני וברכה אדוני כי
introductions can be called formulae, whereas the previously unmentioned introduction is not.
clause.\textsuperscript{321} In every clear case, the כי clause consists of a suffix conjugation verb that describes what God has done to help the speaker (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:5, 22; 11:20, 38; 12:6; 13:7; 13:22; 15:9; 16:5; 19:6) except for one case where it is a verbless clause (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:33).\textsuperscript{322}

\textbf{II. Number and Location of the אודה אדוני כי Introductory Formula:} According to my count, the formula is found at the beginning of thirteen psalms. This figure can vary depending on where each scholar textually reconstructs the formula and how they delimit psalms in the Hodayot manuscripts.\textsuperscript{323} While the אודה psalms are clustered in the central columns of 1QH\textsuperscript{a} (10–19), they may be interrupted by 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 13:22–15:8, in which a scribe has erased אודנה and replaced it with ברוך אתה.\textsuperscript{324}

Determining the number of אודנה introductory formulae is challenging because many require textual reconstruction. Since it is not always possible to establish whether or to what degree a line was indented, the length of the formula can be difficult or even impossible to discern. Stegemann proposed that Scribe A followed certain indentation conventions for the beginning of psalms and subsections that can lend some assistance; however, Scribe A was not always, especially in the first eight columns where the conventions were not always consistently applied.\textsuperscript{325}

\textsuperscript{321} For the terminology of “address” and “appellative,” see Falk, \textit{Daily, Sabbath, and Festival Prayers}, 19.
\textsuperscript{322} For further discussion of this formula, see p. 137.
\textsuperscript{323} See discussion in Morawe, \textit{Aufbau und Abgrenzung}, 29–31; Holm-Nielsen, \textit{Hodayot}, 13–14, 41 n. 1; Crüsemann, \textit{Studien zur Formgeschichte}, 277.
\textsuperscript{324} See the discussion on p. 130 n. 351.
The following chart provides the thirteen introductory formulae that I have included in this survey, followed by a discussion of proposed reconstructions of additional formulae that I have not included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 14: אודכה אדוני כי Introductory Formula 327</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדמי כי ישמה לבך כולם מעשו רעך 10:5328</td>
<td>I thank you, O Lord, that you have made straight in my heart all the deeds of iniquity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כי שמחה נפש בטור החсим 10:22</td>
<td>I thank you, O Lord, that you have placed my soul in the bundle of the living.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כי ישמה עלי כבשנלא נפשי 10:33</td>
<td>I thank you, Lord, that your eye (watches) over me in the bereavement of my soul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כי הריחה על לחומת טוב 11:20</td>
<td>I thank you, Lord, that you have redeemed my life from the pit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כי הריחה על חלומת טוב 11:38</td>
<td>I thank you, Lord, that you have been a strong wall to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כי היאורותה ملفירתך 12:6</td>
<td>I thank you, Lord, that you have illumined my face for your covenant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אודכה אדוני כל אשובי enumeration ברכת יום 13:7</td>
<td>I thank you, O Lord, that you have not abandoned me when I dwelt with a foreign people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ברוך אתה אדוני כל אשובי enumeration ברכת יום 13:22329</td>
<td>I thank you, Blessed are you, O Lord, for you have not abandoned the orphan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

325. The evidence for Scribe A’s indentation conventions in the first eight columns of Stegemann’s reconstruction is somewhat overstated. Two examples (1QH* 7:12, 21) derive from tenuous placement of frgs. 10, 34, and 42 and the textual reconstruction of additional formulae in the lacunae. Scribe A made at least one exception to the practice of starting “at the very beginning of a line only if more than half of the line before is occupied by text of the preceding section” in 1QH* 16:17. The Scribe A’s subsection practice is based on only three examples (1QH* 6:28, 9:23, and 17:23), so there is a fairly high rate of deviation with subsections. See also the discussion of the “anomalous” formatting of the psalm introduction in 1QH* 6:19 as well. Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot,” 209–10, 215; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:89–90.

326. For a detailed discussion of these introductions, see DJD 40 for the discussion of pre-2009 reconstructions. See also Qimron’s 2010 edition. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40: ad loc.; Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot,” 191–223; Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls, ad loc. in 1:59–108.

327. All parallels (1QH*, 4QH*) in the chart are indicated with identical underlining. Refer to Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40: ad loc. for more information about parallels with other manuscripts.


329. 1QH* 13:22 appears in charts for both kinds of introductory formula. See the discussion on p. 130 n. 351.
I thank you, O Lord, that you have sustained me by your strength

I thank you, O Lord, that you have instructed me in your truth

I thank you, O Lord, that you have not cast my lot in the assembly of fraud

I thank you, O Lord, that you have placed me by the source of streams in a dry land

I thank you, O my God, that you have acted wonderfully with dust

Fig. 14

In total, scholars have identified or proposed as many as twenty אודכה/אודך references in 1QHª including partial and complete textual reconstructions. I have rejected seven proposals for reasons discussed below.

**Col. 4: Three Proposals for Introductions Not Included**

A number of scholars have reconstructed אודכה אדוני כיו, אודך אדוני, אודך formulae in 1QHª 4:21, 29, and/or 38. Still others reconstruct ברוך אתה formulae in these locations. The amount of space for textual reconstruction in col. 4 depends on where one presumes the right margin to be, and without parallels from Cave 4 manuscripts or evidence of the right margin, introductions of varying length can be reconstructed. Because there are no clear constraints, I am

---

bracketing these potential العربية أودך أдонי or برוך أنته العربية أودך formulæ as too speculative to include in the survey.

**Col. 6: Two Proposals for Introductions Not Included**

In 1QHא 6:19 a large lacuna in the column obscures the end of a *vacat* and the beginning of the formula. Where Stegemann has reconstructed a בֵּרֵךְ אֵּֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד formula, Qimron reconstructs אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד. 331 Since the width of *vacats* can vary, we cannot use letter spacing to determine which formula is a better fit. Stegemann, however, argued convincingly that this cannot be an אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד formula for a new psalm because of the following anaphoric demonstrative phrase (6:20). This demonstrative refers back to the material before 6:19, indicating that 6:19 begins a subsection. Furthermore, the introduction in 6:19 does not employ the כי clause that is conventionally used in the אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד introductory formula, but a participle, הנחתי. Participles are sometimes used after בֵּרֵךְ אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד introductions and subsections (see 1QHא 19:30 and 22:34), but the אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד formula is too consistent elsewhere in the Hodayot to reconstruct in 6:19 with a participle. Stegemann’s argument that this is a בֵּרֵךְ אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד subsection formula is the more likely scenario, though we might consider the possibility of אֵֽ֫ה יִּֽהוּד used in a resolution too (see discussion below). 332

In 1QHא 6:34, the reconstruction of אָדוֹלָה יִּֽהוּד עִֽלָּה or something similar is probably accurate, but I do not count it as an example of the אָדוֹלָה יִּֽהוּד introductory formula. Stegemann justified this

---

reconstruction by noting that “[a]ll commentators restore as such and begin a new psalm here.”

He also argued that the formula follows Scribe A’s indentation conventions for new psalms. As discussed above, however, these conventions were not always observed since Scribe A had already deviated from convention in the same column in 1QH a 6:18.

In any case, the restoration of אוד does not necessitate the delimitation of a new psalm in 1QH a 6:34, and I would suggest that this passage is functioning as a resolution in the body of the psalm. 1QH a 6:34 employs the prepositional phrase כגדול חותך “in accordance with your great strength” instead of the conventional כי clause found elsewhere in 1QH a. The use of a prepositional phrase is more than a cosmetic difference. In an אודך אדוני כי formula, the כי clause (the full clause in each case, not just the particle) is the piece that enables the reader to identify the psalm as declarative praise for a particular experience of divine deliverance rather than a descriptive praise of God and God’s attributes. Since 1QH a 6:34 has a different communicative function, it should be distinguished from an אודך אדוני כי introductory formulae.

This divergent אודך אדוני כגדול phrase may serve as an introduction to a subsection instead. In the biblical psalms of complaint and thanksgiving, אודך clauses function as vows or reports of vows to thank God once deliverance has come. For example, in the book of Psalms, אודך commonly appears with prepositional phrases or temporal adverbs that indicate the manner,
location, or duration that the psalmist will thank or praise God: אָדֹ֣ךְ בְּקָהָל רְבֵּ֣ב אֱלֹהִיִּ֔ים (Ps 35:18); “I will thank you in the great congregation.” אָדוֹ֣ךְ בְּכִנּוֹר אֵלָ֖יו (Ps 43:4); “I will praise you with the harp, O God, my God” (Ps 43:4); אָדוֹ֣ךְ בָעַמִּים אֲדֹנָ֖י (Ps 57:10, cf. Ps 30:13; 71:22; 86:12; 108:3; 119:7; 138:1). 1QH⁰ 6:34 may be modelled on this kind of formal feature, which occurs within the psalm rather than at its beginning. This interpretation would incline us to read 6:34 through the end of the psalm as a continuation of 5:12–6:41, one of the psalms with a Maskil superscription. 336 In this scenario, 6:34 would be a resolution of the Maskil to thank God, possibly anticipating psalms beginning with אָדוֹ֣ךְ אֲדֹנָ֖י later in the 1QH⁰ arrangement.

Col. 11: One Proposal for an Introduction Not Included

Although an introductory formula has been reconstructed in 1QH⁰ 11:6 by some scholars, I have followed Carmignac, Guilbert, Delcor, and Kuhn’s delimitation of a psalm in 1QH⁰ 10:33–11:19 instead. 337 I see two reasons for treating 1QH⁰ 10:33–11:19 as a single psalm. First, the only consistent pattern in the Hodayot tradition’s rhetorical moves is that the main clause of introductions are regularly followed by accounts of provisional assistance. However, Stegemann reconstructed the following: 338

336. The transition between this psalm and the next is unclear because of the poor state of the manuscript.
The confession that God’s “command is truth” is unusual here because it is a nominal sentence that expresses descriptive praise of God rather than the declarative praise for deliverance from a particular form of distress that we would expect. Stegemann drew upon 1QH⁸ 19:10 and 22:13–14 for the wording of this textual reconstruction; however, in both of the precedents the nominal phrase belongs to a confession of knowledge, not an introductory formula. 339

Qimron’s alternative reconstruction of an introductory formula 1QH⁸ 11:6 manages to put material more consistent with an account of provisional assistance after the main clause:  

vacat אודכה אדוני כי אם הפיכה ותצילני מ[סוד שוא]  
vacat I thank you, O my Lord, that you have hidden me in a refuge] according to your command and that you delivered me from [a worthless council]

Although the content of Qimron’s textual reconstruction fits the context better, the reading of a medial kaph before פיכה is not apparent in the plates in DSSHU or DJD 40. 340 I would suggest that Stegemann’s decision to reconstruct according to the soteriological confessions is the more feasible option, since a tav is a more plausible reading of the ink trace and the reconstructed phrase has multiple precedents. In other words, I would suggest that there is probably not an

338. Stegemann noted that André Dupont-Sommer and Puech also reconstructed an introduction here, though the precise textual reconstructions are different. Dupont-Sommer, “Le Livre des Hymnes,” 36 n. 1. Puech delimits a psalm in 11:6, but did not offer a reconstruction or discussion. Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 52. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:146.

339. Confessions of knowledge are discussed on pp. 177–181.

340. Sukenik, DSSHU, pl. 37.
introductory formula here but the formula for a confession of knowledge along the lines of the precedent that was used to reconstruct the phrase (1QH 19:10 and 22:13–14).

A second reason for reading 1QH 10:33–11:19 as a single psalm is the sustained use of the motif of offspring. In 1QH 10:40 the speaker mentions "all of my offspring." This reference anticipates the speaker’s description of his plight in 1QH 11:8: “I was in distress like a woman giving birth to her firstborn.” Although it is possible for neighboring psalms to have overlapping topics or motifs, the focus on offspring in 1QH 10:40 and 11:8 lends at least some additional support to the delimitation of 1QH 10:33–11:19 as a single psalm.

**Col. 19: One Proposal for an Introduction Included, Another Not Included**

I have included 1QH 19:6 among the אודכה אדוני כי formulae even though it uses a different vocative ascription: אודכה אלי כי. 1QH 19:6 has all of the parts of the formula: 1) אודכ, 2) a vocative ascription to God, and 3) a כי clause that expresses the reason for thanksgiving. Even though the use of אלי in 19:6 diverges from the norm in 1QH, I would argue that the substitution of a different vocative is only a cosmetic change, as far as genre is concerned.

Although 1QH 19:18 contains another אודכה formula, as with 6:34, I would suggest that it is an_deployed as a resolution in the body of the psalm. This formula diverges from the אודכה formula because it lacks a כי clause. Moreover, Stegemann identified an ink trace

341. See the discussion of 6:34 as a resolution on p. 194.
that he reconstructs as the yod of אָדוֹךְ just before the אָדוֹךְ אָדוֹנִי.

342. Pronouns are not used with formulae elsewhere in the Hodayot. Another major difference from the conventional אָדוֹךְ אָדוֹנִי formula is that 1QH a 19:18 consists of two parallel independent clauses, but elsewhere in the Hodayot formulae do not employ parallelism in the main clause. 343 These differences suggest that 1QH a 19:18 is closer to the אָדוֹךְ אָדוֹנִי resolution in 1QH a 6:34 and other biblical psalms. Since 1QH a 19:18 probably is not the beginning of a new psalm, I would suggest 1QH a 19:6 extends until 20:6, just before the large Maskil superscription in 1QH a 20:7–14a.

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Introductory Formulae: The introductory formula is a rhetorical move that sets up the psalm for declarative praise at the most crucial point for shaping audience expectations in the performance of the psalm. 344 The repeated use of this formula also suggests some level of programmatic continuity at the core of 1QH a—that the same speaker and reader expectations are maintained or even developed from one אָדוֹךְ אָדוֹנִי psalm to the next. That is to say, these psalms were not haphazardly compiled but were likely intended to be read

342. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:245.
343. The psalmist may be inspired by Isaiah 25:1:

344. It was commonly held in Greco-Roman oratory that the initial rhetorical move of a composition is one of the most important. Among the classic rhetors, there was intensive interest in how the exordium—the beginning part of the composition—sets audience expectations and establishes the speaker’s ethos. Although the short introductions of Hodayot psalms are not fully fledged exordia in a classical rhetorical sense, they have similar rhetorical objectives of establishing the speaker’s ethos and previewing the content of the psalm while the audience’s attention is at its peak. Aristotle, Art of Rhetoric, 3.14.1–15; Cicero, De Inventione, 1.15.20–16.23; Quintilian, The Orator’s Education, 4.1–79. Chaïm Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation, trans. J. Wilkinson and P. Weaver (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1971), 495–98.
together in light of the consistency of the introductory formula, even if there are generic differences among these psalms.

3.2.2. Introductory Formula

The first rhetorical move in three psalms is the ברכה אתיה אדני introductory formula. The introductory formula is structurally indistinguishable from the subsection formula. Although the ברכה אתיה אדני introductory and subsection formula are distinct rhetorical moves, the discussion of their structures and identifications are so intertwined that it is impractical to tease them entirely apart. The following section will therefore make extensive references to the subsection formula, followed by an abbreviated treatment of the rhetorical move later in the chapter.345

I. Characteristics: The introductory and subsection formula begins with ברכה אתיה "Blessed are you," followed by an appellative that refers to the divine. Although the formula is shared by introductions and subsections, contextual and paratextual clues can assist in distinguishing them, even if those clues are not always definitive. In two cases where the formula is used as a psalm introduction, אדני is used, whereas in subsections the formula employs a varied set of vocatives: אל עליך, אדני, אל.346

II. Number and Locations of the ברכה אתיה אדני Introductory Formula: Counting formulae is challenging for the same reasons discussed above with respect to the reconstructions of אודכה אדני introductions. This challenge is compounded by the difficulty of distinguishing

---

345. For the subsection introductions, see p. 200.
346. This variability is found to a lesser degree in the אודכה אדני introductory formula in 1QH 19:6 where אלה is used as a variation of the conventional formula.
between introductions and subsections. The following chart provides my identification of the introductory and subsection formulae. Both are presented together in the chart to help the reader follow the discussion. I have not included the בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה formula reconstructed in col. 4 for the same reasons that I did not adopt the בְּרוּךָ שְׁלוֹם reconstructions.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage</th>
<th>Transcription and Translation</th>
<th>(I) Introductory / (S) Subsection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td>Blessed are you, O Lord, a spirit of flesh bb [ ]</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:19</td>
<td>Blessed are you, O Lord, who places understanding in the heart of your servant so that he may have insight into all these things</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:21</td>
<td>בְּרוּךָ שְׁלוֹם</td>
<td>I?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

347. See the discussion on p. 122.

348. There is general agreement that 1QH 5:15 should be reconstructed בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה. However, there is not a consensus about what belongs at the beginning of the line. Dupont-Sommer reconstructed רָזִיךְ. André Dupont-Sommer, Aperçus préliminaires sur les manuscrits de la mer Morte (Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1950), 113. His reconstruction arises from the incorrect joining of 15a–b in Sukenik’s pl. 56 that situated a לך at the end of the line before בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה. In this scenario, Dupont-Sommer considered לך to be a likely collocation with בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה. In the reconstructions of Puech and Stegemann, frg. 15 was divided into 15a and 15b, and they were placed on the left and right margins of col. 5, respectively. As a consequence, the לך was moved to line 16, below the בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה in 5:14. See Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 44–45; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:22; Stegemann, “Material Reconstruction,” 275–76, 281 fig. 2. Puech reconstructs לך before בְּרוּךָ אֵתָה in 5:14. Émile Puech, “Un hymne essénien en partie retrouvé et les Béatitudes: “1QH” V 12–VI 18 (= col. XIII-XIV 7) et “4QBéat”,” RevQ 13.1/4 (1988), 63, 65–67; Puech, La croyance des Esséniens, 2:409. Most editions, commentaries, and translation leave it unreconstructed: Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 239; Habermann, The Scrolls from the Judean Desert, 141; Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, 270–71; Carmignac and Guilbert, Les textes de Qumran, 168; Delcor, Les hymnes de Qumran, ad loc. (no page number); The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 150; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:75; Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 1:64. It is probably not necessary to reconstruct לך or any other word to fill in the apparent gap between the right margin and the right edge of frg. 15a. In DJD 40 Pl. III, the positioning of frg. 15a, containing בְּרוּךָ שְׁלוֹם, is somewhat confusing because of the warping of the fragment. In order to make the lower edge of the fragment match the top edge of SHR 4295, the fragment curves away from the right margin of the column. See Stegemann, “Material Reconstruction,” 281 fig. 2. The angle of the written lines on frg. 15a demonstrates the extent to which this fragment has warped to the left. See also Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 1:64; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:75, 79; Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot, 271; The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, 153; Puech, La croyance des Esséniens, 409; Dupont-Sommer, “Le Livre des Hymnes,” 113.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcription and Translation</th>
<th>(I) Introductory/ (S) Subsection</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ברוך אתה [אודכה] אדוני נבון [אודכה] עת תהלל אתה מעשים טוב</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>8:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed are you. O Lord, great in counsel and mighty in deed because all things are your works</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>13:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed are you, O Lord, for you have not abandoned the orphan</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>17:38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


351. It is generally agreed that 1QH 13:22 is a subsection formula that Scribe B has corrected to a introductory formula. Stegemann considered Scribe A’s original subsection formulation to be the intended reading and that ברוך אתה אודכה was added to change this psalm to a subsection or that the corrector had another manuscript with ברוך אתה rather than אודכה אדוני rather than אודכה אדוני. Schuller suggests that the scribe may not have recognized the difference between the ברוך אתה אודכה אדוני and ברוך אתה אודכה forms. Chazon proposed that the addition of a ברוך אתה אודכה is part of a liturgical editing of the scroll. Although I am inclined to accept Stegemann’s interpretation of the editorial activity in 1QH 13:22, I am less confident that we can come to such a firm conclusion about the intended reading here, so I am including it in references for the ברוך אתה אודכה and the ברוך אתה אודכה introductory formulae. Dupont-Sommer, “Le Livre des Hymnes, 48; Holm-Nielsen, *Hodayot*, 104; Carmignac and Guilbert, *Les textes de Qumran*, 1:216 n. 1; Kittel, *The Hymns of Qumran*, 82–83; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:168, 173–74, Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot,” 221 n. 108, 229; Eileen M. Schuller, “Some Observations on Blessings of God in Texts from Qumran,” in *Of Scribes and Scrolls*, eds. Harold W. Attridge, John J. Collins, and Thomas H. Tobin, Resources in Religion 5 (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1990), 136 n. 14; Chazon, “Liturgical Function,” 143–44 n. 14. For a proposal for an alternative explanation, see the discussion on p. 134 n. 363.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcription and Translation</th>
<th>(I)Introductory/ (S)subsection</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Full Blank Line]</td>
<td>[ברוך אתה ואדוני אל הרחמים</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ברוך אתה ואדוני אל הרחמים</td>
<td>[ארוני אל הרחמים והחסד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ברוך אתה ואדוני אל הרחמים</td>
<td>[היכן קדשך וה-tooltip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ברוך אתה ואדוני אל הרחמים</td>
<td>[<em>Runestone</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ברוך אתה ואדוני אל הרחמים</td>
<td>[ surviveth forever</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blessed are you, O Lord, God of compassion and [abundant] kindness, for you have made known to me these things so that (I may) recount your wonders

Blessed are you, [O Lord, w]ho have given to your servant insightful knowledge to understand your wondrous works.

Blessed are you, God of mercy and grace, according to the greatness of your strength and the magnitude of your truth

Blessed are you, O Lord, for you have done these things and you have put into the mouth of your servant hymns of praise and a prayer of supplication, and a ready answer.

Blessed are you, God of knowledge, because you have established...

---

Fig. 15

The following discussion will move through the ברוך אתה formulae from those with clearer identifications to those with more complex or uncertain identifications. 1QH a 5:15, if it has been accurately reconstructed, is the only unambiguous introductory formula for an entire psalm because it immediately follows the superscription (5:12–14), a paratextual element that comes before the first line of the composition proper (for more discussion of superscriptions, see pg. 111). 1QH a 19:30, 32, 35–36, and 22:34 are all examples of ברוך אתה at the beginning of very

short sections that are unlikely to be self-standing compositions. All but 1QH a 19:30 appear in
the middle of a line of text, which is not consistent with how the beginning of psalms are
formatted elsewhere in the Hodayot tradition. The only formula in this group to begin at the
beginning of the line is 19:32, where it is sandwiched between two other short בָּרוּךְ אֵלֶּה
elements in a series of בָּרוּךְ אֵלֶּה formulae. It is almost certainly functioning as a shorter element
as well.\footnote{353}

One additional introduction may occur where there are traces of letters at the beginning
of 1QH a 7:21. These traces can be reconstructed as בָּרוּךְ.\footnote{354} In Stegemann’s reconstruction, the
bottom of frg. 10 aligns with line 21; however, the placement of frg. 10 (along with 34 and 42)
are placed on very tenuous grounds and need further consideration. As a consequence, we do not
have any additional text from the line that can help us determine whether this possible instance
of a בָּרוּךְ אֵלֶּה formula is for a subsection or introductory formula. I consider 1QH a 7:21 as a
potential example of an introductory formula in the absence of any clear indications that it marks
a subsection, though it is far from a secure identification.

At this stage, we are left with 1QH a 6:19, 8:26, 13:22, 17:38, and 18:16 to be
distinguished as introductory or subsection formulae. 1QH a 6:19 contains בָּרוּךְ אֵלֶּה. As explained
above, by pointing back to the previous text, the demonstrative pronoun indicates that the
formula is for a subsection rather than a new psalm.\footnote{355} Likewise, Stegemann has proposed that

\footnote{353. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:217–19; 243–44.}
\footnote{354. See p. 130 n. 350.}
1QH a 8:26 should be read as a subsection because 8:25 extends to the end of the line and 8:26 has no indentation. According to the formatting conventions of Scribe A, this indentation is indicative of a subsection. Although Scribe A’s formatting conventions are not completely reliable, in this case Stegemann’s suggestion is plausible because there is a pattern of short ברוך אתה subsections at the ends of some psalms (1QH a 19:30, 32, 35–36, and 22:34). There is a new psalm beginning in col. 9 shortly after the ברוך אתה formula in 1QH a 8:26 that suggests the same pattern of short ברוך אתה subsections at the ends of psalms. Scribe A’s convention appears to have been followed in 1QH a 13:22 as well. It is not indented, and it follows a line that fell short of the column’s midpoint. The psalm was copied as a אודכה אדוני כי intro, so it is difficult to tell if the corrector intended it to become subordinated to the previous psalm or if it was intended to stand alone with a ברוך אתה introductory formula.

Stegemann’s interpretation of Scribe A’s formatting conventions breaks down with 1QH a 17:38 and 18:16. These passages are a special group of ברוך אתה formulae because they are preceded by a complete blank line and are not indented. According to Stegemann, 1QH a 17:38 introduces a new psalm because the preceding blank line requires no indentation in his understanding of the formatting conventions of Scribe A. In Stegemann’s thinking, a blank line counts as a previous line that does not extend to the midpoint of the column, and therefore the

357. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:111.
358. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:169
next line does not require any indentation. However, Scribe A formatted 1QH 18:16 identically to 17:38, yet the formula contains an anaphoric reference (אלה) to preceding material. In light of this demonstrative pronoun, Stegemann argued that 1QH 18:16 must be “the beginning of a sub-section within a psalm.” If the demonstrative pronoun tells us that the formatting in 1QH 18:16 is not for a new psalm, then Stegemann’s claims about the blank line in 17:37 and the new psalm in 17:38 cannot be maintained. Identical formatting should indicate the same kind of section in both cases. I would propose that the subsection formula tells us that this formatting is not for new psalms, but for subsections, and that 1QH 17:38 should be considered to be a subsection as well.

To summarize, ברוך אתה formulae are used in three settings: 1) to introduce two, possibly three psalms, 1QH\(^a\) 5:15, 7:21, and 13:22, 2) to introduce small subsections within the psalms (1QH\(^a\) 6:19, 8:26, 19:30, 32, 35–37, 22:34), or 3) to introduce long subsections with blank lines (1QH\(^a\) 17:38, 18:16).

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Introductory Formulae: The main communicative purpose of the introductory ברוך אתה formula is somewhat difficult to establish because, of the three instances, 1QH\(^a\) 5:15 is very poorly preserved and important parts of the subordinate clause are missing, and 1QH\(^a\) 13:22 was originally composed as an אודכה אדוני כי formula before being corrected to a ברוך אתה אדוני כי formula. There are not enough well-preserved ברוך אתה introductory formulae in the Hodayot tradition to establish what the convention might have been for ברוך אתה introductions and whether it might have employed כי clauses where subsection formulae do not.

In the case of 1QH\(^a\) 13:22, the corrected ברוך אתה אדוני כי formula sets up a psalm of declarative praise because it blesses God for not abandoning the speaker. In light of the scribal correction, however, it would be unwise to assume that the ברוך אתה formula in 1QH\(^a\) 5:15 or 7:21 set the same declarative tone with כי clauses too.

One of the only uses of ברוך אתה in the “biblical” psalms might provide a further hint about the rhetorical objective of the ברוך אתה formula in the Hodayot. In Ps 119:12 there is a close association between the speaker’s ברוך אתה and his openness and attentiveness to teaching: “Blessed are you, O Lord; teach me your statutes.”\(^{365}\) In this case, blessing and receptivity are so
deeply linked that they are joined in parallelism. Ps 119:12 might suggest that the formula engenders a sort of enlightened openness to receiving insight from God. Although little can be said about the use of ברוך אתה at the beginning of psalms in the Hodayot, it might be possible to extrapolate some additional insights from the form and function of the subsection formulae (see below) that are more numerous and better preserved than 1QH² 5:15 and 7:21.

3.2.3 Introduction

I. Characteristics, Number, and Location:366 One additional kind of introduction has survived in 1QH² 20:14b–15a:.quick quote... This introduction is the opening line of the psalm in 1QH² 20:7–22:42, appearing in 20:14b following a lengthy Maskil superscription (1QH² 20:7–14a).

The ואני משכלי introduction in the Hodayot may be a reconfiguration of the confessions of knowledge formula ואני ידעתי כי that it specifies how instead of what the speaker knows.368 The ואני משכלי introduction has similarities with a passage in the Songs of the Sage (4Q510, 4Q511), another collection of psalms associated with the Maskil.369 There are too few examples and too many differences to consider the ואני משכלי passages in the Hodayot and the Songs of the Sage a formula, but they are similar enough to be grouped together as a looser convention for beginning

365. The other instance of ברוך אתה in the Hebrew Bible (1 Chr 29:10) will be addressed in the next chapter.
366. The three headings normally used in the other discussions of rhetorical moves in this chapter are combined since there is only a single example of this introduction.
367. Adapted from Newsom’s translation in DJD 40.
368. Newman calls 1QH² 20:14 a “a confession of knowledge.” Newman, Before the Bible, 137.
psalms or major sections. What links the two semi-conventional introductions together is how
the speaker uses a self-reference to call attention to his role and agency, in contrast with how the
introductions direct attention to God’s activity.

ואני מש֯כיל opens a new section in 4Q510 1 4b//4Q511 13 after a vacat in 4Q510 1 4b and
on a new line in 4Q511 13:

וכם מש֯כיל מכימו חזרה ולה(Unit[הל]ת[הל]) כי רוחו מלאוทะ
And I, Maskil, declare his glorious splendor in order to frighten and terr[ify] all
the spirits of the ravaging angels (4Q510 1 4–5//4Q511 10 1).\(^{370}\)

וכם מש֯כיל ידברנכתי על ולאחר אתה ינתה יאמנה שמעתי למשר[ה]רש[ה] מחר קרש[ך]
I, the Maskil, I know you, my God, by the spirit that you have placed in me (1QHª
20:14–15).\(^{371}\)

Although the part of the introductions is the same in the Songs of the Sage and the
Hodayot, the former employs a participle followed by infinitive constructs. This syntax differs
from the use of a finite verb in 1QHª 20:14–15. In terms of content, the Maskil’s agency is more
pronounced in the introduction in the Songs of the Sage because he is harnessing the power of
his own praise to frighten the spirits. In 1QHª 20:14–15 the emphasis is on what the Maskil

\(^{369}\) 4Q510 and 4Q511 are not identical copies of the same collection. See Joseph L. Angel, “The Material
Reconstruction of 4QSongs of the Sage* (4Q511),” RevQ 27.1 (2015), 25–82; “Reading the Songs of the Sage in
Sequence: Preliminary Observations and Questions,” in Functions of Psalms and Prayers in the Late Second Temple
Period, eds. Mika S. Pajunen and Jeremy Penner, BZAW 486 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2017), 185–211. For a fuller
discussion of the Maskil’s role in the Songs of the Sage, see Joseph L. Angel, “Maskil, Community, and Religious
Interpretation of Isaiah 40:12–13 in the Songs of the Sage,” in Ha-ʾish Moshe: Studies in Scriptural Interpretation in
the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature in Honor of Moshe J. Bernstein, eds. Binyamin Y. Goldstein, Michael

\(^{370}\) Translation from Angel, “Reading the Songs of the Sage in Sequence,” 209. Transcription from from
Maurice Baillet, DJD 7:216.

\(^{371}\) Adapted from Newsom’s translation in DJD 40.
knows through God. Thus we should view ואני משכיל as a highly adaptable kind of introduction that can be applied in different liturgical contexts.

II. Rhetorical Objectives of the ואני משכיל Introduction: The ואני משכיל introduction stands out from the ברוך אתה אדוני וואדכה and the אודכה introductory formulae because it puts a renewed emphasis on the speaker and his role in the sectarian hierarchy. Whereas the focus of the אודכה and ברוך אתה אדוני formulae is on what God has done for the speaker or for the elect, the ואני משכיל introduction draws attention to the Maskil’s office and his function within the community. As a rhetorical move, the ואני משכיל introduction is an ethos-building move that would draw attention to the speaker’s special role as a conduit of knowledge of the divine plan to the audience. It would also serve as a call to attention to the audience to heed the Maskil’s divinely inspired discourse.

Excursus: The Delimitation of the Psalms in the Hodayot Tradition

This excursus gathers my modifications to Stegemann’s delimitation of psalms in 1QHא into one place for the reader’s reference. Although the current chapter surveys the entire scroll for rhetorical moves, the synthesis in Chapter 5 only considers psalms that can be delimited. The analysis of rhetorical moves that appear at the beginning of psalms (see sections 3.1–3.2 above) has resulted in a few points of divergence from Stegemann’s delimitations. The changes that I have proposed are mostly the result of distinguishing between introductions to psalms and introductions to subsections that often employ similar if not identical formulae, as discussed above.

Fig. 16 omits sections of 1QHא that lack delimitations and provides the references for every psalm that has a delimitation, as far as the present study is concerned. In the figure, where “Stegemann” appears in the “delimitation” column, I agree with Stegemann’s delimitation of the psalm. Where “Stegemann+” appears, I have
combined what Stegemann counted as two psalms into a single psalm. The justification for Stegemann’s delimitations will not be rehearsed here, but they can be found *ad loc.* in DJD 40.  \(^{372}\) The rationales for the divergences from Stegemann will not be repeated in this section but the page numbers are provided below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psalm Delimitations in 1QH(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psalm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7–21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16

The three places where my delimitations diverge from Stegemann’s are 1QH\(^a\) 5:12–6:41; 10:33–11:19; 16:5–19:5. \(^{373}\) This revised delimitation yields a total of nineteen psalms in 1QH\(^a\) that will be considered in Chapter 5. There are certainly more than nineteen psalms in 1QH\(^a\), and future work may permit more psalms to be delimited and added to this number.

There are three sections of 1QH\(^a\) that cannot be delimited and will not be considered in Chapter 5. \(^{374}\) 1) No psalms can be delimited with confidence in 1QH\(^a\) 1:1–5:11. There have been various attempts to reconstruct introductory formulae in col. 4 (see p. 121); however, these proposals are too speculative to be adopted in this study. 2) Frgs. 10, 34, and 42 form a cluster of related fragments that has been very tentatively placed in the upper part of

---

372. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40. See also Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot”.
373. The discussions of these differences are found in the following locations: 1QH\(^a\) 5:12–6:41 (p. 122), 10:33–11:19 (p. 124), and 16:5–19:5 (p. 133).
374. Two rhetorical moves can be gleaned from 4QH\(^a\) 8 i 13 (8 i 13–21 is the text of a psalm found in 4QH\(^a\) that does not appear in the remains of 1QH\(^a\)); however, it is far too fragmentary to delimit. See the discussion of the rhetorical moves from 4QH\(^a\) 8 i 13 in the sections on exhortations and hymnic sections pp. 203 and 209.
col. 7 without any material join to the rest of the column. As Qimron has indicated, these fragments may belong earlier in the scroll. At the very bottom of this cluster, frg. 10 preserves traces of a Maskil superscription, so at minimum there is the end of a delimited psalm. I am removing this fragment cluster from consideration as a delimited psalm in the present study because its complete delimitation and analysis would require further investigation of the possibility of its placement elsewhere in the reconstruction—a major component of my next project. 3) 1QH a 27:4–28:42 consists of small tentatively placed fragments that lack clear markers of introductions.

In the following sections of this chapter, non-delimited material will be included in order to survey as many of the rhetorical moves as possible in the Hodayot tradition. Even though material that cannot be delimited and will not be considered in Chapter 5, a survey of rhetorical moves in these sections is valuable, not only for gathering the most comprehensive list of each rhetorical move, but also for the future analysis of these fragmentary psalms.

### 3.3 Rhetorical Moves in the Body of Hodayot Psalms

#### 3.3.1 Accounts of Distress

I. **Characteristics:** Accounts of distress are defined primarily by their references to the speaker’s distress and secondarily by linguistic markers in the Hodayot. The topics of the speaker’s distress include: 1) references to actions that the speaker’s opponents take against him, 2) distressing situations in which God has placed the speaker to carry out God’s will or to test the speaker, 3) defection or betrayal by his associates, 4) his distress over divine judgment, 5) and his distress over the human condition. In each of these topics, the speaker expresses his deep anguish, often employing descriptive language that echoes the biblical psalms of complaint. It should be noted

---

375. Frgs. 10, 34, and 42 are related to each other because they contain text that overlaps with 4QH a 8 i 6–12. 4QH a, however, provides no basis for linking the cluster to the rest of the col. 7. Frgs. 10, 34, and 42 are placed using repeating patterns of damage. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:40, 97–100.

that accounts of provisional assistance and accounts of eschatological deliverance can take up the
language of distress as well, but these references to distress are subordinated to the main
communicative purpose of God assistance or deliverance vis-à-vis the distress.

Accounts of distress are written mainly in the first person singular and third person
plural, and sometimes with an emphatic pronoun. The vav + pronoun construction can be
read adversatively, “But as for me” for ואני, and “But they” or “But as for them” for ו—they. Of
the twelve uses of ו—he (defective in four cases)  in 1QH*, only 10:31, 14:17, and 20:32 occur
outside of accounts of distress. can be described as a characteristic feature of
accounts of distress where they appear. However, is found more extensively in other
rhetorical moves, so it is not peculiar to the accounts, even though it is frequently used.

Another distinguishing feature of the accounts of distress are negative “I have become”
statements. ואני and appear six times in accounts of distress. is unique to
accounts of distress, while also appears more commonly in accounts of provisional
assistance where it expresses positive expressions of what the speaker has become with God’s

379. 1QH* 14:17 refers to a plural subject becoming “princes in the [eternal] lot,” which is unlikely to be a
description of the speaker’s opponents. The classification of 1QH* 20:32 is uncertain because the text is poorly
preserved, but it appears to belong to a hypophora section.
381. appears in the following accounts of distress: 1QH* 10:13; 13:24; 14:25; 16:15. appears in:
1QH* 10:12, 16:28. Note that and occur in parallel statements in the account of distress section in
1QH* 10:12b–15a.
help.\footnote{382} In this respect, the “I have become” statement should be regarded as language that conceptually links accounts of distress and provisional assistance.

**II. Number and Location of Accounts of Distress:** There are twelve psalms with accounts of distress.\footnote{383}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 17: Accounts of Distress</th>
<th>Psalm/Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:12b–15a, 18b–21</td>
<td>10:5–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:23b–26a, 27b–30a</td>
<td>10:22–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:25b–26 (Ḥ)\footnote{384} 27–35a (EM)</td>
<td>11:20–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:12b, 19</td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:39b–40a</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 17

---

\footnote{382}{ See discussion on p. 154.}

\footnote{383}{ For the purposes of this study, I am only counting a maximum of one of each kind of rhetorical move per psalm, even when the account appears in separate sections of the psalm or is interrupted by another rhetorical move. I am counting this way because two or more of the same kind of rhetorical move in a psalm are often integrally interrelated and should be taken together. For example, multiple instances of accounts of distress in a psalm cannot be considered in isolation because they often resume topics or themes raised earlier in the psalm. In some cases, there is only a brief interlude where an element from another rhetorical move has been interjected and the account of distress resumes (e.g. 1QH\(^1\) 12:7c–13a, 14b–19a; 13:24b–27a, 28b–34a; 16:28–36a, 16:36c–17:6). Furthermore, since many psalms are poorly preserved, in many cases we may only have a single piece of the account of distress, and counting each section as a separate account could potentially misconstrue the poor state of the evidence to give the impression that the account has been preserved whole. There may be entire accounts of distress that have been lost in the lacunae because there are large sections of cols. 1–8; 21–28 and missing lines at the top and bottom of many of the columns in 1QH\(^1\) 9–20 that may have contained additional moves. For example, an account of distress has not survived in the short psalm found in 1QH\(^1\) 11:38–12:5, but it straddles the transition between columns where the lines are badly damaged. A short account may have been lost in these lacunae (note the reference to "destroyers" in 11:39).}

\footnote{384}{ Parentheses indicate that the reference is embedded in another move. For abbreviations see p. xiii.}

\footnote{385}{ This웨 is reconstructed without any textual parallels. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:282.}
This list differs from Morawe’s list of accounts of distress (Notberichte) because it includes passages in 1QH\(^a\) 10–19 that he classified as different formal structures. Many of the additions to the accounts of distress in my list are simply recategorized passages from Morawe’s subsidiary categories of formal structures related to accounts of distress, including descriptions of opponents (Schilderung der Feinde), eschatological accounts of distress (eschatologische Notberichte), short notes of distress (kurze Notizen der Not), and the doubled form of the account of distress (die doppelte Form der Notberichte).\(^{386}\) I consider all of these categories under the umbrella of accounts of distress.

I made additional adjustments to Morawe’s list for several reasons. In two cases (1QH\(^a\) 10:8; 13:7), I did not include passages that Morawe labelled accounts of distress because they were too closely integrated into other formal structures.\(^{387}\) In 1QH\(^a\) 18:34b–38, what Morawe classified as reflections, I have reclassified as an account of distress because of its content.\(^{388}\)

The most significant expansion of the list of accounts of distress is the result of including additional, previously unrecognized accounts of distress found in cols. 21–24. These accounts, along with the reclassified passages mentioned above (18:34b–38; 19:22–25), fall in psalms that...

---

387. Morawe classified 10:8bff as a description of opponents; however, it is embedded in an account of deliverance, so it was excluded. 1QH\(^a\) 13:7 was classified as a short note of distress, but it forms a part of the introductory formula. Morawe, *Aufbau und Abgrenzung*, 45, 52.
388. The topics found in these passages appear in other accounts of distress. The topic of the speaker’s distress over his human condition also appears in 1QH\(^a\) 12:34–36; 15:39–40; 13:30–34. The theme of the speaker’s distress over the severity of God’s judgment in 1QH\(^a\) 18:34b–38 also appears in 1QH\(^a\) 22:27–29; 22:32–34 in passages that fall in parts of 1QH\(^a\) that were not addressed in Morawe’s study. Both of these topics fall within the purview of Gunkel’s accounts of distress. Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of the Religious Lyric of Israel*, trans. James D. Nogalski (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1998), 136–38.
are typically classified as part of the CH II block of Community Hymns, where we would not expect to find them. Several of these newly identified accounts of distress contain internal distress over God’s judgment and the human condition that would fall under what Gunkel described as “internal distress,” that is, distress that stems from the speaker’s interiorized concerns and reactions rather than external sources of persecution by his adversaries. These passages from cols. 18–24 are classified as accounts of distress because they contain themes found elsewhere in Morawe’s accounts of distress. In some cases, these additional accounts of distress are even marked with the והמה or והם (20:32; 22:6) that appear commonly in accounts of distress elsewhere in the Hodayot, as discussed above.

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Accounts of Distress: The accounts of distress in the Hodayot are intended to shape the audience’s perception of the speaker as an elect agent of God. They also model how the elect should conceive of their hardships in terms of God’s all-encompassing divine plan. Just at the point where the accounts of distress begin to appear in the 1QH arrangement of psalms, the speaker declares that “I will recite continually in their midst the judgements which have afflicted me, and to humankind all your wonders by which you have shown yourself strong through [me before hu]mankind” (1QH 9:35–36). The accounts of distress (as well as accounts of provisional assistance and eschatological deliverance discussed

---

389. They include references to the speaker’s exile or captivity, the speaker’s distress over his human condition, and opponents leading the speaker’s associates astray (refer to outline of themes in the criteria section for verse references).
below) are intended to be recited in the hearing of the audience and to have a set of effects on them. The formative effects of the speaker’s accounts are detailed in the exhortations in 1QH 9:36–38, which indicate that his audience should “hear,” “become firm in purpose,” “become more discerning,” “put an end to injustice,” “hold fast,” and “be patient.” These effects point to a rhetorical objective of modelling steadfastness, discernment, and resistance for the audience.

Accounts of distress in the Hodayot accomplish this rhetorical objective in two ways: 1) they establish the speaker’s ethos as an agent of God on the basis of his persecution by his opponents, and 2) they deter the speaker’s audience from defecting to his opponents by portraying the other side as the non-elect or as agents of Belial. By setting up “us-versus-them” and “righteous-versus-wicked” dichotomies, the audience is presented with two opposing sides, and they must choose whether to remain loyal to God and the speaker or to defect to Belial and the false interpreters.

In accounts of distress, the two steps of establishing the speaker’s credibility and edifying his audience are achieved in the process of reflecting on a number of topics that are distressing to the speaker. The speaker’s credentials as a persecuted agent of God are established by his opponents’ deeds. They are also established by his anxiety over the human condition because it signals his awareness of the utter dependence of his elect status on God’s goodness and not his own merits. I have divided these topics into eight categories:

- **When opponents lack understanding or comprehension of the speaker’s teaching or station:** “he sees without recognizing, and he considers without believing in the fount of life”
When opponents scheme against the speaker: “My mind was appalled by an evil plan. For Belial (is present) when their destructive intention manifests itself” (15:6), 391

When opponents ostracize the speaker: “Because of the iniquity of the wicked, I have become a slander on the lips of the ruthless” (10:12–13), 392

When opponents isolate of the speaker: “They have no regard for me when you show your strength through me, for they drive me away from my land like a bird from its nest. All my friends and relatives are driven away from me, and they regard me as a broken pot. But they are lying interpreters and deceitful seers” (12:9–11), 393

When opponents seek to ambush or attack the speaker: “They lie in wait for robbery,” (13:12), 394

When opponents rush or rage against the speaker: “Against me the assembly of the wicked rages” (10:14), 395

When opponents distort the speaker’s message: “In accordance with the mysteries of sin they alter the works of God through their guilt, for I was bound with cords” (13:38), 396

The speaker’s distress over his human condition, “[But I am] an unclean person [and from the womb of the one who conceived me (I have lived) in faithless guilt, and from the breasts of my mother] in iniquity, and in the bosom [of my nurse (attached) to great impurity, and from my childhood in blood guilt, and unto old age in the iniquity of flesh....]” (15:39–40), 397

In each of these categories, the rhetorical objective is to demonstrate the speaker’s prominence and centrality in the conflict and to draw a clear line between himself and those who oppose him through scheming, slander, attack, subversion of his message, or social isolation.

One topic that is central to establishing the speaker’s credibility as an agent of God is how to deal with his sinfulness, impurity, and general fallibility as a human being. These human

390. See also 1QHα 10:24–25, 35.
393. See also 1QHα 10:19, 13:38–41; 24:13.
394. See also 1QHα 10:23, 25–26; 13:19.
395. See also 1QHα 10:18; 13:19.
396. See also 1QHα 12:11–13; 13:38; 14:22; 16:38.
limitations and failings undermine the speaker’s claim to have a special role and insight into God’s plan.\textsuperscript{398} In the Hodayot, part of the speaker’s strategy is to own up to the worst aspects his humanity to emphasize how deeply they distress him. In this respect, the speaker acknowledges that he needs God to intervene just as much with respect to his humanity as he does with persecution by his enemies. The speaker’s concern over the human condition is ultimately resolved in other rhetorical moves (see discussion of accounts of provisional assistance and accounts of eschatological deliverance). In this respect, the accounts of distress serve as one rhetorical move in a larger rhetorical strategy to establish his credibility as an elect agent of God in spite of his humanity.

The accounts of distress also highlight the danger posed to the audience of the psalm by the speaker’s opponents as they seek to lead them astray, making them targets of God’s judgment. Three topics address this objective:

➢ \textit{When opponents are leading the speaker’s associates and/or God’s people astray}:

“[d]eceitful interpreters led them astray, and they came to ruin without understanding” (12:8),\textsuperscript{399}

➢ \textit{The speaker’s distress over his opponents and betrayers}：“I am like a man abandoned in agony [...] without strength, for my affliction breaks out into bitterness and an incurable pain so that it is not possible to keep (my) strength” (16:28–29, continuing until line 41),\textsuperscript{400}

➢ \textit{The speaker’s distress over the severity of God’s judgment}：“And I tremble when I hear of

\textsuperscript{398} An example of a comparable concern for the credibility of the speaker also appears in Psalm 38, where the speaker’s sin and impurity undermine his credibility and leave him vulnerable to attack by opponents. Although Psalm 51 does not explicitly indicate that the speaker’s moral authority as a teacher is undermined by his sin, there is a sense in 51:13–14 that the speaker’s ability to admonish and instruct others will be enhanced once he has been cleansed and set aright: “Then I will teach transgressors your ways, and sinners will return to you. Deliver me from bloodshed, O God, O God of my salvation, and my tongue will sing aloud of your deliverance.”

\textsuperscript{399} See also 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:20–21; 12:11–13, 17; 14:22; 22:27–29.

\textsuperscript{400} See also 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 11:8–10; 13:32–33, 35–38; 15:4–8.
your judgments upon the strong warriors and your case against the host of your holy ones in the heavens” (18:36–37).  

These three topics are closely related. In the first topic, the description of opponents seeking (and in some cases succeeding) to lead the speaker’s associates astray serves as a warning to the audience to hold fast and not be swayed by the efforts of the speaker’s adversaries, lest they be counted among the non-elect and destined for judgement.

The second topic of the speaker’s distress over his opponents and betrayers serves two purposes. It contributes to the appearance that the speaker is under heavy persecution as God’s agent, and it underscores the severity of what the opponents and betrayers have done against God by persecuting the speaker. In a less direct sense, the opponents’ attempts to isolate, attack, and undermine the speaker and their twisting of his message could be read as part of their schemes to lead the audience astray. If the speaker is discredited and weakened by their attacks, then it would be easier to lure away his less resolute followers. The third topic is integrally related because it concerns the speaker’s distress over God’s judgment. Not only is the speaker disturbed by what the opponents and betrayers have done to him, he also acts as if he is terrified at the prospect of the divine judgment that is in store for his former associates. I consider it unlikely that the persona of the speaker is actually upset about the judgment of the wicked; rather, he plays up his terror over their judgment to deter his audience against defection and betrayal in light of the dreadful consequences that any future defectors will face.

One notable outlier among the accounts of distress appears in 1QH^a 11:27–35a, which Morawe classified as an eschatological account of distress. In this passage, the archetypal narrative of distress is taken to an entirely different level. It is not the speaker that is in distress, but the earth personified. In an elaborate series of temporal clauses, the speaker identifies a point in the eschatological future when:

“all the snares of the pit are open, and all the nets of wickedness are spread, and the seine of the vile ones is upon the surface of the waters; when all the arrows of the pit fly without cease and are shot, leaving no hope; when the line is cast for judgement, and the lot of anger is upon the forsaken, and the outpouring of fury upon the hypocrites, and the time of wrath (comes upon) all devilishness, and the cords of death encompass, leaving no escape” (11:27–29)

Next the speaker describes how “the torrents of Belial pour over all the steep banks” burning everything and penetrating into the earth, causing “the structures of the deep” to “roar at the noise of those who cast up mire” (11:30–33). Unlike the interpersonal conflict described in other accounts of distress, this account registers on a cataclysmic scale. It is as if the speaker’s internal distress has been scaled up and superimposed onto the earth.

This eschatological account of distress—not that of the speaker alone but the distress of the whole earth—sets the stage for God’s complete and final intervention in the account of eschatological deliverance that follows (see discussion below).^402 References to the speaker’s opponents and their tactics in this eschatological scenario are characteristic of the speaker’s

---

^402. Harkins reads extensive references to Enochic traditions in 1QH^a column 11. Harkins, Reading with an ‘I’ to the Heavens, 141–47, 156–72; Angela Kim Harkins, “Reading the Qumran Hodayot in Light of the Traditions Associated with Enoch,” Hen 32.2 (2010), 12–41; See also Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 253–61. Newsom discussed this account through a cinematic perspective, emphasizing how this account of distress with its graphic detail is distinct from the less vivid accounts found elsewhere.
opponents elsewhere, especially in the accounts of distress. For instance, there are similar references to Belial (1QH\(^a\) 10:18, 24; 11:29-30, 33; 12:11, 14; 13:28, 41; 14:24; 15:6), "wretched ones" (1QH\(^a\) 12:26, 36), "pretenders" (1QH\(^a\) 12:14; 15:37), and those who prepare "traps" (1QH\(^a\) 10:23; 12:13; 13:20; 21:11, 24). If the psalms of the Hodayot are meant to be read alongside each other, then the speaker’s present accounts of distress can be read as the initial rounds of a conflict that will ultimately be resolved with a divine intervention of apocalyptic proportions.

With such a divine intervention confidently expected in the eschatological future, the speaker can explain his distress as a temporary condition that marks him as an elect agent of God in a conflict that is rapidly escalating toward a final confrontation. The account of eschatological distress draws on apocalyptic imagery to convey to the speaker’s audience that his opponents, who are currently seeking to seduce and ensnare the audience, are also opponents of God who will eventually find themselves on the wrong side of “the war of the champions of heaven” at the end of the eschatological age (1QH\(^a\) 11:36–37). Thus the audience’s choice of whether to stand alongside the speaker is construed as more than a question of loyalty to the speaker but of faithfulness to God.

In sum, I would argue that the accounts of distress in the Hodayot constitute a rhetorical move that legitimizes the speaker as a persecuted ally of God and binds the audience to the speaker by deterring them from defection and betrayal. With respect to 1QH\(^a\) 13:20–15:5,
Newsom explains that “[t]he speaker here uses traditional language to colonize the new moral territory of sectarian ethics.... [s]ince the betrayers are unlikely to have been part of the audience that overhears this prayer of thanksgiving to God, the clarification is evidently intended for those who have not defected but whose loyalty needs to be reinforced.”

I would suggest that the rhetorical objective of bolstering the allegiance of his associates applies to the other accounts of distress as well because they are narrowly focused on topics of persecution and defection. It is the recurring plot of opposition, seduction, and betrayal that lends the accounts of distress in the Hodayot a distinctively sectarian quality.

More importantly, the accounts of distress model for the audience how to frame one’s personal circumstances in terms of a cosmic eschatological scenario. The speaker positions himself as a leader and a teacher in a scenario that is eschatologically-oriented. His descriptions of distress are so specific to his role that the audience could not facily appropriate them as their own accounts of distress without extensive modification and personalization. However, an audience that is directed to listen and learn from such a speaker would be inclined to take up this highly individualized eschatological outlook and analogically apply it to their own perspectives. The sustained exposure to accounts of distress in the Hodayot tradition would help them develop a sense for this elect discourse of distress.

3.3.2 Accounts of Provisional Assistance

I. Characteristics: The account of provisional assistance is a rhetorical move that does not have a direct precedent in any previously identified formal structures. Accounts of provisional assistance describe how God supports and strengthens the speaker in the midst of the distress caused by external opponents and/or anxieties over his humanity. Although accounts of provisional assistance have some linguistic features that facilitate their identification, they are mainly characterized by how they describe God’s help to the speaker.

These accounts are commonly framed in four ways: 1) the speaker’s descriptions of God’s support and protection from his adversaries, 2) characterizations of what the speaker has become because of God’s support, 3) pronouncements that the speaker has been forgiven, cleansed, or given a spirit to compensate for his human condition, and 4) assertions that God has made the speaker a benefit to his associates but a detriment to his opponents. When read alongside the accounts of distress and accounts of eschatological deliverance (discussed below), the accounts of provisional assistance cannot be described as God’s complete and final deliverance from the speaker’s internal and external distress. Rather, God’s deeds support the speaker in the conflicts of the present age, sometimes even intensifying the conflict to further God’s plan. A central characteristic of accounts of provisional assistance is that the speaker’s distress over his human condition is not entirely resolved. Rather, God’s limited actions on the speaker’s behalf contribute to the impression that the speaker and the rest of the elect are imperfect agents that God is sustaining to play an important role in the divine plan.
Accounts of provisional assistance follow directly after introductory rhetorical moves in fifteen cases. Typically the subordinate clause of the introduction expresses the rationale for thanking God through an account of provisional assistance. This regular positioning of some of the accounts provisional assistance after introductions suggests that they a focal point of the psalms. Furthermore, since accounts of provisional assistance are found in every psalm, they can be regarded as a common thread in the Hodayot tradition in every arrangement of the psalms.

Another common but non-exclusive characteristic of accounts of provisional assistance is the use of הַעֲבֹדֵך + a second person prefix conjugation verbs to describe what God has done for the speaker. Material with these verbal forms constitute the basic content of the accounts of provisional assistance. Similar statements about what God has done on the behalf of the elect can appear in the meditations too, but accounts of provisional assistance are distinguished by the specification of the speaker as the beneficiary.

References to “your servant” דֶּבֶרֶך in accounts of provisional assistance and elsewhere in the Hodayot can be somewhat ambiguous. In 1QH a 5:12–6:41, the Maskil self-identifies as God’s servant twice (5:35; 6:36), and in many other cases דֶּבֶרֶך appears to be a third person

---

405. Westermann refers to this part of the psalm as an “introductory summary.” Westermann, Praise and Lament, 103.
407. See the discussion of meditations on p. 167.
reference to the speaker. At the same time, some of the references could also be read as a reference not only to the speaker but also to a generic member of the elect (see especially 1QH a 4:23–24, 35, possibly also 6:22; 8:28–29; 15:19). The speaker’s descriptions of God’s actions on this servant’s behalf are phrased so that audience members could easily suture themselves to the subject position occupied by the speaker. In this respect, the polyvalent meaning of “your servant” may be one of the ways that the speaker sets himself up as a model for the audience.

Another characteristic of accounts of provisional assistance is their use of positive“I have become” statements that describe what the speaker has become with God’s help. They are the counterpart to the negative“I have become” statements that describe what the speaker has become as a consequence of the persecution of his adversaries.

Four of seven“I have become” instances come from accounts of provisional assistance (1QH a 10:10, 16–17; 14:28), with the other three examples appearing in accounts of distress (1QH a 10:12; 11:7; 16:28). The “I have become”

---

408. See Newsom’s discussion of “suture” in Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 200; Stuart Hall, “Introduction: Who Needs ‘Identity’?,” in Questions of Cultural Identity, eds. Paul du Gay and Stuart Hall (London: Sage Publications, 1996), 5–6. Newsom also draws on Bo Reicke in suggesting that “[e]ven if one assumes a form of use in which a designated reciter read the Hodayot at the covenant ceremony or for daily worship, it still seems that in hearing the words spoken each individual would have understood them as prototypical rather than as unique to the reciter.” The ability for דיבר עבדך to simultaneously refer to the speaker and each member of the audience would facilitate their fusing with the “I” of the psalms. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 202; Bo Reicke, “Remarques sur l’histoire de la form (Formgeschichte) des textes de Qumran,” in Les manuscrits de la mer Morte, ed. Jean Danielou (Paris: Paris University Press, 1957), 38–44; cf. the anthropologizing/rhetorical “I” of the reader in Harkins, Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 157, see also George W. E. Nickelsburg, “The Qumranic Radicalizing and Anthropologizing of an Eschatological Tradition (1QH 4:29–40),” in Ernten, was man sät, eds. D. R. Daniels, Uwe Glessmer, and Martin Rösel (Neukirchen–Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1991), 423–35. 409. See the discussion on pg. 141.
statements in the accounts of provisional assistance coordinate with second person verbs to describe the results of God’s support of the speaker.

The phrase והתה אל של is an occasional marker of accounts of provisional assistance. All six appearances of והתה אל של are found in this rhetorical move. והתה אל של is only an occasional element because it does not appear universally in every account of provisional assistance. It usually comes at the beginning of the section containing part of an account of provisional assistance or at a sense division within the account. In every case והתה אל של is followed by a second person singular suffix conjugation verb (e.g. והתה אל של תשיב סערה לדם). There are also two instances of והתה אל that fall in accounts of provisional assistance. The lack of a first person suffix in these cases may have something to do with being embedded in highly metaphorical accounts that refer to God’s assistance in symbolic scenarios. The speaker is not

410. This count includes והתה אל של in 1QH 13:34. Additionally, another similar phrase appears in 1QH 21:7: והתה אל של. It appears in a confession of knowledge that closely linked to an account of provisional assistance in 21:6b–7a.

411. 1QH 10:36 (את in paleo-Hebrew); 13:16, 20, 34; 15:13, 16:17. There are two partially reconstructed instances in accounts of provisional assistance, which if included, would bring the total to eight: 1QH 15:40; 23:24–25. An additional והתה אל של is completely reconstructed in 1QH 14:6. For the discussion of the reconstruction of 1QH 14:6, see Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 110; Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:84–85. All four cases of והתה אל של in 1QH are either in an account of provisional assistance (1QH 14:28) or an account of provisional assistance appears shortly after the vocative (1QH 19:6, 19:18, 20:14). There is one additional occurrence that is reconstructed in 1QH 12:38, but it is very tentative: [יתו שיר]. This instance of והתה אל של falls just after an account of provisional assistance and begins a meditation. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:164.


413. Suffix conjugation verbs are reconstructed in 1QH 23:28. The regular collocation of והתה אל של and 2ms suffix conjugation verbs is the rationale for reconstructing והתה אל של in 1QH 14:6—והתה אל של begins the next line. Conversely, in 1QH 23:28, והתה אל של is reconstructed because a partially reconstructed והתה אל של appears at the end of 1QH 23:27. In two instances an adverbial or prepositional phrase falls between והתה אל של and the verb (1QH 13:34; 23:24–25 [pronoun is mostly reconstructed]). Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:280, 286.
explicitly identified as the direct recipient of God’s actions in 1QH a 14:23 and 16:12, so perhaps the speaker reserves אֵלֶּה when he recounts what God has done concretely for the speaker.

II. Number and Location of Accounts of Provisional Assistance: There are accounts of provisional assistance in all nineteen delimited psalms and also in cols. 3, 4, and in 7:12–20 (passages from psalms with uncertain delimitations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 18: Accounts of Provisional Assistance</th>
<th>Psalm/Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:28b, 32</td>
<td>Cols. 1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:21b, 23b–24, 26b–27, 29b, 33b–34a, 38b–39a</td>
<td>4:7–4:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15b–16a, 19–21a; 6:13–18, 19b–22a, 28–29a, 36c–37a</td>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:12–13a, 17b–18a, 19b–20</td>
<td>7:12–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:9–11, 14b–16a, 20a, 26c–27a</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:6–7a, 23a, 33c–35a</td>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5b–12a, 15b–18a</td>
<td>10:5–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22b–24a, 26c–27a, 30b–31</td>
<td>10:22–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33b–35a, 36b–40a; 11:4–5, 6c–7a</td>
<td>10:33–11:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20b–21a, 22b–24a</td>
<td>11:20–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7b–12a, 12c–18, 20–21</td>
<td>13:7–21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accounts of provisional assistance are closely related to accounts of deliverance in Morawe’s survey of formal structures. Morawe identified two kinds of deliverance: 1) accounts
of deliverance (*Rettungsberichte*) and 2) the eschatological accounts of deliverance (*eschatologische Rettungsberichte*). Most of the accounts of provisional assistance overlap with Morawe’s accounts of deliverance, but a few coincide with Morawe’s other elements or from in parts of 1QH* that were not available to Morawe (cols. 21–25).  

III. *Rhetorical Objectives of Accounts of Provisional Assistance:* In the accounts of provisional assistance, the speaker focuses narrowly on how God supports and strengthens him in the midst of persecution, protecting him from threats to his life while reserving the final deliverance of the speaker from his adversaries for the end of the eschatological age. The accounts of provisional assistance achieve the objectives of: 1) framing the speaker as an agent whom God is using as a catalyst in a conflict with his adversaries, 2) communicating that the speaker is God’s special channel for supporting and conveying insight into the divine plan to the audience, and 3) reframing distress and the human condition as a temporary concern that God is presently mitigating for the elect and that God will ultimately alleviate.

A common topic in the accounts of provisional assistance is how the speaker serves as a catalyst for conflict. In the biblical psalms of individual thanksgiving, the speaker wants to be delivered from distress as soon as possible and as completely as possible. By contrast, in the Hodayot the speaker discloses that he has special insight to know that God’s deliverance cannot

---

414. See the discussion of Morawe’s Not- and Rettungsberichte in Morawe, *Aufbau und Abgrenzung*, 37–63 and the tables in 133–35; 159–61. See also the discussion of Morawe’s eschatological accounts of deliverance below on pg. 162.
come too soon because his suffering and flaw humanity plays a role in the divine plan. God even exacerbates the speaker’s distress to elevate the eschatological conflict. Because the speaker’s distress is evidence of his centrality in the eschatological conflict, if his distress were to be completely alleviated, it would undermine his claim to be a suffering agent of God. The speaker has to maintain a delicate balance of recounting God’s deeds while not undercutting his own status as a persecuted agent. In this regard, the speaker focuses narrowly on how God supports and strengthens him in the midst of persecution, protecting him from threats to his life while reserving the final deliverance for the end of the eschatological age.

The speaker’s role as an intensifier of eschatological conflict is most clearly communicated in 1QH\(^a\) 10:10–17, where positive “I have become” statements (10:10; 16–17) bracket an account of distress in 10:12–15. In this passage, the speaker draws a contrast between what his opponents have strived to make him and what God has done with him:

And so I became (ואהיה) a snare to transgressors but healing to all who repent of transgression, prudence for the simple, and a resolute purpose for the eager. You made me an object of reproach, and derision to the treacherous, (but) a foundation of truth and understanding to those whose way is upright. Because of the iniquity of the wicked, I have become (אלוהי) a slander on the lips of the ruthless; the scornful gnash (their) teeth. And I have become (איני Преית) a mocking song for transgressors. Against me the assembly of the wicked rages, and they roar like stormy seas when their waves crash, heaving up slime and mud. But you have made me a banner for the elect of righteousness and an expert interpreter of wonderful mysteries in order to test [persons of] truth and to prove those who love moral discipline. And I have become (אלוהי) an adversary to erring interpreters, and a conten[der] to all who see what is right. I have become a zealous spirit to all who seek smo[oth things,] (1QH\(^a\) 10:10–17).

415. See also 1QH\(^a\) 10:31; 15:25–26; 17:6–13, 19–22.
This passage juxtaposes distress and provisional assistance to emphasize the role of the speaker as an agent of God and an intensifier of conflict. According to the speaker, God has set him up as a target to draw the fire of his opponents in order to exacerbate the eschatological conflict. In this respect, his distress (being slandered, derided, and raged against) derives in part from the agitator role of an agitator that he has been appointed to play. It is critical for the audience to know about the speaker’s role lest they mistake his enduring state of distress and isolation as an indication of a lack of divine favour. On the contrary, it is an evidence of his central role in the divine plan. The upshot for the audience is that their own distress can be framed as a marker of their role in the divine plan, even if it is not quite as central as that of the speaker’s role.

The accounts of provisional assistance also present the speaker as a channel of divine support and insight for his supporters. As discussed in the accounts of distress, the speaker wants his associates to stand with him and remain loyal in the face of opposition and not stray to his opponents’ camp. To encourage loyalty, he situates himself as an intermediary for divine support.416 The speaker describes at length all that God had done to “support,” “establish” and “strengthen” him,417 and indicates that this divine support is also available for his loyal associates through him. Some of the most evocative passages in the Hodayot describe this intermediary

416. As discussed in Chapter 1, the passages describing the speaker as an intermediary figure are regarded as the key criterion for the Teacher Hymns. See especially the discussion of Kuhn and Newsom on pp. 33 and 53.
role. In 1QH a 15:21–22 the speaker describes how he has found “security in (your) strength” and that
by] your righteousness you have stationed me in your covenant, and I have held fast to your truth, and I if [ ] and you have made me a father to the children of kindness and like a foster-father to the people of good omen. They opened their mouth like a nurs[ing child] and like the playing of an infant in the bosom of its foster-father.” (15:23–25)

Thus, God’s support for the speaker passes along to those who are counted among the “children of kindness” and have this familial relationship of dependency with him. A similar image of the speaker is found in the garden scenario:

When I stretch out a hand to hoe its furrows, its roots strike into the flinty rock.... and at the time of heat it retains strength. When I withdraw (my) hand, it becomes like a juniper[ in the wilderness, ].... Before the heat comes its foliage dries up, and does not open with the rain” (16:23–27)

In this passage, the speaker’s intermediation of divine support has two sides. Those who are under the speaker’s care flourish, while those who are not—enemies and betrayers—wither and rot. 418

Another rhetorical objective of accounts of provisional assistance is to reframe persecution and distress as a temporary but a necessary evil for the speaker and his associates.

This purpose comes across especially clearly in 1QH a 11:8b–13. 419 The speaker portrays the task

418. The exact nature of the divine support seems intentionally vague or multivalent. It is linked closely to the covenant, insight, and teaching (1QH a 10:15–17, 30b, 13:5–6; 15:13, 38, 23:5–9; 23:11–16 25:10–13), but it also has to do with the willpower to withstand distress and discouragement (1QH a 12:36–37; 13:34–35; 19:34–35) and remedies for the human condition (12:38; 17:9–13). These facets of support are intertwined in accounts of provisional assistance. For further discussion of this passage’s gardening metaphor, see Matthew Goff, “Gardens of Knowledge: Teachers in Ben Sira, 4QInstruction, and the Hodayot,” in Pedagogy in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity, eds. Karina M. Hogan, Matthew Goff, and Emma Wasserman, EJL 41 (Atlanta: SBL, 2017), 181–86; Harkins, Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 206–4.
of enduring distress in terms of childbirth, with its pain and risks to the health of the mother. He explains that: “All wombs hasten, and there are severe labour pains at their births and shuddering for those pregnant with them. And so at his birth all (these) pains come upon the crucible of the pregnant one” (1QHa 11:11–13). These comments explain the pain as a routine suffering that is necessary to deliver the “manchild” (11:10–11). The description is almost dismissive of the woman’s pain because the emphasis falls on: the birth of the male who will be a פלא ייען “wonderful counsellor” (1QHa 11:11). From the perspective of the audience, this rationalization of the speaker’s distress as a necessary evil would be inculcated as a rationalization for enduring their own pain and distress as they stand with the speaker against his opponents.

Within the symbolic world of the psalm, the only alternative would be to defect to the speaker’s opponents, whom Newsom characterizes as the “evil twin” of the pregnant woman: the one “pregnant with venomous vanity” who “(will be subject) to painful labour, and the womb opening of the pit to all the works of terror” (1QHa 11:13). Thus the audience’s choice is between standing with the persecuted speaker as he agitates against God’s adversaries, or aligning with these adversaries and subjecting themselves to God’s final judgment on the wicked.

In some contexts, the accounts of provisional assistance have a somewhat different role of characterizing the speaker’s knowledge about the divine plan as special insight received from

---

419. See discussion of this passage in Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 242–53; Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot; 51–64; Harkins, Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 156–72. See also Kittel’s characterization of distress in 1QHa 13:7–21 as an “ordeal” that all the elect must endure. Kittel, The Hymns of Qumran, 96.

God. Often these accounts of provisional assistance appear near meditations (including eschatological meditations discussed below).⁴²¹ For example, after meditating on God’s plan in 1QHᵃ 9:7–22 (eschatological in 9:19b–22) the speaker offers a short account of provisional assistance:

אלה ידעתי מבינתכהakis ילקח אוזני לברדי פלא

“These things I know because of understanding that comes from you, for you have opened my ears to wondrous mysteries” (1QHᵃ 9:23a).⁴²² In this context, content of the meditations is characterized as knowledge that the speaker has received from God and that is being presented as a form of provisional assistance. The enlightenment of the speaker is not just for his own benefit, but also for the benefit of his audience, to whom the knowledge trickles down through the speaker’s delivery of meditations and other rhetorical moves that convey aspects of the divine plan.

3.3.3 Accounts of Eschatological Deliverance

I. Characteristics: Accounts of eschatological deliverance are the forward-looking parts of the speaker’s narrative of his distress and deliverance that anticipate and envision his ultimate vindication through the defeat and judgment of his enemies at the end of the eschatological age.

Accounts of eschatological deliverance range from short passages, some of which are embedded


⁴²² There is only a tenuous basis for an account of provisional assistance in 1QHᵃ 9:6–7a, which appears before the meditations in 9:7b–19a. If Stegemann’s textual reconstruction is accurate, then an account of provisional assistance might be indicated by the reconstructed ואתה אליך. We would expect an account of provisional assistance after the introduction to the psalm. 1QHᵃ 9:6–7a may have been a part of it. Alternatively, without any reference to the speaker in lines 6–7a, this passage might be part of the meditation that describes how God is a source of knowledge and a reservoir for the elect as a group rather than the speaker in particular.
into other rhetorical moves, to substantial passages with more elaborate descriptions. They are also marked by the use of second person singular prefix conjugation verbs that describe what God will do vis-à-vis the elect and the non-elect at the end of the eschatological age.

Accounts of eschatological deliverance take up topics similar to eschatological meditations (discussed below), but what distinguishes the former is that they are anchored in the speaker’s personal distress. For example, in the account of eschatological deliverance in 1QH 12:19b–20, the speaker describes how “you, O God, will answer them, judging them in your strength.” In this passage, “them” or לְהֵם refers back to the speaker’s opponents in the account of distress who “say of the vision of knowledge, ‘It is not certain’, and of the way of your heart, ‘It is not that’” (1QH 12:18b–19a). In other words, the judgment described in 1QH 12:19b–20 is designated for the opponents referenced in the speaker’s account of distress. In the eschatological meditation that immediately follows, however, the reference is broadened beyond the opponents quoted by the speaker, and now describes more generally how God “will cut off in judgment all deceitful people” (1QH 12:20).

II. Number and Location of Accounts of Eschatological Deliverance: There are accounts of eschatological deliverance in nine psalms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 19: Accounts of Eschatological Deliverance</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:26b (AoDi)</td>
<td>10:22–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10b–11a, 13b–14a</td>
<td>10:33–11:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:14–16a</td>
<td>15:9–28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The accounts of eschatological deliverance are related to Morawe’s category of \textit{eschatologische Rettungsberichte} (1QH a 11:13–19, 35b–37; 13:38–41; 14:32b–39).\footnote{Morawe, \textit{Aufbau und Abgrenzung}, 60.} I follow his delimitation of 1QH a 11:35–37 and 14:32b–39—the lengthiest accounts of eschatological deliverance. I partly follow Morawe’s account of eschatological deliverance in 1QH a 11:13–19, but there is a shift to a more generalized discussion of the eschatological age in 11:14b–19 that is more characteristic of an eschatological reflection. I have not included Morawe’s account of eschatological deliverance in 1QH a 13:38–39 because it describes the speaker’s distress when he “was bound with cords that could not be sundered and chains that could not be broken” (13:38b–39a).\footnote{Morawe’s interpretation of this passage hinged on the identification of subject in 1QH a 13:38b, whom he understand to be Belial rather than the first person speaker. Morawe, \textit{Aufbau und Abgrenzung}, 60. Morawe may have worked from Sukenik’s transcription, \textit{DSSHU}, pl. 39. Working with photos and the manuscripts, Stegemann read \textit{נַסִּרְתֵּי} with certainty, though it is difficult to confirm on the plate in \textit{DSSHU} and DJD 40. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:178.} This material is more accurately labeled as an account of distress.

\textbf{III. Rhetorical Objectives of Accounts of Eschatological Deliverance:} Accounts of eschatological deliverance set the speaker’s descriptions of his distress and God’s provisional assistance against his expectations for complete eschatological deliverance. As a rhetorical move, accounts of eschatological deliverance implicitly justify the distress being experienced in the...
present moment by the speaker and his audience by drawing the audience’s attention to the
eschatological horizon where deliverance and vindication await the elect.

Accounts of eschatological deliverance portray deferred salvation as an integral part of
the divine plan. The speaker’s conflict with his opponents is elevated far beyond any of the
conflicts described in the biblical psalms of complaint and thanksgiving. The scale of the
speaker’s conflict is so great that it can only be resolved by the war of heaven, final judgment,
and ultimate vindication. For example, in the account of provisional assistance in 1QH a
14:27b–32a, the speaker describes himself as “one who enters a fortified city and finds refuge behind a
high wall until deliverance (comes)” (14:28). He describes himself as protected “until the end of
all the arrows of the wars (with) wickedness” (14:31–21). The speaker characterizes God’s
protection as a temporary measure until the end of the eschatological conflict, just as the
protection of a fortified city is never envisioned as a permanent solution. The account of
eschatological deliverance in 1QH a 14:32b–39 describes how “the sword of God will come
quickly at the time of judgment” (1QH a 14:32) when “there will be no escape for the guilty
creature” (1QH a 14:35). Those who were formerly besieged by the adversaries “will rouse
themselves to extermin[ate] wickedness” (14:32–33). In other words, the speaker only envisions
the full deliverance from his current distress in a dramatic eschatological reversal in which he
and the elect have preordained roles to play in the slaughter.
The deferral of the speaker’s deliverance to the end of the eschatological age provides the speaker with considerable rhetorical leverage. It demonstrates that as one of the elect, the speaker’s plight is not just a personal struggle or a misfortune that might indicate divine disfavour. It is an important part of the eschatological conflict. If the speaker’s associates perceive the conflict and eschatological resolution as the speaker intends, then they would not want to forsake the speaker under any circumstance, even if the current opposition is deceptively persuasive or their persecution is especially grievous. The eschatological conflict is totalizing—there is no middle ground.\textsuperscript{425} In the world of the text one is either counted among the “children of his truth” or the “children of guilt” (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 14:32–33). In this manner the accounts of eschatological deliverance raise the stakes for disloyalty, making any current distress seem small in comparison with what awaits those who do not stand with the speaker.

Furthermore, from the audience’s perspective, the accounts of eschatological deliverance offer a model for how one of the elect positions himself or herself with respect to the divine plan. The elect play a central role in the divine plan—not only collectively, but also individually. The speaker’s account of eschatological deliverance demonstrates a mode of discourse where the subject envisions himself or herself as the protagonist in the eschatological conflict. Although such passages have been read as the exclusive discourse of the Teacher of Righteousness or a

\textsuperscript{425} Newsom describes the rhetorical power of pairs in her discussion of the Two Spirits Treatise (1QS 3:15–4:26): “balanced pairs provide a powerful analytical tool for rendering the complexity intelligible,” serving “to totalize knowledge.” In this case, the “us vs. them” dynamic gives the speaker considerable power to structure the audience’s relationship with himself and the speaker’s opponents. Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 81.
leader figure in the past, I would suggest that this imaginative subject position of the protagonist in the eschatological conflict could be taken up by any member of the audience, and it would have had a powerful role in shaping the sectarian imagination of the audience.\textsuperscript{426}

3.3.4 Meditations

I. Characteristics: I am introducing “meditations” as a rhetorical move that reflects upon God’s plan for creation and all of its creatures—especially the elect—without focusing narrowly on the speaker’s role in the plan. There are two modes of meditation that can be distinguished: 1) non-eschatological meditations that reflect upon aspects of God’s plan that deal with the past and present, and 2) eschatological meditations that describe aspects of the plan that pertain to the end of the eschatological age. This distinction is somewhat artificial because the speaker already situates himself in the initial phase of the eschatological age, and so the “non-eschatological” meditation passages dealing with the present occupy an “already-not yet” eschatological middle ground (see the discussion on p. 238).\textsuperscript{427} I reserve the “eschatological” classification for the meditations that deal specifically with the events of final conflict, judgment, and vindication that

---

\textsuperscript{426} This suggestion is deeply indebted to Newsom’s proposal that the psalms of the Hodayot tradition served as “templates for the distinctive experience of the self cultivated in the sect” and that “[s]peaking of himself with words like these, the sectarian acquires an immediate experience of himself different from that which he previously had.” Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 347–48.

\textsuperscript{427} This kind of already-not yet eschatology was discussed at length by Kuhn. The terms “already-not yet” or “realized eschatology” carry a lot of significance for New Testament scholarship an Christian theology that is problematic to overlay onto the Hodayot. My use of the term is only in the most basic sense of an eschatological scenario wherein the initial phase of the eschatological age has begun and the expectations for the end of the eschatological age are soon to be fulfilled. Kuhn’s work explores some of the differences between already-not yet eschatology in the New Testament and at Qumran. Kuhn, \textit{Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil}, 34–38; 176–204.
are expected at the end of the age. Because non-eschatological and eschatological meditations are closely related, they will be discussed together in this section.

“Meditation” is a term that reflects the process of learning and meditating on the mysteries of God’s plan in the Hodayot. The language of “meditation” is useful because it is endogenous to the Hodayot in the partially overlapping semantic ranges of שׂיח (polel imperfects in 14:14, 17:7, and 19:8; see also מִבְּגֵבְרָותּ in 19:24–25) to describe the process of reflecting on דעת “knowledge” (1QH 9:37), ובגבורותך “on Your mighty works” (14:14), ובגבורתך “on your wonders” (17:7), and ובגברתך on “your strength” (19:8). For example:

428. Erhard Gerstenberger identified two kinds of meditations in the book of Psalms: 1) meditations “upon the supplicant’s own state (cf. Pss 42:6, 12; 43:5),” and 2) “thoughts about the state of mankind and the world (cf. Psalms 39; 49; 90), which may well be called, in a broader sense, meditation.” I am using the term “meditations” in the second sense, specifically with reference to God’s deterministic plan for humankind and the world. Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part 1, 252. This sense is somewhat different than Harkins’s view that the Hodayot were intended to produce an intense arousal of strong emotions in the audience as they meditated on the imagery of the psalms. According to her study, meditative reading was also an exegetical process that produced new psalms that arouse similar emotions. Harkins, Reading with an “I” to the Heavens, 270, see especially Chapter 2, “The Imaginal Body as an Affective Script for Transformation,” 69–113.

429. Meditation is also an essential part of sectarian education. In 1QSa 1:6–7, it is mandated that “From [early childhood each boy is to be instructed in the Book of Meditation” (See also CD 13:2–3; 14:6–8). We might regard the Book of Hagu as a composition that could contain meditations similar to what is found in the Hodayot where meditation is mobilized as praise. It would, however, be too presumptuous to suggest that the Book of Hagu and the Hodayot are one and the same since we know so little about the former. If the book of Hagu and the חזון ההגי לספר זכרון חזון ההגי לספר זכרון “vision of the meditation of the book of memorial” in 4Q417 1 i 16 are similar, then it is possible that it addresses the topic of God’s plan for the elect like the meditations in the Hodayot. For a detailed discussion of the overlapping deterministic theological conceptions in 4QInstruction and the Hodayot tradition, see Matthew Goff, “Reading Wisdom at Qumran: 4QInstruction and the Hodayot,” Dead Sea Discoveries DSD 11.3 (2004), especially 272. See further.

430. In 1QH 19:24–25 the speaker recounts how he is “moaning the meditation of grief” (author’s translation) “until injustice has ceased, and th[ere is no longer pain] nor agony to make one weak” (Newsom’s translation). At this point at the end of the eschatological age, the speaker will then “sing praises on the lyre of salvation” (19:25–26, see also Isa 12:1–6). Here the meditation of grief is the counterpart to singing praises on the lyre of salvation, exhibiting two phases of meditation on God’s plan: meditation before salvation and praise after it.
Meditation is not a private or internalized activity; rather, it involves the collective vocalization of God’s deeds. In 1QHa 26:13, in a series of exhortations to praise God, the speaker instructs his audience to הַשְּׁמַע יְהוָה וְהַגְּיָרֵנוּ “Sound aloud a joyful noise!” Here the act of meditation fits squarely in the sectarian discourses of praise that the audience is expected to vocalize at the end of the collection. To be clear, the passages describing the act of meditation are not meditations themselves; rather, they are found in other rhetorical moves. For example, the previous two examples come from an account of provisional assistance (1QHa 17:6–7) and an exhortation (1QHa 26:13). Thus, references to meditation are not a criterion for meditations, but they do indicate that meditating on God’s deeds is a rhetorical move that was consciously made in sectarian contexts.

The end of the hypophora section in 1QHa 19:7 and the resolution in vv. 8–10 further clarify what the Hodayot psalmist means by meditation. The focus of this meditation is the “counsel of Your truth” (בָּסֶוד אֲמַרְתָּךְ) and “insight into Your wonderful works” (בְּמוֹשֵׁש פָּלאֲכה). This divinely bestowed insight serves as a foundation for the praise that God puts on the lips of the speaker (19:7–8). As a result, the speaker resolves that:
I shall praise Your mercy and consider Your strength all the day.
I will bless Your name continually,
and I will recount Your glory among humankind;
in the abundance of Your goodness my soul delights
(1QHª 19:8–10)

This resolution puts אשמרה, אשוחחה, אברכה, ואספרה in parallel, demonstrating a close conceptual relationship between singing praise, meditating, blessing God’s name, and recounting God’s kindness and strength. This discourse of meditation is a verbalization of one’s insight into the divine plan (note the language of mouth, tongue, and lips in 19:7–8).

The meditations in the Hodayot take up many of the same topics covered in the accounts of distress, provisional assistance, and eschatological deliverance because they share an emphasis on how the elect fit into the divine plan. Non-eschatological meditations tend to discuss topics found in accounts of provisional assistance, while eschatological meditations tend to discuss topics found in accounts of eschatological deliverance. The key difference is that in both cases the meditations are broadly concerned with all of the elect, not with the particular experiences of the speaker that are found in the accounts. Meditations also work with the hypophora sections and confessions of knowledge to deliver the basic content of the speaker’s teaching and set up the context of the divine plan for the speaker’s accounts of distress, provisional assistance, and eschatological deliverance.
In most cases meditations constitute discrete rhetorical moves, but in one instance a meditation is embedded in a lengthy superscription in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:7–14a. It has a concluding section that exhibits meditation language:

> It is a testimony of that which exists. This is what shall be, and there shall be no end. Apart from it nothing has existed nor shall yet be. Truly, the God of knowledge has established it, and there is none other with him. (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:12–14).

The absoluteness of God’s orchestration of the cosmos and its synchronicity with sectarian praise is a common topic in meditations.\textsuperscript{431}

**II. Number and Location of Meditations:** The following charts provide all of the non-eschatological and eschatological meditations in 1QH\textsuperscript{a}. Often non-eschatological meditations and eschatological meditations appear clustered together, but they also appear separately as independent rhetorical moves. There are non-eschatological meditations in eleven psalms, with additional meditations found in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} cols. 2–4 and 7:12–20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 20: Non-Eschatological Meditations</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:23–26, 29–31</td>
<td>Cols. 2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:13–20, 32–33a</td>
<td>Col. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:14b–17a</td>
<td>7:12–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:27b–29a, 37b–38a; 8:18–19, 20b–21, 26b, 27b</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:7b–19a, 29b–33a, 39b–41</td>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:3b–4</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:17; 17:14b–18a</td>
<td>16:5–19:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:10c–17, 32b–33a</td>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{431} 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 6:38–40; 9:10, 22; 11:37; 12:13–14; 15:35; 18:3–4. Similar statements also appear as responses in hypophora sections (18:10–12; 23:27; see discussion below).
There are eschatological meditations in eleven psalms and in col. 4 and frg. A2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 21: Eschatological Meditations</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:22–23a, 25–26a, 39c–40</td>
<td>Col. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:22a, 29b–33, 38b; 8:16b–17</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:19b–22; 33b</td>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:27–37</td>
<td>11:20–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:18b–22a</td>
<td>13:22–15:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frg. A6 2</td>
<td>Unplaced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rhetorical move of meditations proposed here is not to be confused with Morawe’s reflections. Meditations are new to this study and pull together passages that Morawe had distributed to several different formal structures.432

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Meditations: Meditations are important rhetorical moves because they present knowledge about the divine plan that the audience has to master to demonstrate their

432. The meditations consist of what Morawe classified as reflections (e.g. 4:13–20, 22–23, 25–26; 7:27–33; 20:17–27), hymnic sections (8:16–21; 9:3–22, 29–33; 15:32–35; 17:16–17), and didactic sections (5:25–30; 17:14–16, 17–18). Although I agree with Kuhn that Morawe’s identification of these formal structures is in need of refinement, I do not follow Kuhn’s solution of the formal structure Elendsbetrachtungen/Niedrigkeitsdoxologien. His soteriological confessions are renamed confessions of knowledge in my schema. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 28 n. 6, see also the discussion in this study beginning on p. 34.
insight and elect status. Furthermore, for the speaker’s accounts of distress, provisional assistance, and eschatological deliverance to be comprehensible and truly compelling, the audience would need to know the details of God’s plan. The speaker’s bold claims to be an agent of God and a catalyst for eschatological conflict would seem far fetched to an audience that did not grasp the theological perspective that underpins the speaker’s declarative praise. This perspective is stated most clearly in the meditations.

In the non-eschatological meditations, the speaker emphasizes that God’s plan has been established from before creation:

And these [[aspects of the divine plan]] are what [you] es[tablished from ]ages [of old] to judge through them all your creatures, before you created them together with the host of your spirits and the congregation of [the heavenly beings together with] your holy firmament and all its hosts, together with the earth and all that springs from it, in the seas and in the deeps, [according to] all the plans for them for all the eternal epochs and the everlasting visitation. For you yourself established them from ages of old and the work [ ] among them in order that they might make known your glory in all your dominion, for you showed them what not y[ ]which was of old, and creating new things, destroying what was established of old, and [raising] up what will be forever. For you yourself have [established] them, and you yourself exist for everlasting ages. In the mysteries of your understanding [you] apportioned all these in order to make known your glory. (1QH 5:24–30). 433

This quotation highlights one of the central pieces of the divine plan: that God has built into creation certain mechanisms for determining the conduct of human and angelic beings in order to judge them and to make known God’s glory. The primary mechanism for this is God’s allotment

of spirits to human beings: “For according to (their) spirits you cast (the lot) for them between good and evil, [and] you have determined [ ] \(tm\) their recompense” (1QH\(^a\) 6:22–23, see also 3:26; 9:10–11; 12:32–34). Human dispositions and their conduct are engineered through the allotment of spirits that in turn determines who will be given the insight to grasp God’s plan and to offer a proper response.\(^{434}\) As for the non-elect (those for whom God has cast a lot for evil), they “will not have the power to understand [your] glory [and to re]cite [your] wonder[ful] deeds” (1QH\(^a\) 7:14), but for the elect God gives them the power “[to] have insight into all your mysteries, and to answer” (20:23, 25). As a consequence, those who have the right allocation of spirits also have insight into the divine plan and the ability to respond appropriately with the discourse of the elect.

The eschatological meditations elaborate what is yet to come in the divine plan, namely, the judgment and destruction of the wicked, and the final deliverance of the elect from the wicked and from their own human condition:

And you opened the ear of flesh and [ you gave] to humanity [insight] into the plan of your mind, and you caused fles[h] to understand the appointed time. [The h]ost of heaven you will judge in heaven and the inhabitants of the earth upon the earth. And also [in Sheo]l below you will judge. Against the inhabitants of darkness you will bring suit, to declare inno[ce]nt the righteous and declare gu[ilty the wicked], for there is none ap[art from] you (1QH\(^a\) 25:12–15).\(^{435}\)

---

\(^{434}\) See Berg’s discussion of “moral” and “spiritual architecture” and the divine plan in Berg, “Religious Epistemology,” 336.

This passage underscores how God’s purpose in disclosing the divine plan to the elect is so that they would know about the end of the eschatological age and the total judgment that will ensue at every level of the cosmos. In other words, through the lens of the meditations, everything about the divine plan is oriented toward its conclusion. All internal and external conflicts will be resolved in the war of heaven and the final judgment. Knowledge of God’s plan and its goal enables the speaker and the audience to reframe their current experiences of conflict as part of God’s plan and the time leading up to the eschatological age.

The eschatological meditations also devote considerable attention to God’s ultimate deliverance of the elect. There are numerous references to the relief of the distress of the elect: “you prepared him for the time of favor, to be attentive to your covenant and to walk in all (your ways,) and to advance (him) upon it in your abundant compassion, and to relieve all the distress of his soul for eternal salvation and everlasting peace, without lack” (1QHª 7:28–29). Here the speaker anticipates a final resolution to distress that may foreshadow the accounts of distress to come in later columns of 1QHª.

The eschatological meditations also anticipate a solution to the sin, impurity, and fallibility of the human condition among the elect. The speaker explains how:

---

436. This passage could be mistaken as an account of eschatological deliverance because it seems to refer to a single person who could be read as a third person reference to the speaker. However, 1QHª 7:27–28 describes how God “created the righteous,” who is later contrasted with “the wicked you created for the [pur]pose of your wrath” (1QHª 7:30). The contrast between the righteous and the wicked makes it clear that in this case the third person reference to the righteous reflects a generic reference to all the elect rather than a veiled reference to the speaker. See also 1QHª 7:29; 9:20–22; 12:22–23; 15:32–35; 23:30–32; 25:26–31; 26:20–26.
“all the children of your truth you bring before you in forgiveness to cleanse them from their transgressions through your great goodness, and through your overflowing compassion to station them before you for ever and ever. For you are the eternal God, and all your ways are established from age to age” (1QHa 15:32–35).

The speaker anticipates a solution to human sin, impurity, and fallibility as one of the outcomes of God’s plan. This passage demonstrates that the human condition is not some insuperable barrier; rather, God has planned to deal with these obstacles as a part of the divine plan. The response of the elect to this deliverance is that “For ever and ever” they “will bless you according to [their] insight, [and at all times] they will proclaim together with a joyous voice” (1QHa 19:28–29).437 The blessing of God “at all times” indicates that all the elect are already blessing God for this final salvation, insofar as they grasp God’s plan—that is, “according to [their] insight” (1QHa 19:28).438 Thus in the current era, the elect are in the process of being refined and examined as the speaker cultivates them into sectarians who are able to offer the response of the elect similar to his.

In sum, the meditations in the Hodayot communicate the theological worldview of the speaker to the audience. The meditations are crucial rhetorical moves because they give the fullest sense of the requisite knowledge that the elect must master in order to formulate their own praise. Furthermore, without a clear picture of this divine plan in mind, it would be difficult for

---

437. See also 1QHa 4:39–40; 7:22; 9:33; 14:18–22.
438. See discussion of this jussive exhortation on p. 207.
the audience to grasp the speaker’s claims to be a divine agent in spite of his persecution and impurity or to understand how he can thank God for deliverance that he has not yet experienced.

3.3.5 Confessions of Knowledge

I. Characteristics: The confession of knowledge is my designation for Kuhn’s soteriological confessions. Confessions of knowledge begin with one of two standard formulae: 1) אני יודע כי or 2) אני均已 כי, and describe what the speaker knows about God or God’s plan. This rhetorical move is primarily defined by the use of the formulae because the similar topics and language are used in meditations, answers in hypophora sections (discussed below), and accounts of provisional assistance and eschatological deliverance. In 1QH a 4:33–34, there is a slight divergence from the standard formula: אני均已 כי את אשר בחרת בה יונה [דרכו]. As for me, I understand that (for) the one whom you have chosen [you determine] his way” (1QH a 4:33).

Here the speaker uses אני均已 כי instead of אניידעתי כי. The use of a different root may reflect a nuancing of the rhetorical move in this instance, but it is similar enough to be included among the other more conventional confessions of knowledge.

II. Number and Location of Confessions of Knowledge: There are nine psalms with confessions of knowledge, with two additional examples in col. 4 and frg. A8 2.


440. Kozman proposes that there is a subgroup of confessions of knowledge with special significance with respect to the Maskil (1QH a 5:35–36; 20:14–15; 21:34). This class includes the phrase ברוח “by your spirit” that Kozman argues is inspired by language from Ezekiel 36:26–27; 37:5–6, 14. Furthermore, he argues that the use of this formula suggests a broader theological inspiration by Ezek 36:16–37:14. Kozman, “Ezekiel’s Promised Spirit,” 55–56.
Confessions of knowledge are what Kuhn called *soteriologischen Bekenntnislieder*.

“soteriological confessions.” Kuhn’s term is too narrow and potentially misleading because it implies that the passages classified as soteriological confessions are concerned with salvation and the confession of guilt. I use the term “confessions of knowledge” to differentiate the rhetorical move from confessions of guilt and to expand the scope of the rhetorical move beyond soteriology. As a formal structure, it has been viewed as such a strong marker of the Community Hymns that it was considered a secondary addition to a Teacher Hymn when it was found in 1QH* 12:31.* Confessions of knowledge were not common rhetorical moves in the Hebrew Bible, though there are a few instances that roughly approximate them. The closest example is

---

441. See discussion of Kuhn’s soteriological confessions on pg. 34.
443. A number of authors employ something like a confession of knowledge; however, they seem to play with it, subverting it to make their respective theological points about God’s justice, salvation, and deliverance: Jon 4:2, Job 9:2, 10:13, especially 42:2–3; Qoh 3:12–15. There are two cases where the confession of knowledge formula occurs but the speaker is confessing guilt rather than knowledge (Jer 10:23 and Ps 119:75).
I know, O Lord, that the way of human beings is not in their control, that mortals as they walk cannot direct their steps.”

This passage would be at home in the psalms of the Hodayot because it points to God’s sovereignty over human conduct.

**III. Rhetorical Objectives of Confessions of Knowledge:** As rhetorical moves, confessions of knowledge accomplish three things for the speaker: 1) they underscore key aspects of the divine plan for the audience, 2) they emphasize that the speaker possesses keen insight into the divine plan, and 3) they model the confession of knowledge as a rhetorical move for the audience to emulate.

The primary aspect of the divine plan highlighted in the confessions of knowledge is how God enables the elect to repent, be forgiven, and walk on the righteous path. For example, the speaker knows that “you are a God... who forgives transgression and unfaithfulness, moved to pity concerning all the iniquity of those who love you and keep your commandments, those who have returned to you in steadfastness and (with) a perfect heart” (1QH 8:34b–35). The speaker’s transgression does not disqualify him from serving as God’s agent in the divine plan because the elect have the God-given capacity to repent and return to God with “a perfect heart.” This is not to say that the speaker envisions the radical freewill of a person to repent on his or her own. Elsewhere in the confessions of knowledge, the speaker confesses that:

“it is not through the power of flesh [that] an individual [may perfect] his way, nor is a person able to direct his steps. And I know that in your hand is the inclination of every spirit, [and all] its [activi]ty you determined before you created it. How could anyone change your words?” (1QH a 7:25–27).445

In other words, the confessions of knowledge attribute even the impulse to repent to God’s plan.

I would argue that the speaker’s assertion that he “knows” about various facets of God’s plan is an implicit a claim to election. The speaker’s contention throughout the Hodayot tradition is that God only gives insight into the divine plan to the elect. The explicit connection between the confessions of knowledge and the insight into God’s plan is made in 1QH a 5:35–37: “And I, your servant, know by means of the spirit that you have placed in me [ ] and all your deeds are righteousness. And your word will not turn back. And all your ages are appoin[ted] /[ ar]anged with respect to their affairs.” Although the passage is broken in several places, there is a continuity of thought from the speaker’s claim to know by the spirit that God has given to him to a discussion of God’s plan with references to appointed ages and arrangement of some aspects of creation. By emphatically claiming to know about the divine plan the speaker makes an implicit yet strong claim to elect status.446

If the confessions of knowledge are used by the speaker to assert his own election and special insight, it is possible that his audience would also adopt such a rhetorical move to do the same. The speaker’s frequent use of this rhetorical move throughout the 1QH a arrangement of

---

psalms would instill in the audience a sense of how to use confessions of knowledge to assert their election by expressing their insight into the divine plan. Confessions of knowledge may also be used to signal genuine repentance that would require the speaker to acknowledge that even the urge to repent comes from God rather than something that the penitent has determined to do independently.

### 3.3.6 Hypophora Sections

I. **Characteristics:** What are usually described as rhetorical questions in the Hodayot, I am designating as “hypophora sections.” A rhetorical question is a fairly common rhetorical move (or more plainly, a rhetorical device) consisting of questions that require no answer because the audience already knows it or can easily infer it from the question. In other words, rhetorical questions make a point without the speaker having to make an explicit assertion, and they give the impression that the speaker’s point is common knowledge.

The questions in the Hodayot do not fit the profile of a rhetorical question. The defining feature of a rhetorical question is that it stands on its own without any necessity for or expectation of an answer. In the majority of cases in the Hodayot, however, the so-called rhetorical questions appear to be answered. I would argue that these questions and their answers are better classified as a rhetorical move called “hypophora” ὑποφορά by classical and modern rhetoricians (also called anthypophora or antiphora). Hypophora is related to the rhetorical question in that it poses a question that has a rhetorical effect; however, in a hypophora the
speaker provides the response.\textsuperscript{447} Divorcing the questions and answers in the psalms misses the full rhetorical effect of some of the most powerful statements in the Hodayot. I refer to occurrences of hypophora in the Hodayot as “hypophora sections” because they sometimes appear accumulated in groups of questions whose rhetorical objectives might be obscured if they were teased apart and dealt with separately.

In classical settings, hypophora was employed to change or modify the views of audiences. Authors and rhetors used hypophora to anticipate their audience’s objections or concerns by first raising them and then dispatching them with a response. The hypophora technique can also be used to disrupt the audience’s assumptions about a topic in order to reshape their views. This device can be used didactically to instruct the audience by raising questions about concepts to clarify them or for orations in juridical contexts. Hypophora is used in a similar way in the Hodayot to shape the perspective of the audience (see section III).

If we employ Swales’s move-step analysis (see p. 104), the main characteristics of a hypophora section can be divided into two basic steps: 1) the posing of a question and 2) its answer by the speaker.\textsuperscript{448} However, where there is a cluster of questions and responses, matching the answers to the questions can be challenging because the sequence of the hypophora section is

\textsuperscript{447} [Cicero], \textit{Rhetorica ad Herennium}, 4.23.33–25.34. This text was misattributed to Cicero in antiquity and the author is unknown. T. E. Page et al., “Introduction,” in \textit{Rhet. Her}, xiv. Quintilian discusses various rhetorical uses of questions, including answering one’s own question, though he does not use the specific term hypophora: “Moreover, to question yourself and then to answer yourself can produce variety that is not unattractive. Thus Cicero in \textit{Pro Ligario}: “In whose presence am I saying this? In the presence of the man who, although he knew this, restored me to my country before he even saw me.”” Quintilian, \textit{The Orator’s Education}, 9.2.14–15.

\textsuperscript{448} See discussion of move-step analysis on p. 104.
very flexible in the Hodayot. Answers can even appear before questions—a counterintuitive sequence for modern readers. In two cases questions are answered by an adjacent rhetorical move (1QH* 7:27; 15:35b–36, see fig. 23). The topics addressed in hypophora sections overlap substantially with the topics of the speaker’s accounts, meditations, or confessions of knowledge, to an extent that the answers of hypophora sections are indistinguishable without the accompanying questions.

II. Number and Location of Hypophora Sections: There are eleven psalms that contain hypophora sections, with two additional examples in col. 2 and 7:12–20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypophora Sections</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:26–31</td>
<td>Cols. 1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30b–35a</td>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:13b–14a, 27b (answered in CoK in 25b–27a)</td>
<td>7:12–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:34–35a; 8:12–14a</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:25b–29</td>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:24b–26</td>
<td>11:20–37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:5b–14</td>
<td>16:5–19:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26:4b–7a, 35–37a</td>
<td>25:34–27:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 23

Morawe considered rhetorical questions to be part of the “misery motif” that is closely connected to his hymnic sections (distinct from my hymnic sections). Kuhn considered rhetorical questions to be one of the distinguishing characteristics of Niedrigkeitsdoxologien and the

---

Elendsbetrachtungen. The identification of hypophora sections largely coincides with the rhetorical questions found by Morawe and Kuhn, except that the delimitation of hypophora sections includes the answer and treats the rhetorical move as a separately, whereas Morawe and Kuhn considered it one aspect of another formal structure or motif.

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Hypophora Sections: As rhetorical moves, hypophora sections are similar in function to confessions of knowledge in that they underscore an aspect of the divine plan as especially significant and seek to focus the audience’s attention on it. However, unlike the confessions of knowledge, the emphasis is not on the speaker’s knowledge or an implicit claim to election. Rather, the emphasis is on the audience’s knowledge that is being prompted and shaped with hypophoric questions. By employing hypophora, the speaker induces his audience 1) to call to mind the proper response immediately after, or 2) to let the audience recall the answer that had just been supplied earlier in the psalm. In either case, the hypophora shapes the theological perspectives of that audience by “filling in the blank” for them. This rhetorical move is more powerful as a didactic strategy than a rhetorical question because it scripts the audience’s understanding of what the common sense response should be rather than relying on their current knowledge. Used in this way, hypophora operates in the epideictic mode of rhetoric (promoting or educating about community values) rather than the deliberative (juridical/political).

450. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 29.
Hypophora sections often address the problem of the sin, impurity, and moral weakness of the elect, a topic of concern in the speaker’s accounts of distress. While it is fairly simple to imagine how God will deal with sources of distress like enemies and defectors (eschatological judgment), the intractable problems, limitations, and weaknesses of human beings do not have simple theological solutions. As a didactic rhetorical move, a hypophora section can convey complex theological solutions to the audience by raising the theological crux and scripting the proper sectarian answer.

The hypophora sections raise three interrelated kinds of questions: 1) questions about the human condition, 2) questions about the incomparability of the elect to God or to the angels, and 3) questions about who can offer a response of praise to God. Each of these kinds of questions point to a common recognition that humans have no standing before God’s judgment or grounds for praising God on their own. As Nicholas Meyer explains: “the psalmists find themselves continually dragged down by the earthly body and its defilements. Like death and decay, even the occasional taint of ritual defilement is ultimately irreconcilable with eternal life in a heavenly liturgy.”

454. 1QH 7:13b–14a; 19:27b; 26:35–37a.
The human condition is one offered by the Maskil in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:30–39. The hypophora is preceded by an account of provisional assistance in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:27–29:

As for me, from dust [you] took [me, and from clay] I was [sh]aped as a source of pollution and shameful dishonor, a heap of dust and a thing kneaded [with water, a council of magg]ots, a dwelling of darkness.

This account of provisional assistance describes God’s election as a messy process of first shaping the Maskil like a chunk of clay, kneading him with water into more flexible and usable clay, and hand-building him into a ceramic vessel “as a source of pollution and shameful dishonour” (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 20:28).\textsuperscript{456} Meyer explains that the Maskil “is painfully aware that none of this [possession of wondrous secret counsel] can be attributed to his own merit nor is it even compatible with what he knows of his humanity as such.”\textsuperscript{457} As a consequence, the Maskil is acknowledging possible objections to his claims of election and secret knowledge by admitting that God has designed and formed him as an impure creature.

Then the Maskil transitions from a description of his creation as an impure vessel to the time of judgment: “And there is a return to dust (תשובת עפר) for the vessel of clay at the time of [your] anger [ ]dust returns to that from which it was taken.” (20:29–30). Meyer has highlighted how this draws on the image of Adam and his return to dust. I would suggest that it could also be translated as an “answer of dust”—that is, a response that the Maskil will give at the time of judgment.\textsuperscript{458}

\textsuperscript{456} See Meyer’s discussion of the \textit{adam-of-dust} motif in this passage Meyer, \textit{Adam’s Dust and Adam’s Glory}, 48–49.

\textsuperscript{457} Meyer, \textit{Adam’s Dust and Adam’s Glory}, 60. See also Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 261–63.
The term תשובה points to the questions in the hypophora section:

What can dust and ashes reply (ומיה ישיב עפר ואפר) [concerning your judgment? And how can it understand its [d]eeds? How can it stand before the one who reproves it? And [ ] holiness [ ] eternal and a pool of glory and a fountain of knowledge and [wond]rous power. They are not [abl]e to recount all your glory or to stand fast before your anger. There is none who can reply to your rebuke (ואין להשיב דיבר על בוכחתכה). Truly, you are just, and there is none corresponding to you. What, then, is he who returns to his dust? As for me, I remain silent. What could I say concerning this? According to my knowledge I have spoken, a thing kneaded together, a vessel of clay. What can I say unless you open my mouth? How can I understand unless you give me insight? What can I [speak] unless you reveal it to my mind? How should I walk the straight way unless you establish my step? [How shall] [my] step stand [without (your) making it] firm in strength? How shall I raise myself up [unless ] and all [ ] my step with[out ]...” (1QH a 20:30–39).

The first question contextualizes the תשובה עפר as a response that the Maskil will give at the time of judgment and signals that the hypophora section is dedicated to this question of how the Maskil’s status as an impure creature does not undermine his elect status.

Through the rhetorical technique of accumulation, the Maskil incorporates related questions of how he can understand or stand in the face of judgment. The Maskil answers his questions by asserting that human beings “are not [abl]e to recount all your glory or to stand fast before your anger,” emphasizing that only God is just (1QH a 20:34). This answer is

458. See Meyer’s discussion in Meyer, Adam’s Dust and Adam’s Glory, 37–46, 200–1, especially 43. This may be a wordplay that is intended to juxtapose the speaker’s human weakness over and against what God enables him to do by virtue of his election.

459. Quintilian includes accumulation as one of “the four principal methods of amplification” that uses the “piling up of words” to amplify an important concept. He uses a series of overlapping questions as his example: “What was that sword of yours doing, Tubero, the sword you drew on the field of Pharsalus? Against whose body did you aim its point? What meant those arms you bore? Whither were your thoughts, your eyes, your hand, your fiery courage directed on that day? What passion, what desires were yours?” Thus he envisioned the piling up of questions as an primary form of accumulation to amplify a point. Quintilian, The Orator’s Education, 8.4.3, 26–27.
personalized when the Maskil indicates that “As for me, I remain silent” (1QH a 20:35), implying that he has no reply and is unable to stand up for himself before God’s judgment.

At this point, the hypophora section elaborates how it is possible for the Maskil to offer a reply with God’s assistance. A series of “unless” clauses (כִּאֲם) incorporate the answers into the passage: “What can I say unless (כִּאֲם) you open my mouth? How can I understand unless (כִּאֲם) you give me insight? What can I speak unless (כִּאֲם) you reveal it to my mind? How should I walk the straight way unless (כִּאֲם) you estab[lish my st]ep?” (1QH a 20:35–37). These clauses answer the original question of what “dust and ashes” can reply concerning God’s judgment. In each case, God enables the Maskil to perceive and do what ordinary mortals are incapable of doing by their own effort. That is to say, the Maskil is able to stand and respond to God’s judgment because of God’s special intervention on behalf of the elect.

Some of the hypophora sections emphasize how God’s purpose in deliberately forming the elect as imperfect vessels is to demonstrate God’s glory. In 1QH a 18:12–14, the answer to the hypophora is provided before the question: “There is none beside you in strength, none comparable to your glory, and for your strength there is no price” (18:12). With the answer just

provided, the audience is primed to answer the question that follows: “Who among all your wondrous great creatures can retain the strength to stand before your glory? And what, then, is he who returns to his dust that he could summon such strength?” (18:12–14). The inability to stand before God or to walk on the righteous path without God’s special assistance has the principal objective of demonstrating the glory of God.

If there is one common thread that runs throughout almost every column of 1QH, it is the glory of God, and the role of the elect in understanding, recounting, and proclaiming that glory.461 God’s glory is offered as the rationale for creating flawed human beings in the hypophora section in 1QH² 20:30–39 (see also 1QH² 18:5–14; 19:6–9; 21:4–10, 25–27). I take this to mean that God’s glory is powerfully demonstrated by the feat of coaxing enlightened praise from impure vessels like the speaker and his audience. This is the raison d’être for the elect in the Hodayot tradition.

In sum, as a rhetorical move, the hypophora sections answer the question of how human beings, with all of their inadequacies and shortcomings, can be counted as the elect who will be

---

able to stand before God at the end of the eschatological age and give a response of praise that only the elect can give. Part of that response involves acknowledging that an elect person’s understanding of the divine plan and their ability to repent and praise God are attributable solely to God and are part of the divine plan to demonstrate God’s glory through the elect.

3.3.7 Resolutions

I. Characteristics: Resolutions are rhetorical moves in which the speaker formally expresses what he intends to do, usually prompted by other rhetorical moves that describe what God has done or will do. Resolutions typically employ first person singular prefix conjugation verbs. In most cases the resolutions are positive, though in two cases they are negated: ולא אבוא 비סר (1QHª 6:32); ולא אתרוק (7:24). In one highly exceptional case a resolution is made in first person plural: נספורה ואחז (1QHª 7:18). I have also included 1QHª 17:41, וлёא [שכלה ויהלך] שמה, and according to[ his insight he will praise[ your name,” in the resolutions because the speaker may be referring to himself in the third person, perhaps as God’s “servant,” in one of the lacunae.

With the exception of the אודך introductions, the resolutions account for the vast majority of first person prefix conjugation verbs in the Hodayot tradition. It should also be noted that resolutions might be functioning as cohortatives in some cases.\textsuperscript{462}

II. Number and Location of Resolutions: There are resolutions in eleven psalms, with two additional resolutions appearing cols. 2–3 and one in frg. A2 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolutions</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:15; 3:28a</td>
<td>Cols. 1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:29c–31a, 39b</td>
<td>4:?–4:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:29b–32a (part of recollection), 32b–36a, 37b</td>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:18b–19a</td>
<td>7:12–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:23b, 24b–25a; 8:23b–25</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:35b–36a</td>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:32</td>
<td>10:22–32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:7a, 40</td>
<td>12:6–13:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:1a</td>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:8b–9a, 41; 18:22–24a</td>
<td>16:5–19:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:8b–10a, 18a, 25a–27e (eschatological like Isaiah 12), 34b; 20:5b–6</td>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:33b</td>
<td>23:1–25:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frg. A2 1</td>
<td>Unplaced Fragments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 24

Resolutions were called *Gelübde* or “vows” by Morawe, reflecting the concept of the vows that one would pledge to make in a psalm of individual complaint if God answered the prayer. Vows also appear in psalms of individual thanksgiving to express what the speaker is about to do within the context of תודה sacrifice. In the Hodayot, however, Schuller has argued that there is not “any reference to a thanksgiving vow or sacrifice,” which should cause us to rethink Morawe’s nomenclature for these so-called “vow” passages. 463 Indeed, the statements of what the speaker intends to do are not explicitly coordinated with sacrifice, so to avoid potential

confusion I am using the term “resolutions,” to describe actions that the speaker resolves to carry out, regardless of whether sacrifice is in view.\(^{464}\)

Morawe described vows as *Gattung* elements that are usually positioned at the end of the main body of the *Danklieder*.\(^{465}\) Although he associated vows with the *Danklieder*, he regarded them as too infrequent to be regular formal structures of the *Gattung*.\(^{466}\) I have included all of the eight instances of Morawe’s vows in the list of resolutions (1QH\(^a\) 6:29b–33, 37b–38a; 10:32; 12:40; 19:8–10a, 25b–26; 20:6b–14a). One significant modification of Morawe’s vows is 1QH\(^a\) 20:7–14a. This passage is actually a superscription for the Maskil that was not recognized until Puech’s reconstruction was published in 1988.\(^{467}\)

I have included a number of resolutions that Morawe did not include in his survey of formal structures.\(^{468}\) In part the discrepancy is the result of Morawe’s presupposition that vows are particular to the *Danklieder*. Many of the additional resolutions that I have identified appear in Morawe’s *hymnischen Bekenntnislieder*. Still more resolutions appear in parts of the scroll that were not covered in Morawe’s study (cols. 1–3; 21–28). The remainder are classified among Morawe’s other *Gattung* elements: reflections (4:39; 7:18b–19a, 24b–25a; 8:28b–29a), didactic

\(^{464}\) *Gelübde* is translated “vow” in Gunkel and Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, e.g. 180–81, 184–86, 190–94, 197–203, 209, 213–15, 250; Westermann consistently calls the vow a “vow of praise” or “*Lobgelübde*” to avoid references to thanksgiving and to emphasize the fundamental character of the psalms as praise. Westermann, *Praise and Lament*, e.g. 30, 46, 106, 117. See also Gerstenberger, *Psalms, Part 1*, 257; Gerstenberger, *Psalms, Part 2*, and *Lamentations*, 537–38.


\(^{466}\) Morawe, *Aufbau und Abgrenzung*, 63.


III. Rhetorical Objectives of Resolutions: As a rhetorical move, resolutions communicate what the speaker intends to do either in the psalm, in subsequent psalms in the collection, in the immediate future, and/or at the end of the eschatological age. By expressing what the speaker himself will do in response to knowledge of the divine plan, he models how the rest of the elect should respond as well. The resolutions fall into several overlapping groups, such as 1) resolutions to rejoice, bless, or praise God (1QHᵃ 2:15; 20:5b–6; 21:18; 22:36; 25:33; 26:36–37), resolutions to respond to God by recounting God’s wonders (4:29c–31; 6:34–36a; 7:18b–19a [communal]; 8:23a–25; 9:35–36b; 17:41; 18:22–24a; 19:9b–10a, 18a, 26–27a), resolutions to wait on God’s kindness (1QHᵃ 18:22–24a; 19:34b; 22:36), and resolutions to stand firm and resist the wicked (1QHᵃ 7:24b–25a; 10:32; 12:40; 16:1; 17:8a–9a). There are additional resolutions that do not fit into larger groups, such as the resolution to walk continually (1QHᵃ 3:28b), to look to the covenant of Adam (4:39b), to seek God (12:6), love God forever (7:23b), and to appeal for mercy (frg. A2 1).

The speaker also resolves to associate with the elect according to their insight (1QH³ 6:39–30), not to take bribes (6:30–31), and not to let anyone into the council who turns away from the covenant (6:31–32). These statements may not be resolutions but perhaps part of the contents of the speaker’s שבועה “oath” not to do anything evil in God’s sight (1QHᵃ 6:28–29).
After the *vacat* in 6:33, a more standard resolution begins that describes how the speaker will “thank you, O Lord, in accordance with your great strength” (1QH a 6:34–36a).

### 3.3.8 Petitions

**I. Characteristics:** Petitions are a challenging rhetorical move to identify because volitional verb forms can be ambiguous, especially in unpointed texts and in cases where context clues are obscured by damage. Furthermore, in some cases there are alternative readings of some of the verbal forms. The potential instances of petitions in the Hodayot tradition take the form of imperatives, negated prefix conjugation verbs, and in one case, the root חלה in a *piel* prefix conjugation form that takes on the meaning “to entreat” with פנים as an object. Although petitions do not appear in the so-called Teacher Hymns, they implore God to do many of the

---

469. See the oath of initiates upon their entrance into the community in 1QS 5:7–20. They are to return to the law of Moses (1QS 5:8) and to separate from the men of iniquity (5:10). The resolution in 1QH a 6:29–33 is compatible with the contents of the oath for initiates described in 1QS 5:7–20, especially the injunction to separate from men of iniquity.

470. As discussed above, this passage has been interpreted as an introductory formula; however, it lacks the conventionalized syntax of a כינחה clause following the אודכה אדוני, which may indicate that it is not intended to be read as an introductory formula.


things that God is described doing for the speaker in those psalms, suggesting a strong correlation of petition and declarative praise in the Hodayot tradition.

II. Number and Location of Petitions: Approximately four psalms contain petitions (ten verbs, some clustered together in sections), with additional petitions appearing in 1QH a col. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 25: Petitions</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:32b–33a ] ופדה</td>
<td>4:2–4:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35b–37 בסך</td>
<td>36:1–36:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:29c–34a (see section III), 36b: vv. 29–31</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>סקל יכול</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ותဘדי</td>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>והנה נפש עבדיה</td>
<td>20:7–22:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ואל תשב</td>
<td>23:1–25:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ואל תשב</td>
<td>23:10–11a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שלמה עבדיה</td>
<td>23:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ולא תשב ידה</td>
<td>23:33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This chart includes instances of petitions discussed by Schuller and Falk (see footnote for omissions).

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Petitions: Petitions are small but powerful rhetorical moves in which the speaker models the tricky sectarian discourse of supplication. Falk describes one of

474. Read as עם by Licht and Puech. Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 210; Puech, La croyance des Esséniens, 2:393.
475. Reconstructed as עם by Licht, Dupont-Sommer, and Bardtke. Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 205; Dupont-Sommer, Aperçus préliminaires, 95 n. 9; Bardtke, “Der gegenwärtige Stand der Erforschung,” 345 n. 137
476. Schuller, “Petitionary Prayer and the Religion of Qumran,” 39–41. Falk counts approximately fifteen petitions, including reconstructed examples and one hypothesized petition in the superscription of 1QH a 5:12–14. These are all worth considering, but for this analysis I am excluding the “cohortative” in 1QH a 4:29 since the 1cs prefix conjugation form is fairly ambiguous and a non-cohortative meaning seems just as likely given its similarity with resolutions elsewhere in the corpus. I am also excluding Falk’s hypothetical petition (1QH a 5:12–14) and petitions with reconstructed verbs (ועש in 1QH a 4:32; “keep” [Falk provides no Hebrew reconstruction] 4:35). Even with these more tenuous petitions removed from consideration, there is still much uncertainty because of the ambiguity of the 2ms imperative form in unpointed texts, the non-cohortative use of the cohortative he in Qumran texts, and the potential for imperfect forms to be read as jussives when the roots are not III-ה, geminate, or biconsonantal verbal roots. Moreover, as Puech and Schuller have noted, the negated prefix conjugation forms in 1QH a 22:37 and 23:10 could be “taken as purpose clauses rather than as petitions.” Schuller, “Petitionary Prayer and the Religion of Qumran,” 40; Falk, “Petition and Ideology in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 139–48; Puech, La croyance des Esséniens, 2:402. See also the discussion in Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:70, 115, 127–28.
the rhetorical dimensions of sectarian petitions when he observes that, “in confession and petition for forgiveness and spiritual strength, the psalmist [in 1QH a col. 4] claims and realizes his standing among the elect.” In other words, petitions can function as implicit claims to election just as much as praise does because both kinds of sectarian discourse are grounded in insight that only the elect possess.

The entanglement of petition and praise in the Hodayot can be described in terms of Westermann’s schema. As discussed in Chapter 2, Westermann argued that the biblical psalms are fundamentally defined by a spectrum of petition and praise. This main spectrum intersects with the spectrum of descriptive and declarative praise. The intersection of these spectrums forms a triangular framework for conceiving of how petition and praise are interrelated in psalms like those of the Hodayot tradition. When we encounter Hodayot psalms with petitions, they can be considered not just in terms of where they fall along the spectrum of descriptive and


480. Refer to the chart of Westermann’s schema as a triangular plot on p. 81.
declarative praise, but also by where they fall on the spectrum of petition and praise. Insofar as petitions can be identified, the psalms will also range toward the petition pole. It falls outside of the scope of this study, but a fuller investigation of this dimension of the genre of the Hodayot needs to be pursued after a complete survey of supplication in the Hodayot tradition. For now, however, the short list of potential petitions outlined above permits us to make a few tentative observations about how Hodayot psalms simultaneously engage in petition and praise.

The speaker’s petitions and accounts of provisional assistance address overlapping topics. Falk observes that petitions “directly correspond to things for which the psalmist has expressed confidence and praise to God.”\(^{481}\) For example, in col. 4 the speaker petitions God to “ransom” (1QH\(^a\) 4:32) and to “strengthen” him (4:35). These two petitions address the speaker’s concerns about the human condition with respect to sin and the inability to walk the righteous path—assistance for which God is thanked elsewhere (e.g. ransom: 1QH\(^a\) 10:37; strengthening: 4:34; 9:34; 16:16). These topics are familiar from the accounts of provisional assistance, only here divine assistance is requested rather than recounted. In some respects the juxtaposition of accounts of provisional assistance and petitions reflects Westermann’s concept of “heard petitions” where petitions and declarative praise coexist.\(^{482}\) Westermann, however, was referring to petitions accented with declarative praise, reflecting the certainty of being heard, whereas in

\(^{481}\) Falk, “Petition and Ideology in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 141. 1QH\(^a\) 4:29–31 correlates praise and supplication before the petitions in 4:35–37.

\(^{482}\) Westermann, Praise and Lament, 34, 79–80.
the Hodayot we have the opposite: declarative praise accented with petition, reflecting the provisionality of the deliverance experienced so far.

The mirroring of topics in petitions and accounts of provisional assistance appears in other petitions too. In a confession of knowledge in 1QH a 8:29, the speaker asserts that he knows “that no one can be righteous apart from you,” and therefore he entreats God by “the spirit that you have placed in me” (1QH a 8:29). This part of the petition reflects the deterministic plan of God wherein God regulates human deeds by allocating the spirits that decide a person’s disposition toward good or evil.

The contents of the speaker’s entreaty follow in a series of infinitive constructs. He asks God to “make your kindness to your servant complete forever” לְחָסְדְךָ עִם עַבְדְךָ לְעַתָּה הִתִּשְׁלָם, “cleansing me by your holy spirit” לְטָהֳרֵנִי בְרְוחָךְ קָודְשְךָ, “drawing me nearer by your good favor” לָעֳגַשְנִי בְרֹצִיךְ כְּנֶגֶד חָסְדְךָ, “causing [my feet] to stand in the whole station of [your] good favor” וְלָהַגֵּשֵׁנִי בְּרֹצְכִי בְּכָל מַעַדְמֵךְ רֶפֶתֵךְ, (1QH a 8:29–31). This complex petition closes with a final negative entreaty to “let there not come before him any affliction (that causes) stumbling from the precepts of your covenant” ואל יֵהָה לְפָנָיו כָּל נָגְעָם מְכֻסִי בְּרִיתֵךְ (1QH a 8:33). In this case the speaker is petitioning God for the purification (e.g. 1QH a 4:38, 9:34, 11:22), resolve (12:37, 15:26–27, 17:28), and strength to hold fast to the covenant (10:30, 22:14–15) that are also important facets of accounts of provisional assistance and are prerequisites for eschatological praise with the angels.
The petitions in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:33–34 also reflect the speaker’s experiences of God’s support in the present while awaiting eschatological deliverance. The speaker petitions God to “Gladden the soul of your servant through your truth, and purify me by your righteousness” \( \text{שמח נפש עבדכה באמתכה וتحرני בצדקהיה} \) (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:33–34). These petitions reflect the provisional assistance described in the form of gladdening and purification while the speaker awaits eschatological deliverance from internal and external sources of distress (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 17:13; 18:18\textsuperscript{+}).\textsuperscript{483}

1QH\textsuperscript{a} 22:37 is poorly preserved, but it possibly contains a negative petition not to “forsake” the speaker \( \text{אל תעזובנו} \). Elsewhere the speaker discusses how God has not abandoned him and has been like a parent to him, unlike his own parents (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 15:24–25; 17:34–36). These passages are found in accounts of provisional assistance (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 15:16b–28; 17:29c–36), further demonstrating Falk’s point that petitions and accounts of provisional assistance are two sides of the same coin. Likewise, in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 23:11 the speaker makes another negative petition, asking God not to “remove your hand” \( \text{אל תשבר ידכה} \). From the immediate context, it is clear that God’s hand on the speaker is correlated with the speaker’s ability to “hold fast to your covenant” (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 23:10).\textsuperscript{484} As mentioned above, the speaker praises God for strengthening him to hold fast to the covenant in accounts of provisional assistance in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:30, 22:14–15.

\textsuperscript{483} See previous paragraph for purification in accounts of provisional assistance.

\textsuperscript{484} The following passages in accounts of provisional assistance contain references to how God has supported the speaker with respect to the covenant: 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:30; 11:4; 12:2, 6; 15:11, 13, 22–23; 18:32; 21:10; 22:14–15.
In sum, there is a correspondence between the petitions and declarative praise, wherein petitions ask for the same kinds of assistance that the speaker claims he has already experienced and for which he is already praising God. As a consequence, the petitions underscore that the assistance that the elect have received so far is only provisional, since continued support is necessary to endure until God’s eschatological deliverance is finally at hand. In other words, in the early stages of the eschatological age, petition and declarative praise are very closely interlocked because of the already-not yet character of the divine deliverance experienced so far by the elect. In this respect, Westermann’s spectrum of petition and praise is well-suited to describe this dynamic wherever petition and praise occur together.

3.3.9 Subsection Formula

I. Characteristics: As discussed in an earlier section, בָּרוּךָ אַדַּוְּנִי introductory and subsection formula are structurally indistinguishable. Subsection formulae, however, can be identified with some confidence by clues from context and scribal formatting conventions. Context clues include the use of anaphoric demonstratives that link the subsection to the previous section, the appearance of בָּרוּךָ אַדַּוְּנִי formula in a series of short sections introduced by בָּרוּךָ אַדַּוְּנִי formulae. Scribe A’s conventions for introductions and subsections can be used as well, though with caution. For more details, see section 3.3.4 on p. 128.

Subsections introduced by בָּרוּךָ אַדַּוְּנִי can be divided into two groups: 1) very short sections with relatively simple combinations of rhetorical moves, and 2) lengthier sections with
more complex combinations of rhetorical moves. The lengthier sections begin with ברוך אתה אדוני subsection introductions in 1QH—a 6:19; 8:26; 17:38; 18:16–17, while shorter subsections begin in 19:30, 32, 35–37, and 22:34.

II. Number and Locations of the ברוך אתה אדוני Subsection Formula: The subsection formula appears in eight places in five Hodayot psalms (see fig. 15 on p. 131):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsection Formulae</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:19 (subsection)</td>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:26 (subsection)</td>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:38; 18:16–17 (subsections)</td>
<td>16:5–19:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:30, 32, 35–37 (subsections)</td>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:34 (subsection)</td>
<td>20:7–22:42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 26

III. Rhetorical Objectives of the ברוך אתה אדוני Subsection Formulae: There are two rhetorical objectives: a liturgical objective of blessing God and a didactic objective of instructing the audience in the sectarian discourse of blessing. The liturgical objective of this formula is to initiate a shift in the performance of the psalm to the discourse of blessing God. ברוך אתה אדוני subsection introductions can praise God descriptively by blessing God for God’s attributes (1QH—a 19:32), and God’s plan (possibly 22:34). They also praise God declaratively for giving insight into God’s plan to the speaker (1QH—a 6:19; 8:26; 19:30, possibly 17:38). They can even praise God with a combination of descriptive and declarative praise (18:16–17; 19:35–37). In this respect, the ברוך אתה אדוני formula is capable of expressing a wider range of praise than the introductory formula because it is not constrained by the use of the subordinate clause that sets up declarative praise. Instead they can employ אשר clauses, participles,
prepositional phrases, and non-verbal clauses that are flexible enough to permit both modes of praise.

There may have been an additional didactic communicative purpose of teaching the sectarian discourse of blessing God to the audience. I would suggest that the ברכו אתה אדוני formulae introducing longer sections model the sectarian discourse of blessing in its full complexity while the shorter sections offer easier templates or exemplars for an audience that is just learning this discourse and lack the speaker’s mastery of it.

The subsections in 1QH* 6:19, 8:26, 17:38, and 18:16 might be regarded as too complex for an audience to imitate because of the number and variety of rhetorical moves. 1QH* 6:19–41 has seven unique moves; 8:26–37 has six unique moves; and 17:38–19:5 has seven unique moves. Each of these sections repeats three of its rhetorical moves, adding another layer of complexity. These lengthier subsection introductions, with the exception of 17:38, also happen to occur where the ברכו אתה אדוני formula is followed by an anaphoric demonstrative referring back to the content of the previous section. The presence of demonstratives in these cases indicates that the subsections are most likely meant for the speaker alone since the antecedents are anchored in his earlier discourse, and this would result in an awkward or

485. 1QH* 18:16 employs the demonstrative pronoun אלה that links it to 17:38–18:14, so the two subsections were probably performed together.
486. 1QH* 17:38–19:5 repeats four moves if ברכו אתה אדוני is included.
487. As far as we know, 1QH* 17:38 is not immediately followed by an anaphoric demonstrative, so it is not listed in this group; however, its similarities with 18:16 would justify including it among the lengthy sections intended solely for the speaker to recite. The formula appears at the poorly preserved bottom of col. 17, so an anaphoric demonstrative could have been used here as well but did not survive.
potentially confusing template for direct emulation by the audience. Therefore, I would suggest that the longer and more complex subsections beginning in 1QH 6:19, 8:26, 17:38, and 18:16 are not templates for the audience—at least not for those who have not yet mastered the discursive art of elect speech well enough to perform very complex psalms with long subsections.

The subset of three very short and simple sections following subsection formulae in 19:30–20:6 and 23:34–37 might have lent themselves to emulation by a novice audience. 1QH a 19:30b–31 has two unique moves, 19:32–35a has five, 19:35b–20:6 has three, and 23:34b–37b has four. These subsections do not repeat rhetorical moves, with the possible exception of 19:35b–20:6, which is interrupted by a large lacuna at the bottom of col. 19 and the top of col. 20. In these cases, the audience might be reasonably expected to bless God on the basis of these minimalistic sections with some measure of success. At this stage in the performance of the 1QH a arrangement of the collection, they would have been exposed to many lengthy blessings of the speaker. By the time they heard the short blessings in 19:30–20:6 and 22:34 they would have been prepared to bless God on the basis of the simplified blessings.

3.3.10 Exhortations

I. Characteristics: Exhortations are short rhetorical moves that are characterized by their use of imperative and jussive forms directed at the audience by the speaker. Because of the difficulty of discerning whether third person prefix conjugation verbs are jussives, more exhortations could
be added to this list from other rhetorical moves.\textsuperscript{488} I only treat these verb forms as jussive where there is a compelling contextual reason for interpreting them as directives to the audience (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 9:37; 19:28–29a; 26:31aa). In 9:37 and 26:31aa, the prefix conjugation forms appear in the midst of imperative forms. The argument for 19:28–29a is also based on context, but I will reserve the discussion for section III below.

II. \textit{Number and Location of Exhortations}: There are exhortations in three psalms, with perhaps a fourth in 4QH\textsuperscript{a} 8 i 13–21.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Fig. 27: Exhortations} & \textbf{Psalm} \\
\hline
26:9b–19 [see p. 207], 26b, 31aa, 41b & 25:34–27:3 \\
4QH\textsuperscript{a} 8 i 13 [verb form not extant] & 4QH\textsuperscript{a} 8 i 13–21 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Exhortations}
\end{table}

Exhortations appear in three ways: together in sections (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 9:36b–39a; 26:9b–19), as introductions to individual hymnic sections (26:26b, 31aa, 41b), and in one case as a possible jussive exhortation that prefaces three short blessing subsections (19:28–29a). The text of several of the exhortations (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 9:36b–39a; 19:28–29a) has been available since \textit{DSSHU} (1954); however, 19:28–29a has not been recognized as an exhortation.\textsuperscript{489} The full extent of the exhortations in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} col. 26 and the text of a possible exhortation in 4QH\textsuperscript{a} 8 i 13 were published in 1993 by Schuller, greatly expanding our knowledge of exhortations in the Hodayot tradition.\textsuperscript{490}

\textsuperscript{488} See note on pp. 194 and 195.
\textsuperscript{489} Morawe classified 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:28–29a as part of a hymnic section. Morawe, \textit{Aufbau und Abgrenzung}, 73–74, 91.
III. Rhetorical Objectives of Exhortations: Exhortations are relatively rare rhetorical moves in the psalms of the Hodayot tradition, but they play a disproportionately important role by giving an indication of what the audience is directed to do and what role they play over the course of the 1QH³ arrangement of the psalms collection. The exhortations define the role of the audience at three points, though in different ways. Whereas the exhortations in 1QH³ 9:36b–39a are didactic in character, the examples in 1QH³ 19:28–29a, 26:26b, 31aa, 41b; 4QH³ 8 i 13 are primarily liturgical because they direct the audience to bless or hymn God.

In the first set of surviving exhortations (1QH³ 9:36–39), the speaker allocates a passive role to the audience when he directs them to “Hear,” “become firm in purpose,” “become more discerning,” “hold fast,” “be patient,” and “Do not reject righteous judgement[s.”

In other words, the audience is instructed to become a docile and teachable audience, absorbing and inculcating the speaker’s teaching into their own worldview.⁴⁹¹

---


⁴⁹¹. Newsom explores how disciplinary institutions and practices have the “general aim of producing human beings who are both productive and docile.” Perhaps we are seeing that here in the use of liturgical directions to the audience to become docile and receptive to the speaker’s discourse. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 96.
Later in the 1QH arrangement of psalms, the audience is assigned a new role with a higher level of agency. In 1QH 19:28–29a, two possible jussive exhortations mark a decisive shift in the agency of the audience away from the passive role that they were directed to play in 1QH 9:36b–39a. The speaker says:

לעולם ועד יברכוך כמי שבלם וboom קצ[ו]ים ישמיעו יחד בקול רנה

For ever and ever let them bless you according to [their] insight, [and at all tim]es let them proclaim together with a joyous voice (1QH 19:28b–19a).

Although the prefix conjugation verbs יברכוך and ישמיעו could be read as descriptions of what the elect do habitually, in the context of the three short blessings that follow (1QH 19:30b–20:6), these verbs are more plausibly be read as directions to the audience to bless God in the immediate context of the psalm.

These exhortations fulfill an expectation set in col. 9, just before the audience was directed to become receptive listeners. The speaker anticipates that the mouths of “all who know you” will “[a]ccording to their insight, bless you for everlasting ages” (1QH 9:33). In this passage the same form, יברכוך, is used. In this instance, however, I would suggest that it is not a jussive; rather, it foreshadows the direction to bless in 19:28–29a. Immediately after this foreshadowing, the speaker issues his own resolution that he will “recit[e continually] in their midst the judgments which have afflicted me and to humankind all your wonders by which you

492. The translation is adapted from Newsom’s translation in Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:248.
have shown yourself strong through [me” (1QH 9:35–36)—his signal that his declarative praise is about to begin. Thus, the point of the יברכה in col. 9 is not to direct the audience to bless at that moment, but to raise their expectations that they will soon participate in the speaker’s discourse of blessing at a later point in the performance—namely in col. 19.

After the audience has absorbed the speaker’s words in the intervening columns, the speaker transforms their role by repeating יברכה in 1QH a 19:28–29a, only this time as a jussive direction to bless, followed by three short exemplar blessings.494 Another indication that יברכה in 1QH 9:33 is anticipating the יברכה in 19:28–29a is the curious use of שמע+ in both psalms. In 1QH 9:36 the first exhortation issued to the audience is שמעו, “Hear.” In 1QH 19:28–29a the speaker activates the audience by deftly altering the command to hear by directing them to proclaim with the hiphil form: ישמיעו “proclaim together with a joyous voice.” In sum, in this instance the exhortations to the audience serve as a rhetorical move that modulates the agency of the audience from didactic passivity to liturgical activity.

Later in col. 28, the Maskil directs his audience to praise God with a litany of exhortations (1QH 26:9b–19). The exhortations are imperative verbs,495 שמהו, שירו, זמרו, שמחו. Penner tags יברכו and ישמיעו in 1QH a 19:28–29a as expressing habitual modality. Penner, “Database for Verbs in the Dead Sea Scrolls.” While הבוהק טו אספ הלא and ל철튴 may indicate that the elect carry out this action habitually, I suggest that in the context of this psalm, the speaker is indicating that they will bless now just as they do habitually. In other words, the speaker is invoking the sectarian habitus of praise for the audience, just as the superscription in 1QH 20:7–14a invoked the sectarian habitus of praise in the Maskil. See discussion on p. 137. 495. 1QH 26:9b–19. References with asterisks are completely supplied by 4QH 7 i 13–18 and 4QH 1 1–9. Schuller, DJD 29:96.
Once the exhortations reach הברה (26:14), the content expands, with a more fulsome account of why God is being blessed and praised. 1QHa 26:14–19 describes how God conceals “mysteries” and reveals “hidden things” (26:15), referring to the revelation of the mysteries of the divine plan to the elect through the Maskil’s liturgical instruction. The Maskil also exhorts his audience to praise God for “rais[ing up those who stumble]” and “bring[ing] low the lofty assemblies of the [eternally] proud” (26:15–16). These deeds reflect the eschatological reversal of fortunes that are anticipated in the accounts of eschatological deliverance.

In 1QHa 26:26b, 31aa, 41b, the Maskil directs his audience to “proclaim and declare” and to “say.” Each of these exhortations is a part of the triad of imperative hymnic sections in col.

496. Strugnell contributed to the reconstruction of Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:299, 307
26 (see the discussion of hymnic sections on p. 209). These directions to sing to God continue the active role of the audience initiated in 1QH\(^a\) 19:28–29a, only this time they are exhorted to engage in hymnic praise.

I would tentatively suggest that an additional exhortation may be partially preserved in 4QH\(^a\) 8 i 13:

בי[יהד] רנה נדוי אל הופל

“...in common rejoicing, Great is God who does wonders.”

The phrase “in common rejoicing” might be the end of an exhortation directing the audience to praise God in common rejoicing by using the hymnic section that follows.\(^{498}\) In this regard, it would be similar to the liturgical directive to the council of the Yahad in 4QBerakhot\(^a\):

עצת היחד יומרו כלמה ביחד אמן

‘Amen, Amen.’

4QH\(^a\) 8 i 13 might have employed a jussive rather than an imperative exhortation, along the lines of 1QH\(^a\) 19:28. Alternatively, this hymnic section may be offered as a preview or a description of what will be said in common rejoicing at some point in the future.

3.3.11 Hymnic Sections

I. Characteristics: Hymnic sections are short sections of descriptive praise. Within the Hodayot, hymnic sections are characterized by their introduction by exhortations (for more discussion see p. 203) to the audience to “Proclaim and declare” (26:26), “Let them say” (26:31a), “Declare and
say” (26:41). These exhortations are common at the beginning of imperative hymns in the biblical psalms. Hymnic sections are also characterized by references to God in the third person rather than by the default mode of direct address to God in the second person that is more commonly used in the Hodayot tradition. In each case of hymnic imperatives in the Hodayot, the audience is first directed to begin by predicating something about God: “Great is God” (1QHª 26:26), “Blessed is God” (26:31), “Blessed be God Most High” (26:41). The rest of each of the hymnic sections elaborates the initial predication by referring to what God has done that has motivated the speaker’s praise.

II. Number and Location of Hymnic Sections: There are only three, possibly four hymnic sections. Hymnic sections are only known to appear in two places in the Hodayot tradition: 1QHª 25:34–27:3 and 4QHª 8 i 13–21.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 28: Hymnic Sections</th>
<th>Psalm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26:26c–30, 31ab–32a, 41c–42</td>
<td>25:34–27:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4QHª 8 i 13</td>
<td>4QHª 8 i 13–21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 28

The identification of the full extent of hymnic material derives from Schuller’s groundbreaking work on the Cave 4 Hodayot manuscripts beginning in 1993. These hymnic sections in col. 26 and their accompanying exhortations changed the shape of Hodayot research, renewing the

---

500. These exhortations are mostly reconstructed on the basis of 4QHª and 4QHª. I have not included brackets or indications of Cave 4 overlaps in the translation. See Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:299.

501. See Pss 96, 98, 100, 103–7, 134–36, 146–50. For Frank Crüsemann’s discussion of the imperative hymn, see Crüsemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte, 19–82. Note that 26:31aa is introduced by a jussive, not an imperative.

502. See p. 205 n. 490.

III. Rhetorical Objectives of Hymnic Sections: Hymnic sections descriptively praise God while also providing the audience short hymnic sections to that may have served as models or exemplars. In the sequence of psalms found in 1QH$^a$, it appears that the resolutions to praise God and that the meditations on how the elect will praise God might be partly realized in the hymnic sections embedded into 1QH$^a$ 25:34–27:3, a psalm near the end of the collection. These hymnic sections are rare and as a consequence they are an important and distinctive kind of rhetorical move in the 1QH$^a$ arrangement of the psalms.\footnote{In the 4QH$^a$ arrangement, hymnic sections are relatively common because there were fewer psalms that included every psalm that had a hymnic section.} The three hymnic sections in col. 26 work with the hymnic exhortations to transform the audience from passive recipients of the speaker’s knowledge about the divine plan to active participants in the recounting of God’s wonders and
the goodness of God’s plan. In effect, the audience joins the speaker as those who have
knowledge of God’s plan, who know how the plan relates to their current situation, and who
recognize their obligation to praise and thank God continually for ongoing support and future
deliverance at the end of the eschatological age.

The three hymnic sections recall central topics discussed in earlier psalms in the 1QHª
arrangement. For example, in the first hymnic section, God is praised for bringing low the proud
while lifting up “the poor one from the dust to the eternal height, and to the clouds] he makes
him tall in stature, and (he is) with [the divine beings in the congregation of the community”
(1QHª 26:27–28). This hymnic section deftly encapsulates the ultimate judgment of the
opponents of the elect and the elevation of a creature of dust to status reserved for the elect. The
human condition is no barrier to election, as “those who stumble to the ground he rai[ses up
without price, and everlasting power is with their step] and eternal joy in their
dwellings,[ everlasting glory without ceasing for ever and ever” (1QHª 26:29–30).

This hymnic section invokes the very important topic of communion with the angels that
runs through the entire collection. Esther Chazon has demonstrated that communion with the
angels is a common thread that runs through both the so-called Teacher Hymns and Community
Hymns alike. The limitations and weaknesses of the human condition only illustrate God’s

goodness and ability to create something out of dust that is capable of praising God with the host of heaven.

The second hymnic section turns to the topic of how God has disclosed the divine plan to the elect so that they might have sufficient insight to see their distress and opposition by the men of iniquity in light of God’s plan. The section directs the audience to praise God for “acting mightily] to make known (his) power and acting righteou[sly in the knowledge of all his creatures and (with) goodness toward them[,] so that they might know the magnitude of his kindness[ and the abundance of his compassion for all the children of his truth” (1QH a 26:31–32). In other words, the divine plan and its benefits for the children of his truth—that is, the elect—are revealed through God’s acts. In the minds of the audience, the reference to God’s mighty acts probably surfaces a whole host of intertextual resonances with salvific divine activity from Genesis, Exodus, and the Deuteronomistic History, but it would also call up God’s deeds on behalf of the speaker and the elect described in previous psalms as well. The speaker sees his personal distress, support, and eschatological deliverance as a central part of an eschatological conflict of cosmic proportions, and so his personal deliverance from his foes takes on the same kind of weight as key events in Israel’s history.

Only the beginning of the third hymnic section has survived, but enough text remains to identify at least one, perhaps two topics. This section instructs the audience to praise God as the architect of creation who “stretches out the heavens by his might] [and establishes all their
structures by his strength, who makes the earth through his power” (1QH\(^a\) 26:41–42). This topic conceptualizes God as one whose intricate design for creation is intentional and pervasive.

Another passage, 1QH\(^a\) 9:9–22, might shed some light on what followed 1QH\(^a\) 26:41–42. In 1QH\(^a\) 9:10–12, the speaker describes how God: “formed every spirit, and [their] work [you determined], and the judgment for all their deeds. You yourself stretched out the heavens for your glory, and all [ ] you [de]termined according to your will.” The speaker goes on to describe the intricacies of how God creates the world and shapes human dispositions in parallel. Thus, in col. 9, the portrayal of God as architect develops into a portrayal of God as an engineer of human dispositions (1QH\(^a\) 9:9–22). I would suggest that the same development may have occurred in 1QH\(^a\) 26:41–42 and into the opening lines of col. 27.\(^{509}\)

In each hymnic section, the audience is exhorted to offer a hymn to God by employing key topics from the speaker’s earlier discourse. In this respect, these three short hymns offer a first step for the audience to demonstrate their insight or at least to practice the discourse of the elect with simple exemplars.

3.3.12 The Speaker’s Recollections

I. Characteristics: I am proposing the “recollection of the speaker” as a rhetorical move where the speaker recounts his entry into the elect group. The rhetorical move is defined mainly by its topic but also by linguistic features. Recollections could easily be mistaken for accounts of

\(^{509}\) Stegemann tentatively placed frgs. 61+62 in col. 27 on the basis of shape. They are placed too low in the column to be relevant to the question of whether the motif of God as engineer is in view here. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:310.
distress or provisional assistance because they recall past events; however, in the speaker’s recollections the “I” of the speaker is the subject and primary agent instead of God or the speaker’s enemies. In the speaker’s recollections, God’s agency recedes somewhat into the background and the speaker provides details about how he enrolled into the community of the elect. Recollections tend to use suffix conjugation verbs and temporal phrases that frame what the speaker is describing as a more distant memory than his immediate and ongoing experiences of distress and divine assistance.

II. Number and Location of Recollections: There are five recollections in four psalms. They are few enough to provide the extant text.

וֹמֵסֵד רְפֵּאָה לא נְלַיֵּית

But from the council of wor[ms] I have [de]parted, and I have not joined myself to... (1QH a 4:31b).

And thus I was brought into association with all the men of my counsel. According to his insight I will associate with him, and according to the amount of his inheritance I will love him. But I will not regard evil, and a b[rib]e (given) in wi[cked]ness I will not acknowledge. [And] I will no[t] exchange your truth for wealth nor any of your judgments for a bribe. But according as [ a per]son, [I will l]ove him, and according as you place him far off, thus I will abhor him (1QH a 6:29b–32a).

ועֵלָנִי מַשְׁפַּטְךָ מְכֻוֶּה לַבְּלָה [וֹרֶר מָכְוִי אָשֶר גוֹיָה]

[ And upon] my [li]fe [I] have sw[orn no]t to turn aside from all that you have commanded (1QH a 7:23b–24a).

And as for me, on account of your words I have drawn close to... (1QH a 8:37).

As for me, a fount of bitter mourning was opened to me [ ]and trouble was not hidden from my eyes when I knew the inclinations of humans, and I understood to what mortals return, [and I recognized the mournfulness of sin, and the anguish of guilt. They entered my heart and they penetrated my bones I [ ]ym and to utter an agonized moan and a groan to the lyre of lamentation for all grievous mourning[ ] [ ] and bitter lament until the destruction of iniquity, when there is no more pain and no more affliction to make one weak (1QH 19:22–25a).

In the first four recollections (1QH a 4:31b, 6:29b–32a, 7:23b–24a, 8:37), some reference is made to joining the elect group. 1QH a 4:31b describes how the speaker joined the elect group in the negative. He has left the סוד הרמה or the “council of worms” and goes on to describe how he has not joined myself to” something. Whatever he has not joined has not survived in the manuscript, but the reference likely refers to the opposition to the elect group. It is possible that he was indirectly describing his decision to join the elect group by describing how he did not join the non-elect group.

1QH a 6:29b–32a is more explicit about the speaker’s experience of joining the elect group: “And thus I was brought into association with all the men of my counsel”וכן והשתתתי ביחד לכל אנשי סודי. This recollection seems to be prompted by the mention of the ובשבח הק움ות על פנימי the oath I pledged upon my life” in the confession of knowledge in 1QH a 6:28. This may
be the oath that one takes upon entering the elect group or one similar to it. What follows in 1QH 6:29b–32a reads somewhat like a resolution at the time of the performance of the psalm, but I would suggest that it is actually a recollection of the resolution that the speaker made upon entering the elect group. The speaker remembers swearing a similar (perhaps even the same) oath again in 1QH 7:23b–24a. Finally, in 1QH 8:37 there is a reference to how he has קרבתי “drawn close” in a poorly preserved passage. Thus each of these first four references could point to the same experience of joining the elect group.

The longer recollection in 1QH 19:22–25a does not make any explicit references to joining the elect group. I classify this passage as a recollection because the speaker is remembering a very particular and traumatic moment in the past "when I knew the inclinations of humans" (1QH 19:23). I would suggest that this passage refers to his entry into the elect group. The speaker seems to be referring to a watershed moment when he had sufficient insight from God to perceive the destiny of the elect and the non-elect. This knowledge of human inclinations is part of God’s plan, specifically the allotment of spirits that determine human conduct and election. CD 16:4–6 correlates the oath with the acquisition of insight: “And on the


512. קרב is used as a technical term for joining the sectarian groups in CD, 1QS, 1QSa (CD 5:9; 1QS 6:16, 19, 22; 7:21; 8:18; 9:15; 1QSa 1:9; see also 1QH 6:24–25).
day when a man takes upon himself (an oath) to return to the Torah of Moses, the angel Mastema shall turn aside from after him, if he fulfills his words. Therefore, Abraham was circumcised on the day of his knowing.”

513 Likewise, in 1QS when new members have been initiated they are given access “to all that has been revealed from it [the law of Moses] to the Sons of Zadok—priests and preservers of the Covenant, seekers of His will—and the majority of the men of their Covenant” (1QS 5:7–12). The הנסתרות or “hidden laws” may refer to the mysteries governing the allotment of spirits. I would suggest that the moment of clarity described in 1QH a 19:22–25 is a recollection because it recalls when the speaker gained full recognition of the implications of the hidden laws pertaining the inclinations and election.514

III. Rhetorical Objectives of the Speaker’s Recollections: The speaker’s recourse to his recollections of his own entry into the elect group and his enlightenment establishes a rapport with his audience. It also serves as a counterbalance to his claims to extraordinary insight and standing among the elect. Members of the speaker’s audience, especially any who recently entered the group, would have significantly less experience and insight than the speaker. If the speaker is the Maskil or occupies a position of similar rank and function like the Overseer or the


Paqid, his advanced level of insight and role in regulating entry and advancement in the group might make him unrelatable as a model for other sectarians. One of the overriding themes in the Hodayot is that no human being is born with insight, not even deeply knowledgeable figures like the Maskil.\textsuperscript{515} God has to nurture knowledge and insight among the elect so that they can be “raised up from the dust” (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 11:22; 19:15; 26:27) to play a role in the divine plan. Reminding the audience that the speaker himself went through the same process of entry into the group and gaining knowledge of the divine plan would establish a commonality with the audience and instil trust in the speaker and acceptance of his teaching. In this respect, the recollections of the speaker play an important role in establishing the speaker’s ethos as a model for the elect. This ethos is especially important when troubling aspects of the divine plan and its implications for non-elect humanity are in view or when teaching is presented to the audience that runs against their previously held theologies or deeply engrained worldviews.

### 3.4 Overview

This chapter has surveyed sixteen rhetorical moves and the related paratextual element of superscriptions in the Hodayot tradition. With the exception of material that has been lost or is too fragmentary to categorize, these rhetorical moves account for the entirety of the psalms, providing a more complete account of the formal structures of the Hodayot tradition (as rhetorical moves) than Morawe’s survey. Before turning to the work of mapping the psalms onto

\textsuperscript{515} Note that 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 6:29b–32a and 7:23b–24a appear in psalms with Maskil superscriptions. The holder of the office of the Maskil was likely the intended speaker.
Westermann’s schema, however, I will take up the examination of two compositions that attest to the generic palettes of rhetorical moves that are combined in the Hodayot tradition.
Chapter 4: Isaiah’s Psalm (Isa 12:1–6), David’s Prayer (1 Chr 29:10–20), and a New Spectrum of Eschatological Praise

4.1 Introduction

Before proceeding to the next stage of the analysis that will locate the psalms of the Hodayot tradition in Westermann’s spectrum-based schema, it remains to be demonstrated that Westermann’s schema can accommodate compositions that do not fit into form-critical categories with rigid boundaries and checklists of required features. It is also necessary at this point to introduce the rhetorical strategies of two Second Temple compositions that are especially germane to the discussion of genre in the Hodayot: Isaiah’s psalm in Isa 12:1–6 and David’s prayer in 1 Chr 29:10–20. These compositions each contain substantial yet distinct subsets of the rhetorical moves in the Hodayot tradition surveyed in Chapter 3. It is my contention that Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 are rare precedents for two separate generic palettes (see discussion of the term “generic palette” on p. 106) that have become partially merged in the Hodayot tradition. Accordingly, if Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 can be classified in Westermann’s schema, then we will have points of reference to assist in the classification of the more complex rhetorical strategies in the Hodayot that combine the kinds of rhetorical moves found in Isaiah’s psalm and David’s prayer. I will also demonstrate below that Gunkel’s definitional schema has failed to classify these compositions with any consistency because they hybridize formal

---

516. The terms “formal structure” and “rhetorical move” are used interchangeably in this chapter because I am treating formal structures as rhetorical moves. When “rhetorical move” is applied to the analysis of Westermann or Gunkel, I am discussing their formal structures through the lens of rhetorical moves analysis.
structures from different categories in his schema. Westermann’s spectrum-based schema, however, holds more potential in this respect, and I will argue that Westermann’s schema is capable of classifying 1 Chr 29:10–20, and with the addition of a new spectrum dedicated to eschatological praise, it is also capable of classifying Isa 12:1–6.

This chapter will discuss Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 each in three stages. First, I will survey the rhetorical moves that are used in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 and establish how they form rhetorical strategies in their respective compositions that attest to distinct generic palettes. Second, I will discuss how Westermann’s spectrum-based schema—with the addition of a spectrum of eschatological praise—is better suited than Gunkel’s definitional classification schema for accommodating compositions like Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20. Third, I will explore how the generic palettes used in these compositions are the predecessors of the generic palettes used in the Hodayot tradition. I will also explore how the Hodayot has adapted those strategies. In particular, I will discuss how the Hodayot has reframed the rhetorical moves found in both rhetorical strategies with an already-not yet apocalyptic eschatological framework. This transformation synchronizes the moves of both generic palettes so that those moves can be combined in the same rhetorical strategy.

4.2 Isa 12:1–6

4.2.1 The Rhetorical Moves and Rhetorical Strategy of Isa 12:1–6

I. Delimitation of Isa 12:1–6: Within the book of Isaiah, Isa 12:1–6 is presented as the psalm that the elect will perform once God has restored them and returned them to the land of Israel and to
Jerusalem. It is an eschatological psalm in the sense that it anticipates events at the end of an age when God intervenes on behalf of the righteous, though this kind of prophetic eschatology is different than the apocalyptic eschatology found in sectarian literature like the Hodayot tradition.

Although Gunkel read Isa 12:1–6 as two psalms in most instances in his discussion of the psalm, I would argue that this interpretation is generated by the constraints of Gunkel’s schema rather than the actual features of the composition. To this point, H. G. M. Williamson proposes that Isa 12:1–6 was composed as a single psalm that draws together many of the main themes of the book of Isaiah. Taken as a single psalm, Isa 12:1–6 can be conceived of as a generic innovation of Deutero-Isaiah, who has appropriated declarative praise and integrated it into his prophetic discourse.

II. Text and Translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eschatological Framework</th>
<th>1a</th>
<th>אָמַרְתָּ בַּיּוֹם</th>
<th>You will say on that day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction*</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>אֲדֹנָךְ יִהְיֶהָ כ</td>
<td>I will give thanks to you, O Lord, for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

517. See the discussion on p. 231.
### Accounts of Distress and Deliverance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Verse(s)</th>
<th>Hebrew Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1c–2a</td>
<td></td>
<td>אני חם ואפת אפתי והנהי</td>
<td>though you were angry with me, your anger turned away, and you comforted me.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Verse(s)</th>
<th>Hebrew Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td></td>
<td>הנה אל שׁושנד אמת ואפת יָשׁוּב את אפתי והנהי</td>
<td>Surely God is my salvation; I will trust, and will not be afraid, for the Lord God is my strength and my might; he has become my salvation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fortschreibung

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Verse(s)</th>
<th>Hebrew Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3–4a</td>
<td></td>
<td>וְשָאַבֵּתְם-מַיִם בְּשָׂשׂוֹן מִמַּעַיְנֵי הַיְשׁוּעָה</td>
<td>With joy you will draw water from the wells of salvation. And you will say on that day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exhortations and Hymnic Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Verse(s)</th>
<th>Hebrew Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4b–6</td>
<td></td>
<td>והוֹדוּ לַיהוָה קִרְאוּ בִּשְׁמוֹ הוֹדִיעוּ בָעַמִּים תָיו</td>
<td>Give thanks to the Lord, call on his name; make known his deeds among the nations; proclaim that his name is exalted. Sing praises to the Lord, for he has done gloriously; let this be known in all the earth. Shout aloud and sing for joy, O royal Zion, for great in your midst is the Holy One of Israel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**III. Eschatological Framing and Fortschreibung (Isa 12:1a, 3–4a):** Before surveying the rhetorical moves of the psalm in Isa 12:1–6, it should be noted that the passage contains elements that are not rhetorical moves of the psalm itself but are external comments that embed the psalm in the book of Isaiah. The first comment appears in Isa 12:1: “You will say on that day.” This prefatory statement is part of the prophetic framing of the psalm, which will be discussed below.

There is another comment in what Williamson has identified as *Fortschreibung* in v. 3 and the repetition of the prefatory comment in v. 4a to resume the psalm. Williamson argues convincingly that the *Fortschreibung* is generated by two references to salvation in v. 2, and that it interjects: “a later comment directing the readers to the book of Isaiah itself if they want to find

---

519. The awkward division after the כ in Isa 12:1b is to underscore the similarity with the introductory formula in the Hodayot tradition.

520. The NRSV translates ובם התוהא inconsistently in Isaiah as “in” and “on that day.” For the sake of consistency, all translations of this formula in this study are translated as “on that day.” Elsewhere the NRSV is used for English translations of Isaiah.
the joy of salvation.\textsuperscript{521} I will return to this point, but for now it suffices to say that Isa 12:1a and 3–4a are probably not a part of the psalm proper but part of its framing and reception.\textsuperscript{522}

The temporal phrase בֵּיָמָהוָה “on that day” refers back to the eschatological scenario of the restoration of Israel described at length in Isaiah 11.\textsuperscript{523} For example, in Isa 11:10–11 it is recounted how: “[o]n that day” (בַּיּוֹם ההוא) “the root of Jesse shall stand as a signal to the peoples; the nations shall inquire of him, and his dwelling shall be glorious. On that day (בַּיּוֹם ההוא) the Lord will extend his hand yet a second time to recover the remnant that is left of his people” (Isa 11:10–11). Here the language of בֵּיָמָהוָה is repeated as a key phrase for the prophetically anticipated end of the exile and the beginning of a new future in Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{524}

Within the context of the book of Isaiah, the formula also looks forward to later chapters in the book of Isaiah. Nissim Amzallag argues that the formula “delivers the reader to the time of salvation extensively developed in Isaiah 40–66,” and as a consequence “Isaiah 12 becomes an important feature for evaluation of the level of unity in Isaiah and the sources of this book’s


\textsuperscript{522} One of the reasons for separating Isa 12:1–6 into two psalms is that there is a change from the masculine singular ואמרתה in 12:1 to masculine plural ואמרתם in 12:4. The only two Isaiah manuscripts from Qumran (1QIsa\textsuperscript{a} and 4QIsa\textsuperscript{a}) that preserve the verb in Isa 12:4 have the singular verb as well. The Old Greek translates a singular verb as well. This evidence leaves open the possibility that the deployment of “you will say on that day” phrases in Isa 12 is a repetition of the same formula in some of the earliest evidence. Eugene Ulrich and Peter W. Flint, DJD 32:2:214; Eugene Ulrich, \textit{The Biblical Qumran Scrolls: Transcriptions and Textual Variants}, VTSup 134 (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 354.

\textsuperscript{523} Williamson, \textit{Isaiah 6–12}, 2:722.
singer theology and its eschatological outcome.” Along similar lines, Williamson proposes that Isa 12:1–6 is deployed as a deliberate structuring element by Deutero-Isaiah. The psalm’s eschatological framing transforms the conventional purpose of the thanksgiving psalm from thanking God for salvation that the speaker has already experienced into a prediction of what will be said in response to God’s restoration of Israel and the Davidic line “on that day.”

IV. Introduction (Isa 12:1b): The first rhetorical move in the psalm is its distinctive introduction that propels its frame of reference into the future. It begins with the element אודך and the vocative ascription to the tetragrammaton. The ascription is followed by the predicative כי clause that briefly outlines the reason for the thanksgiving. This psalm employs the same kind of introduction that has become a highly conventionalized formula in the Hodayot tradition. By contrast, אודך is rare in the introductions of biblical psalms. Fifteen out of seventeen אודך .

524. The concept of what will be said “on that day” would have changed from the original setting in Isa 12 to its interpretation in the Hodayot tradition. Eschatology evolved over the course of the post-exilic period. Initially it concerned the restoration of Israel and the Davidic line (see especially Isa 11) but eventually it took on broader significance that would have changed how audiences understood theטיום התאית formula in Isaiah. This evolution in eschatology can be traced in Isaiah with references to God swallowing up death forever in Isa 24–27 and the creation of a new heaven and a new earth in Isa 65. Although these are highly charged mythical and figurative passages, there is a sense that the end of days is taking on a greater cosmological significance than just the restoration of Israel from the Exile. With the emergence of apocalyptic eschatology in Daniel, 1 Enoch, and Jubilees later in the Second Temple period, there is a more concrete expectation of a wide-ranging cosmological struggle that would involve clashes of supernatural beings, worldwide judgment, and resurrection after death in some cases. Sectarian literature is somewhat more restrained in its eschatology, with no full-blown apocalypses or literal discussions of resurrection. Even so, the struggle between the human and supernatural forces of good and evil play a role in key texts like 1QS-1QSa-1QSb and 1QM and there is a clear sense that sectarians considered themselves to be the elect who were living in the last days (e.g. CD 4:4; 6:11; 1QSa 1:1; 1QpHab 7:7–8, 12–13; 9:6–7; 4QMMT C14).

references in the biblical psalms do not appear as introductions but as vows\textsuperscript{529} in the bodies of psalms of complaint and thanksgiving, typically toward the end and sometimes in the middle of the psalm.\textsuperscript{530} In psalms of complaint, vows promise that the speaker will praise and worship God once the prayer has been answered. When vows occur in conventional psalms of thanksgiving, they announce that the speaker is fulfilling the vow to praise or thank God from the original complaint.

For example, in Psalm 30 (an individual thanksgiving psalm) the speaker closes with אודך: “O Lord my God, I will give thanks to you forever (לְעוֹלָם אודֶךָּ)” (Ps 30:12–13). Likewise, in Psalm 52 (an individual complaint psalm) the psalmist closes with אודך: “I will thank you forever, (וָאָדֹנֵי לְעוֹלָם אודְ) because of what you have done. In the presence of the faithful I will proclaim your name, for it is good” (Ps 52:9). Besides Isa 12:1–6, the only other psalm to begin with אודך is Psalm 138, another example of a thanksgiving psalm oriented toward future deliverance, though in this case it is not eschatologically framed.\textsuperscript{531}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[528] In Hodayot scholarship it has been observed that the Isa 12:1 formula is similar to that of the אודכה form in the Hodayot. Crüsemann, \textit{Studien zur Formgeschichte}, 277; Delcor, \textit{Les hymnes de Qumran}, 195; Holm-Nielsen, \textit{Hodayot}, 41 n. 1; 302–3; James M. Robinson, “The Hodayot Formula in Prayers and Hymns of Early Christianity,” in \textit{The Sayings Gospel Q, Collected Essays}, eds. Christoph Heil and Joseph Verheyden, BETL 189 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1964), 90 n. 41.
\item[529] See the discussion of the translation of the \textit{Gelübde} on p. 191.
\item[531] Ben Sira 51 should also be mentioned. It includes אודך second in a series of parallel introductory formulae. In this instance, however, it appears that the scribe is just showing off his skill by enumerating his repertoire of introductory formulae.
\end{footnotes}
I would suggest that Isa 12:1 employs the אודך element that is more commonly used as a vow in order to begin the psalm with an eschatological orientation. To audiences familiar with psalms of complaint and thanksgiving, the associations of אודך as a future-oriented element would signal that a psalm introduced by the same verb form may also have a future orientation or the sense of fulfilling a vow to praise God upon deliverance. By resolving to offer thanksgiving in the future, the speaker proclaims with unparalleled confidence that the eschatological deliverance outlined in Isaiah 11 will come to pass. The future-orientation of Isa 12:1–6 acquires its explicit eschatological tenor from the immediate context of Isa 11 and the narrator’s prediction that this psalm is what they will say on that day.

V. Accounts of Distress and Deliverance (Isa 12:1c–2a): This psalm engages mainly in declarative praise because it contains a concise account of past distress and deliverance that constitutes the conceptual core of the psalm. The account of distress is that God was angry with the speaker (12:1c), which is immediately followed by an account of deliverance that “your anger turned away, and you comforted me” (12:1d–e). The prophetic psalmist may have only included very brief accounts of distress and deliverance because the psalm serves the function of closing Isaiah chs. 1–11, and the details of distress and deliverance had already been addressed at length in the previous chapters and continue to be elaborated in the later chapters. Even when

532. Alternatively, the form could be read volitionally; however, I am suggesting that the verb form is eschatologically charged when it is deployed as an introduction.

truncated, these elements demonstrate that the psalm still participates in the mode of declarative praise, albeit in an eschatologically-reframed and prophetically-embedded form.

VI. Resolution (12:2b): Unlike many of Gunkel’s psalms of thanksgiving, Isa 12:1–6 is not implicitly or explicitly tied to the thanksgiving sacrifice.\(^{534}\) It does not contain any references to the תודה or to the fulfillment of ritual vows made at the time of the original petition. There is, however, a vow-like resolution that is dissociated from any cultic context in verse 2: “I will trust, and will not be afraid, for the Lord God is my strength and my might; he has become my salvation” (Isa 12:2). Here the speaker’s resolution is not tied to Gunkel’s cultic nexus of complaint and thanksgiving as would be the convention for a vow; rather it is tied to praise—that God is the strength and salvation for the elect.\(^{535}\) In this respect, this rhetorical move has greater affinities with the resolutions of the Hodayot than the vows of individual psalms of thanksgiving, since both are expressions of an intention to praise God. In Isa 12:1–6, this resolution is fulfilled by the imperative hymnic section discussed below. The resolution, exhortations, and hymnic sections hang together as a section of descriptive praise that is subordinated to the primary discourse of declarative praise expressed in 12:1–2a. In this respect, the psalm is not an example of unhybridized declarative praise, but ranges closer to the centre of the spectrum of praise.

VII. Exhortation and Hymnic Section (12:4b–6): The psalm transitions into a short hymnic section in 12:4–6 that is largely dominated by exhortations to the intended eschatological

\(^{534}\) Crüsemann, *Studien zur Formgeschichte*, 278.

\(^{535}\) Note especially the allusion to salvation in Moses’s song (Exod 15:2).
audience. The exhortations direct them to “give thanks,” “call on his name,” “make known his deeds,” “proclaim,” etc. because God “has done gloriously” (כִּי גֵאוּת עָשָׂה 12:5). This terse announcement that God has acted is the core of the hymnic section because it describes God’s action in the third person and as an act that has benefits for the elect beyond the narrow confines of the speaker’s situation.

This short hymnic section and its accompanying exhortations are similar to those of the Hodayot tradition’s hymnic sections, which can also appear as imperative hymns. In Isa 12:1–6, however, the intended speaker is one who has experienced complete deliverance and is directing his audience (presumably the rest of the elect) to offer a full-throated eschatological praise of God. Furthermore, Isa 12:4–6 is somewhat different because it consists mainly of directions to praise without any substantial elaboration of what God has done in the third person. As with the terse descriptions of distress and deliverance in Isa 12:1d–e, the laconic description of God’s deeds may have something to do with the role of Isa 12:1–6 as a point of transition in the book of Isaiah. The lack of elaboration may have had the unintended consequence of inviting later readers to speculate about the full extent of what the elect will say on that day. Readers would have been referred by the Fortschreibung in v. 3 to the rest of the book of Isaiah as a resource, making this kind of speculation an exegetical process.

536. Amzallag argues that the poetically parallel elements in 12:1–3 and 4–6 were intended to be read antiphonally by Zion and a choir. When read this way, the thanksgiving and praise elements are even more tightly intertwined. Amzallag, “The Paradoxical Source,” 363. Prinsloo made a similar kind of argument for unity on the basis as structure. Prinsloo, “Isaiah 12,” 25–30.
4.3 Isa 12:1–6 in Gunkel’s and Westermann’s Schemas

Like the Hodayot psalms, the classification of Isa 12:1–6 has posed a serious challenge for Gunkel’s form-critical schema because of how it blends descriptive and declarative rhetorical moves. Gunkel classified and delimited Isa 12:1–6 differently at three points in his analysis, partly because he did not recognize 12:3–4a as Fortschreibung, but also because the psalm contains formal structures that belong to multiple form-critical categories.

In the section devoted to the Gattung of the hymns, Gunkel described Isa 12:1f (1–3?) and 12:4–6 as separate examples of “eschatological hymns” that are a “deviation” from conventional hymns.537 According to Gunkel, in the eschatological hymns, the psalmists have composed “the song that one will sing ‘on that day.’”538 These hymns were motivated by the “prophets’ powerful spirit” that “pushes toward the final time and loves to paint the final condition graphically.”539

Gunkel’s classification of Isa 12:1–6 changes in his section on the psalms of individual thanksgiving, where Isa 12:1–6 is listed once again as two psalms, this time 12:1f (1–2?) and 12:3–6. Gunkel described 12:1f as “a very special poem in which Israel of the future should sing an individual thanksgiving song of this type” and 12:3–6 as an “eschatological hymn” that has been attached to the thanksgiving psalm.540 Here the division between the two psalms has been

537. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 55.  
538. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 55.  
539. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 55.  
540. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 212.
shifted by a verse and the first psalm is no longer classified as an eschatological hymn, but as a
psalm of individual thanksgiving.

In still another section of Gunkel’s study, this time on the *Gattung* of the communal
thanksgiving psalms of Israel, Gunkel listed Isa 12:3–6 as one of a “few complete examples of
Israel’s thanksgiving song that have been preserved.”\(^{541}\) He then described how 12:3–6 has strong
affinities with the psalm of individual thanksgiving.\(^{542}\) In a move that further confuses the
situation, toward the end of the discussion, the entirety of Isa 12:1–6 is described as “a
thanksgiving song which Israel should sing when YHWH has completed his great saving act in
the future,” extending the delimitation of a communal psalm of Israel back to include the first
three verses.\(^{543}\)

Part of the reason for Gunkel’s shifting classifications and delimitations is that he
hypothesized that “the hymn and the individual thanksgiving song influenced the communal
thanksgiving song.”\(^{544}\) This theory of the cross-pollination of genres in the development of the
communal thanksgiving psalm does not, however, explain the irreconcilable variety of
delimitations and classifications of the material in Isa 12:1–6. It seems that Gunkel could not
decide what to do with a psalm like Isa 12:1–6 that integrated formal structures characteristic of
thanksgiving and hymns, especially when set against an eschatological horizon.

\(^{541}\) Gunkel and Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, 240 n. 230.
\(^{542}\) Gunkel and Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, 231.
\(^{543}\) Gunkel and Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, 247.
\(^{544}\) Gunkel and Begrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, 245.
In sum, the inconsistencies in Gunkel’s classification suggests that Isa 12:1–6 proved too anomalous for him to classify securely in his schema.\textsuperscript{545} The structure of his categorization schema with its hard boundaries between hymns, eschatological hymns, and thanksgivings led him to subdivide material that he was inclined to read as a single psalm at least on one occasion. The inconsistency of Gunkel’s attempt to classify Isa 12:1–6 resembles the inconsistency in the classification of the psalms of the Hodayot tradition, which do not fit neatly into Gunkel’s form-critical schema or in the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema.

There is no obvious place for Isa 12:1–6 in Westermann’s schema either, at least in its current formulation. Although Westermann’s schema has a genre of “eschatological songs,” it is defined narrowly in Gunkelian fashion as a psalm with an imperative hymnic introduction followed by the contents of a descriptive psalm.\textsuperscript{546} The presence of this single, narrowly circumscribed genre of eschatological hymn in Westermann’s schema calls our attention to a gap. There is no place for other kinds of eschatological praise, especially eschatological modes of declarative praise. To fill this gap, I propose a new spectrum for eschatological modes of praise:

\textbf{Fig. 30: Isa 12:1–6 on the Proposed Spectrum of Eschatological Praise}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{eschatological_praise_spectrum.png}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{545} Williamson, “Isaiah 12,” 119.
\textsuperscript{546} Westermann, \textit{Praise and Lament}, 143.
Fig. 30

This spectrum would replace Westermann’s narrow genre of eschatological songs with a full spectrum of descriptive praise and declarative praise that is eschatological framed. This proposed spectrum of eschatological praise parallels Westermann’s original spectrum of (non-eschatological) descriptive and declarative praise. Expanding Westermann’s schema to include an entire spectrum of eschatologically framed praise enables us to classify Isa 12:1–6 and other psalms that engage in eschatological declarative praise, most notably the psalms of the Hodayot tradition.

In sum, as a result of this expansion of Westermann’s schema, we can speak of 1) eschatological and non-eschatological modes of declarative and descriptive praise, 2) genres of eschatological psalms of praise and thanksgiving, and 3) subgenres of eschatological praise that include Westermann’s subgenre of imperative eschatological hymns. Isa 12:1–6 belongs to the genre of eschatological psalms of thanksgiving, though I would not consider it a unhybridized declarative mode of eschatological praise because it closes with an imperative hymnic section that has the objective of praising God descriptively. As a consequence, Isa 12:1–6 should not be placed at the very end of the declarative spectrum, but situated nearer the centre of the spectrum where formally hybrid psalms belong. It must be emphasized that eschatologically inflected descriptive and declarative praise are on a continuum, and the genres of the eschatological
psalms of praise and thanksgiving can employ rhetorical moves from generic palettes belonging to both ends of the spectrum in their rhetorical strategies.\(^{547}\)

### 4.3.1 Overview of Isa 12:1–6 and Its Influence on the Hodayot Tradition

Isa 12:1–6 has significant overlaps with a subset of rhetorical moves found in the survey of the Hodayot tradition, including the אודך אדוני/יהוה כי formula, accounts of distress and eschatological deliverance, resolutions, and imperative hymnic sections. These similarities raise the question of some sort of influence, whether directly through an exegetical process or indirectly through diffusion of genre conventions—that is, shared generic palettes—in the Second Temple period.\(^{548}\) Although the latter cannot be ruled out entirely, I would argue that Isa 12:1–6 exerted a direct exegetical influence on the Hodayot tradition and forms the basis for eschatological psalms of thanksgiving in the Hodayot.

It is not necessary to rehearse how Isaiah was of central importance for sectarians, a point that is widely acknowledged in Scrolls scholarship. The prevalence of Isaiah manuscripts and Isaiah pesharim at Qumran and the centrality of Isaianic language in sectarian discourse suffice to establish its importance.\(^{549}\) What has not been well-established is how Isa 12:1–6 would have

---

\(^{547}\) Westermann considered the eschatological hymns to be structuring elements employed by Deutero-Isaiah. One of Williamson’s contributions is that Isa 12:1–6 serves a similar role and should be included among Deutero-Isaiah’s structuring psalms. I would go a step further and say that Westermann’s eschatological hymns and Williamson’s eschatological psalm of thanksgiving are generically related and overlap on the same generic spectrum. Williamson, *The Book Called Isaiah*, 120.

\(^{548}\) It is certainly possible that there were more eschatological thanksgiving psalms that antedate the Hodayot tradition, but Isaiah would be the most authoritative precedent for the genre because of its prominence. Even so, one does not necessarily need to have a single exemplar like Isa 12:1–6 in mind to write an eschatological thanksgiving psalm, especially if the psalmist encountered the genre through other examples. See p. 95 n. 269.
been the object of keen sectarian exegetical interest. Unfortunately no pesher of Isa 12:1–6 survives, though the remnants of two pesharim cover nearby passages.\textsuperscript{550} Still, it is not difficult to image how sectarian exegetes would treat such a passage. It would have been rather simple to claim that the sectarians are the elect ones who will “say on that day, I thank you, O Lord.” For exegetes steeped in contemporizing exegesis it would have been reflexive to elaborate and fill in the content of what will be said by the elect at the end of days, especially since Isa 12:1–6 is so terse.\textsuperscript{551} It would be surprising if sectarian exegetes read Isa 12:1–6 and did not see it as a rich resource for exegetical activity and for framing their expressions of declarative and descriptive praise.

My speculative argument can be strengthened by turning back to the \textit{Fortschreibung} in Isa 12:3. This insertion into Isa 12:1–6 indicates that the psalm was already being read with an exegetical lens. The details of the “salvation” described in Isa 12:2 are to be drawn out of the “well” (that is the book of Isaiah), through exegesis. Thus, Isa 12:1–6 and its \textit{Fortschreibung} sets up the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving as the primary mode of discourse for elaborating

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{550. 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} discusses Isa 10:20–11:5, and 4QpIsa\textsuperscript{a} discusses Isa 10:19–25.}
\footnote{551. In Ulrich’s examples of places where scribes of Qumran scrolls inserted additional text that “they considered an appropriate piece of additional information,” he includes the insertion “of many passages in Isaiah,” suggesting that this phrase was especially potent and relevant for their reading of Isaiah. Eugene Ulrich, \textit{The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Developmental Composition of the Bible}, VTSup 169 (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 43.}
\end{footnotes}
upon the details of eschatological salvation, integrally linking the exegesis of Isaiah to the eschatological praise of God. In this regard, the *Fortschreibung* has obvious resonances with how the sectarian group(s) in CD 6:2–10 characterized their exegetical activity:552

He raised up from Aaron insightful men and from Israel wise men and He taught them and they dug the well: “the well the princes dug, the nobility of the people dug it with a rod” (Num 21:18). The Well is the Law, and its “diggers” are the repentant of Israel who went out of the land of Judah and dwelt in the land of Damascus... And the “rod” is the interpreter of the Law of whom Isaiah said, “he brings out a tool for his work” (Isa 54:16). The “nobility of the people” are those who come to “dig the well” by following rules that the Rod made to live by during the whole era of wickedness....553

This portrayal of sectarian exegetical activity as digging at the well would have applied equally as well to a sectarian reading of the *Fortschreibung* in Isa 12:3. In sum, Isa 12:1–6 was already an exegetically active text that called readers to search Isaiah for the content of the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving that the elect would one day perform. I contend that such an exegetical focal point in Isaiah would have be irresistible to sectarian exegetes as an occasion for composing their own eschatological psalms of thanksgiving that reflect a distinctively sectarian worldview. I would propose that the Hodayot tradition is in part a sectarian exegetical response to Isa 12:1–6, especially in the psalms that employ similar rhetorical strategies.

The conventionalization of the אודך יהוה כי introduction from Isa 12:1 into a frequently used formula in the Hodayot tradition substantiates that the eschatological thanksgiving and

552. Williamson calls attention to this passage as he is offering evidence that Isa 12:3 is a *Fortschreibung*. Williamson, “Isaiah 12,” 113–14; Williamson, *Isaiah 6–12*, 734–35.

praise envisioned in Isa 12:1–6 was in part responsible for generating the Hodayot tradition. Isa 12:1 took a future-oriented vow element and redeployed it as an introduction to frame the psalm as eschatological declarative praise. In the Hodayot, this introduction is repeated numerous times to introduce still further examples of eschatological declarative praise that also has accents of descriptive praise and sometimes even imperative hymnic praise. It is my contention that the psalmist adopted the eschatological thanksgiving psalm in Isa 12:1–6 as a point of eschatological departure for his own speculation on what the elect—that is, the sectarian group—will say in the eschaton. Such psalms would situate the exegetes as the elect who are already participating in eschatological thanksgiving in the early stages of the eschatological age.

Despite this possible exegetical relationship, significant adjustments have been made to the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving in the Hodayot tradition. In the Hodayot, the speaker is no longer positioned at the point of complete eschatological deliverance; rather, he is situated in the midst of a protracted eschatological conflict that leads up to the end of the eschatological age. Unlike Isa 12:1–6, the speaker does not look back on completed instances of God’s deliverance; rather, he thanks God for ongoing protection and support that falls short of eliminating external threats or of alleviating his anxiety over the human condition. The speaker’s insight into the secret divine plan leads him not to expect complete deliverance until the end of the eschatological age at the time when the wars of wickedness end and God judges the wicked.
This new eschatological framing fits the general contours of sectarian apocalyptic eschatology. A full discussion of apocalyptic eschatology is not possible here, but there is broad agreement that sectarian literature shares what has been referred to as “a kind of ‘realized eschatology,’” in which the elect were already experiencing the initial phases of the trials and events of the last days but the climax of the eschatological age was yet to come.\(^{554}\) There is much less agreement on which views the sectarians held on eschatological topics like the messiah or resurrection, and it is likely that there is not a monolithic perspective. These points of debate, however, do not present any obstacles to the identification of the speaker’s positioning in the conflict leading up to eschatological deliverance.

This new framing complicates the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving because the speaker thanks God for some assistance while anticipating final deliverance and vindication at the end of the eschatological age. This already experienced but not yet fulfilled deliverance and eschatological framing means that the speaker’s internal and external sources of distress are worked out in very complex ways as the speaker experiences limited divine assistance. Thus the

---

speaker’s distress, God’s assistance, and God’s eschatological deliverance play out over two interlinking domains of the internal and external experiences of the speaker.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the internal sources of distress include the speaker’s anxiety over transgression, impurity, and his low status as an earthly creature. The external sources of his distress come from his opponents—especially those who have betrayed him. The internal and external sources of distress are mutually compounding because external persecution and betrayal weaken the speaker’s resolve and his ability to play his role in God’s plan. This state of distress renders the speaker too weak to keep up the morale of his disciples or withstand his enemies.555

Although God will ultimately staunch all of the internal and external sources of distress experienced by the speaker and his followers by bringing the benefits of their election to full

---

555. For a discussion of these topics of the speaker’s distress, see the discussion on pp. 140–151.
fruition, in the present the two domains of distress play an important role in the divine plan. The opposition by outsiders has a function in the psalms: to refine the elect “in the crucible of the smelters for sevenfold purity” (1QH a 13:18; see also 6:15; 14:11–12) and to exacerbate the wickedness of the opponents (7:33–34; see also 7:38; 17:18–25). In God’s plan, the current age is dedicated to strengthening and refining the elect in advance of eschatological vindication and judgment on the one hand, and building a case against the non-elect on the other. In this respect, the delayed deliverance is construed not as evidence of God’s disfavour but as a necessary precursor to eschatological judgment and vindication.

God’s provisional assistance is just enough to preserve and strengthen the speaker at the most crucial stage in the divine plan. Meyer describes this as “a temporary frustration of an exalted human destiny created by human ontology” that is embedded into the divine plan. 556 God only renders provisional assistance to the speaker by protecting him from complete destruction by his enemies and by giving him adequate insight, resolve, and purification to continue clinging to the covenant and teaching and strengthening his associates. A key evidence of this divine assistance and of the speaker’s elect status is the speaker’s God-given ability to offer the proper reply of praise. That is, his ability to engage in elect discourse marks him as one of the elect who will eventually be delivered and vindicated at the end of the eschatological age. Those of his

556. Meyer, Adam’s Dust and Adam’s Glory, 92.
disciples who are predisposed to learn the discourse of the elect from the speaker also reap the benefits of God’s provisional assistance vis-à-vis the speaker.

In sum, the Hodayot tradition employs a similar, yet modified generic palette of rhetorical moves that has swapped out the terse accounts of distress and deliverance in Isa 12:1–6 and the vague content of the hymnic section for analogous rhetorical moves that express the more nuanced sectarian experience of divine activity in the early stages of the eschatological age. However, unlike the elect speaker in Isa 12:1–6, the speaker in the Hodayot is not speaking from a position of total deliverance, but from the heat of the eschatological conflict, having only received some provisional assistance from God, yet holding fast to the expectation of total eschatological deliverance at the end of the age.

4.4 1 Chronicles 29:10–20

4.4.1 The Rhetorical Moves in David’s Liturgical Prayer (1 Chr 29:10–20)

I. Delimitation and Introduction: Unlike Isa 12:1–6, there is not a debate about the delimitation of 1 Chr 29:10–20 because the narrative framework indicates the extent of the composition. 1 Chr 29:10–20 is a liturgical prayer that the Chronicler attributed to David for the dedication of the public assembly’s freewill offering for the construction of the temple. This dedication took place just before David transferred the kingship to Solomon.557 I am describing this as a “liturgical” prayer in the sense of Stefan Reif’s broad definition of “liturgical” as “a constellation of practices, including prayers” that encompass “the whole gamut of worship in and around the study of sacred texts, the acts of eating and fasting, and of course, benedictions, prayers and
amulets.” Even though the ceremony described in 1 Chr 29:10–20 is not depicted as part of the temple liturgy proper, it still qualifies as part of the constellation of broader liturgical practices because it is part of a ceremony in which the assembly watched David’s performance of the prayer and responded with a blessing of their own. In this setting, David functions as a “liturgical maestro,” a term Newman uses for a figure like David or the Maskil who models prayer practices and directs an audience how to pray.

There is broad agreement in Chronicles scholarship that David’s prayer is probably modelled on liturgical practices and speech patterns from the early Second Temple period that would have appealed to the Chronicler’s audience. For example, Sara Japhet noted that, “[t]he prevalence of the ‘ceremonial’ component in the Chronicler’s work may very well reflect his historical setting, in which public ceremonies may have occupied an important place in the community’s life” and that “[i]t is very possible that this description of the ceremony reflects

557. Within Chronicles, this prayer brackets David’s preparations for the temple in chapters 17–29 with his prayer in 1 Chr 16:7–36, which also includes a liturgical response of the people, who say “Amen” and offer praises of their own (1 Chr 16:36). H. G. M. Williamson, 1 and 2 Chronicles, NCB (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 186; Gwilym H. Jones, 1 & 2 Chronicles, OTG (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 40–41; Simon J. De Vries, 1 and 2 Chronicles, FOTL 11 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 222; Roddy Braun, 1 Chronicles, WBC 14 (Waco: Word Books, 1986), 285.


559. Newman draws an explicit connection between the term “liturgical maestro” and 1 Chr 29. Newman, Before the Bible, 70, cf. 54–55, 69, 144.

actual forms of the regular service in the Second Temple, especially in the people’s vocal
worship and bodily prostration in response to the prayer of the officiators in the cult, represented
here by the king. That is, this prayer plausibly reflects later liturgical practices that the
Chronicler has retrojected into his narrative account of the monarchy.

David’s liturgical prayer in 1 Chronicles 29:10–20 is composed of rhetorical moves that
seek to shape the theological views of the Chronicler’s audience. David’s prayer displays the
earliest example of a prayer or a psalm with a rhetorical strategy consisting of a
introduction, meditations, hypophora sections, confessions of knowledge, and petitions
combined for rhetorical effect. This prayer can be classified as a prose prayer for the dedication
of a freewill offering in light of its narrative context and the presence of a rhetorical move that
announces the freewill offering in 29:13.

II. Text and Translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrative Framework</th>
<th>29:10a</th>
<th>בָּרוּךְ אַתָּהּ יְהוָה לֵעָיָה לְעֵינֵי כָּל־הַקָּהָל</th>
<th>Then David blessed the Lord in the presence of all the assembly; David said:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>בָּרוּךְ אַתָּהּ</td>
<td>29:10b</td>
<td>בָּרוּךְ אַתָּהּ יְהוָה הֵי אֱיֶרֶם עֵדֶּרֶם</td>
<td>Blessed are you, O Lord, the God of our ancestor Israel, forever and ever.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meditation</th>
<th>29:11–12</th>
<th>Yours, O Lord, are the greatness, the power, the glory, the victory, and the majesty; for all that is in the heavens and on the earth is yours; yours is the kingdom, O Lord, and you are exalted as head above all. Riches and honor come from you, and you rule over all. In your hand are power and might; and it is in your hand to make great and to give strength to all.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Announcement of the Freewill Offering</td>
<td>29:13</td>
<td>And now, our God, we give thanks to you and praise your glorious name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypophora</td>
<td>29:14–15</td>
<td>But who am I, and what is my people, that we should be able to make this freewill offering? For all things come from you, and of your own have we given you. For we are aliens and transients before you, as were all our ancestors; our days on the earth are like a shadow, and there is no hope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meditation</td>
<td>29:16</td>
<td>O Lord our God, all this abundance that we have provided for building you a house for your holy name comes from your hand and is all your own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confession of Knowledge</td>
<td>29:17</td>
<td>I know, my God, that you search the heart, and take pleasure in uprightness; in the uprightness of my heart I have freely offered all these things, and now I have seen your people, who are present here, offering freely and joyously to you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitions</td>
<td>29:18–19</td>
<td>O Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our ancestors, keep forever such purposes and thoughts in the hearts of your people, and direct their hearts toward you. Grant to my son Solomon that with single mind he may keep your commandments, your decrees, and your statutes, performing all of them, and that he may build the temple for which I have made provision.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative Framework: Liturgical Direction and Response</td>
<td>29:20</td>
<td>Then David said to the whole assembly, “Bless the LORD your God.” And all the assembly blessed the LORD, the God of their ancestors, and bowed their heads and prostrated themselves before the LORD and the king.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Narrative Framework: 1 Chr 29:10–20 is embedded in a narrative, and as a consequence we have more details about its rhetorical objectives and performance than we do about Isa 12:1–6 or the any of the psalms in the Hodayot. As described above, the setting of the dedication of the temple gives an occasion and contextualizes the discussion of benefaction that is taken up in the prayer. 1 Chr 29:10a also describes David as blessing in the context of a public assembly, so there is a clear indication of the discourse (blessing), the direct audience (God), and the indirect audience (the assembly). The narrative framework appears again in 1 Chr 29:20, where the narrator tells the Second Temple period audience of Chronicles how David instructed his audience to bless and how they responded. 1 Chr 29:20 contains a brief account of David’s instruction to the audience to “[b]less the Lord your God” (1 Chr 29:20b). This part of the narrative framework indicates that such a liturgical prayer could be followed by a separate instruction to bless God (1 Chr 29:20c). The audience not only reacts by blessing God, they also “bowed their heads and prostrated themselves before the Lord and the king,” performing a fully embodied response that was not explicitly directed by David (1 Chr 29:20c). The unprompted prostration suggests that it may have been a conventional posture to take when commanded to bless God in the Chronicler’s context. The assembly may have also responded with a collective

563. Compare to 1 Chr 16:36 where thanksgiving and praise is offered during the installation of the ark in Jerusalem. After the prayer, the people respond with “Amen” and their own praise without any coordinated prostration or directions from the leader(s).
blessing that I would suggest replicated David’s blessing or was patterned after some other part of the prayer, but we can only speculate about the exact details.\footnote{564}{One possibility is that the people’s blessing would have been patterned somehow on David’s petition for the people: “O Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our ancestors, keep forever such purposes and thoughts in the hearts of your people, and direct their hearts toward you.” (1 Chr 29:18). Such a blessing is suggested by the narrative framework, which describes how “all the assembly blessed the Lord, the God of their ancestors” (1 Chr 29:20). Perhaps there was a widely known blessing that went something like, “Blessed are You, O Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our ancestors” followed by a reworking of the petition into a participial phrase: “...who keeps forever such purposes and thoughts in the hearts of your people, and directs their hearts toward you.” This suggestion is highly speculative, but it seems plausible that some set of cues and conventions would have enabled the audience to respond collectively, even if modern readers lack the background knowledge to discern the proper response.}

IV. \textit{ברוך אתה יהוה} 

Introduction (1 Chr 29:10b): The prayer begins with \textit{ברוך אתה יהוה} (1 Chr 29:10b), a formula that anchors the prayer in the Second Temple period. There is widespread agreement that the \textit{ברוך אתה יהוה} formula emerged as a way to bless God directly in the Second Temple period.\footnote{565}{Braun, \textit{1 Chronicles}, 28; Sheldon H. Blank, “Some Observations concerning Biblical Prayer,” \textit{HUCA} 32 (1961), 88; See especially the discussion in Schuller, “Some Observations,” 134–38; Esther G. Chazon, “Looking Back: What the Dead Sea Scrolls Can Teach Us about Biblical Blessings,” in \textit{The Hebrew Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls}, eds. Nóra Dávid et al., FRLANT 239 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2011), 155–171; Chazon, “Tradition and Innovation,” 64; Chazon, “Liturgical Function,” 143–44; Joseph Heinemann, \textit{Prayer in the Talmud: Forms and Patterns}, SJ 9 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1977), 77–103; Falk, \textit{Daily, Sabbath, and Festival Prayers}, 79–84; Stegemann, “The Number of Psalms in 1QHodayot,” 191–234.} Although in the Hebrew Bible \textit{ברוך אתה יהוה} formulae are occasionally addressed to human beings (Deut 28:3, 6; 1 Sam 15:13; 26:25) and \textit{ברוך} is used sometimes used to bless God in a third person mode of address (Gen 14:20; 2 Sam 22:47; Ps 18:47; 72:19), God is almost never directly blessed in the second person. The only examples in the Hebrew Bible of \textit{ברוך אתה יהוה} directed to God are found in Ps 119:12 and 1 Chr 29:10, and as a consequence this passage is foundational for understanding the use of the formula, which becomes more prevalent later in the Hodayot and in other Second Temple period psalms and prayers.\footnote{566}
Meditation (1 Chr 29:11–12): 1 Chr 29:11–12 is a theological meditation that makes an assertion about God, similar to what we find in the non-eschatological meditations in the Hodayot tradition:

Yours, O Lord, are the greatness, the power, the glory, the victory, and the majesty; for all that is in the heavens and on the earth is yours; yours is the kingdom, O Lord, and you are exalted as head above all. Riches and honor come from you, and you rule over all. In your hand are power and might; and it is in your hand to make great and to give strength to all (1 Chr 29:11–12).

Although this theological principle of God’s ownership of all things is expressed as if it was addressed to God, it was probably intended to shape the audience’s theology of wealth and possessions indirectly since the prayer is recited in their hearing and it concerns the intention behind their freewill offering.

VI. Announcement of Thanksgiving and Praise for the Freewill Offering (1 Chr 29:13): One rhetorical move in 1 Chr 29:10–20 that does not appear in the Hodayot is the announcement of

566. Examples of references (some partially reconstructed) can be found in: 1QS 11:15; 1QH 8:26; 13:22; 17:38; 18:16; 19:30, 32, 35; 22:34; 4Q284 2 ii 5; 3 3; 4Q291 1 5; 4Q414 2 ii–4 6; 27–28 2; 4Q503 33 i+34 20; 4Q511 16 4; 4Q512 33+35 6; 29–32 1, 8; 42–44 i 3; 84 1. See Chazon, “Looking Back,” 160–164 for a discussion of some of these examples.

567. The specific formulation of this assertion—לך + vocative, where the vocative refers to God—only appears in psalms in Ps 38:15; 69:13; 101:1. There are some interesting parallels directed at human subjects, where the rhetorical force of the assertion is not meant to shape the perspective of a human audience, but rather the actual human addressee. In Song 8:12, the לך + vocative is directed at Solomon rather than God and makes an assertion about Solomon’s rights and privileges vis-à-vis the speaker’s metaphorical vineyard. Here the speaker is shaping Solomon’s understanding of what does and does not belong to him. Likewise, in 1 Chr 12:19, Amasai uses this form of the assertion to convince David that he is an ally rather than an enemy. A negative assertion is made in 2 Chr 26:18 when the priest Azariah and his cohort argued that it was within King Uzziah’s rights to enter the temple and make an offering on the altar of incense. In comparison, these examples show how when the לך + vocative formula is directed at God, it has a different and indirect rhetorical function than when it is used with human addressees. In the former the assertion is primarily meant to shape the audience’s view of their own wealth, whereas in the latter cases, the assertion is primarily meant to shape the addressee’s perspective.

568. To be clear there is an implied audience from the period of the monarchy and an implicit audience from the Chronicler’s time. The theological principle is rhetorically aimed at the Chronicler’s audience.
thanksgiving and praise for the freewill offering. 1 Chr 29:13 announces and characterizes what David and the assembly are ostensibly doing in the prayer, giving thanks and praise as they dedicate their freewill offering:

וְעַתָּה
אֱמוֹדִים
אֲנַחְנוּ
לָוֻּא
וּמְהַלְלִים
לְשֵׁם
תִּפְאַרְתֶּ?

"And now, our God, we give thanks to you and praise your glorious name." Burke Long describes this element as indicative of a “prayer of dedication” that “is spoken on the occasion of dedicating an object, person, offering, or building to God.” The language of thanksgiving and praise suggests a combination of declarative and descriptive praise, but in the narrative context of David’s prayer it can be further specified as a dedication of a freewill offering for the temple construction project. In the case of 1 Chr 29:10–20, this rhetorical move gives a clearer sense of the liturgical objective of the prayer, though David’s objective is not solely a dedication of the offering. As the following elements indicate, he has an additional objective with respect to his audience’s understanding of their wealth and their offering.

VII. Hypophora (1 Chr 29:14–15): After David’s announcement of his thanksgiving and praise for the freewill offering, the Chronicler employs a hypophora section (1 Chr 29:14–15) in which the author answers his own questions, similar to what we find in the Hodayot. In 1 Chr 29:14–15, the hypophora is used to disrupt the audience’s assumptions about their offerings. David asks “But who am I, and what is my people, that we should be able to make this freewill offering?”

569. The rhetorical move functions similarly to what Israel is instructed to say when dedicating their offering of the first fruits described in Deut 26:10:

וְעַתָּה
הַנִּהְגָה
הָאָדָמָה
אֲשֶׁר־נָתַתָּה
לִּי
יְהוָה
לְפָנֵי
יְהוָה
F
אֱ

“So now I bring the first of the fruit of the ground that you, O Lord, have given me.”

He responds first by restating the theological principle from the meditation, applying it to their ability to support the temple materially (29:11–12): “For all things come from you, and of your own have we given you” (1 Chr 29:14). In other words, David explains that they are able to make this offering because God first allocated them each a portion of God’s wealth. Then David returns to the questions of “who am I, and what is my people,” answering: “For we are aliens and transients before you, as were all our ancestors; our days on the earth are like a shadow, and there is no hope” (1 Chr 29:15). This construal of the wealthy donors of the assembly as aliens and transients who are simply giving back what God first gave to them is a radical and possibly an unwelcome redefinition of their more desirable status as benefactors of a monumental public works project.

David uses this hypophora to disrupt his audience’s assumptions about their wealth by asserting that their offering and prestige are actually effects of God’s greater generosity and universal ownership of all creation. In some respects, this use of the hypophora is similar to hypophora sections in the Hodayot because it not only shapes the audience’s theology but also their self-image and their sense of complete dependence on God. The main difference is that in 1 Chr 29:14–15, the audience is dependent on God for wealth and status, whereas in the Hodayot the stakes are higher because the audience is dependent on God for insight, election, and salvation. In both settings, hypophora serves as a rhetorical move that achieves the didactic objective of shaping the audience’s worldview.
VIII. Meditation (1 Chr 29:16): The second meditation (1 Chr 29:16) mirrors the first (1 Chr 29:11–12). David prays, “O Lord our God, all this abundance that we have provided for building you a house for your holy name comes from your hand and is all your own” (1 Chr 29:16).\footnote{This meditation may be part of the response to the hypophora section. In this scenario, David would acknowledge that he and his people are not independently wealthy and that their material prosperity derives from God in the first place.}

This meditation reapplies to the particular situation of the assembly’s freewill offering the principle that all wealth is God’s wealth from the first meditation. It also draws out the implication that the current freewill offerings—and more importantly, future freewill offerings—all belong to God in the first place. Even in this short psalm, meditations are used multiple times to reiterate important theological principles. Meditations are similarly repeated in the Hodayot to engrain the theological principles of the divine plan into the audience. In both cases the meditations are couched in discourses of praise, often serving as the descriptions of God and God’s mighty acts that are the basis of descriptive praise.

IX. Confession of Knowledge (1 Chr 29:17): 1 Chr 29:17 contains a rare biblical example of a confession of knowledge. Gunkel described 1 Chr 29:17 and other related passages as “something sounding like a confession,” and De Vries classified this kind of formal structure as “a confession, not of guilt, but of utter dependence on the Yahweh whose greatness has been extolled in vv. 11–12.”\footnote{1 Chr 29:17 employs the same וידעתי כי ידוע יחיה formula that is characteristic of confessions of knowledge in the Hodayot.}
“I know, my God, that you search the heart, and take pleasure in uprightness” (1 Chr 29:17).

The emphasis of the confession is on affirming that both the speaker and the audience are making their offerings with upright intentions. In the present context, the confession implies that the offerings are given with the frame of mind that all wealth belongs to God. In other words, the speaker confesses that he and his audience are not giving as altruistic benefactors; rather, they are giving back what belongs to God anyway. This confession is rhetorically effective because it moves ahead by assuming the audience’s agreement, subsuming any competing motivations for the offering. Furthermore, if the Second Temple audience was not entirely of the same mind with Chronicler about their material support for the rebuilt temple, David’s confession on behalf of the upright assembly might incline them to adopt a similar view of giving so that they too might be counted among the upright assembly of their own era. 573 They might even convey their...

---

572. Gunkel and Beegrich, *Introduction to Psalms*, 33; De Vries, *1 and 2 Chronicles*, 222. In De Vries’s outline of 1 Chr 29:17, he labels this section as a “plea of innocence,” that according to the glossary is “a statement formally declaring that one is not guilty of allegations or accusations made against him.” The characterization of this section as a plea of innocence does not seem to fit in the context of the dedication of an offering, and there is no mention of guilt or innocence. There is a discrepancy with De Vries’s discussion of the rhetorical move, which describes it instead as a “confession.” This label from the discussion is more fitting than the label of “plea of innocence,” especially since he identifies the passage as a confession of utter dependence rather than a confession of guilt or innocence. De Vries, *1 and 2 Chronicles*, 221–23, 433.

573. Gary Knoppers explained that “[o]ne cannot help but wonder whether the presentation of boundless kindness, the donation of ‘freewill offerings to Yhwh with a whole heart’ (29:9), is geared toward addressing the needs of the author’s own time. Constructing a temple along with its attendant buildings was an expensive proposition in the ancient Mediterranean world and the maintenance and staffing of these buildings required a continuing investment of considerable resources. These costs could be offset, however, by the income that temples and palaces received or generated through offerings, endowments, conscription, gifts, taxes, booty, and tribute. But the Jerusalem Temple, unlike most other temples in the Achaemenid Empire, does not seem to have had its own extensive lands to support it. This meant that the Jerusalem Temple depended on the goodwill of supporters for its maintenance.” Knoppers, *I Chronicles 10–29*, 964–65.
acceptance of such a view by repeating the confession, demonstrating that they have internalized the theology of wealth espoused by the Chronicler through David.

X. Petitions (1 Chr 29:18–19) The prayer closes with two petitions, one for the people (1 Chr 29:18) and another for Solomon (1 Chr 29:19):

O Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our ancestors, keep forever such purposes and thoughts in the hearts of your people, and direct their hearts toward you. Grant to my son Solomon that with single mind he may keep your commandments, your decrees, and your statutes, performing all of them, and that he may build the temple for which I have made provision.

These petitions build on the overarching theme of intentions, asking God to ensure that the people and Solomon maintain the upright heart and commitment to building and maintaining the temple. David already confessed that the audience has this intent in the confession of knowledge (1 Chr 29:17).

These petitions are the culmination of the prayer because they shift from dedicating the offering and shaping the audience’s view of wealth to the question of what the audience will do in the future. In addition to serving the narrative function of foreshadowing developments in 2 Chronicles, these petitions further entrench David’s view of wealth by lifting it up as an ideal for future generations—the Chronicler’s audience—with respect to supporting the temple.

Petitions in the Hodayot constitute a similar rhetorical move because they tend to ask God to maintain the very thing that God is thanked and praised for providing. In David’s case he petitions God to maintain the audience’s stance of generosity and obedience in future generations, while in the Hodayot the speaker asks God to continue to protect, strengthen, and
purify the speaker in the same breath as he thanks God for doing the same. In both cases there is a sense that whatever gains that have been made need to be carefully maintained, lest they be undone. David, however, does not seem concerned about his own conduct—the Chronicler’s David can do no wrong—but the speaker in the Hodayot is acutely aware of his utter dependence on God’s goodness and the tenuousness of God’s provisional assistance.

4.4.2 1 Chr 29:10–20 in Gunkel and Westermann

Gunkel struggled to classify 1 Chr 29:10–20 in his schema because it contained formal structures that were characteristic of his psalms of complaint, thanksgiving, and hymns, the three major genres in Gunkel’s schema. This difficulty stems from the same challenge of classifying formally hybrid psalms that produced similar contradictory results in Isa 12:1–6 and in the psalms of the Hodayot tradition. Initially, Gunkel identified 1 Chr 29:10–20 as a prose “prayer of thanksgiving;” however, later he includes it in his list of the biblical prose prayers that are comparable to the psalms of individual complaint. Elsewhere Gunkel refers to key aspects of the prayer as examples of characteristic formal structures and performative features of hymns. For example, he included the meditation in 1 Chr 29:11 as one of the expressions of a hymn that “name the essence and qualities belonging to YHWH.” Likewise, he referred to the confession of knowledge in 1 Chr 29:17 as characteristic of the main part of a hymn. Gunkel also used 1

574. See the discussion of petitions on pp. 194–200.
575. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 27, 121.
576. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 37.
577. Gunkel and Begrich, Introduction to Psalms, 32.
Chr 29:20 to illustrate the “bodily movements which accompany the singing of hymns.” In sum, 1 Chr 29:10–20 has no secure place in Gunkel’s schema because it has rhetorical moves that led him to associate it in all three of his major genres. Once again it is apparent that the definitional approach cannot accommodate a consistent classification of the genre of texts that contain hybridized formal structures.

Even though Westermann never attempted to classify 1 Chr 29:10–20, his schema has the flexibility to accommodate it. It does not belong to any of Westermann’s primary genres because a prayer to dedicate a freewill offering is very specific to a particular occasion. In this respect, Westermann would have classified 1 Chr 29:10–20 as one of his smaller subgenres, a level lower than his primary genres of psalms (see Fig. 34 below). When positioned on the triangular plot (see Fig. 33 below), I would suggest that it does not fit squarely among the psalms of petition or praise because it incorporates elements of both praise (1 Chr 29:10–17) and petition (vv. 18–19). Rather, it seems to occupy a point somewhere along the middle of the spectrum of praise and petition on the one hand, and descriptive and declarative praise on the other hand.

There are aspects of declarative praise in this prayer because it is blessing God for making it possible to build the temple through the freewill offering of the people. Furthermore, from David’s perspective, the assembly’s support is a specific divine blessing that ensures that

his plans for the temple will come to fruition, and in this respect there is an undertone of thanks for helping David to achieve his objective.

1 Chr 29:10–20 in Westermann’s Schema (Triangular Plot)

Fig. 33

Westermann’s Expanded Generic Schema

- Discourse: Petition
  - Genre: Psalm of Complaint of the People
  - Genre: Psalm of Complaint of the Individual
- Discourse: Praise
  - Mode of Praise: Declarative Praise
    - Genre: Declarative Psalm of Praise of the People
    - Genre: Declarative Psalm of Praise of the Individual
    - Genre: Eschatological Psalm of Thanksgiving (Isa 12:1–6)
  - Mode of Praise: Descriptive Praise
    - Genre: Descriptive Psalm of Praise
      - Subgenre: Psalm of Dedication of the Freewill Offering (1 Chr 29:10–20)
    - Genre: Eschatological Psalm of Praise

Fig. 34

The psalm does not consist entirely of declarative praise because David takes the occasion of blessing God for the freewill offering to engage in a broader, more descriptive praise by ascribing all wealth to God, broadening the declarative praise of God for temple funds to a praise of God as the source for all wealth. In this respect, David uses the occasion for declarative praise to engage in descriptive praise that communicates a broader theological point to the audience. As a consequence, descriptive and declarative praise are somewhat evenly balanced in the psalm, perhaps with a slight advantage to declarative praise in view of the narrative context of the dedication of a freewill offering. The discourse of supplication in the psalm is subordinate to the praise of God, since the petitions trail at the end of the prayer and ask for a continuation of what God has already done by providing wealth and engendering generous dispositions among the donors.

4.4.3 Overview of 1 Chr 29:10–20 and Its Influence on the Hodayot Tradition

Within the Chronicler’s prayer of dedication, he used a combination of a introduction, meditations, a hypophora section, a confession of knowledge, and petitions to shape his audience’s theology of wealth and attitude toward materially supporting the temple institution. These rhetorical moves are less essential to the genre of the dedication, which is more or less achieved in the narrative context and the announcement of the freewill offering (1 Chr 29:13, 18–19). Rather, the meditations, hypophora, confessions of knowledge, and petitions

580. Within the narrative, the audience would be expected to continue to support the temple institution beyond an initial dedicatory offering. The Chronicler’s audience would likewise be expected to support the institution of the Second Temple. See p. 252 n. 573.
serve the didactic objectives of the Chronicler in the formation of his audience’s theology. Since there is nothing tying these elements specifically to a prayer of dedication, it is not surprising that these rhetorically powerful elements would be deployed in other generic contexts like the psalms of the Hodayot.

The lines of influence between 1 Chr 29:10–20 and the Hodayot tradition are probably much less direct than the kind of exegetical influence of Isa 12:1–6. Even though sectarian psalmists undoubtedly knew of David’s prayer, Chronicles did not exert a strong pull on the literary and exegetical imaginations of the authors of sectarian literature. Comparatively few quotations or allusions to Chronicles are found in the corpus, and there are no clear examples of Chronicles manuscripts among the Dead Sea Scrolls, except perhaps 4Q118, which contains 2 Chr 28:27–29:3, but also has signs of being an excerpted or rewritten text. This lack of apparent interest in Chronicles and paucity of Chronicles manuscripts at Qumran raises the possibility that the sectarian groups did not consider Chronicles valuable enough to acquire, maintain, and copy, at least in quantities significant enough to have survived at Qumran.

Without any evidence of direct influence, it is more plausible that a generic palette consisting of a similar set of rhetorical moves—perhaps without the highly specific move of the announcement of the freewill offering—was more widely in use throughout the Second Temple period. While it is possible that the Chronicler invented the strategy, but I consider it more plausible that he drew on an existing generic palette of rhetorical moves that would have been especially compelling for his audience.\footnote{583} The generic palette persisted as part of the rhetorical repertoire throughout the Second Temple period because it appears at least once more in the Hodayot. I would suggest that the generic palette that was used for composing David’s prayer was likewise selected for the Hodayot for the same reasons the Chronicler chose it: it was still a persuasive pattern of rhetoric for late Second Temple period audiences, especially for achieving the rhetorical objective of actively shaping the theological worldview of the audience.

1 Chr 29:10–20 also provides a framework for thinking about how a Second Temple period audience of the Hodayot might respond to rhetorical strategies derived from the same generic palette. The Chronicler provides the rare benefit of a narrative to tell us what happened after David finished his prayer. The account of David’s liturgical direction to bless and his audience’s response of blessing and prostration is especially important data for reconstructing

\footnote{582. As always with interpretations of numbers of manuscripts at Qumran, we must keep in mind the caveat that the surviving manuscript count may not be representative and distort the original numbers of manuscripts possessed by the groups whose scrolls were deposited at Qumran. However, the minimal evidence for books from the Persian period—Ezra-Nehemiah, Chronicles, and Esther—is very striking. For two recent discussions about the hazards of counting manuscripts, see Mika Pajunen, “Bible,” \textit{T&T Clark Companion to the Dead Sea Scrolls}, 371–74; Eva Mroczek, “The Hegemony of the Biblical in the Study of Second Temple Literature,” \textit{JAJ} 6.1 (2015), 2–35.}

\footnote{583. See Japhet’s discussion on p. 243.}
how prayers and psalms with similar rhetorical strategies may have played out. In the first place, the Chronicler’s narrative makes us aware that at least in some cases the performative dimensions of a liturgical psalm may be missing or incomplete when we only have the text of the psalm itself. 1 Chr 29:10–20 also attests to tacit conventions that shaped audience responses to the performance of liturgical psalms and prayers, such as knowing to prostrate when directed to bless. Since the Hodayot psalms are not embedded in a historiographical narrative, we are not given the benefit of a fulsome account that supplies the oral liturgical directions given to the audience or an account that hints at what tacit conventions they followed when obeying those directions. If the Chronicler’s prayer can be used as a precedent for the performance of similar blessings, we can reconstruct at least one possible scenario for how the audience of the Hodayot tradition might have responded to rhetorical strategies with affinities to that of 1 Chr 29:10–20.

A final observation needs to be made about eschatology and the rhetorical strategy of 1 Chr 29:10–20. The Hodayot tradition draws from the same generic palette used by the Chronicler, but to a different end. For the Chronicler, the rhetorical moves of the palette were used to convey David’s insight from the distant past in order to enlighten the Chronicler’s audience about wealth to make them more generous toward the temple institution. In the Hodayot, opposite is the case. The psalmist uses similar rhetorical moves to convey insight about the eschatological future that enables the speaker and the audience to participate in eschatological praise. This change is the result of deploying the rhetorical moves in an already-
not yet eschatological framework. As a consequence, in the Hodayot tradition, many of the meditations discuss eschatological aspects of the divine plan, expanding the rhetorical moves of the palette to include eschatological meditations alongside non-eschatological meditations. In this respect, the framework enables the two distinct strategies in 1 Chr 29:10–20 and Isa 12:1–6 to interlock functionally and rhetorically in the eschatologically-oriented psalms of the Hodayot tradition. Both sets of rhetorical moves can be combined to cultivate audience insight into the divine plan that provides a sound basis for a proper reply of praise.

4.4.4 Summary

In sum, this chapter has identified two unique precedents for the rhetorical moves found in the Hodayot tradition: Isaiah’s psalm (Isa 12:1–6) and David’s prayer (1 Chr 29:10–20). Each employs a rhetorical strategy consisting of a distinct subset of rhetorical moves that appeared in the survey of rhetorical moves in the Hodayot tradition. I suggest that the reappearance of these rhetorical moves in the Hodayot tradition indicates that there were separate generic palettes used for Isaiah’s psalm and David’s prayer that were later drawn upon to create the rhetorical strategies of the psalms in the Hodayot tradition. To lay the groundwork for classifying the psalms of the Hodayot tradition, I classified Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 in Westermann’s schema. Although it was possible to classify 1 Chr 29:10–20 in Westermann’s schema as a non-eschatological subgenre (a dedication of a freewill offering), the eschatologically framed psalm of thanksgiving in Isa 12:1–6 could not be classified in the existing schema. I proposed a new
eschatological spectrum for Westermann’s schema that can accommodate the full range of
eschatological praise, including the new genre of the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving that I
proposed for Isa 12:1–6. I argued that Isa 12:1–6 exerted a direct exegetical influence on the
Hodayot, while the rhetorical strategy found in 1 Chr 29:10–20 was probably taken by the
Chronicler and the Hodayot psalmist(s) from a common or similar generic palette of rhetorical
strategies that were available in the Second Temple period. Finally, I argued that both generic
palettes are couched in an already-not yet apocalyptic eschatological framework in the Hodayot,
and their common eschatological orientation enables the moves of those palettes to functionally
and rhetorically interlock. Now that the spectrum of eschatological praise is in place and the
precedents for the Hodayot tradition are classified, we can turn to the task of mapping out the
Hodayot tradition in Westermann’s schema and examining how and why the generic palettes
attested by Isaiah’s psalm and David’s prayer have been used to create psalms with interlocked
rhetorical strategies.
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the rhetorical moves analysis of the psalms of the Hodayot tradition will be completed by examining to what extent the psalms of the Hodayot tradition make the same kinds of rhetorical moves made in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 and where the psalms of the Hodayot tradition fall on the spectrum of eschatological praise proposed in the previous chapter. A detailed examination of the rhetorical strategy of each psalm in the Hodayot is not possible, but a broad comparison of the unique rhetorical moves made by each psalm can tell us how the generic palettes attested separately in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 are combined to varying degrees in the Hodayot. This blending of generic palettes results in the “hybridity” that has impeded previous attempts at classifying the psalms. In the first section of this chapter I will demonstrate how each of the delimited psalms in the Hodayot tradition interlock rhetorical moves from both generic palettes, and I will indicate where they belong on the spectrum of eschatological praise. In the second section, I will revisit the question of the persona of the speaker to advance an alternative to the view that there are three “I”s in the Hodayot (the Teacher or leader, the Maskil, and ordinary sectarians). In the third and final section, I will discuss the speaker’s liturgical and didactic rhetorical objectives and how they are reflected in what I argue is the programmatic sequencing of psalms in 1QH职业道德.
5.2 Reassessment of the Generic Categories of the Hodayot

The psalms of the Hodayot tradition are difficult to classify because they have hybridized formal structures, or viewed through the lens of rhetorical moves analysis, they make rhetorical moves from distinct generic palettes. I would argue that this hybridity is not the result of some kind of degradation of “pure” genres; rather, it is a purposeful “interlocking” of rhetorical moves from existing generic palettes of rhetorical moves to achieve a set of related rhetorical objectives. It is my contention that the vast majority of psalms draw from a primary and secondary generic palette. These two rhetorical palettes correspond roughly to the rhetorical strategies exemplified in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20. I am proposing two interlocking generic categories for the Hodayot on the basis of the overlapping use of these generic palettes: 1) the genre of “eschatological psalms of thanksgiving” (=EPT), and 2) what I am calling the subgenre of “psalms of hymnic confession” (=PHC). The former is for psalms that participate primarily in the primary generic palette of Isa 12:1–6 while the latter is for psalms that participate in a generic palette very similar to 1 Chr 29:10–20. As discussed at the end of Chapter 4, these generic palettes have been adapted to fit into an already-not yet eschatological context.

584. The genre of the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving was proposed in Chapter 4 on p. 234. The subgenre of psalms of hymnic confession was not proposed earlier, though it falls at the same level of the subgenre of the prayer of the dedication of the freewill offering. The term “psalms of hymnic confession” is borrowed from Morawe’s generic term, hymnischen Bekenntnislieder. Morawe’s term is apropos because of the emphasis of the rhetorical strategy on descriptive praise and its signature confessions of knowledge that set it apart from the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving. Kuhn employed a related term of Bekenntnislieder des Frommen as an alternative name for the Community Hymns. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil, 140.
The rhetorical moves surveyed in ch. 3 can be divided into three sets. The first set includes four rhetorical moves that are not clearly aligned with either of the generic palettes and are mostly concerned with the speaker’s self-identification or his guiding of the performance of the psalms. These include the introduction, recollections of the speaker, resolutions, and exhortations. The paratextual element of superscriptions can be included in this group as well because it is not necessarily restricted to a single generic palette and could be used for any genre of psalm. This first set of rhetorical moves is not a generic palette proper; rather, it is a group of highly adaptable features without strong associations with either generic palette.

The second set includes four rhetorical moves from the generic palette of the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving: 1) an introductory formula, 2) accounts of distress, 3) accounts of provisional assistance, 4) accounts of eschatological deliverance. As

585. I distinguish between the author and the implied speaker. There is very little we can say about the actual author/psalmists. Psalmists write for and assign intentions to an implied speaker, regardless of whether that speaker is someone else, themselves, or even a respected figure from the past. In this respect, the speaker is constructed by the text and actualized by real readers or performers of the text. See Newsom’s discussion of the speaking subject and subject of speech for further nuancing of the “I” of the psalms. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 199–200.

586. There is a resolution in Isa 12:1-6 that anticipates the descriptive praise of the hymnic section. I do not include resolutions in the set of rhetorical moves that make up the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving because a resolution to praise could be employed with respect to declarative or descriptive praise alike. Likewise, exhortations can direct an audience to listen to declarative praise or participate in descriptive praise. I consider both of these rhetorical moves too flexible to align strongly with one of the strategies.

587. Here I am not including the hymnic section that concludes Isa 12:1-6 (vv. 4-6) in the rhetorical strategy of the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving because it is a rhetorical move that is more consistent with the descriptive end of the spectrum. As discussed in the previous chapter, Isa 12:1-6 is not itself a unhybridized eschatological psalm of thanksgiving because it incorporates this imperative hymnic section as a subsidiary rhetorical move.

588. A psalm does not have to employ every rhetorical move belonging to a rhetorical strategy to participate in the genre. See the discussion on p. 97.
previously discussed, these moves have been modulated by the already-not yet eschatological framework, resulting in the inclusion of the account of provisional assistance.  

The third set includes rhetorical moves that constitute the generic palette of the psalms of hymnic confession. They consist of 1) the בָּרוּךְ אַתָּה אֲדֹנִי introductory formula, 2) the בָּרוּךְ אַתָּה אֲדֹנִי subsection formula, 3) non-eschatological meditations, 4) eschatological meditations, 5) confessions of knowledge, 6) hypophora sections, 7) hymnic sections, and 8) petitions. Because the psalms of hymnic confession contain the rhetorical moves such as meditations, confessions of knowledge and hypophora sections that are the most concerned with descriptive praise, I have grouped the rare element of imperative hymnic sections with the psalms of hymnic confession. The generic palette is also expanded by additional بָּרוּךְ אַתָּה אֲדֹנִי subsections that do not appear in 1 Chr 29:10–20. Additionally, the psalm of hymnic confession differs from 1 Chr 29:10–20 because it is eschatologically framed and it does not contain an announcement of the freewill offering. Along with the psalms of dedication, I would group the psalm of hymnic

---

589. See p. 238.
590. Hymnic sections in the Hodayot are introduced with exhortations, but I am counting exhortations that accompany hymnic sections as a single rhetorical move in the psalms of hymnic confession since imperative hymnic sections conventionally belong together. Hymnic sections do not appear in 1 Chr 29:10–20, but I am including them with the rhetorical strategy of the psalm of hymnic confession because hymnic sections are quintessentially descriptive praise and do not contribute to the primary rhetorical objective of eschatological psalms of thanksgiving to engage in eschatologically framed declarative praise.
591. Isa 12:1–6 has an imperative hymnic section in vv. 4b–6. In the Hodayot tradition, the addition of the hymnic section to the rhetorical moves found in 1 Chr 29:10–20 might be influenced by the imperative hymnic section in Isa 12:4b–6, at the point where declarative praise has given rise to descriptive praise. In the Hodayot tradition, imperative hymnic sections do not appear in eschatological psalms of thanksgiving; rather, they appear to have migrated to the hymnic confession psalms rhetorical strategy in 1QH 25:34–27:3 (26:26b–26:42). See p. 265 n. 587.
confession with the smaller subgenres in Westermann’s schema that he subordinated beneath his primary genres.\footnote{592}

**New Generic Categories in Westermann’s Schema**

- **Discourse: Petition**
  - Genre: Psalm of Complaint of the People
  - Genre: Psalm of Complaint of the Individual
- **Discourse: Praise**
  - Mode of Praise: Declarative Praise
    - Genre: Declarative Psalm of Praise of the People
    - Genre: Declarative Psalm of Praise of the Individual
    - *Genre: Eschatological Psalm of Thanksgiving*
  - Mode of Praise: Descriptive Praise
    - Genre: Descriptive Psalm of Praise
    - Genre: Eschatological Psalm of Praise

*Subgenre: Psalms of Hymnic Confession*

Fig. 35

When the kind of rhetorical strategy found in 1 Chr 29:10–20 no longer makes the rhetorical move of the announcement of the freewill offering, I would argue that it becomes oriented toward a less situational rhetorical objective that emphasizes the descriptive praise of God and the inculcation of a theological perspective in the audience. I would locate the psalms of hymnic confession further toward the descriptive praise end of the spectrum. However, the psalms of hymnic confession are not purely devoted to descriptive praise because every Psalm participates to some degree in declarative praise through the consistent incorporation of accounts of provisional assistance. Consequently, the psalms of hymnic confession should not be located at the far extreme of the descriptive praise end of the spectrum where examples of unhybridized

\footnote{592. Westermann, *Praise and Lament*, 35.}
psalms of eschatological praise would belong, but at the centre where descriptive and declarative praise are more evenly balanced.

For the purposes of this discussion, we can focus exclusively on just one of the three spectrums in Westermann’s schema, the spectrum of eschatological praise. Since both the psalms of hymnic confession and eschatological thanksgiving fall along this eschatological spectrum of praise, they are more functionally and rhetorically compatible than Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20, which fall on eschatological and non-eschatological spectrums of praise, respectively. The proximity of psalms of hymnic confession and psalms of eschatological thanksgiving along the spectrum of eschatological praise emphasizes that they can have interlocking rhetorical objectives tied to an eschatological worldview, a point that I will argue below.⁵⁹³

**New Generic Categories on the Spectrum of Eschatological Praise**

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 36

---

⁵⁹³ Although the petitions in the Hodayot affect where some psalms fall along the spectrum of petition and praise, I am focusing on the most significant spectrum for this study—the spectrum of eschatological praise. More work remains to be done on identifying the full range of petitions and supplications in the Hodayot to consider the psalms in terms of Westermann’s spectrum of petition and praise. See p. 194.
Fig. 36 is a schematic illustration to help conceptualize the place of the generic categories of the Hodayot tradition on the spectrum. Each generic category occupies a range on the overall spectrum of eschatological praise. The genre of eschatological psalms of praise is rendered in grey to indicate that it is not being used to classify the psalms of the Hodayot. The two generic categories that are used to classify the psalms of the Hodayot tradition are rendered in black. In the hierarchy of Westermann’s schema, the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving are at the level of a genre, while the psalms of hymnic confession are at the level of a subgenre. This subgenre straddles the midpoint between descriptive and declarative praise where both modes of praise are equally mixed, though it is skewed toward the descriptive end of the spectrum.

In addition to showing the place of the generic categories in the spectrum, fig. 36 also depicts an overlap of the psalms of hymnic confession and eschatological psalms of thanksgiving. The generic categories cover overlapping stretches of the spectrum of eschatological praise because it is already clear from the survey of elements in Chapter 3 that most psalms in the Hodayot incorporate rhetorical moves from both strategies to some degree. Thus, to map individual psalms onto this spectrum, we need to know the extent to which each psalm participates in each generic palette. It is challenging to establish the primary and secondary rhetorical strategies of a given composition because the poor state of many of the psalms leaves us with a significant number of rhetorical moves that have been lost. As a result, we only have a partial picture of the rhetorical strategy used in many cases. Furthermore,
counting, weighting, and comparing every move from each strategy in each psalm would result in a distorted picture, especially for the longer and more fragmentary psalms in 1QH cols. 5–8 and 21–26, not to mention the extremely fragmentary material in cols 2–4 and 27–28.595

To minimize this distortion, I have adopted the approach of counting how many unique usages of each rhetorical move there are in a psalm. That is to say, the repetition of rhetorical moves are not figured into the calculation. The purpose of counting unique moves is not to establish how much a particular rhetorical move or generic palette is used, but to what extent the full range or rhetorical moves from the generic palettes are represented in a given psalm. For example, I would consider a psalm that contains each of the four rhetorical moves of the psalms of eschatological thanksgiving to participate more fully in the generic palette than a psalm that only contains two of the four, but contains multiple instances of each.

The following chart indicates what percentage of the total rhetorical moves from each generic palette is used in each psalm, insofar as the psalms are preserved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psalm</th>
<th>EPT % (four moves)</th>
<th>PHC % (eight moves)</th>
<th>Primary % - Secondary % 596</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:12–6:41</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50% PHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:21–8:41</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>63% PHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1–10:4</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>12% EPT (Balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:5–21</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75% EPT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

594. Part of the distortion would come from single rhetorical moves interrupted by one or more lacunae that would multiply the number of rhetorical moves of that type.
595. Col. 1 is only a hypothetical column with no fragments assigned.
596. This column subtracts the secondary percentage from the primary percentage to gain a rough sense of the extent to which the psalm participates in the dominant strategy.
### Percentage of Moves from EPT and PHC Generic Palettes in Each Psalm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psalm</th>
<th>EPT % (four moves)</th>
<th>PHC % (eight moves)</th>
<th>Primary % - Secondary %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:22–32</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:33–11:19</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20–37</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>12% EPT (Balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:38–12:5</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:6–13:6</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7–21</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:22–15:8</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:9–28</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:29–36</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:37–16:4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>87% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:5–19:5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50% EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:6–20:6</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>12% EPT (Balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:7–22:42</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0% (Balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:1–25:33</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>12% EPT (Balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:34–27:3</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>25% PHC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 37

The percentages of unique moves made in each psalm helps us gain some sense of the primary and secondary rhetorical strategy. It must be emphasized that the percentages are not absolute because psalms are not completely preserved and rhetorical moves are missing. The percentages only indicate the extent to which the remains of the psalms participate in the two generic palettes.

The psalms can be distributed onto the spectrum of eschatological praise by the strength of their primary strategy.597

271
The psalms in left columns of the spectrum contain primarily rhetorical moves from the psalms of hymnic confession and the right columns contains psalms that are primarily or entirely psalms of eschatological thanksgiving. There are no unhybridized psalms of hymnic confession because every psalm has at least one account of provisional assistance from the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving. At the far right of the spectrum are psalms that only contain rhetorical moves from the generic palette of the eschatological psalm of thanksgivings. There is only one case (1QH* 597). The psalms are located on the spectrum by calculating the percentage of rhetorical moves of both rhetorical strategies. The psalms are grouped into tranches by subtracting the percentage of the secondary strategy from the primary strategy. It must be emphasized that this is not a scientific chart but a schematic illustration that gives a basic sense of where the psalms fall along the spectrum of eschatological praise and how much the psalms of hymnic confession and eschatological thanksgiving overlap.
10:22–32) where all four of the rhetorical moves of the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving are made without being interlocked with any rhetorical moves from the psalms of hymnic confession. Psalms that fall in “primarily” categories contain a percentage of rhetorical moves in one of the generic palettes by more than 12%. The psalms at the centre of the spectrum are psalms that employ both generic palettes to equal or near-equivalent extents—that is, within 12% of each other.598


The rough figures above demonstrate the close conceptual linkages of declarative and descriptive praise in the psalms of the Hodayot tradition. In the Hodayot, both generic categories of praise are founded upon and motivated by knowledge of the divine plan for the elect that is communicated mainly in the confessions of knowledge and meditations that are distributed

598. The unevenness and seemingly arbitrary percentages are the result of the number of rhetorical moves in each strategy and how they constrain results.
599. See fig. 39 on p. 286.
throughout the corpus. With knowledge of the divine plan expressed in the rhetorical moves of the psalms of hymnic confession, an individual can both praise God in general terms or confess specifically how God has acted to protect and assist him or her in the present and how God will provide ultimate deliverance and vindication at the end of the eschatological age. The presence of secondary strategies in nearly every psalm demonstrates that descriptive praise is never entirely decoupled from declarative praise and in most cases declarative praise is always founded upon the insight into God’s plan contained in descriptive praise. In this respect, even when recounting God’s plan and blessing God for it in general terms, the speaker persistently makes at least some rhetorical move to situate himself in the divine plan and in the eschatological conflict as the recipient of divine assistance.

In sum, the main takeaway is that the generic categories of the Hodayot are even more “hybridized” than scholars have previously recognized, preventing any simplistic division of the psalms into two categories. Although two generic categories can be identified in the Hodayot tradition, they are formally—and I would argue functionally—interlocked with each other. This interlocked relationship makes it unfeasible to tease the two genres completely apart and treat them as redactional blocks of material (CH I, TH, and CH II). Rather, the common thread of accounts of provisional assistance and the interlocking rhetorical strategies indicate that the Hodayot tradition is tightly and intentionally woven together to achieve an interrelated set of
rhetorical objectives. To better understand these objectives, we need to turn back to the much discussed question of the identity of the “I” of the psalms.

5.3 The Speaker

One of the primary barriers to reading the Hodayot tradition as a coherent and interlocking corpus of psalms is the Teacher hypothesis—that the Teacher of Righteousness is the author or is the intended speaker of a subset of the psalms of the Hodayot tradition. Although it is generally agreed that the Teacher hypothesis goes well beyond the evidence, the impression persists that there are still multiple speakers in the Hodayot tradition. The most widely accepted version of this view is Newsom’s identification of three speakers 1) the distinctive “I” of the leader (possibly the Mebaqqer or Paqid, but not the Maskil), 2) the institutional “I” of the Maskil, and 3) the ordinary “I” of the average sectarian. This approach is convenient in the sense that it allows the familiar Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema to continue on under new leadership; however, I would argue that it constructs an unnecessarily complicated explanation of the “I” and moves too quickly past the simplest solution. I suggest that Jacob Licht’s early proposal that the Maskil is the intended speaker in the Hodayot tradition has more explanatory potential and best fits the evidence.

Licht’s proposal that the Maskil is the speaker was made very early on in 1957 and was not considered again in much depth except to be explicitly rejected by Jeremias and Newsom.

600. See discussion on p. 53.
Part of the reason his proposal was never taken up is because the Maskil superscriptions were only apparent decades later after Puech’s publication of the material reconstruction of 1QH in 1988. Althoughוּמשכיל was preserved on 1QH frg. 8 (1QH 25:34), it was not recognizable as a superscription on the basis of frg. 8 alone. Even though Licht had access to this fragment, he does not cite its reference to the Maskil in his proposal nor is frg. 8 discussed in his commentary. He relied on the description of the Maskil in 1QS to correlate the “I” of the Hodayot with the Maskil. Since he did not have the advantage of the references for the Maskil in the Hodayot, I will pull together this evidence in support of Licht’s original proposal.

To make the case that the Maskil is the implied speaker in the Hodayot, we must return to the superscriptions and theואני 여기רש כותב introduction. These features were not employed in the rhetorical strategies of Isa 12:1–6 or 1 Chr 29:10–20, and I suggest that they were introduced in the Hodayot tradition to play the primary role of identifying the speaker, his role, and his objectives in the performance of the 1QH arrangement of psalms. These features give the clearest indication that the Maskil is the speaker in the collection by providing a group of psalms that are explicitly associated with the Maskil. Theואני 여기רש כותב in 1QH 20:14 identifies the psalm

602. Licht preferred to treat substantial fragments, especially those that could be reconstructed with the rest of the manuscript. Since frg. 8 was unplaced until Puech’s reconstruction in 1988, it did not enter into his analysis or even into his index of Hebrew words in the Hodayot. Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 24–6; Puech, “Quelques aspects,” 49.

603. To be clear, I am not arguing that the Maskil is the author. Rather, I am advocating the position that the psalms are written for the Maskil to perform as the speaker. I hold the view that the Maskil is not a single person but an office that presumably multiple people could occupy. Licht held a similar view of the Maskil as a high level office rather than a singular leader or a name for ordinary members. Licht, The Thanksgiving Scroll, 25. An office cannot be the author of a text, but it can be the designated speaker.
in 1QHª 20:7–22:42 as a psalm for the Maskil to perform. As discussed in Chapter 3, since this psalm also has a Maskil superscription (1QHª 20:7–14a), we can infer that the other Maskil superscriptions were probably intended for the Maskil to perform as well. This establishes a base of at least four lengthy psalms that were intended for the Maskil as the speaker (1QHª 5:12–6:41; 7:21–?, 604 20:7–22:42; 25:34–27:3).

The Teacher/Leader Hypothesis depends on the distinction between the special and highly personal discourse of the speaker over and against the more general discourse of the Maskil or of ordinary sectarians. However, I would argue that such a distinction exists because the Maskil was proficient in making the rhetorical moves from both rhetorical palettes, including the highly personalized moves like accounts of distress, provisional assistance, and eschatological deliverance. 605 In the psalms explicitly associated with the Maskil’s office, he delivers almost the full range of rhetorical moves in both palettes: ברוך אתה אדוני formulae for psalms and psalm subsections (1QHª 5:15), a Maskil introduction (5:15), non-eschatological and eschatological meditations (e.g. 5:16b–18; 21:27b–30); confessions of knowledge (5:35b–38; 22:13b–14a); hypophora sections (5:30b–35a; 20:30b–39); exhortations (26:9b–19, 26b, 31aa, 41b), hymnic sections (26:26c–30, 31ab–32a, 41c–42); at least one petition (22:37b), resolutions (e.g. 6:32b–36a; 21:18; 25:36–37), and a recollection of the speaker (6:29b–32a). The only kind

604. The traces of a Maskil superscription on the bottom of frg. 10 may not belong in col. 7, but they do indicate that at least one additional Maskil psalm, possibly somewhere before col. 4, where Qimron has suggested frg. 10 belongs. Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 1:9, 66, 105.

605. The speaker’s recollections of what he did and said when he joined the elect group is evidence that the speaker can empathize with ordinary sectarians. See the recollections of the speaker on p. 215.
of rhetorical move that is not explicitly marked as part Maskil’s discourse is the אודכה אדוני כי introductory formula.\textsuperscript{606} The Maskil’s use of virtually all of the rhetorical moves across both rhetorical palettes establishes that the full gamut of sectarian discourse was explicitly scripted for the Maskil at some point in the collection.

Newsom argues that the leader hymns (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 10:5–21, 12:6–13:6, 13:7–21, 13:22–15:8, 15:9–28, and 16:5–17:36) stand apart as a separate category because “[t]he speaker does not appear as integrated into a hierarchically organized community but stands apart from the community as a solitary leader.”\textsuperscript{607} She does not merge her categories of the psalms of the Maskil and the psalms of the leader because “they seem quite different in tone and self-representation from the psalms of the persecuted leader.”\textsuperscript{608} The persona of this persecuted leader in the Hodayot is “represented in a highly personal way” as “a figure of emotion, an object of personal hatred and personal loyalty.”\textsuperscript{609} Newsom considers the figures of the Mebaqquer or the Paqid as better candidates for this persona than the Maskil because their duties in 1QS and CD include boundary maintenance and dealing with disputes and dissension.\textsuperscript{610}

The chief difficulty with this argument is that it overlooks that the Maskil also had a prominent and deeply involved role in boundary maintenance and dealing with dissension that is

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{606} The Maskil is not explicitly scripted to say an אודכה אדוני כי formula because the psalms beginning with the formula do not have superscriptions.
\item \textsuperscript{607} Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 295.
\item \textsuperscript{608} Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 299.
\item \textsuperscript{609} Newsom, \textit{The Self as Symbolic Space}, 294–95.
\end{itemize}
so fundamental to the Hodayot of the leader. In 1QS 9:12–21 the Maskil is charged with boundary maintenance:

He is to discern who are the true Sons of Righteousness and to weigh each man’s spiritual qualities, sustaining the chosen ones of his own time in keeping with His will and what He has commanded. In each case he shall decide what a man’s spiritual qualities mandate, letting him enter the Yahad if his virtue and understanding of the Law measure up. By the same standards he shall determine each man’s rank. 611

The Maskil also deals with internal and external disputes. The Maskil proclaims that:

[External conflict:] The multitude of evil men I shall not capture until the Day of Vengeance; yet my fury shall not abate from Men of the Pit, and I shall never be appeased until righteousness be established. [Internal dissension:] I shall hold no angry grudge against those repenting of sin yet neither shall I love any who rebel against the Way; the smitten I shall not comfort until their walk be perfected. I shall give no refuge in my heart to Belial (1QS 10:19–21).

This passage reflects the speaker’s antagonism against external opponents and his role in correcting the elect and rejecting rebellious members. The Maskil’s role in dealing with dissent overlaps with boundary maintenance since he weighs spiritual qualities in order to admit, promote, or reject members of the group (see also 1QH² 6:32).

The Maskil is also charged with reproving the elect and concealing special insight into the law from outsiders. In 1QS 9:16–17, the Maskil describes his opposition to “the men of the pit.” This passage adds that he is responsible for cultivating the insight of the elect through reproof while withholding insight—or in the words of 1QH¹ 16:23–26, withdrawing his hand—from non-elect (1QS 9:16–18). 612 Moreover, in 1QS 9:23–24 the Maskil is portrayed as: “a zealot

for God’s law whose time will come: even the Day of Vengeance. He shall work God’s will when he attacks the wicked and exercise authority as He has commanded.” These passages are unambiguous about the centrality of the Maskil in the eschatological conflict, building up the elect while vigorously opposing the non-elect.⁶¹³

In light of these passages, I would argue that the Maskil possesses the special leadership roles that Newsom ascribes to the persona of the leader in the Hodayot.⁶¹⁴ It stands to reason that anyone holding the office of the Maskil—who is personally responsible for evaluating, admitting, and rejecting people from the elect group—would be just as much of “a figure of emotion, an object of personal hatred and personal loyalty” as the Mebaqqer or the Paqid. However, neither of the latter two are mentioned in the Hodayot, while the Maskil is.⁶¹⁵

⁶¹². Note that the translation supplies “Instructor” where there is only והנך. The translation is picking up the antecedent “Instructor” (Maskil) from 1QS 9:12. Wise, Abegg, and Cook, A New Translation, 131.

⁶¹³. Amihay makes the intriguing suggestion that the Maskil is an “eschatological officer” whose future duties were “supplemented with authorities and duties for the present” including “the curation and instruction of esoteric knowledge, connecting his present duties with his future role.” Amihay works primarily with reference to CD and 1QS, but I suggest 1QH supports his reading of the Maskil as an eschatological officer. Amihay, Theory and Practice, 146–51; see especially 150.

⁶¹⁴. See also Newman’s discussion of the Maskil as the “chief teacher and exemplar in the Yaḥad.” Newman, Before the Bible, 112–15.

⁶¹⁵. It may not be accurate to treat the Paqid, Mebaqqer, and the Maskil as contemporary leadership figures that had distinct contemporaneous roles. Metso raises the question of whether there was really such a number of leadership figures with administrative duties because “it is difficult to see how all these leaders could have functioned as administrators of the Essene movement without a bureaucratic nightmare or some serious clashes of egos.” She asks “to what degree these passages in [sectarian compositions] describing organizational units can be taken as representative of actual life and activity among the Essenes at any single given time and place, and to what degree they should be viewed as literary works that during their transmission processes took lives of their own and were often separated from their original mooring.” We cannot dismiss the possibility that sectarian texts give us a flattened picture of the development of the sect administrator or a conflated view of administrators from different groups within the sect. Sarianna Metso, “Whom Does the Term Yaḥad Identify?,” in Defining Identities: We, You, and the Other in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Proceedings of the Fifth Meeting of the IOQS in Groningen, eds. Florentino Garcia Martinez and Mladen Popović, STDJ 70 (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 233.
Newsom also identified two additional types of speakers in the psalms assigned to the Maskil and to ordinary sectarians. According to Newsom, the “I” of these psalms does not exhibit the distinctive markers of the leader persona. Even if the speaker does not identify himself as a leader and a figure of emotion in these “non-leader” psalms, I would argue that they could be intended for and read by the Maskil too. Puech astutely makes the point that the Teacher of Righteousness was certainly capable of expressing himself in more than a single genre. I would contend that the Maskil was certainly capable of performing the “I” in psalms of different genres with different levels of personalization and references to his leadership, and that he did so in the Hodayot, especially in the course of modelling less elaborate discourse for his audience.

While it is certainly the case that Newsom’s Hodayot of the community refer to aspects of sectarian identity that are not unique to the leader but are common to all sectarians, the Maskil cannot be ruled out as the speaker of this group of psalms. It is the ordinariness of the Hodayot of the community that makes it possible for any sectarian, even the leaders, to perform them. The speaker’s persona is deeply rooted in the perception that all of his insight and standing is utterly contingent on God’s goodness. Even as he expresses his role as a leadership figure, his discourse is anchored to the recognition of his utter unworthiness and incapacity to be a servant of God apart from God’s assistance. This is expressed especially well in the one place where the Maskil identifies himself: “And I, the Maskil, I know you, my God, by the spirit that you have placed in

me. You have [o]pened up knowledge within me through the mystery of your wisdom and the fountainhead of [your] pow[er” (1QHª 20:14–16). 618 The speaker’s position and insight hinges upon the spirit that God has given to him—a theological perspective that is fundamental to sectarian identity at every level. 619 Furthermore, the Maskil is responsible for instructing and nurturing the insight of the elect. We should not be surprised when on some occasions his discourse reflects a common sectarian perspective, especially—as I will argue below—if part of his rhetorical objective is to teach his ordinary sectarian audience how to express ordinary sectarian discourse. 620

5.4 The Rhetorical Objectives and Sequencing of the Maskil’s Genre Set

If the Maskil is to be regarded as the speaker of all the psalms in the Hodayot, we can conceive of the Hodayot tradition as part of the “genre set” belonging to the Maskil in the larger sectarian “system of genre.” As discussed in Chapter 2, genres often belong to particular discourse domains and constitute particular social actions or functions that the performer of the genre can use to carry out his or her role in the discourse domain. All the genres that belong to a particular discourse domain can be described as a “system of genre,” while the genres used by a

618. Adapted from Newsom’s translation in DJD 40.
619. Berg discusses how the spirit is an instrument for giving special insight to the Maskil. Shane A. Berg, “Religious Epistemologies in the Dead Sea Scrolls: The Heritage and Transformation of the Wisdom Tradition” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2008), 179.
620. Miller makes the excellent point that “[t]he authors of the Hodayot portray the Maskil as a leadership office with a particular ‘performance role’ rather than as a historical person.” That is to say, any leader could take on the “I” of the Maskil to appropriate the office’s authority. It is helpful to distinguish between historical performers of the texts and the office of the Maskil. We have some information about the latter, but we can only speculate about the former. Miller, “The Role of Performance and the Performance of Role,” 374–78, 382.
single agent in a discourse domain as part of his or her role can be described as a “genre set.” I
would propose that the psalms of hymnic confession and the psalms of eschatological
thanksgiving are two generic categories in the Maskil’s genre set. Certainly the Hodayot tradition
does not exhaust the Maskil’s genre set. There are many other examples of texts that appear to be
earmarked for the Maskil, e.g. parts of 1QS-1QSa-1QSb (1QS 3:13; 9:12, 21; 1QSb 1:1; 3:22;
5:20), CD (12:21; 13:22), the Songs of the Sage (4Q510 1 4; 4Q511 2 i 1; 8 4), Words of the
Maskil (4Q298 1–2 i 1); 4QWays of Righteousness (4Q421 1a ii—b 12); 4QpapH-like B (2 2).621
If the Hodayot psalms are part of the Maskil’s genre set and if they are so generically and
rhetorically intertwined, then what were their rhetorical objectives?

The Maskil’s rhetorical objectives in the Hodayot tradition can be divided into two
overarching objectives: 1) liturgical rhetorical objectives and 2) didactic rhetorical objectives.622 I
would argue that both generic categories have a combination of liturgical and didactic rhetorical
objectives that cannot be teased apart.623 Chazon has already demonstrated that the 1QHa
collection is “liturgically-oriented” through the recurring theme of communion with the angels,
the “accumulation of features” including blessings, the so-called “List of Times” in the Maskil superscription in 20:7–13, and the plural summons to praise in col. 26. At the liturgical level, the Hodayot are expressions of the Maskil’s regimen of praising God continually. That is to say, the psalms of the Hodayot tradition are primarily geared toward the sectarian habitus: coordinated and regular descriptive (EPT) and declarative (PHC) praise informed and prompted by his special insight into the divine plan. The didactic rhetorical objectives build on the liturgical objectives in order to inculcate the sectarian habitus into the audience through the Maskil’s example and through their active participation in his performance. In contrast to a composition like 4QInstruction where, as Matthew Goff argues, “[t]he mebin [student] acquires wisdom not from the revelation itself but from studying it,” in the Hodayot tradition the student acquires understanding of the divine plan not by observing the Maskil’s performance, but by actively participating in it.

623. See especially Newman’s discussion of the Maskil as “the authorizer of the Hodayot” and her claim that “the Hodayot of 1QH served purposes of both worship and instruction.” Newman, Before the Bible, 135. Miller argues that the Maskil’s role is characterized by two attributes: “liturgical master and authoritative teacher.” Miller, “The Role of Performance and the Performance of Role, 373–74.


626. Newman, “The Thanksgiving Hymns of 1QH,” 949–50. Newman describes a “penitential sectarian habitus.” While supplication and petition is certainly in view, in the context of the Hodayot petitions are made in order that the speaker may be able to engage in constant praise and thus are subordinated to that larger purpose. It might be more accurate to describe the sectarian habitus as one focused on the ultimate objective of praise, even though it includes supplication to a limited extent.

The majority of psalms have a liturgical rhetorical objective of rendering descriptive and declarative praise to God, with the declarative praise prioritized in eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and descriptive praise prioritized in psalms of hymnic confession. As we have seen, in at least five psalms with balanced rhetorical strategies (9:1–10:4; 11:20–37; 19:6–20:6; 20:7–22:42; 23:1–25:33), the descriptive and declarative communicative purposes are roughly equivalent in terms of the selection of unique moves in each psalm. The interlocking rhetorical strategies in the Hodayot creates some overlap in these rhetorical objectives. Declarative praise is found primarily in the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and secondarily in the psalms of hymnic confession, while descriptive praise is found primarily in psalms of hymnic confession and secondarily in most eschatological psalms of thanksgiving.

In the Hodayot tradition, each psalm also has a secondary didactic objective. This secondary objective is evident mainly from the use of rhetorical moves like resolutions and exhortations that provide clues for what the Maskil is doing as he praises God descriptively and declaratively. The Maskil’s liturgical-didactic programme unfolds as he instructs his audience to observe his modelling of sectarian discourses of praise and directs them to participate at certain points in the performance of the collection (discussed further below). 628 This programme correlates closely with the distribution of genres in the 1QH⁴ arrangement of psalms (see fig. 39).

---

628. I am assuming that the 1QH⁴ arrangement of psalms were to be read serially. It is an open question whether the psalms were to be performed all at once or staged over a longer period of time.
The first part of the collection, 1QH 5:12–8:41, is constituted by long psalms of hymnic confession with relatively unhybridized rhetorical strategies. The absence of rhetorical moves associated with the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving (apart from the accounts of provisional assistance) gives the psalms of hymnic confession in 1QH 5:12–8:41 a different tone and focus than the rest of the scroll. In addition to 1QH 25:34–27:3, 5:12–8:41 engage to the greatest extent in the descriptive praise of God by emphasizing God’s plan and God’s deeds for the elect.
as a group rather than with respect to the speaker himself. Even so, the speaker makes it clear through the accounts of provisional assistance that whatever the speaker knows about the divine plan is a consequence of his election and special position among the elect. Both of these psalms are associated with the Maskil, who is primarily responsible for enlightening the elect and administering entry and advancement in the hierarchy of the elect group. These psalms establish the Maskil’s role with respect to the elect and familiarize the audience with the rhetorical moves of the psalms of hymnic confession, especially blessing God and meditating on God’s plan.

A major point of transition appears in col. 9. In the meditation in 1QH a 9:29–33, the Maskil anticipates that the elect will “bless” God “according to their insight” (9:33). This meditation anticipates that at some unspecified point in time the elect audience will bless God as the Maskil has blessed God in accordance with his own deep insight into the divine plan (1QH a 5:15, 6:19, 8:26; perhaps 7:21). In Chapter 3, I argued that this expectation of the elect’s blessing language anticipates the speaker’s direction to the audience to bless God with the short, model blessings offered in 1QH a 19:30b–20:6.

However, before the audience blesses God, the Maskil initiates new phase in the 1QH a collection where he instructs the audience to remain passive and learn from his performance of eschatological psalms of thanksgiving. This phase is initiated shortly after the anticipation of the audience’s blessing in 1QH a 9:33, mentioned above. The Maskil resolves to “recit[e continually] in their midst the judgments which have afflicted me, and to humankind all your wonders by
which you have shown yourself strong through [me before hu]mankind” (1QH a 9:35–36). The Maskil’s resolution to recite his afflictions and God’s demonstrations of strength through him sounds like the contents of the accounts of distress and provisional assistance that make up the core of the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving that begin in 1QH a 10:5.

In 1QH a 9:36b–39 the last surviving rhetorical move that the Maskil makes before initiating the first unhybridized eschatological psalm of thanksgiving (1QH a 10:5–21) is to exhort the audience to “hear,” “become firm in purpose,” “become more discerning,” “put an end to injustice,” “hold fast,” and “be patient,” and not to “reject righteous judgments” (9:36b–39). These exhortations prepare the audience to be especially attentive and receptive to what the Maskil has announced that he will perform in the following psalms. The audience does not appear to have an active role in the performance of the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving, so they are probably learning elect discourse by sustained exposure to it rather than by practicing it in this phase of the performance. The Maskil’s solo performance of these psalms would enable the audience to develop an ear for the genre. To an extent all of the psalms could be regarded as performances that inculcate a prototypical sense of the varieties of elect discourse, but in 1QH a 9:36–39 the Maskil’s explicit directions to listen and learn are evidence that the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving are not just psalms for praising God but also a curriculum for the elect.

The declarative praise of the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving in cols. 10:5–19:5 focuses narrowly on the speaker’s experience of distress and divine assistance against the
backdrop of eventual eschatological deliverance. Although the rest of the elect are sometimes described in the speaker’s accounts, they only play a supporting role. References to other people are restricted to two groups: associates of the speaker who are among the elect or enemies of the speaker who are destined for judgment. Within the figured world constructed by the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving, there is no neutral ground. A passive audience would be faced with how they fit into the binary allegiance of that figured world—are they for or against the speaker? Likewise, they would be faced with the related question of whether they belong to the elect “children of truth” or the non-elect “children of guilt” (1QH a 13:9; 14:32–33; 15:14, 23; 17:35; 18:29; 19:12–14; 26:32).

The two large בָּרוּךְ אתָּה subsections in 17:38 and 18:16 seem to mark the beginning of a point of transition. These subsections are oddly formatted with blank lines, and we can only speculate about their function. I would propose that the long בָּרוּךְ אתָּה subsections were visually set off as a cue for the Maskil to prostrate himself like he does when blessing in the בָּרוּךְ אתָּה psalm in 1QH a 5:12–6:41. Whereas the בָּרוּךְ אתָּה in 1QH a 5:15 is has the benefit of a superscription to instruct the Maskil to prostrate himself (5:12), the בָּרוּךְ אתָּה formulae in 17:38 and 18:16 are in the middle of a psalm where they cannot be marked by a paratextual element

629. Here I am drawing on the concept of “cultural figured worlds” that Newsom first applied to the Hodayot to describe “how the discourse of the community creates an alternative figured world and self-identity, thereby critically engaging other forms of contemporary Judaism” Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 21, see also 93–95; Dorothy Holland et al., Identity and Agency in Cultural Worlds (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998), 49–65.

630. If the audience is mimicking David’s blessing of God, then it is possible that there was an implicit understanding that David was also prostrating himself.
like a superscription. I suggest that a blank line is used in lieu of a superscription as some kind of prompt for the Maskil’s performance at these two points in the psalm.

The balanced psalms in 1QHᵃ 19:6–25:33 introduce a new stage in the 1QHᵃ arrangement where the Maskil performs more advanced sectarian discourse that participates equally in both rhetorical strategies.⁶³¹ 1QHᵃ 19:6–20:6 in particular blends the rhetorical strategies of the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and the psalms of hymnic confession with such balance that it is difficult to distinguish which strategy is primary. 1QHᵃ 19:6–20:6 employs the אודכה אדוני כי ברוך אתה אדוני and ברוך אתה אדוני כי formulae in the same psalm, two of the most salient rhetorical moves in their respective rhetorical palettes because they appear at the beginning of psalms or subsections of psalms.⁶³² This especially balanced and blended strategy occurs at a strategic point in the 1QHᵃ sequence of psalms where the speaker’s declarative praise gives way to descriptive praise and the generic palette of the psalms of hymnic confession is once again amplified, though not to the same extent as it was in 1QHᵃ 5:12–8:41. Whereas in previous psalms the Maskil typically made rhetorical moves from a primary generic palette with relatively minor blending of rhetorical moves from the secondary palette, in 1QHᵃ 19:6–25:33, the Maskil freely mixes the rhetorical moves from the two generic palettes in highly complex and intricately coordinated rhetorical strategies.

---

⁶³¹ The use of a variant of the אודכה אדוֹנִי כי formula weighs heavily enough that one could argue it tips these psalms slightly toward the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving side of the spectrum.
⁶³² 1QHᵃ 16:5–19:5 also contains both formulae, but it falls in the ETP dominant category.
In light of David’s prayer for the dedication of the temple in 1 Chr 29:10–20, I suggested that the short blessings in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:30–20:6 may be short blessings that the speaker is offering as a template for initiates to develop proficiency in elect discourse.\textsuperscript{633} Unlike the exceedingly complex and lengthy blessings of God earlier in the collection, the blessings in col. 19 are brief and only employ a simple set of rhetorical moves that would be relatively easy to remember and imitate. In view of the precedent of 1 Chr 29:10–20, this psalm may have been an occasion for the Maskil to direct the audience to bless God as David directed his audience to bless God, securing their assent to his theological worldview and inculcating his way of speaking about it through the direct imitation of an exemplar. The audience’s blessing in 19:30–20:6 was foreshadowed in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 9:33, when the Maskil anticipates that the audience will bless God. As discussed in Chapter 3, this language is repeated with a jussive meaning: “let them bless” in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:29–29.\textsuperscript{634} Such an opportunity for blessing would fundamentally alter the audience’s role from that of passive hearers and learners to active participants in the performance of the psalms with the Maskil.

After the audience performed the blessings in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:30–20:6 or offered their own blessings in imitation, the Maskil would have resumed the performance with the psalm in 20:7–22:42. This major point of transition is notated by the \textit{paragraphos} marker,\textsuperscript{635} an extensive

\textsuperscript{634} See discussion on p. 207.
\textsuperscript{635} This explanation of the \textit{paragraphos} does not solve the riddle of why it appears between lines 7 and 8 rather than between lines 6 and 7. Stegemann and Schuller, DJD 40:255. There is not a \textit{paragraphos} in the corresponding passage in 4QH\textsuperscript{a}. Schuller, DJD 29:146.
superscription (20:7–20:14a), and the unique introduction that draws the focus of the
performance squarely back to the speaker and to his insight into the divine plan once more:וַאָנֹ
משְׁכָּל
יָדַעְתִּיךָ
אֵלָּה
ברוח
אֱשֶׂר
נָתְתָה
בְּיָּּּ
“And I, the Maskil, I know you, my God, by the spirit that you have placed in me” (1QH mieszkań
20:14b–15a). This self-referential introduction may have been coordinated with the prostration described in the
superscription (1QH a 20:7). Both of these actions would have marked a major transition from the preceeding
blessings back to the Maskil’s discourse in the final section of the 1QH a compilation of the psalms.

The juncture between 19:6–20:6 and 20:7–22:42 coincides with a major development in the psalms
of hymnic confession. 1QH a 20:7–22:42 and 23:1–25:33 incorporate accounts of distress and eschatological
deliverance in their rhetorical strategies, whereas these rhetorical moves are absent in the psalms of
hymnic confession in cols. 4–8. I suggest that there is a programmatic development in the 1QH a sequence of
psalms after the fully interlocking psalm in 1QH a 19:6–20:6, where the rhetorical strategies have become more
deeper and complexly intertwined. In this respect, the introduction of declarative praise into the collection in 1QH a 9:1–
20:6 is not an isolated section of psalms, rather, there is a cumulative effect where the rhetorical moves in each
psalm become more interlocked as one reads through the scroll, so that in the balanced psalms in 1QH a 20:7–22:42, 23:1–25:33 the discourses of descriptive and declarative

636. Adapted from Newsom’s translation in DJD 40.
637. There is a single account of distress regarding the speaker’s human condition in 1QH a 9:23b–25a. No accounts of eschatological deliverance are found in cols. 4–8.
praise have become thoroughly fused. For an audience expected to master the Maskil’s discourse to demonstrate their own insight into the divine plan and their place in it, the psalms in 20:7–25:33 would be the most challenging to emulate because they require almost equal mastery of making rhetorical moves in both rhetorical strategies.

The last psalm that has survived in the 1QH\(a\) arrangement of the collection is 1QH\(a\) 25:34–27:3. In terms of the overall balance of rhetorical strategies, this psalm employs fewer rhetorical moves from the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and it is the first psalm after 1QH\(a\) 7:21–8:41 that can be regarded as a psalm of hymnic confession. It has an affinity with 9:1–10:4 because the Maskil employs explicit directions to the audience in the form of exhortations (1QH\(a\) 26:9b–19, 26b, 31aa, 41b). However, instead of exhorting the audience to “hear,” now the Maskil is exhorting them to praise God with hymns (26:26c–30, 31ab–32a, 41c–42). In this respect, the exhortations draw the audience into the performance like the jussive “let them bless” (1QH\(a\) 19:28) does before the short template blessings in 19:6–20:6. The Maskil foreshadows the hymnic praise of col. 26 in 9:29–33:

You created breath for the tongue, and You know its words. You determined the fruit of the lips before they came about. You appoint words by a measuring line and the utterance of the breath of the lips by calculation. You bring forth the measuring lines in respect to their mysteries, and the utterances of breath in respect to their reckoning in order to make known Your glory and recount Your wonders in all Your works of truth and Your righteous jud[gments] and to praise Your name openly, so that all who know You might bless You according to their insight for ever [and ever.]
This extended meditation on the preordained praise of the elect anticipates the Maskil’s extended exhortation to his audience to:

Sing praise, O beloved ones! Sing to the king of glory! Rejoic[e in the congregation of God! Cry gladly in the tents of salvation! Give praise in the holy dwelling!] Exalt [together with the eternal host! Ascribe greatness to our God and glory to our king! Sanctify] [his] na[me with strong lips and a mighty tongue! Lift up your voices by themselves at all times!] Sound al[oud a joyful noise! Exult with eternal joy and without ceasing! Worship] in common [assembly! Bless the one who wondrously does majestic deeds and who makes known the strength of his hand, sealing up] mysteries and revealing hidden things, rai[sing up those who stumble and those among them who fall, restoring the steps of those who wait for knowledge] [but bringing] low the lofty assemblies of the [eternally] proud,[ bringing to completion splendid mysteries and raising up glorious wonders.] (1QH a 26:9b–19).

The three short imperative hymnic sections immediately follow, indicating that at this point in the collection the audience was once again—though more emphatically—directed to participate actively in praise of God. According to 1QH a 9:29–33, only God could be credited for bringing forth this praise through the insight given to the elect. By the time the Maskil issues his exhortation to praise, the audience would have learned about the divine plan and how to formulate a proper response of eschatological praise through the rhetorical moves made by the Maskil. Unfortunately, we do not know how the 1QH a arrangement ends, but there is a sense that a major turning point has been reached in col. 26 where the Maskil directs the audience to participate with the greatest intensity and directness in the 1QH a arrangement.

---

638. For a discussion of these hymnic sections, see discussion p. 209. See also Miller’s discussion in “The Role of Performance and the Performance of Role,” 367.
If we look back at how the 1QH arrangement unfolds, there is some basis for suggesting that each variety of sectarian discourse is taught and evaluated differently by the Maskil.\(^{639}\) He seems to have taken a different approach to educating the audience in the discourses of blessing and singing hymns to God than he does in the discourses of thanksgiving and supplication. As discussed above, there are indications that the Maskil provided short exemplar texts for blessing (1QH\(^a\) 19:30–20:6) and singing hymns to God (26:26–42) and directed the audience to recite them or model their own response on them. The audience’s ability to recapitulate the Maskil’s blessings and hymnic sections would not have given the Maskil much perspective on their ability to improvise elect discourse. In teaching and learning terminology, this would be called as a “formative assessment” that is meant to support the audience’s process of learning with an active learning exercise where the students learn through doing rather than passively absorbing information from the teacher. The audience’s imitation of the Maskil’s relatively simple blessings and hymns would not have given a full sense of each audience member’s level of insight, but it might have given the audience an opportunity to practice engaging in the discourse that they had been passively observing in the Maskil’s psalms.

Curiously, the Maskil never directs the audience to participate in the discourses of thanksgiving and petition. These discourses are demonstrated by the Maskil, but there are no explicit instructions to the audience to thank or petition God at any point.\(^{640}\) Presumably they

\(^{639}\) By sectarian discourse I do not mean genre, since varieties of discourse (blessing, hymning, petitioning, or thanking) can appear in the same psalm.
would have had to master thanksgiving and petition as well as offering hymns and blessings to
God. We might ask why the audience is only directed to engage in one set of elect discourses and
not in the other.

I would tentatively suggest that the Maskil may have reserved the assessment of the
audience’s understanding of thanksgiving and petition for another purpose or occasion.
Regardless of whether the Maskil or an ordinary sectarian is the speaker, hymns and blessings
tend to express descriptive praise that is not necessarily rooted in the speaker’s distress or
deliverance, while individual thanksgiving and petition are inextricably linked to the speaker’s
particular situation and experience. If each member of the audience simply mimicked the
Maskil’s petitions and thanksgivings that reflect the particularities of his role, they would not
have demonstrated their ability to contextualize their unique situations and experiences in terms
of the divine plan.641 To some extent petition and thanksgiving needs to be customized to the
individual, especially in a context where the ability to offer the proper reply in the midst of one’s
distress is a marker of election.

640. For the references for the petitions, fig. 25 on p. 195. References for the psalms of eschatological
thanksgiving are listed in fig. 39 on p. 286.

641. It is certainly the case that ordinary sectarians could “suture” or fuse their subjectivities with that of the “I”
of the Hodayot psalms, even if that “I” was primarily intended as a script for the Maskil. Still, I think we should not
rule out the possibility that at some point ordinary sectarians might have had to attempt an eschatological psalm of
thanksgiving of their own, even if only in the form of an oral composition. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space, 200. See also Miller’s discussion of how the enactment of the Hodayot could have generated a collective identity,
transformed personal identities, and socialized members through shared narratives. Miller, “The Role of
Performance and the Performance of Role,” 368–73.
I would suggest further that the audience’s ability to perform elect discourses of thanksgiving and supplication would be the clearest indicator to the Maskil of each member’s respective level of insight. Though the Maskil can help them learn to offer more generalized praise through formative assessments, it might have been left up to each member to formulate customized thanksgivings and petitions that reflect their inculcation of the sectarian worldview. The performance of these discourses would be the equivalent of a “summative assessment,” that is, the kind of high-stakes judgment that determines a student’s level of achievement in learning that ultimately results in a decision on his or her standing (that is, the final grade). There is no indication in the Hodayot tradition of when these individual performances of thanksgiving and petition by the membership might have occurred, but the 1QH\(^a\) arrangement of the collection could have served as training or curriculum for such an assessment. The members would have come away from the Maskil’s performance of 1QH\(^a\) with experience of offering blessing and hymns to God in very basic and general terms and with a prototypical sense of how eschatological thanksgiving and petition would sound expressed from a sectarian point of view.

To this point, the lack of patterned sequences of rhetorical moves in the Hodayot psalms suggests that these discourses may have been meant to be challenging.\(^{642}\) The psalms of the Hodayot tradition would be demanding to emulate because they cannot be mastered by finding a

---

single exemplar, as it might be possible to do with other more formulaic traditions of psalms and prayers. Moreover, they become more complex as one progresses through the 1QH’ arrangement of psalms. To compose a convincing Hodayot psalm one would need exquisite knowledge of the divine plan and the rhetorical acumen for expressing it with the proper ethos and tone. The discursive idiosyncrasies of elect speech have to be so engrained that one can reflexively go from rhetorical move to rhetorical move with ease and without conveying a distorted sense of the sectarian worldview or the divine-human relationship.

One could speculate that when the Maskil weighs the insight of members of the sect (1QS 9:14; 1QH’ 6:29–33), part of this process could have involved their improvisation of elect discourse. This evaluation would not only test rote knowledge of the divine plan, it would also examine whether members could convey their insight 1) in terms of their own experience and 2) with rhetorical strategies that express the delicate balance of acknowledging human limitations while making bold claims to divinely sourced insight. The Maskil, a master performer of this kind of improvised elect speech, would have been able to assess which members were able to formulate elect discourse and which members fell short. For example, if members failed to qualify that God is the source of their insight or failed to indicate that the purpose of their election and the divine plan was to demonstrate God’s glory, they might have been judged to be at a lower level of insight than the members who did. Or if members offered the wrong answer to
their own hypophora, it might indicate that they have a superficial understanding of the theological view it is used to express in sectarian contexts.

In this respect, when the speaker describes himself as a cultivator of the elect in 1QH a 16:23–27, he may be referring in part to his role as a cultivator of elect speech:

When I stretch out a hand to hoe its furrows, its roots strike into the flinty rock and[ ] w their rootstock in the earth, and at the time of heat it retains strength.

When I withdraw (my) hand, it becomes like a juniper [in the wilderness.] and its rootstock like nettles in salty ground. (In) its furrows thorn and thistle grow up into a bramble thicket and a weed patch, and [ ] its bank they change like rotted trees. Before the heat comes its foliage dries up and does not open with the rain.

The speaker’s stretching out and withdrawing of his hand expresses his control over who flourishes within the group.643 This aspect of the speaker’s role might have included helping junior members to develop the capacity for elect speech by exposing them to his own elaborate discourse and directing them to repeat simpler units of discourse as a stepping stone to more complex and individualized forms of speech. Their capacity for engaging in elect discourse is a barometer of their insight that is in turn an indication of their election (1QH a 9:29–33).

Consequently, the process of engraining a proper reply into the members of the group could have served an important role in managing group boundaries. Those whom the Maskil considered more likely to belong among the elect might have received more intensive care and cultivation of their speech than those who were suspected to lack insight or to have disloyal dispositions. Of course, this scenario is only one possibility that highlights some of the rhetorical dynamics of the

643. The flourishing certainly encompasses more than just elect discourse, but also the ability to interpret scripture, follow the rules of the group, and maintain a high level of ritual purity.
Hodayot tradition uncovered in this study of 1QH\textsuperscript{a}. A more granular rhetorical-critical analysis of each of the psalms in the Hodayot tradition and the different arrangements of psalms found in the Cave 4 manuscripts is needed to explore the possibilities further.

To summarize, in the 1QH\textsuperscript{a} arrangement, the psalms move from simple to more complex rhetorical strategies that increasingly incorporate rhetorical moves from both rhetorical palettes. The synthesis reaches its zenith in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:6–25:33, where the rhetorical palettes are completely interlocked. Moreover, the audience is directed to be passive and compliant for the eschatological psalms of thanksgiving (1QH\textsuperscript{a} 9:36–39), whereas in 1QH\textsuperscript{a} 19:28–29a and 26:9b–19, 26b, 31aa, and 41b, the audience is instructed to play a more active role. In other words, there seems to be a larger rhetorical strategy in the way the psalms are organized in the 1QH\textsuperscript{a} arrangement—one that facilitates the acquisition of insight into the divine plan and the proper reply through exposure to increasingly interlocked descriptive and declarative praise. In this chapter, I proposed that the 1QH\textsuperscript{a} arrangement of psalms may have served as a liturgical curriculum to inculcate insight and sectarian discourse into the audience through the Maskil’s performance and the audience’s limited engagement in simple examples of descriptive praise. I tentatively suggested that the Maskil may have reserved the testing of the audience’s ability to engage in declarative praise and petition for his evaluation and ranking of the sectarian membership since these forms of discourse were highly individualized and would have reflected
each member’s ability to improvise elect discourse. In this respect, the psalms of the Hodayot
tradition might be regarded as a liturgical and didactic tool in the Maskil’s genre set.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

6.1 Introduction

The primary objective of this study has been to propose a schema for the genres of psalms in the Hodayot tradition that can serve as an alternative to the problematic Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. I began this study by observing how the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema was built on Sukenik’s tentative hypothesis about the authorship of the psalms and Morawe’s and Holm-Nielsen’s early form-critical studies. Although these initial proposals about the Hodayot made valuable observations about a basic generic duality in the Hodayot tradition, they also laid the foundation for the problematic Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema that emerged under the so-called Heidelberg school and continues to be perpetuated in current scholarship. The provisional categories that developed in the early stages of Hodayot research are overdue for reassessment in light of the reconstruction and publication of the Hodayot manuscripts in the DJD series in 1999 and 2009. Although most scholars writing on the Hodayot in recent decades acknowledge the inadequacy of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema, it continues to be employed as the default categorical framework and nomenclature for the psalms. Moreover, the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema has been adapted to such a variety of research questions that it is no longer evident whether the categories pertain to authorship, personae of the speaker, use of scripture, genre, epistemology, redaction, or material aspects of 1QHa. Furthermore, there are so many variations of the Teacher Hymn-
Community Hymn schema, many with additional categories and criteria, that to call a psalm a “Teacher Hymn” or “Community Hymn” is no longer meaningful.

It is my contention that genre should be the primary categorical framework for the psalms of the Hodayot tradition because other Jewish psalms and prayers are primarily classified according to genre. If we are to make progress in exploring connections between the Hodayot and the larger corpus of early Jewish psalms, generic categories for the Hodayot psalms would be more beneficial than those with mixed criteria. However, instead of going back to the generic categories developed by Gunkel and applied to the Hodayot tradition by Holm-Nielsen and Morawe, I have proposed to draw upon Westermann’s generic schema that I have elaborated and expanded to reflect modern genre theory and to accommodate the full spectrum of eschatological praise. Gunkel’s definitional categories are ill-suited for formally hybrid psalms because the definitional boundaries between genres are too rigid. I have interpreted Westermann’s concept of the poles of petition and praise and declarative and descriptive praise as spectrums or continuums along which generic categories can be situated without resorting to hard and fast boundaries. In this respect, I have argued that Westermann’s approach anticipated advances made in theories of categorization and modern genre theory later in the twentieth century. His schema provides a new basis for reassessing the genres of the Hodayot tradition in light of these developments in genre theory.
By adopting Westermann’s schema and by employing Swales’s theoretically informed approach to genre analysis, I traced a new set of generic categories for the Hodayot tradition that sidestep the pitfalls of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. In particular, I have adopted Swales’s concept of genre and his rhetorical moves analysis 1) to survey each of the rhetorical moves that the Maskil makes in the Hodayot tradition, 2) to identify the rhetorical strategies that are at work in each psalm, and 3) to locate each psalm on a spectrum of eschatological praise according to how it incorporates rhetorical moves from two generic palettes.

6.2 Main Contribution: A Generic Reassessment of the Hodayot Tradition

The primary contribution of this study is a proposal for two new interlocking generic categories for the psalms of the Hodayot tradition: 1) the genre of eschatological psalms of thanksgiving and 2) the subgenre of psalms of hymnic confession. These generic categories are derived from the generic palettes of rhetorical moves and objectives expressed in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20, though with some modifications to reflect an already-not yet eschatological outlook in the Hodayot. Although the rhetorical objectives and generic palettes used in Isa 12:1–6 and 1 Chr 29:10–20 are easily distinguished from each other, in the Hodayot they have become interlocked, though not to the extent that they have completely merged into a single generic category. These two partially merged generic categories fall along a spectrum of eschatological praise rather than sitting in binary categories with hard definitional boundaries. Since these

The interlocking rhetorical strategies of the psalms tell us something about their overlapping rhetorical objectives and how the psalms operate as integrally linked genres in the Maskil’s genre set. The evidence discussed in Chapter 5 leads me to suggest that the Hodayot psalms belonging to these genres had complementary liturgical and didactic rhetorical objectives of praising God descriptively and declaratively in order to instruct and ultimately to evaluate the Maskil’s audience. That is to say, the psalms of the Hodayot were plausibly used as a sort of

---

⁶⁴⁴ See fig. 39 on p. 286.
liturgical curriculum for the Maskil to carry out his duties of instructing and examining the members of the sect. In this respect, the very aspect of the Hodayot tradition that destabilized the definitional categories of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema—their so-called hybridity—is what provides the clearest indication of how the genres functioned as part of the Maskil’s genre set used in the execution of his leadership responsibilities. The generic categories are so tightly interlocked because they are thoroughly coordinated liturgical discourses that the Maskil uses to instruct and to evaluate his students.

6.3 Additional Findings and Observations

This thesis has made two additional contributions to the study of the Hodayot. First, I have taken up Licht’s early counter-proposal that the Maskil is the intended speaker of all the psalms in the Hodayot rather than the Teacher of Righteousness. With the publication of the Cave 4 manuscripts and the reconstruction of 1QHα there is more evidence than Licht realized that the office of the Maskil was the intended speaker in superscriptions and the Maskil’s explicit self-identification. As for the psalms not explicitly associated with the Maskil, it is more plausible to assume that the Maskil is the speaker in these psalms too, since a change in the speaker is not indicated and the Maskil is the only sectarian figure known to express the full gamut of rhetorical moves found in the Hodayot. Any change in persona in the psalms of eschatological thanksgiving in 1QHα is more tenably understood as a generic shift and a new phase in the programmatic development of the 1QHα collection (i.e. the Maskil’s curriculum)
than sporadic, unmarked changes of speakers to ordinary sectarians or some other unnamed leadership figure like the Teacher of Righteousness, the Mebaqer, or the Paqid. None of these leaders have discourses of praise scripted for them in sectarian literature, let alone the distinctive sectarian praise and supplication offered up by the Maskil in sectarian literature explicitly associated with his office.

Second, my examination of the 1QH\(^a\) arrangement of the Hodayot cannot substantiate the view that the Teacher Hymns was sandwiched between two sections of Community Hymns as described in later versions of the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema. Although psalms of hymnic confession can be found in 5:12–8:41 and eschatological psalms of thanksgiving can be found in 10:5–19:5, the 1QH\(^a\) arrangement does not conclude in a final CH II block. Rather, the psalms introduce the audience to deeply interlocked rhetorical strategies that offer multifaceted praise. The psalms from 1QH\(^a\) 19:6–25:33 contain the most integrated combination of rhetorical moves from the rhetorical palettes of both generic categories in the Hodayot tradition, belying a simplistic classification of these psalms as Community Hymns. Rather, the Maskil unleashes the full potential of his descriptive and declarative praise with the entire range of rhetorical moves from both rhetorical palettes in this final section of 1QH\(^a\).

**Further Areas of Research**

To close, I will outline a few areas for future research. First, now that the Hodayot has been re-categorized, the spectrum of eschatological praise can be used as a basis for exploring
the generic relationships of the Hodayot with other psalms. The psalms of the Hodayot tradition exist along the same spectrum as the eschatological psalms of praise in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa 40:9–11; 42:10–13; 44:23; 45:8; 48:20; 49:13; 54:1–2) and the eschatological psalm of thanksgiving in Isa 12:1–6. I have already discussed at length how the Hodayot tradition is illuminated by Isa 12:1–6, but further exploration remains to be done to examine the generic relationships with the eschatological psalms of praise in Deutero-Isaiah and to identify more eschatological psalms of praise and thanksgiving. A broad survey was not possible in this study, but we can get a fuller picture of eschatological praise by looking more broadly for eschatologically framed psalms found in the Dead Sea Scrolls (e.g. Songs of Sabbath Sacrifice, 1QM 9–12, the Eschatological Hymn and Apostrophe to Judah in 4QPs⁷, and the Plea for Deliverance in 11QPs⁸) as well as in the broader corpus of early Jewish psalms (e.g. Odes of Solomon, Psalms of Solomon, and the “Hellenistic Synagogal Prayers” from books 7–8 of the Apostolic Constitutions). The expanded form of Westermann’s schema can accommodate these psalms and would facilitate the study of eschatological praise and thanksgiving in its own right.

Second, the arrangements of psalms in the Cave 4 Hodayot manuscripts need the kind of consideration offered in this study for 1QH. Chazon rightly emphasizes how important it is to examine the place of every hymn in each of “the Hodayot manuscripts and determine the nature of each collection.” I have made a case for the programmatic arrangement of 1QH, but I was not able to address the arrangement of psalms in the other Cave 4 manuscripts that are known to diverge from 1QH (4QHb–f) because of several outstanding questions about the material reconstructions of these scrolls. 4QH consists of a much smaller collection with a different order of psalms, and there are outstanding questions about whether 4QH contained the psalms found in 1QH 1–8. Additionally 4QpapHf and possibly 4QHf appear to consist of psalms only found in 1QH col. 9 and following in the same order as 1QH. Establishing the arrangement of psalms in each of these manuscripts will require careful reconsideration of their material reconstructions. My next project addresses the material reconstruction of 1QHa and 4QH, and I hope to examine 4QHb in the near future. Any analysis of the programmatic arrangement of psalms in these manuscripts and their generic significance must be deferred until the material issues are studied more closely.

Third, the survey of rhetorical moves and examination of rhetorical strategies in 1QH provides a basis for further examination of the so-called Hodayot-like manuscripts. Although

647. 4QH begins with the “Self-Glorification Hymn” but no additional psalms have survived and there is relatively little that can be said about a programmatic arrangement. There is no indication of alternative arrangements of psalms in the remaining Hodayot manuscripts.
preliminary work has been done on these manuscripts, the question of their precise relationship, if any, with the Hodayot tradition would benefit from the survey of rhetorical moves, strategies, and objectives made in 1QH. It may be possible to identify the generic palettes used in the psalms of these manuscripts by surveying the rhetorical moves that have survived. Even if a full analysis is not possible because of the material state of the scrolls, further study would shed more light on the rhetorical and generic dimensions of what survives. In particular, the remains of a Maskil superscription in 4Q433a 2 2 calls for closer examination and consideration as part of the Maskil’s genre set.

Fourth, the concepts of genre sets and genre systems from modern genre theory offer a promising conceptual framework for the categorization of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Genre sets and systems might supplement the concepts of “clusters” or “constellations” of sectarian texts that have been proposed as new approaches to categorizing the Scrolls. Furthermore, it would be fruitful to examine some of the proposals made in this study with the benefit of computer-aided

---

stylometric analysis along the lines of what Pierre Van Hecke has been exploring in his recent work.  

Fifth, more work needs to be done on the identification of discourses of supplication and petition in the Hodayot. In particular, there needs to be a more careful consideration of the possibility of implicit petitions that Hasselbalch has raised. With a fuller survey of explicit and implicit petitions, we would be better positioned to identify what rhetorical objectives petitions and supplications are meant to accomplish and what they contribute to the overall rhetorical objectives of the psalms of hymnic confession and the eschatological psalms thanksgiving. A more thorough study of the use of petitions and supplications in a deterministic sectarian context would also stimulate further discussion about theological conceptions of human agency among the elect.  

The areas of future exploration mentioned above underscore how this study is only the beginning of a larger project of perceiving the place of the psalms (in the Hodayot and beyond) in a more flexible and nuanced generic schema. My generic reassessment of the Hodayot is certainly not the final word, and I anticipate that further alterations or adjustments will be necessary. Future refinements notwithstanding, this study has affirmed the emerging consensus that the Teacher Hymn-Community Hymn schema lacks explanatory power and flattens the rich

649. Stylometry could offer a check on the subjectivity of identifying rhetorical moves. The emphasis on authorship attribution, however, is less helpful, since the question of one or more authors is not centrally relevant to the question of genre and brings us back to a form of classification determined by author rather than genre. Van Hecke Pierre, “Computational Stylometric Approach to the Dead Sea Scrolls,” DSD 25.1 (2018), 59–63, 81–82.
dynamism of the Hodayot tradition. It has also emphasized that “hybridity” is not a defect but it is the defining characteristic of the Hodayot tradition that highlights its complementarity. The psalms of the Hodayot tradition are so tightly-knit and intricately interlocked that they cannot be treated as a loose compilation of psalms or as redactional blocks of generically homogenous material that have been superficially edited together. Although two generic categories have been identified in this study, they function symbiotically and cannot be fully isolated from each other. Rather, the Hodayot tradition is a cohesive collection of psalms that is earmarked as part of the Maskil’s genre set. In particular the 1QH⁰ arrangement of psalms serves as a liturgical curriculum for cultivating insight and teaching sectarian discourses of praise.
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